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" His own blood mrred with the desire to accornplish, to carry further; 
and as the scope of the phihXhropist did not atûact him, he was vaguely 
conscious of having been boni too late in England. The new political appeal  
of the colonies, clashing suddenly upon old insular harmonies, brought him 
a sense of wider fields and chances-. . " 

Sara Jeannette Duncan' s 17re Inpe~alist 
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Abstract 

This dissertation combines l i t e rq  analysis with genre study and cultural history to trace the 

evolution of a tradition of nineteenth-cenniry Caradan satiric fiction. Through a close reading 

of canonical texts examined within the contexts of their production, 1 analyze the moral, social, 

and political noms that inform nineteenthcentury Canadian satire and determine how these 

noms have either been maintained or modified. The introduction defines the key terms of the 

thesis by reviewing the principle 

elaborating the critical stance as 

Historiclsm. 

theoretical arguments surroundhg the study of satire, and by 

one informed by the reading practices of New Criticism and 

Part One explores the development of the satiric sketch in the Colonial Period and focuses 

on Thomas McCulloch's me Stepsure Letters (1821-3) and Thomas Chandler Haliburton's The 

Clockmaker (first series, 1836). In their condemnation of the vices and follies exhibited by their 

neighbours, McCulloch and Haliburton share many of the same noms; however, the evolution 

of the satinc viewpoint is one of ever-broadening scope. Both d t e r s  focus on similar class and 

social issues, for instance, but Haiiburton also considers larger political matters centrai around 

the complicated issue of Imperidism. 

Part Two examines the rise of the satiric novel in the Confederation P e n d  and focuses 

on James De Mille's A S m g e  Manuscn'pt Foumi in a Copper Cyünder (1888) md Sara 

Jeannette Duncan's The Imperialist (lm), which both take up the "Imperia1 Question." De 

Mille's fantastical adventure questions both Christian doctrine and Victoiian values in its 

profound exploration of the individuai challenge to define a code of values b y which to iive, and 
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its thoughtfui inquiry into the imperialistic urge to impose those values on others. Duncan's 

authentic depiction of tum-of-the-centq small town Ontario's emotional and intellectud 

responses to the political debate on international relations satirizes the ignorant assumptions and 

lack of imagination displayed by both Canadians and Britons. 

The conclusion surveys the ways in which these writers urge their leaders to recognize 

the "wider fields and chances" available to them; that is, the geographical, philosophical, and 

imaginative spaces open to dl colonists/Canadians, and the attendam social, economic, and 

sp inniai opportunities, risks, and responsibilities to be encountered there . 



SATIRE: AN INTRODUCTION 



in his introduction to the first New Canadian Library edition of Thomas McCullochts The 

Stepsure Lettem (1960), Northrop Frye argues the importance of explonng our literary 

history: "There are two main d u e s  to be derïved h m  the snidy of our cultural traditions. 

One is that what wrïters wnte and readers respond to instinctively, by virtue of their context 

in space and tirne, they do with greater skill and pleasure, respectively, if they know more 

about that context. The other is that such study helps to distinguish for us what is past from 

what is permanentw (ix). Frye points to McCulloch as the appropriate starting point for 

tracing a literary continuum which seeks to reveai the development of a prominent aspect of 

Canada's literary chamter. Specifically, he argues that " McCulloch is the founàer af a 

genuine Canadian humour: that is, of the humour that is based on a vision of society and is 

not mereiy a series of wisecracks on a single theme. The tone of Dis humour, quiet, 

observant, deeply conservative in the human sense, has been the prevailing tone of Canadian 

humour ever since" (ix). Sixteen years later, Tom Marshall concludes a brïef article entitied 

" Haliburton' s Canada" (1 976) b y remarking that the tradition of Canadian humour represents 

a potentially fniitfuI ara for critical inquiry. He argues that Thomas Chandler Haliburton's 

comedy grows out of a cenain ambivalence: "the things Canadian, Amencan, and British that 

he cnticizes are inside him as well as outside him; one senses divided loyalties, ironic 

undertones" (137). The Sam Slick sketches, he notes, continually reveal an awareness of 

shifüng perspectives, a willingness to live with unceaainties and antagonistic philosophies, 

and a pragmatic ability to see at least two sides to every question. Asserthg that "This [ironic 

vision] is 'Canadian'," Marshall contends that this pattem persists in later Canadian writing- 

that similar ambivalences may be observed in the works of Leacock, Richler, Davies and 

others. Yet, he adds, "1 am not aware that this pattem has ever been very fully examined as 
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it ernerges from the styles, textures and formai structures of our major works of literature" 

(137). 

Almost a decade later, W.J. Keith, in his CaMdian Lirerature in English (1985), 

comments on this apparent reluctance to explore our iiterary legacy. He argues that although 

the existence of a Canadian tradition has often been asserted or questioned, "Canadian 

literature has seldom b e n  considered in tems of any consistent historkal continuity. Nor are 

there many generic studies to demonstrate the debt, in poetry or fiction or whatever, of one 

literary generation to another" (4). He suggests that this neglect is a result of a clash of 

loyalties and pnorities: "Alongside the natural desire to foster and encounge a growing 

literature went a corresponding fear that this new creative burgeoning might be stifled by the 

burden of a traditional past, especially if the traditions in question came from outside the 

country" (4). Perhaps embarrassed by its self-conscious derivativeness fkom predorninately 

British paradigms, the critical enterprise in Canada large1 y ignored the nineteenthcentury 

roots of Canadian literanire: "Emphasis feil on contempomry achievement; its ancesûy, its 

lines of developrnent, its relations to the larger context of literature in English, went for the 

mst part unexaminedn (4). 

Keith's appraisal may no longer hold tme for some fields of Canadian litemry 

criticism; important work has b e n  doae in recent years both in the ara of synthesizing 

literary history (New and Keith), and in the study of particular fields such as nineteenth- 

century Canadian women's writing (McMullen), the Canadian long poem (Bentley), and the 

roots of Canadian modernism (Treheame). However, many signifiant areas of inquiry 

remain unexplored. As both Frye and Marshall note, Canadian literary humour is one of 
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them. More specificafly, a second look at the humorists they name-McCulloch, HaIibunon, 

Leacock, Richler, Davies-suggests that satiric fictions stand among our foremost canonical 

texts and invite critical attention to the charting of a tradition of Canadian satire. Indeed, 

from McCulloch in the early nineteenth century onwards, each successive p e n d  in Canadian 

national development has produced a celebrated satirist. Vincent S harman suggests: " Because 

satire has long been a mainstay of Canadian literature, it is fair to say that an important part 

of the Canadian literary imagination is critical, ironic, and mockingly humorousn ("Satiren 

556). ALthough critics acknowledge the contemporary satiric fiction of some of Canada's 

best-known living writers-Mordecai Richler, Margaret Atwood, and Timothy Findlay among 

them-there have been very few attempts to explore Canadian satire's ancestry, its lines of 

development. This study proposes to do just that. A close reading of representative texts will 

reveal the moral, social, and political norms that inform nineteenth-century English-Canadian 

satire and suggest how these norms were either maintained or modified in response to the 

socio-culniral and political activity of that century. It will serve as both an investigation of 

the circumstances which have promoted the continual production of satincal fiction in Canada 

throughout the Colonid and Confederation periods and a litelary reevaluation of several 

canonical texts in light of their position dong the continuum of Canadian satirid fiction. 

In their introduction to Theonking Satire: Essays in Liierary Cnn'cism (1995). Brim Comery 

and Krk  Combe announce their deliberate avoidance of defining the subject of their study: 

"Happily (md, we think, wisely), as editors of this volume, we assume no obligation to set 

... limitations on the concept of satire. Our intention is not to engage in the folly (and, on 
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occasion, the knavery) of solving the dilemma of what satire is or ought to be" (13). A year 

earlier, Dustin Griffin, in his Satire: A Critical Reintroduction (1994), anticipated the 

prudence of such an approach. declaring that any definition of satire necessarily betrays a 

polemicd base, an implicit definition of the proper nature of satire, or a partial view of the 

genre. Universaiizing claims are suspect, he adds, because they focus on what element the 

theorist deems "most important to satire-its rambling variety, its defamatory invective, its 

fiee speaking, its ribaid ridicule, or its moral function" (9). He resolves that the proper goai 

of the theorkt of satire "is not to arrive at elegant and irrefutable definitions of satire as a 

genre but to enable readers of satire to becorne more attentive, to enable them to see an 

interplay of impulses and effects in a text" (186). Similarly, the aim of the present study is 

the discovery and contextualizing analysis of such interplay within and between Canadian 

satine fictions. While the tabling of "elegant and irrefutable definitions of satire" is not an 

objective of my project (which is text- and not theory-centred), a rehearsal of some attempts 

to define the term satire is nonetheless called for. 

"Satire is the stranger that lives in the basement," writes George Test at the end of his 

introduction to Satire: Spint and Art (1991). His remark conveys the apprehensive welcome 

with which readers engage satire, a genre which is seemingly fnendly and familiar at one 

tum, hostile and remote at the next. Indeed, satire defies easy categorization and for centuries 

has occasioned the production of often contradictory definitions and thwries. P.K. Elkin calls 

it "the moa variable of critical terms, appearing in a wide variety of contexts and changing 

from one context to another" ( D @ e ~ e  199). Edward and Lillian Bloom compare satire to the 

god Mercury who wears many disguises and satisfies many expectations: "Even as the deity 
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adroitly roamed from high to low-as otator and trickster, as Beet messenger and patron of 

the market place-so satire has always dernonstrated its adaptability to circumstance and 

intentiont' (15). Its versatility is evident in its wide varïety of foms. Edward Rosenheim 

remarks that the works which "at one time or another, lime been called satiric represent an 

enormous diversity in substance, structure, style, and motive-covenng, it is likely, as great a 

range as the literahire which has, in any meaningful sense, been called tragic or comic" (2). 

Gnffin usefully elaborates sorne of the better known foms the genre has invaded: 

(in verse alone) formal satire, epistie, letter from the country, lampoon, 

epigram, session of the poets, advice to a painter.. . .The (rnostly prose) 

Menippean line is itself a miscellany, fmm fantastic voyage to dialogue of the 

dead and learned anatomy.. . .This is of course only the beginning of the 

difficulty of comprehending satire within a single theoretical m e ,  since it c m  

through parody invade any literary form. (3) 

Regarding satire's lack of consistent fom, Christiane Bohnert quips: "If traditionai genres, 

such as tragedies, sonnets, and novellas, resemble a well-reguiated forest, then satire is the 

lawless and irrepressible poacher within" (15 1). These metaphors and Lists underscore the 

variable nature of satire and suggest the difficulty inherent in producing a concise and yet 

comprehensive definition of the term. It will prove helpful, therefore, to approach the task by 

considering some of the categories of theoretical inquiry into which the definitions of satire 

can be sorted; these categories include a bnef review of the etymologies and cornotations of 

the word itself, an argument for a modern critical consensus of the major elements of satire, 

an analysis of satire first in its relation to comedy and then as a form of attack, a rethinking 
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of the moral nom often associated with satire's purpose, and a consideration of its social 

context. Applying something of a shotgun technique, the following brief survey hopefully 

anives at what is rnost useful to the present study: a broad working definition. 

Etvm-on 

Few attempts to define satire begin by tracing the origins of the word itself. Perhaps this is 

because its etymology is ambiguous, or because the proposed derivations are highly 

suggestive and do not accord with a good deal of modern satiric theory. Yet, two popular 

root associations in paaicular can underscore the disparate perceptions of the genre. The first 

traces the word to the Latin root sabym, from the Greek sahîros, linking satire to "satyrs," 

the wild, goadike men of Greek myth who-renowned for their strong sexual desires-danced 

in the train of Dionysus and chased the nymphs. The 1676 edition of Coles' An Engtish 

Dicriomry defines "satyre" as "an hairy Monster, like a horned man with Goats [sic] k t ;  

also an invective poem." In his Ars Grmarica, fourth-century Greek scholar, Diomedes, 

explains that "*[s]anua is so called from the Satyrs, because in this type of poem (Le. 

'satura') laughable and shameful things are related in the same way as even those recited and 

m e d  by the Satyrs* " (qtd. in and translated by Van Rooy 1%). Although modern critics 

often reject this etymology as a misinterpretation, it was at one time a legitimate derivation 

and has shaped readers' attinides towards satire for centuries, fuelling conceptions (popular 

especially during the Renaissance) that the satirist is a ferocious malcontent-"an hairy 

Monstern-and that satire is an unruly, vulgar and rough-edged form. Such notions persist in 

contemporary discussions of satire. When asked if his satiric novel, Our Gang (1971), a 
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slashing parody of the Nixon administration, was in "Bad Tsçte," Philip Roth argued that 

[s]atire of this kind has no desire to be decorous. Decorum-and what hides 

behind it-is what it is ateacking. To ask a satirist to be in Good Taste is lile 

asking a love poet to be less personal. Good Taste is inimical to what &es 

this satire. 1s The Sutiryicon in such G d  Taste? 1s Gargantua and 

Pamagruel? 1s Aristophanes? 1s Swift's Modes Proposcil? Swift recommends 

the stewing, roasting, and fncasseeing of one-year-old children so as to 

unburden their impoverished parents and provide food for the meat-eating 

classes. How nasty that must have seemed, how umecessarily vulgar, even to 

many who shared his concem for Ireland's misery. (qtd. in Lelchuk 217) 

A second, and more widely accepted, etymology locates satire within the vocabuiary 

of food by tracing it to the Latin word satura (mixture), which derives from the roots samr 

(sated) and saris (enough) . Primarily, it memt "full, " and then came. to mean "a mixture full 

of different things." Diomedes notes that, according to the testimony of Marcus Terentius 

Varro, a Roman scholar and satirist in the first century B.C., satura was a stuffing crammed 

with many ingredients: he quotes the second book of the Plautine Quesrionr: "Sutura is 

raisins, b d e y  , and pine-nuts sprinkied with wine-honey . Others add pomegranate seeds to 

these ingredients" (qtd. in Van Rooy xiii). Gilbert Highet notes that a "dish full of mixed 

first-fruits offered to the gods was called lanx satura; and Juvenal, no doubt in allusion to 

this strain of m e d n g ,  calls his satires by the name of another rnixed food, famago, a 

mishmash of grain given to cattie" (231). Note bat, in his fint satire, Iuvenal names the 

wide range of subjects on his plate: "All human endeavours, men's players,/ Fears, angers, 
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pleasures, joys, and pursuits, these makel the mixed mash of my verse" (Satire 1, emphasis 

added). These associations are a reminder of satire's reputation as witty food-for-thought and 

may help explain the genre's characteristic propensity for thematic and formal variety. In 

fact, an emphasis on miscellany appears in a third possible derivation. Diornedes suggests that 

satire may derive its name "'fiom a law, satasa, which includes many provisions in a single 

bill, for it is evident that the verse composition satura also comprises many poerns at once'" 

(qtd. in Van Rooy 1-2). However, some recent scholarship suggests that the affiliation of 

satire with a mixed mash of food is not rnerely a comment on its literary abundance and 

variety, but an indication of the type of consumer it demands. In her 1995 article entided 

"Satura from Quintilian to Joe Bob Briggs: A New Look at an Old Word," Gay Sibley States: 

"Whereas heretofore the explanation has centred on the advantage of 'the mix' as appealing 

to a variety of tastes, my daim is that the possibility exists that.. .satura consisted of a 

mixture of ingredients that were blended in such a way that ody those with 'discriminating 

palates' could corne close to knowing what they were tasting" (59). 

Whatever the mie derivation of the word, Griffin observes that a large rneasure of 

satiric theory represents an attempt to deny these root associations. Because they challenge 

satire's claims to morality and artistic unity, he argues, theorists have long sougbt "to repress 

or domesticate the shaggy, obscene, and transgressive satyr.. .and to make it into the mode1 of 

the moral citizen. Or they have resisted satire's traditionally farraginous nature and insisted 

that every satire must display thematic uoity and formal clarity" (6). Yet, as Mvin Keman 

remarks, whether suppressed or forgotten, these associations remain significant, "for the 

world of satire is always a fantastic jurnble of men and abjects.. ..it moves always toward the 



creation of messes, discordancies, mobs" (Plot 68). Combined, the "fantastic jurnble" 

suggested by these various proposed etymologies underscores the energy and variety 

identified with satire, and hints at its paradofical quality of repugnant appeal. 

While these etymologically-inspired images of obscene satyrs and rnixed planers have 

long clung to the t em satire, its connotations have nevertheless changed considerably over 

tirne. Well into the eighteenth century, the term "satirew referred primarily to a complex and 

rituaiized formal designation-namely, verse satire on the Roman mode1 as established by 

Horace and Juvenal. Since then, it has gradually Iost its sense of forma1 specificity and 

increasingly corne to refer to affective and conceptual notions. Elkin observes: "Aldiough we 

may describe a work which is predominantly satincal as 'a satiref, that particular way of 

looking at its subject, which we term ' satincal', can be the informing principle of any kind of 

literary work or work of art or music you care to namen (Satire 6). The Blooms argue that 

satire as a modem designation suggests "a state of mind or feeling, a critical outlook on some 

detail or quality of existence" (36). This shift from the objective observation of fom to the 

subjective interpretation of informing principle undedies the difficulty of arriving at a 

satisfactory definition of satire. Perhaps this is why E k h  opens his Inaugurai Lecture by 

answering his own rhetorical question- "What is satire?"-with a highiy suggestive and 

scholastically prudent response: "The best definition 1 know is that provided by the Chinese 

pictograph for satire, which may be translated as ' laughter with knives' " (Satire 3). 

onsensus in Brief 

Ellcin's remark, and the Chinese pictograph behind it, speak to the key criteth that most 
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modern theorists of satire select to bring together its many diverse conceptions. In fact, a 

cursory g lace  at six such definitions suggests their ultimate similarity: d l  include reference 

to "laughtern and " knives. " Elien Leybum, in her Sdnc Allegory: Mirror of Man (1956), 

argues that, in satire, "[tlhere is always a judgment of faults, and there is always some sort of 

indirection in the conveying of the judgment, whether the concealment is laughter or some 

stemer sort of rhetorîcal intensification" (7). A year later, Frye identifies the same principal 

elements, couching hem in slightly different t e m s  in his Amtomy of Cn'ticim (1957): "Two 

things, then, are essential to satire; one is wit or humor founded on fantasy or a sense of the 

grotesque or absurd, the other is an object of attack" (224). Highet rehearses a variation on 

the same theme in ïbe Anatomy of Satire (1962), in which he argues that " @]atred which is 

not simply shocked revulsion but is based on moral judgment, together with a degree of 

amusement" (150) are the hallmarks of satire. In The Plot of Satire (1965), Kernan condenses 

this argument by asserting that satire is composed of "two components, art and mordityw 

(17). Test expands on the same components in his Satire: Spirit and A n  (1991), when he 

clairns that satire is "at once an act of judgment, aggression, play, and laughtern (30). In 

view of this basic agreement amongst disparate cntical schools and across several decades of 

scholarship, Elkin seems vindicated for having declared in 1974 that "every definition of 

satire worth considering refers to two essential elements: the perception of an incongruity and 

the expression of a criticism" (Sutire 3). These "essential elements" of satire themselves 

require further elaboration. 

The "perception of an incon itv": Satire's Relation to Comedy 
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In his prefdce to Anintadversions, John Milton contends that the "two most rational faculties 

of human intellect; anger and laughter, were first seated in the breast of man" (479). To 

some degree, both are present in satire, which attempts to strike a rational balance between 

(to collect the tems from above) humour, play, wit, incongniity or rhetoncal intensification 

on the one hand, and judgment, criticism, attack, hatred or aggression on the other. Test 

comments that to "yoke the symbolic aggression of satire with a spirit of play is to commit 

barefaced paradoxn (19). This paradox has traditionally been solved by divIdmg satire into 

two diametrically opposed categories. For instance, based on a somewhat reductive reading of 

Horace and JuvenaI, there arose in the Renaissance two classifications of satire: Horatian-or 

" smilingw --satire favours laughter; Juvenalian--or " savageH--satire favours anger. If these 

classifications are considered the extreme ends of a satiric spectnim, then the perceived tone 

of an individuai satire places it somewhere between the hea 

Severai theorists have found it useful to consider opposing categories of satire on such 

a spectmm, and many use Horace and Juvenal to designate the extremes. Borrowing from 

Aristotle, John Dryden separates the vigorous rant of Juvenalian satire as "Nanire without 

Art" from the purposive discourse of Horatian satire as "Art Compleated"; he describes the 

distinction between the two as the "vast difference betwixt the slovenly butchering of a man, 

and the fineness of a stroke that separates the head from the body, and leaves it standing in 

its place" (263). The Augustans equated Horace with light raillery against folly and Juvenal 

with fierce reproach against vice. Consider John Dennis's appraisal: "Horace argues, 

insinuates, engages, rallies, srniles, Juvenal exlaims [sic], apostrophizes, exaggerates, Iashes, 

stabbs [sic] " (2:ZM). Griffin sees Horace leaning toward comedy and Juvenal toward 
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û-agedy. Test argues that satire reflects vanous combinations of play and laughter on one 

hand, and aggression and judgment on the other. Rosenheim envisions a satine spectrum 

ranging from the essentially "persuasive" to the essentially "punitive." These various binary 

formulas and the spectnims they suggest indicate 2 like-rninded appreciation of the scope of 

satinc attack: at one extreme, satire is deliberate, playful, aaful, and persuasive; at the other, 

it is aggressive, grave, judgmental, and punitive. To complicate matters, some individual 

works range from one extreme to the other. Regardless, it is fair to say-if stîll somewhat 

reductively-that most satire falls between hem, tending towards classification as 8oratia.n or 

Iuvenalian but not necessarily defined by these monikers. 

EIkin explains that much of English satire-especially since the Augustans-is closer to 

the Horatian than the Iuvenalian end of the spectrum simply "because it pfeases more readily. 

It wins more fnends and influences more people" (Defme 146). But what, asks Griffin, "is 

pleasing about a form that bas often k e n  regarded as displeasing, harsh, obxure, splenetic, 

malignant. ...Why do we continue to read and enjoy satire?" (159). He then acknowledges 

that the "conventional answer is that the pleasure we take in satire derives from its wit" 

(159). Indeed, satirists and critics alike have long rernarked on the effective fusion of humour 

with attack. Horace himself said that "ridicule more often cuts deeper into important matters 

than does seriousness" (Semnes  1.10.14-15). Erasmus once noted that "such is the power of 

wit and liveliness that we can take pleasure in a witty remark even when it is aimed at us" 

(3 : 1 19). Alexander Pope's infamous assessrnent of his The Rape of the Lock (1712-14) 

provides a clever analogy. Describing the poem as "at once the most a satire, and the most 

inoffensive, of anything of mine, " he observed that his readers "laugh at it, and seem heartily 
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merry, at the same time that they are uneasy. 'Tis a sort of writing like ticklùig" (to Mrs. or 

Miss Marriot, 28 February 1713/14, qtd. in Sherburne's Pope's Correspondence 1.211). This 

cerebral " tickling " provides a siightly discomfiting pleasure to counter what might otherwise 

be a thoroughly unpleasant beatiag. Indeed, Leonard Feinberg insists, "[slatire may offer 

other gratifications, but some pleasun it must give in order to hold the reader" (lnroduczion 

8). He adds that satiric humour is &en the result of exaggeration and overstatement which 

the satirist resorts to "in order to attract attention, for he is u s d y  expressing an unpopular 

point of view-unpopular not because it is onginal but because it reaffirms inconvenient 

principles which society pays lip service to but does not practise" (Introduction 90). Thus, the 

use of comic devices may, in part, be a stratagem to capture and sustain interest-to divert 

unwary readers long enough to mount the concealeci, and possibly offensive, satiric attack. 

In his The Power of Sarire: Magic, Ritual, Art (1960), Robert Elliott concurs with 

Leyburn and Feinberg in identiwng satiric wit and humour as the kind of rhetoricai 

intensification that masks the judgement of faults, if not to aid in a surprise assault, then to 

help exonerate the satirist. Humour helps to create the illusion that the critical attack is light- 

hearted and not altogether serious. Al1 the rhetoricai manoeuvres which characterize comedy-- 

irony, innuendo, burlesque, parody, allegory-becorne, in the hands of the satirist "devices of 

indirection which help make palatable an originally unacceptable impulse" (264). Similarly, 

Test rernarks that adult foms of play "are often rituals in which the aggression of satire is 

expressed in a socially countenanced way. n u s  is in accordance with the concept of paidzeim 

spoude, that is, playing seriously or senously playing, as exemplifieci in Socrates" (23). And 

yet, as Elliott points out, it is a nice complication " that the devices which make satire 
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acceptable to polite society at the same time sharpen its point" (264). The suggestion that the 

took of indirection, seerningly designed to blunt satire's inherently critical edge, actually 

serve to hone its daggers-supports the notion that wit and humour are a vital part of the 

satiric atrack. Jonathan Swift's "To a Lady" renders explicit the metaphorical C O M W ~ ~ O ~  

between satiric play and physical assault: 

Like the ever-laughing sage, 

In a jest I spend my rage: 

(Though it m u a  be understood 

I wouid hang hem if I could) . (177-180) 

The techniques of humour are often themselves forces in the critical onsfaught. For 

instance, low burlesque-the reduction of something high and noble to something mean and 

contemptible--delivers the punch of both amusement and insult. The diminishing of the vital 

to the mechanical, the spiritual to the material, or the serious to the absurd, represents the 

reduction of life to its grossest constituent parts and renders the target IaughabIy inferior. The 

resuiting comic twist is sharply judgrnend. Consider, for instance, the "reduction of man to 

meat in A Mutiest Proposal, to chernicals and statistics in  Brave Nav W H ,  and to political 

objects in 1984" @Ceman, Plot 53). These witty, though damning, portrayals are-dmost 

inexplicably-delightful entertainment. As Elliott remarks, "It is as difficult to account for our 

pleasure in vituperation as for our pleasure in tragedy. But it is there" (209n). Somewhat 

masochistically, our pleasure in satire may actudly derive h m  the pain of the attack-a pain 

heightened by the workings of wit and humour. 

The Blooms propose a different explanation for satire's use of comic devices. They 
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assert that arousing Iaughter serves the satirist' s purpose by helping to create a homogenous 

audience: "Satiric laughter, although its immediate source or object may be private, is a fom 

of release that takes effect only as a shared activity. Laughter invites others to share the 

reason for the laughter" (122). Expanding on this notion, they contend that communal 

taughter directed at a scapegoat-upon whom man's sins are symbolically heaped-makes it 

possible for a community divided by guilt and shame to reintegrate itself: "Comparably, the 

butt of satire rnay be a convenient surrogate for expeI1ing communal vice or foily. His 

availability perhaps betokens man's sadistic instincts, but it also provides an illusory source of 

healing transference" (128). Test, aithough contending that catharsis is an unproved concept, 

nevertheless concurs that " taughter may produce an engaging communal experience, 

especially if the audience joins in Iaughter directed against a worthy victim" (24). And 

K e a  describes the Ievelling effsct of satiric laughter, arguing that readers can "agree, no 

matter what our persuasion, that any furious activity which achieves the very opposite of its 

intentions is both laughable and dangerous" (Plot 173). 

Severai critics comment on the close relation of satire to comedy and ofier various 

theories by which to differentiate the two. Rosenheim argues that comedy and punitive satire 

share the same formula--one which is based on the pleasure readers take in seing a deserving 

victim get his just desserts. Both cornedy and satire, he explains, represent "humiliation, 

discornfort, frustration, or some similarly defined experience on the part of agents who fail in 

some way to adhere to normally expected standards of conductn (23-24). He then asçerts that 

the difference between comedy and satire is a question of particularity in the object of attack. 

Whereas the comic dupe is the character who might well have been Smith, Jones or 
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Robinson, in satire "the victirn is Smith, Jones, or Robinson-or, if not, belongs to a 

paaicular group or embraces a pxticular view which c m  be isolated, for the purpose of 

receiving our unflattering attention, h m  the rest of the world about us" (27). This, note, is a 

typically historicist distinction, because one that rads satire in terms of its specific reference 

Fomaiist and rhetonc scholars assume a different stance in commenting on the 

distinction between satire and comedy. In an article subtitled "Distinguishing the Comic from 

the Satiric" (l995), Christian Gutieben observes that, at least from a puristic point of view , 

"satire and comedy can cornfortably enough be set apart because they belong-or at least used 

to belong--to two different generic spheres, namely and respectively, poetry and drama" 

(133). However, since these terms "no longer refer to a genre or a fom but to a mode or 

even a mood.. ..the distinction between the two necessitates then an intricate analysis of 

modality, tonality, and oarrativity" (133). James Sutherland also argues for an analysis of 

narrative strategy, suggesting that the difference between satire and comedy lies in the 

perception of the wnter's disposition: "it is the satirist' s intention-to expose, or deride, or 

condemn-that distinguishes him from the writer of comedy" (7). He states that while the 

writer of comedy is also "very much alive to the follies and imperfections and faults of men 

and women" (2), he afcepts hem: "he has no great desire to pass judgment, and dl1 less to 

strip bare and victimise the intellectual and moral imbeciles he has obsemed. It is, on the 

contrary, the mark of the satina that he cannot accept and refuses to tolerate.. . .he is dnven 

to protest" (3-4). This protest, however, m o t  overwhelm the comic element of the work 

and stiil be considered a satire. If such, it becomes a rant. 
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The "expresdon of a criticism" : Satire as A m  

As Frye remarks: " A w k  without numor, or pure denunciation, forms one of the boundaries 

of satire" (Anatomy 224). Elkin argues. conversely, that humour without criticai attack foms 

another boundary. He comrnents that while the perception of incongruity issues in laughter, 

the critical attack renders the laughter responsible (Satire 3). Comedy, he argues, has the 

effect of eniarging our sense of the possibilities of life; it encourages free, liberating laughter. 

Satire, on the other band, "allows us only responsible laughter, for no matter hou. gay and 

sparkling its surface, it is always fundamenraliy judicial-its distinctive effect is that of 

intensifying our awareness of norms, conventions, traditions, and established standardsn 

(Defence 13). 

In sharpening his distinction between satire and other forms of both comedy and 

critical attack, Frye also focuses on satire's purported effect of heightening readers' 

awareness of norms-especiaii y moml norms. Further delirniting the boundaries of satire, 

Frye suggests that "satire is irony which is stnicturally close to the comic: the comic struggle 

of two societles, one normal and the other absurd, is reflected in its double focus of morality 

and fantasyu (Alf~torrzy 224). He clarifias the roles of irony and morality by asserting that the 

"chief distinction between irony and satire is that satire is militant irony" (Anatomy 223). He 

explains its militancy: "its moral norms are reiatively clear, and it assumes standards against 

which the grotesque and absurd are measuredW (Aruziomy 223). Xighet argues, as Frye does. 

that satire is bounded on dl sides by other forms of humour and cnticism-"on the one side, 

invective and lampoon; on the other, comedy and farce" (1%). His understanding of the 

distinction focuses on purpose, and speaks to much of the above-guoted critical cornmentary: 
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"The purpose of invective and lampoon is to destroy an enerny. The purpose of comedy and 

farce is to cause painless undestructive Iaughter at human weaknesses and incongruities. The 

purpose of satire is, through laughter and invective, to cure folly and to puni& evil" (156). 

To cure and punish, the satinst must first judge and attack. 

According to Test, that "satire is an attack is probably the ieast debatable daim that 

one can make about it" (15). Leyburn, Frye, Ellcin, Highet, Rosenheim and others have 

argued that one of the key features of satire is a critical attack which is typically cast as a 

judgrnent of faults. In dieir view, the effective satirkt uses persuasive rhetoric to convince his 

readers that a guilty verdict is fair and that punishment is warranteci: "Justice, we are asked 

to believe. will be served by satiric method and with distinction" (Bloom 65-66). Kernan 

points out that this view "makes of satire a type of propaganda originating in the author's 

prejudices and snaped to persuade us ro share those prejudices" (Plot 4). Many critics use 

metaphors of crime and punishment to underscore this understanding of the satirist' s motives. 

For instance, James Sutherland contends that the satirist, "Like the magistrate on the bench, is 

there to administer the law, to uphold the order of a civilized community ; he brings men and 

women to the test of certain ethical, intellectual, social and other standards. In assessing their 

degree of culpability he may take mitigating circumstances into account, but he is not, as 

satirist, bound to do so" (19). Similarly, Paulsoii argues that satire must "(1) make the reader 

aware of a pointing finger, of an ought or ought not, that refers beyond the page to his own 

life, or--and this is not always the same thing-(2) take a moral stand. make a judgement, and 

place or distribute blame" (Fictions 4). The Bloorns contend that the objea of satkic attack is 

not only a scapegoat but a cautionary example whom the satirist holds up to public display in 
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hopes tlat, "like a sea gull impaled on a pier to warn off other gulls, wrongdoing-when 

properly exposai-may deter others from related crimes" (17). Cautionary examples thus 

provide the impetus to reform, which, the Blooms argue further, is the purpose of satire: 

Satiric representation, in other words, should be a goad towacd positive action, 

uniting in its readers aesthetic satisfaction and the ache of conscience. Those 

details that had earlier pleased thern--the reproaches and recrïrninations heaped 

upon others-are inverted to become a burckn of personal faults, a source of 

amoral discornfort and remorse if not of outnght pain. In cemuring 

wrongdoing and fwlishoess, satire may set in motion the possibility of remedy 

(which can be the discontinuance as well as the rectification of error): the 

innocent, forewmed and innately scnipulous, are equipped to face their 

obligations; the guilty, if capable of repentance, ariz moved to self-redemption. 

(33-33) 

Satire's cruel means must certainly be justifieci by such noble ends; however, some 

theorists assert that satire-while it undoubtedly attacks-d~s not really cure or punish at dl, 

and never really intends to. Erin Mackie argues that " [rlational and benevolent reform is 

satire's social alibi, but is often maintaineci on only the shakiest ground. Posing as the 

upstanding custodian of social and cultural correction, satire often stumbles, revealing 

motivations and producing effects irrelevant to reform" (173). Reviewing two centuries of 

English satire, Comery and Combe ratify this asçessment, arping that virtually d l  satirists 

clmm one purpose for satire, that of hi@-minded and usually sociaily oriented 

moral and intellechial reform; however, they engage in something quite 
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different, namely mercilessly savage attack on some person or thing that, 

frequently for private reasons. displeases them. The veneer of civilized 

behaviour serves to mask great primitive urges. Thus, satire is a literary Trojan 

horse for which polite (or politic) arâulness produces a dissembling form, 

seMng first to contain and conceai, and then to unleash the primitive passions 

of the satirist. (2) 

Roth supports this theoretical arpment. One interviewer asked: "Do you actually think that 

Our G a q  will do anythinp to resûain or alter Nixon's conduct? Affxt his conscience? 

Shame him? What do you expect to accomplish by publishing a satire like this one?" To 

which Roth responded: 

Do 1 expect the world to be changed by Our Gang? Hardly. True, when we al1 

first learned about satire in school, we were told that it was a humorous attack 

upon men or institutions for the purpose of instigating change or reform, or 

words to that effect about its ameliorative function. Now, that's a very 

uplifting attitude to take toward malice, but 1 don? think it holds water. 

Brilliant satires have been wntten in behdf of causes and values that didn't 

stand a chance, and the satirists knew as much beforehand.. . .satirists are naïfs 

at hem; simultaneously, they are probably less afflicted with hopeful illusions 

than the ordinary citizen. No, 1 think wnting satire is essentially a literary, not 

a political. act, however volcanic the reformist or even revolutionary passion in 

the author. Satire is mord rage transformed into comic art-as an elegy is grief 

transformed into poetic art. Does an e l e u  expect to accomplish anything in the 
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world? No, it' s a means of organizing and expressing a harsh, perplexing 

emotion. What begins as the desire to murder your enemy with blows, and is 

converted ( lqe ly  out of fear of the consequences) into the attempt to 

"murder" him with invective and insult, is most thoroughly sublimated, or 

socialized, in the art of satire. It's the imaginative flowering of the primitive 

urge to knock somebody's block off. It's a verbal ritualization of frustration 

and anger, akin maybe to the war dance, or sticking pins in voodoo dolls. fqtd. 

in Lelchuk 226-7) 

Test disparages the determiration of critics and theorists to cling to what he believes is an 

obsolete argument: "Despite the lack of evidence to support the clairn of reform through 

satire, both the justification and convention persist, as a short tour throuph articles and 

reviews in scholarly journals and popular magazines and newspapers will showw (11). 

Indeed, many theorists seem apt to give satire the benefit of the doubt. Feinberg 

biarnes readers for misinterpreting satire, stating that they "cssume that the satirist is offering 

a positive solution, in the form of behaviour which is exactly the opposite to that displayed in 

his satire, but this rarely proves to be me" (Introduction 3-4, emphasis added). Then he  

defends the satirist for usually failing to indicate in his attack how vice and folly can be 

eradicated: "The mind which sees the faults in society is rarely the kind of mind which 

visualizes adequate solutions. There is no reason why it should possess two gifts instead of 

one. It is sufficient to point out faults and let others correct themw (Irzfrod~~on 15). 

Sirnilarly, Elkin concludes his Aupusian Defence @Sarire (1973) by justifying the genre's 

failure to recommend solutions to the problems it so forcefully depicts and derides: "the 
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generail y acceptable view today would sudy be that a satire has done its work when it has 

effectively demonstrated the failings of its subject, and that it c a ~ o t  be expected to remove 

them as welln (84). He suggests that. in modern eyes, satire is "a catalytic agent rather than 

an arm of the law or an instrument of correction: its function is less to judge people for their 

follies and vices than to challenge their attitudes and opinions, to taunt and provoke them into 

doubt, and perhaps into disbelief' (201). The argument here, it seems, is that even if readers 

are obviously not &ng on the counsel of the satirist, they are at least thinking about it. 

The contention that satire is more interested in provoking, challenging and taunting 

readers into a thoughtful consideration of other viewpoints is, perhaps. more than a 

conspicuous attempt to excuse the genre's failure to effect notable refom. It can be argued 

that the satirist does not intend simply to impose his prejudices on his readers, that he wants 

instead to provoke them into a new realm of consciousness, enabling them to recognize and 

to concede their faults. Griffin asserts that satire c m o t  mend its readers. "it can only hope to 

make them see" (62). To his minci, the notion that the satirist sets out to convince readers 

that someone or something is vice-ndden or foolish and must therefore be punished and 

reformed is a misrepresentation of the genre's complex attitude towards its targets. The old 

rhetoric of persuasion, he argues, must be supplemented with a rhetoric of inquiry and 

provocation which "assumes that satirïsts-though they may not have answers to al1 their 

questions-exercise an overall control over the process of exploration, leading us to raise 

questions we must then ponder" (64). Ln this view, satire does not persuade readers to accept 

particular tmths or to make specific choices; it persuades them to becorne more open-minded, 

to grow aware of the complexity and reward of free inquiry. And it lads the way in such an 
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inquiry, producirq: an open fonn concernai with expioring, unsettling, and questioning rather 

than a ciosed form intent on expouding, decfaring. and concluding. Thus, satire is process- 

driven not productdriven: it raises questions instead of providing answers. not b y default, but 

by design. 

est ion in^ the Moral Nom 

What does satire question? Frye, Highet, Paulson. Kernan, and others provide the traditional 

interpretation by naming moral noms as the foundation of the satiric attack. W. H. Auden, 

who often argued for the moral function of satire. States that the "object of satire is a person 

who, though in possession of moral faculries, transgresses the moral law beyond the normal 

cal1 of tempîation" (383-4). In his Kinds of Litermre: An I n t r ~ d u ~ o n  to the 17reor-y 4 

Genres and Modes (1982). Alastair Fowler declares that "a radical moral stance is perhaps 

the most striking feature of the satiric repertoiren (1 10). However, this narrow interpretation 

of satire's targets is also rebuked on a nurnber of fronts. Most forceful, perhaps, is John 

Crowe Ransom's dedaration that, generally. the "mordistic view of art is the immoral 

recourse of thinkers with moral axes to grind; or it is the decision of hamed and 

unphilosophical thinkers who cmot  think of anything etse to think" (99). Equally blunt is 

Elkin's remark that the insistence on the moral underpinning of the satuist's project is, in his 

words. "bogus": "Critics have been taken in by the satirist's special pleas. The justification of 

satire lies elsewhere-in its art, not in its morality. Indeed in so far as morality is concernai, 

satire is in the long view amoral.. . . It questions everything" ( m e  8). Responding to 

prevalent critical insistence on the satirïst's moral certainty, Griffin retorts that if "the 
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satirist's job is to assure us, in no uncertain terms, that the established norms about g m d  and 

bad, right and wrong. are sulidly in place, one wonders how satire ever attracted any mature 

readers or retained their interest" (36). 

Elkin's comment that critics "have been taken in by the satirist's special pleas" points 

to one explanation for the widespread depiction of satire as a predominantly moral attack: 

because the satirkt says so. Just as Elliott argued that the satirkt relies on cornic techniques to 

render palatable the unacceptable impulse to criticize, so too can it be argued that the satirist 

rationalizes his attacks not only by claiming that they are a product of his own moral outrage, 

but by insisting that they may serve as moral edification for his readers. But, to some, this is 

a decidedfy tired argument. Rosenheim notes that during historïcal periods in which the 

didactic power of any literanire was ostensibly the very reason for its existence. the tendency 

to view satire in terms of its moral motives was completely understandable: "The persistence 

of such views into Our own day , however, is somewhat more difficult to under stand.. . . Yet 

tacit or explicit assumptions conceniing the sat irkt 's  decency and altnusm continue to color 

modem discussions both of satire in general and of particular satiric works" (1 8 1). 

Feinberg suggests that the persistence of the morai view of satire is due, in part, to 

critical confusion over the nature of satiric noms. Because the satirist criticizes-effectively 

arguing that people are behaving the "wrong wayW-he is implying that there is a "right way" 

to behave. This "right way." Feinberg states, has been interpreted as the "moral wayw even 

though that is only one of the possible criteria. In fact, he declares, the satirist is usually 

more concerned with socid mores and customs than with momliq and ethics. He adds that 

"satire which achieves a Iasting acceptance, is likel y to depend on norms that seem to be 
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universal, values that transcend their own time and locale. Ln that sense social noms tend to 

overlap with widely accepted moral noms; from that gray area of semantics cornes the 

confusion over noms of satire. But satire ranges over the entire field of human activities and 

relies on standards which may be metaphysical or social or moral" (Introduction 12). Test 

expands this list, stating that "the satirist's 'truth' may not be only moral but also ethical, 

political, aesthetic, common sense, or shared prejudices" (29). 

Because the canon is largely comprïsed of satires which address "tniths" that mscend 

specific occasions or crises of the moment, critics grow accusîorned to reading satire as an 

exploration and celebration of so-called "universal" moral values. However, although such 

works may prove to hold a wider appeai and enjoy a longer Life, all modes of human 

behaviour-from pressing ethical dilemmas to comparably trivial social niceties-are 

scrutinized with the same satiricd eye. In The P b t  of Satire (1965). Keman surveys some of 

the typical criticisms that appear in satire; he remarks that an irnplicit or explicit set of values 

in a particular work often takes the form of specific judgments "on such matters as what kind 

of food to eat, how to manage your wife and your household, how to dress, how to chmse 

your friends and treat your guests, what kind of plays to fiequent and what kind of books to 

r a d ,  how to conduct political lifew (16). While there may be a moral bais to some of these 

judgments, the values they uphold are not necessarily, or exclusively, moral. In his article, 

"Stratagems of Satire in North Amencan Literature Before Haliburton" (l985), Thomas 

Vincent argues for the recognition of two ideologicall y distinct satincd perspectives: "the 

intention of moral satire is to affront the moral sensibility of the reader and thereby arouse 

his moral indignation; the intention of the satiric mtionalist is to affront the reader's sense of 
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reasonabfeness and thereby arouse disdain for stupidity and intellectud infenonty" (56). 

While mord satire may dominate the canon-especially in Augustan BBtain-tu assume bat  al1 

satire has a moral foundation is to overlook the tradition of satiric ratiorialisin, and therefore 

to disregard a wide range of subjects of satirical attack. 

Co-xt of Satire 

Universalist explanations are also ofTered to account for the appearance of satire in padcu1a.r 

societies. Some theorists say satire arises at a time when noms are fimly fixed. For 

example, Auden insists that it flounshes "in a homogenous society with a cornmon conception 

of the moral law, for satirkt and audience must agree as to how normal people can be 

expected to behave, and in times of relative stability and contentment, for satire cannot deal 

widi serious evil and suffering" (qtd. in Paulson 204). Others argue, on the contrary. that 

satire is written at times when these norms are being widely challenged. For instance, John 

Snyder States that satire aises "when there is little credence in public standards of morality 

and taste" (100). Stilf others postdate rhat satire &ses at times of transition be-n these 

extremes. Elliott suggests that "the greatest satire has been written in pends  when ethical 

and rational noms were sufficiently powerfd to attract widespread assent yet not so powemil 

as to compel absolute conformity" ("Satire" 272). Similady, Claude Rawson remarks that 

satire "flourishes moa in an order-minded culture, perhaps at moments when order is felt to 

be slipping" (viii). And Frank Palmeri suggests that "periods of collision between one 

cultural paradigm and an alternative.. . seem to favor the Wting of narrative satire" (17). As 

Griffin remarks, "[ajt this point the sceptical observer would argue that a society's moral 
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(being constant) always sets new idea against received opinion, young against old" (131). 

Feinberg, too, dismisses the attempt to define the ckaracter of the society which provokes the 

production of satire, noting that the " indisputable fact is that signifiant satire has appeared in 

d l  kinds of society, whether they were labelled 'stable' (Moliere, Swift, Dickens), 'unstable' 

(Gogol, Heine, Voltaire), ' renascent ' (Rabelais, Jonson), 'decadent ' (Juvenal , Rochester), 

'restrictive' (Chaucer, Gogol), or 'fie' (France, Twain, Shaw) " ( I n t r ~ d ~ o n  43). Satire' s 

subject matter is also an area of critical dissension: Auden's position that satire cannot deal 

with serious evil and suffering is countered by Highet-"there are very few topics which the 

satirist cannot bandle" (16)-and Feinberg-"No subject seems to be sacredn (Woduction 36). 

Furthermore, critics have debated whether the satirist writes with a conservative or a 

revoiutiomry outlook-does he support or challenge authority and tradition? Grifin (who has 

emerged in this survey as the voice of insistent compromise) argues that the distinction is 

mmt: 

First, there is a matter of terms. As many have observed, the conservative and 

the revolutionary are more akin than they may realize. The conservative wants 

to conserve the best of tradition, the radical or revolurionary wants to return to 

tbe roots to find a purity that has k e n  compted. Each is oriented toward an 

ideal in die pst .  Second, even assuming that we cm distinguish between the 

two, it is very difficult to agree whether we should place a particular satirist 

amoog the conservatives or the revolutionaries.. . .Third, there is linle evidence 

that a satirkt is typically motivated by clearly articufated political principles.. . . 
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(149) 

Cast in these tems, Griffin has a cornpelling argument. However, while the lines between 

conservative and revolutionary Canadian satire may not be clearly drawn, a useful distinction 

can be retained between Tory and Liberal satire, as evidenced, for instance, in the satiric 

fiction of Haliburton and Leacock versus that of Richler and Atwood. 

Satiric Fictiog 

Much of the theory and criticism surveyed thus far refers implicitly or explicitly to several 

centuries of English poetry and prose works excluding the novel. However, the focus of this 

study is "satiric fictions." Paulson asserts that al1 of satire is a fictional constnict, "both in the 

sense that it pretends to be something that it is not, and in the sense that it produces stories, 

plots, and characters' relationships" (Fictions 9). For present purposes, however, fiction 

refers to stoned prose-sketches, short story cycles, and novels in particular. Contemporary 

scholars recognize the growing dominance of the novel form. Griffin asserts: "In the last two 

hundred years satire in the Western tradition is m a t  commonly found not as an independent 

form or as parody; it is found in the novel" (4). In fact, he believes that, more than any other 

literary form, the novel has proved to be extremely hospitable to satire. He explains that 

other literary forms " find themselves invaded and parodicaIl y subverted b y satire: the parasite 

overwhelrns the host. What satire wants to do can generaily be done within the geoerous 

confines of the novel without disntrbing its economy" (4). 

Not surprisingly, others argue that the diametrically opposed dernands of the two 

genres make for an uneasy coalition called the "satiric novel". For instance, Ellcin remarks 
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tbat "the novel, as its name indicates, is by nature innovative. It sets out to break new 

ground, whereas satire, by tradition at least, safeguards existing boundaries. Furthemore, in 

so far as it grew from biography, memoirs, and personid letters, the novel tend& to be 

personal and subjective, thus going against the public stance of the satirist as guardian of the 

commonweal" (Doferzce 189). But this argument convinces only if readers accept the 

"tradition" that the satinst is a conservative intent on protecting the stams quo and that dl 

novels must be m e  to their etymology and thus display an interest in innovative ideas and 

techniques. David Watson puts aside Es reservations, similar to Elkin's, to define the modem 

satiric novel as an " extended prose work which places p sychologicall y developed charafters , 

with whom the reader may identify, in a satirïc setting, and then establishes these characters 

3s both vehicle for and object of attack" (35). He adds that, by its nature, "the satiric novel 

leaves the reader with a sense of emptiness and frequentiy discornfort-a void from which the 

reader must emerge to find his own values" (31). Finding one's own values-under the often 

outrageously prejudicial guidance of the satirist-is one productive way of describing the 

bct ion of al1 satire. 

. -  - . . w Crin 

As this brief introductory survey reveals, the various and contradictory arguments which 

attempt to place restrictions on our understanding of such issues as what satire is, how it 

works, and why, when, and where it arises, though valuable, prove to be lirnited. The most 

constructive approach wouId encourage readers to remain open to various interpretations of 

satire's motives, function and methods. For example, the rhetorical techniques of wit and 
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humour may be tools of indirection to conceal the satiric attack for maximum effectiveness or 

to provide the satinst with the defence that his attacks are not wholly serious; they may be 

sugarcoating to render palatable the unacceptable impulse to criticize and to take the edge off 

the bittemess of the satiric assault; conversety, they rnay acmally contribute to the pain of the 

satiric onslaught; or they may serve to create the sense of a homogenous community. To 

pnvilege one of these arguments over the others is to ignore many avenues of potentially 

fmitful inquiry. In different times, under different social-political conditions (as variously 

represented), different answers to the relevant questions asked of and about satire will be 

most productive. A conclusive summary of this centuryts two principal schcmls of thought in 

regards to satire wil1 heip point the way to some rniddle ground from which tu proceed with a 

reading of nineteenth-century Canadian satiric fiction. 

Despite satire's demonsnated variable and elusive nature, there arose, in the late 

1950s, a consensus of sorts mong theorists at Yale-a group including Robert Elliott, Alvin 

Keman, Maynard Mack, Ronald Paulson, and Martin Price. Closely aligned with New 

CBticism, these fomalists argued that satire is art and ought to be treated as an aesthetic 

object, not a biographical or sociological document. As Test remarks, the "work or 

expression of satire is observable, its techniques, diction, fom, devices discussable" (15). In 

their view, the satirist produces a highly rhetorical art, proceeding by clear reference to 

resoIute moral standards. For instance, in The Csmkered Muse ( L W ) ,  Keman asserts that the 

satirkt sees the world "as a battiefield between a definite, clearly understood go&, which he 

represents, and an equally clear-cut evil. No ambiguities, no doubts about himself, no sense 

of mystery trouble him, and he retains always his monolithic certainty" (22). Considered as a 
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self-contained verbal order, satire d e s  use of fictions which are concerned. finally, with 

timeless universals rather than ephemeral paaiculars. The display of wit and the force of the 

critical attack-not the historical details-are the keys to petsuading readers that something or 

someone is absurd or reprehensible. Griffin elaborates on the formalist theory, explaining that 

"insofar as a satire serves not to atcack an adversary but to unsettle its readers, conduct an 

inquiry, or explore a pmdox, it draws rhose readers into a space defined for the purpose and 

relies Iittle on their specific knowledge of the external worldn (120). 

It follows, then, that a firm grasp of rhetoricd techniques Ieads readers to a greater 

appreciation of the workings of satire than does the old biographieai approach which these 

formalists often disdained. Consider Keman's mocking remark that "it would be nonsense to 

argue, as the biographid critic does, that al1 authors of satire are straightforward. honest, 

pessimistic, indignant men who dislike ostentatious rhetoric, corne from the country, and 

have simple moral codes" (Mue  22). This theory of satire emphasizes its autonorny, not its 

historicity. These precepts were hardly new. Most of them had been fully expresseci in 

Dryden's "Discourse Conceniing the Original and Progress of Satiren (1693). a work which 

is itself targely based on notions well established by Renaissance commentators such as Isaac 

Casaubon and André Dacier. It is perhaps due to its reiteration that this argument is ofien 

tenned the "conventional" theory of satire. 

However, this conventional approach was by no means universally advocated. Most 

notably, significant objections were raised by contemporary theorists at Chicago-chiefly A.R. 

Heiseman, Edward Rosenheim, and S heldon Sacks. These historicists disparaged the 

forrnalist project as one which "tends to separate the work fiom the author who produced it, 
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Acknowledging that the snidy of rhetoric may sharpen readers' perception of satinc art, they 

argued that it also stifles their awareness of satire's energy. As Griffin explains, the 

histoncist theory grew out of a desire to "resituate satire in history, to Locate its origins in the 

interplay b e w n  the creative imagination of the satirist and his personal circumstances, and 

to focus on the character of the satirist's appeal io his reader" (29). Sacks suggests that satire 

operates by attacking "particular men, the institutions of men, traits presumed to be in al1 

men, or any combimtion of the three" (7). Rosenheim focuses more on the fiotion of 

particularity, arguing that "satire is not only an attack; it is an attack upon discernible, 

histon'cdly authentic p ~ ~ c u k z r s .  The 'dupes' or victims of punitive satire.. . .possess genuine 

histonc identity. The reader must be capable of pointing tu the world of reality, past or 

present, and identifying the individual or group, institution, custom, belief, or idea which is 

under a ~ k  by the satinaw (25). In this view, referentiaiity-not rhetoric-is the key feanire 

of satire. Thus Rosenheim stresses "the indispensable relationship between satire and historic 

k t "  (33) even as he acknowledges that the " search within the canon of the author, through 

the contemporary materials which may prove germane, and into more remote sources which 

have cooceivable bearing upon the satirist's intention, is, of course, a formidable task with 

results that are rarely definitive" (33). 

Reviewing these discordant theories, Griffin argues that their proponents now appear 

to have been too preoccupied by larger theoretical considerations and to have pushed their 

claims too far. He rernarks that, thirty years later, in a different critical climate, 

the Yale formalists ... now seem to have insisted too much on satire's 
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transcendence of the particular. Today we are radier to see that literature of 

any kind is always implicated in its time and place, and more hesitant to speak 

about art and universals. The older Chicago historicist daims about 

"dixemible histoncal particulan, " unable to account for a satire as canonical 

as Gulliver's fourth voyage, now seem baseci on a narrow!y positivist view of 

historical "facts. " (1 19) 

This move towards a more inclusive critical approach is evident in recent scholarship. In 

1995's Z3eorizing Sarire, Kirke Combe argues vehemently for what he tems "cultural 

criticism." While his remarks initially seem to align him with the older historicists, he 

espouses a more comprehensive view which recognizes the dilemma the historicist cntic 

faces. It is helpful to quote Combe at length: 

To impose general laws from without, as would a stnicturalist, or to confine 

oneself to intertextuai issues, as would a post-stnicturalist, misses out on the 

quiddiitnr--the messy . earth y w hatness-of satire. Thus, while guiding principles 

and intertextuality are not to be eschewed, it strikes me that for a method of 

cogent inquiry satire demands intense teferentidity. Satire is not a self- 

enclosed verbal construct. Neither celebrating its stnicniral integrity nor 

unmasking its interna1 contradictions adequately accounts for the genre. Satire 

is a product of a particufar person writing at a particular time for a particular 

audience within a particular society. If we lose sight of this, we have lost sight 

of satire-and perhaps of litemre as a whole. At the same tinte, however, I 

must stress that the histoncal referentiaiity k ing  recommended for the smdy of 
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satire iwludes generic considerations of the forrn. That is to say, how the 

traditions of satire-whatever those might be within a given historical tirne 

frame-are appIied by writers of that specijic era has everything to do with the 

type of satire bat era will produce. And this, I think, is where so much 

confusion enters into the attempt to understand satire. Where do we draw the 

line between iegacy and locality? Can we? Should we even try? ("New Voice" 

74) 

If attempting-or arguing about the wisdom of attempting--to draw such a line 

produces so much confusion, it seems expedient for present purposes to avoid the exacting 

exercise. And, of course, what Combe observes about the wnters of satire applies also to the 

critic: that is, both are at once limited and enabled w i t b  the contexts of history and 

literature. That said, Combe's insistence that the study of satire can, and should, include an 

investigation of historical referentiality and generic considerations of fom points the way to a 

possible solution to the formdist and the historicist impasse. A two-pronged anaiysis of 

nineteenthcentury Canadian satiric fictions can engage the texts both as self-contained works 

of art and as products of distinct social, historical, personal and politicai contexts. Close 

readings of the texts are essential to detemine the degree to which various authors artfully 

wield the conventional weapons of satire as outlined by the formalists. The historicists' 

privilegiag of interdisciplinary C ~ h d  analysis allows for the identification of the social, 

moral, and political noms which contribute to the production of Canadian satiric fiction. 

Together, these modes of critical inquiry should help both to discover the germination of 

nineteenth-century Canadian satiric noms and to assess the extent to which these noms are 
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entrenched in a literary tradition of Canadian prose satire, and indeed, in Canadian society 

itself. 



COLONIAL PEEUOD 



Satire is primarily an urban form. Satirists need a community of people, not only to r a d  

their censure, but to provoke it. According to Dustin Griffin, the prominence of satire in any 

literary culture has historically been founded on three conditions. Moa important is the 

presence of a compact and relatively homogenous community located in the cultural and/or 

political capital. This community, he adds, often has an aristocratic rather than a bourgeois 

basis, for satirists are "themselves somewhat aristocratic in their sympathies and prejudices if 

not in actual social status-disdainful and imperious, intolerant, sharply aware of social 

differences, sensitive to style, suspicious of the mob" (137). Such a community fosters the 

other two conditions: a knowledge of the conventions of satire among writers who know each 

other and take part in the community's civic life; and a reading public that is interested in 

Literary gossip and nvalry and that appreciates ridicule, allusions, innuendos and in-jokes of 

ail kinds. These conditions prevailed in luvenal' s Paris, in Boilieu's Rome, and in Pope's 

London. In fact, the Augustan age is considered "La Belle Epoque" for satire in England. 

However, after the mid-eighteenth cenniry, the conditions for satire there became increasingly 

less prevalent as the court ceased to be the culturai centre of the nation, wrîters were less 

likely to be located only in London, and the reading audience expanded and diversified. 

In the Maritime region of British North America, however, the conditions necessary 

for the rise of a satiric literature were just beginning to appear. They arrived, so to speak, 

with the Loyalists. While there had been significant waves of immigration into British North 

Amenca throughout the eighteenth-century (including one great wave of nearly 25,000 

Highland Scots in 1773), none was so consequential as the arriva1 of approximately 60,000 
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Loyalists from the rebel colonies to the south, more than half of whom settled in Nova Scotia 

between 1783 and 1786. In sheer nurnber, diey were overwhelming: in a matter of months, 

the population of Halifax (founded in 1749) triplai to becorne a city of ten thousand, while 

the provincial population doubled. This influx of political refugees not only bolstered the 

English-speaking population of the existing provinces, but it sparked the creation of two new 

English-speaking provinces-New Brunswick and Upper Canada. The profound Loydist 

impact was not, as W.J. Keith observes, simply statistical: "it was this nucleus of immigrants 

and settlers, unwiiling to sever connexions with the mother-country, that laid the foundations 

-at once social, politicai, and psychological-for what eventually cohered as the Canadian 

nation" (1-2). Those foundations necessarily had a satirical edge, for "is not the act of 

emigrâtion itself a kind of satire-a romantic, indeed a revolutionary rejection of an 

estabïished order? The emigrant discarOs an old life in favour of another to be established in a 

new h d "  (Scott and Smith xvi).' 

The Loyalists abruptly msforrned the scattered frontier, "giving it a varied class 

structure, a multiplication of specialized trades, a temporary influx of capital, and a new 

political and cultural orientation" (Cogswell, "Settlement" 86). Several hundred were not only 

graduates of Harvard, Yale, Columbia, and odier American colleges, but were leaders in 

their professional capacities as clergyman, teachers, lawyers, judges, and civil and rnilitary 

officiais. Ray Palmer Baker remarks that the Loyalists, "favored by the Goverment, 

appointed to lucrative positions, and e ~ c h e d  by grants of land and money, soon stamped 

their peculiar ideas on the communities in whict they lived" (History 34). They possessed 

intellectual, social, moral and political ideais and traditions, which they chenshed with pride. 
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(1787, raised to the status of college in 

and aims on both Oxford uni ver si^ in 

London and King's College (later Columbia University) in New York.2 

The sudden arrivai of an educated class seldom found in pioneer communities spurred 

a cultural phenornenon in Nova Scotia. In addition to the founding of schools, it saw "the 

endorsement of theatrical performances, the development of newspapers and printing shops, 

the organization of agrimltural and reading societies, and the wrïting of polite literahire as 

part of the fabric of conventionai society" (G. Davies, Maritime 30) .' Among the Luyalists 

were severai prominent literary figures of the Revolutionary War period, including Jonathan 

Odell, Jacob Bailey, and Joseph Stansbury-al1 vchernent critics of the rebels. Political satire 

in verse and prose rnodelled on John Dryden, Jonathan Swift, and Alexander Pope, was the 

weapon of choice among these writers. As John Logan remarks: "Ridicule and burlesque are 

natural methods of attack by those who are confident of the righteousness of their cause and 

of the mean character and motives of their opponents" (Haliburton 130). 

The American resistance to the Stamp Act  in the mid-1760s had seen the emergence 

of satire as a prominent Literary form in the American colonies. tt not only cieveloped in 

concert with the growing sophistication of die audience in general, but it also cleaved dong 

specific ideological lines as the colony moved towards Rebellion. On one hand, the Tory 

satirists brought their moral vision and their %th in the expenence of British social history 

powemilly to bear on the issues of their times: 

The embracing of this destructive impulse was viewed as symptomatic of a 

weakness in moral sensibility which, if pemitted to go unchecked, would 
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manifest itself in the degenerdn of the moral character of Amencan society 

generally. Such disruptive dissent, then, would isolate Arnerica, not merely 

socially and politically, but more important, morally (even spiritually), from 

the main-stream of human civilization as expressed most fufly and most tnily in 

the social evolution of the British nation. (Vincent, "Stratagems" 57)" 

The Rebel satirists, on the other hand, did not have such ready access to an authoritative 

satiric tradition. For the most part, Thomas Vincent observes, they ridiculed the "pompous 

self-righteousness and the arrogant self-interest implicit in the position of those defending 

established order from within" ("Stratagems" 57). However, the most effective Rebel 

satirists, such as Philip Freneau, countered the power of Tory moraiity not only with a 

tempting vision of freedorn, oppominity, and progress, but with the force of reasoned 

conviction to rational principles. Vincent remarks that this "assertion of reason implied that 

independent judgement, flowing fiom intellectual self-reliance, could provide the energy and 

self-confidence necessary for individual and social evolution" ( " Stratagems" 57). 

Thus, before the hostilities broke out, "a virtuai war of satires empted covering the 

full spectmm of satiric modes: mock-heroic and Hudibrastic verse, travesties and parodies, 

songs and batlads, play s, essay s, and letters-to-the-editor" (Vincent, Saîire xiv) . This 

deluge of satire not only honed the talents of the writers, but it also helped to produce a 

sophisticated and appreciative audience for the work. Since the expatriate Loyalist writers 

retained their disapproval of the new Repubfic, "their literary mood and form followed the 

satiric manner of the poets, parnphleteers and joumalists of the pre-revolutionary days" 

(Logan, Halibunon 130). For instance, Vincent notes, between 1779 and 1784 Bailey 
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"vigorously and savagely attacked the Amencan rebels and their aims in such satires as 'The 

Character of a Trimmer' and 'America.' In these poems and in shorter pieces he used 

Hudibradc verse satire as a trenchant and incisive instrument for clarimng and articulating 

the fears, frustrations, and mord indignation aroused in him by the Amencan rebellion" 

(DU? 19). Thus, through Loyalist readers ana writers, the counter-revolutionary ideals of 

Tory Americans were carried into British North America.' This satiric eye, which viewed 

the world through the lem of eighteenth-century British conservatism, was mon turned on the 

Loyalists' adopted home. Concerned, on the one hand, with the immediate concerns of 

building a stable and prosperous home, these satirists also scanned the horizons, worried 

about the colonies' long-term position vis-&vis the mother country and the new Republic. 

The resulting literature is curiously bi-focal in its subject matter. For instance: "Bailey's and 

Odell's political satires, together with [the anonymous poem] 'The Times, ' are concerned 

wîth widely different aspects of intemational affairs in Noah America; [Samuel Demy] 

Street's 'Creon' deals with a local political incident against the background of eighteenth- 

century political philosophy; Bailey's 'Jack Ramble' attacks a signifiant religious problem in 

I d ,  international, and universai terms" (Vincent, Satire ix-x). Here, then, was the 

satisfaction of Griffin's conditions for the rise of satire: a homogenous community with 

zristocratic character (in their sympathies and prejudices if not in acniai social standing) and 

comprised, at least in part, of active writers educated in the conventions of satire and by 

çophisticated readers receptive to their work. While these w ~ t e r s  were scattered throughout 

the Maritimes-rather dian located in one cultural or political capital-they shareci a small 

audience and were aware of one another's work. 
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The presence in the Maritime region of these and other, lesser-known, Loyalist 

writers-such as Samuel Andrews, Mather Byles, Ir., Roger Viets, Joshua Wingate Weeks, 

and Deborah How Cottnam-greatly contributed to "the emergence of litemily inclined 

newspapers and their concomitants: strong, regionaily based writers" (G-Davies, Man'tirne 

48). Baker points, for example, to the establishment of the first literary journai in Canada, 

me Nova-Scotiu MagMne (1789-1792), whose subtitle explained its scope: "A 

Comprehemive Review of Litgrmire, Politics, and N w s .  Being a Collectr'on of the M m  

Valuable Anicles which Appear in the Penodical Publications of Great Britain, Ireland, and 

America; wirh Various Pieces in Prose and Verse Mever bofore Pubüshed" (45). The purpose, 

outlined by printer-editor John Howe (Joseph's father) was threefold: "'to preserve and 

diffuse a taste for British literahiret; to encourage 'young writers among the rising generahon 

to try their strength'; and, finally, to further the interests of the province" (Baker, History 

43.' The magazine had 200 subxribers, including judges, surgeons, and the Bishop of 

Nova Scotia: its success, albeit short-lived, spurred the development of haIf a dozen similar 

initiatives, including the Nova Scotia and Nav Bm-ck or Histoncal, Literary, nteological 

and Miscellaneow Repository ; Acadian Magazine and Literary Mirror; Nav BncltswzltSWZck 

Reügious and Literav Jouml; The Pearl; Halifar MonthLy Magazine; and Nova Scotia Nav 

Monthi'' Magazine (F.Sutherland 18). 

As instrumental as the Loyalists were in creating the conditions for the developrnent of 

satiric fiction in the Maritimes, they did not have an immediate and unified literary effect on 

the literary development of their new country. Fred CogsweIl cautions that, while many of 

the Loyalists poets continuecl to wnte satire, they did not provide the Maritimes with an 
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instant literature-as the dearth of English writing produced in the region in the twenty-five 

years following their &val attests. It was not until the early decades of the 1800s that the 

cultural fniits of the Lnyalist presence in the Maritimes were realized. S tadey McMuliin 

argues that remarkable socio-political changes during these decades prompted thz sudden 

outpouring of writing in the region: 

Its ci tkns participated in debate over the role of politics, religion, and 

education.. . .Ali aspects of Li fe were scrutinized, debated, and judged. The 

major criticism of the society appeared in the pages of the various newspapers, 

which were often involved in extendeci exchanges of opinion both in editonal 

commentary and in letters to the editor. The Acadian Recorder (Halifax), The 

Novascotiun (Halifax), and The Colonial Pcüriot (Pictou) led the way. Given 

this mood of self-examination and debate, it is not so strange that satire should 

emerge as the most evolved literary genre of this period. ( C a d i a n  34) 

Indeed, throughout the 1820s and 30s in parcicular, moral and political satire flourished in the 

region-especialiy in the newspapers. In addition to new writing fiom the descendents of the 

Loyalist contingent, satiric and ironic comments on a wide range of topics appeared in the 

Acadian Recorder under the pseudonyms Viator, Agricola, Investigator, T. S .B., and 

Mephibosheth Stepsure, and in the Novascotian under the pseudonyms Patty Pry and Sam 

Slick and under the heading "The Cl~b."~ 

In his biography of ïhomas Chandler Haliburton, V.L.O. Chittick questions whether 

or not the arriva1 of the Loyalists was "the unmitigated blessing it has long been considered 

to be" (166). He acknowledges that they certainly must be credited with the establishment of 
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a bishop's see, a college, and literary magazines, and with the improvement of the roads, 

schools, and various pubtic institutions. But he wonders if too high a prïce may have been 

paid for "their much taked-of culture, superior education, and high professional stmdards" 

( S t d y  166). He argues "that they were frorn the professiorai, military, and merchant classes, 

and in many instances used to the conditions of city and town life in the compactly settled 

districts of the eastern States, [and that this] made them, in the large numbers in which they 

came, an acquisition of questionable desirability to a wilderness community in crying ne& of 

farmers and laborers" (Snuty 167). Chittick's point is especially valid in light of the grievous 

tum of events in the province's fortunes in the next generation. For while politicai dislocation 

greatly contributed to the development of a satiric temperament in the Maritimes, the 

precipitating factor of its dominance may well have been the sudden and severe economic 

crisis which stnick the region with the close of the Napoleonic Wars in 18 15. David Stouck 

argues for direct cause and effect, stating that the "deflation of the economy and its attendant 

political turmoil.. .brouglit about the flowering of early Maritime culture in the form of 

satiricai prose fiction" (1). 

The depression produced disastrous effects on the agriculturai development of the 

region. "Fanning, " Chittick remarks, " had long been a despised occupation among the Nova 

Scotians, and the Loyalists, coming in complete unfitness for a life of manual labor, and 

crowding into official and professionai positions, had very probably contrïbuted to the 

coritempt in which it was held" (Study 168). Early in the war-period, many fimners rejected 

the arduous and poorly compensated chore of raising grain in favour of the relatively easy 

and profitable task of producing the large quantities of timber, beef and hay dernanded by the 
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extensive Halifax military and naval establishments. The lavish expendinires of British capital 

in the province made the period one of apparent prosperity; however, when the inevitable 

retrenchment came, the artificially stimulated markets collapsed. While some fomines were 

made, years of luxury and exaavagance led most to financial min. Still, many farmers baiked 

at the idea of retuming to their fanns. Instead, Chiaick explains, "in emulation of the 

specuilating activities of the Halifax merchants, or possibly of what they believed the secret of 

the Americans' prosperity, numbers of them turned to 'mdin',' the one activity Ieast needed 

in a country of failing food production and without the means upon which a substantial trade 

could be built" (Snufy 169). 

Those famers who were comrnitted to their vocation faced hardships as well. 

Gwendolyn Davies notes that an "increasing number of immigrants, escaphg depressed 

conditions in Great Britain, came to Nova Scotia and took up farming in spite of their having 

litde previous experience as farmers" (Letaers xxii). To exacerbate matters, two nahral 

disasters took their toll on the region. The years 18 15 and 18 16 came to be known in foik 

memory as "the year of the mice" and "the year without summer" respectively (Letters xxii). 

The "Land of Promise" was soon sarcasticaily dubbed "Nova Swcity." Scottish emigrant, 

John Young, was among the first to employ the satiric essay as a means of addressing the 

despair sweeping the province. Possibly taking his cue from "Columnella" who discussed the 

province's agricuitural prospects in a series of letters printed in Nova Scotia Magazine several 

decades earlier, Young adopted the pseudonym, "Agricola, " to coax and chide his neighbours 

to take their farming seriously. The letters were published in the AcQdian Recorder from 1818 

to 1823 and the first thirty-eight were collected and published in Halifax as R e  Letters of 
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Agricola on the PnmpIes of Vegetation and Elloge (1822). Young's efforts helped to 

legitimize fm work, stimulate the improvement of farming mediods, and establish 

Agriculturai Societies under the patronage of the govemor. They also, as Gwendolyn Davies 

observes, "led to many discussions of faming in newspapers and helped to create the climate 

for McCuiloch ' s letters on the need for agrïcultural and other reformsw ( L a s  xxii-xxiii) . Io 

Hence the satinc essay, modelled in part on those which had filled the immensely 

popular British periodicais, 23e Spectator and nte T ' e r ,  was one of the eariiest forms of 

creative prose to appear in the country. The enduring popularity of this neoclassicd fomi 

long a k r  it had fallen out of vogue in England is evidence of the lasting impact of the 

Lo yalists ' conservative tastes. However, oostalgia and mere literary imitation may not have 

been the rasons for the perpetuation of these older literary forms. McCulloch, Young, a d  

other influentid Scots who immigrated to British North Amenca were also conservative and 

schooled to appreciate the eKcacy of the neoclassical fom. Another reason would have been 

that eady nineteenth-century Maritime socio-polihcd philosophy had much in common with 

British Augustan tenets. Consider, for instance, P.K. Eikin's description of the Aug~s*ui 

philosophy in relation to its Iiterature: 

... a yeaniuig for the middle way was both fervent and widespread in the 

formative years of the Augustan age; and living in an age whose goals were 

order, stability, and compromise, instead of experiment, revolution, and 

individualism, writers aimed less to inspire and arouse than to correct.. . . 

Augustan satire was firmly rooied in the cornforthg conviction of the age that 

men are fkee and responsible beings, who can set about improving themselves 
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and their society by the exercise of reason-of those higher powers of will, 

understanding, and rnind, which make civilization possible. (Defence 9)" 

These ideals are precisely those which inform the satirid writing of two of the most 

important writers of Canada's colonial period: Thomas McCdloch and Thomas Chandler 

Hzliburion. Both men claimed insights into the ills which threatened their comrnunities- 

insights grounded in particular political, social, moral, and religious beliefs--and both wrote 

in an attempt "to wnvert their neighbors to their ways of thinking by putting the situation as 

they saw it before them in fictitious but realistic terms. Out of their efforts, the first serious 

realistic Canadian prose fiction was born" (Cogsweil, "Haliburtonn 106). 



WhiIe the Loyaiists and their descendants clearly had a profound influence on and continued 

to dominate al1 aspects of Nova Scotian Me, they were not without considerable opposition. 

This bastion of Tory-Anglicankm was contested by an emerging liberalism championed, in 

part, by the Secessiocist branch of the Scottish Presbyterian church. Stanley McMullin notes 

that "Ministers of the Scottish Secessionist church, who arrived in the colony after 1800, 

were graduates of the great universities of Glasgow and Edinburgh, where their Calvinist 

training was leavened by the rnetaphysical speculations of the Scottish enlightenmentn 

(Canadiun 32). These were the men who instigated liberal reform in education and politics in 

Nova Scotia at the tum of the century. Thomas McCulloch was in many respects the leader 

of this reform movernent and "a major force in shaping the intellecnial, religious, and 

cultuml life of Nova Scotia in the first four decades of the nineteenth century" (G-Davies, 

DLB 228). 

McCuIloch was a liberal Scottish Presbyterian who emigrated to Nova Scotia two 

decades after the Loyalists' arrïval. He was born in Renfrewçhire, Scotiand in 1776. The son 

of a master block-printer, he studied medicine at the University of Glasgow before entering 

the Secession Divinity HaIl at Whitbum. He was ordained a minister in 1799 and conducted a 

successful ministry in Stewarton for four years. In 1803 he volunteered for colonial 

missionary work and travelled to Pictou, Nova Scotia, establishing a Secessionist Presbyterian 

congregation there. McCulloch immediately became embroiled in provincial affairs. A year 
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earlier, the province had decided that, while students of any religious denomination were free 

to attend King's College, only those students who swore to the 39 articles of the Church of 

England would be pennitted to graduate. Since non-Anglicans constituted a large majority of 

the student body, enrolment immediately dropped to just one-skth of its previous number, 

leaving most students without access to higher education. V.L.O. Chittick refers to this 

decision as "a measure stupid beyond belîef. It cut King's CoIlege at the very begiMing of its 

long record of usefulness fiom the support of the dissenting majority of Nova Scotians, and 

from all possibility of the larger s e ~ c e  to the whole people then so badly neededn ( S t e  

22). 

Resolving to provide a liberal and non-sectarian program of higher learning open to 

all, McCulloch began a long career as a social reformer. Starting in 1805, he offered 

alternative schooling in his own home until finally, in 1818, he officiaily opened Pictou 

Academy. As its principal, he fought doggedly for its survivai until 1838." Because of its 

secessionist affiliation, it was never designated a college; however, students h m  throughout 

the region came to study under McCulloch, a renowned lecturer in science and theology.13 

The Academy produced men who went on to become university presidents at McGill, 

Queen's, and Dalhousie (Baird 613). In 1838, McCulloch himself brought the same Scottish 

systern of practicai education to the fledgling Dalhousie College in Halifax, serving as its first 

principal until his death. Just as he had at Pictou, McCuIloch laboured intensely as a lecturer 

and worked tirelessly tu build the institution's library, add to its museum collection, and 

acquire scientific apparatus. l4 He also founded a theological seminary at West River, Pictou 

County, which was later moved to Tmro and joined with the Free Church Seminary to form 
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"Nova Scotia had lost its ablest and most persistent champion of liberal education" 

(" Philosophicai" 4 8 ) .  

McCulloch's thirty-year wnhng career was closely comected to his work as a 

clergyman and an educator. He was a prominent pamphleteer in religious controversy, 

publishing several tracts in Edinburgh attacking Roman Catholicism and defending 

Cdvanism: Popery Condernned by Sc?i'pture and the Fmhers (1808), Popery Again 

Condemned by Scripture und the Fathers (1 8 IO), and Calvam*sm, the Doctrine of the 

Scnptures (published posth~mously, 1849). In these major works, totalling more than 1ûûû 

pages, "McCuIloch out-thought and out-wrote his Catholic opponents in an astonishing 

display of theological argument" (Lochhead, " McCulloch" 694). He confirmed his reputation 

as a church scholar with The Frospe?iry of the Church in Troubled Times (1814) and Wurk of 

Peace (1 8 17). McCulloch' s battle for educational rights for the province's dissenters dso 

found expression in his writing. In 1818, he adopted the pseudonym "Investigator" and 

published a series of ietters in the Acadian Recorder wNch argued his "belief that education 

was the single most important factor in producing good, moral, loyal, and successN citizens" 

(McMullin, "Liberal" 73).15 He advanced his views on education in his address at the 

opening of the Pictou Academy, Z7ie Ndure and Uses of a Liberal Educ&*on Ihstrated 

(18191, and in his subsequent, "A Lecture Delivered at the Opening of the First Theologicd 

CIass in Pictou Academy" (1821). These works convey his optimistic philosophy that man's 

flexibility of mind gives him the infinite capacity to respond to the challenges in his 

environment. He argued that a 
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liberal education is therefore essential not oniy for the members of such leamed 

professions as law, medicine, and theology, but for everybody engaged in the 

world's work. Each individual, no matter what his occupation may be, must 

[ive in organized society and therefore needs to understand the principles of his 

art or trade and the spirit of his culture. (IMng 449) 

Not surprisingly, McCulloch's philosophical and theological notions, together with his 

belief in the utility of education, found their most enduring expression in his fiction. He is, 

of course, best remembered for m e  Letters of Mephibosheth Stepswe, a series of sketches in 

letter form which combine the plainiy didactic elements of his other writing with the 

entertainhg aspect of satiric fiction. Commenting on Thomas Chandler Haiiburton's similar 

use of the sketch fom,  George Parker notes that it was an ideal choice in that it was "flexible 

enough to accommodate subject matter conventiondly associated with the letter to the editor, 

the essay, the short story, and the anecdotew (CEECT xx). The twenty-five linked letters were 

published seriaily in the Acadi~n Recorder begiinning on Decernber 22, 1821 and appearing 

irregularly until March 29, 1823. Reissued in book form in 1862 (the title page rads 1860), 

the Letters represent one of the earliest fictional prose works set in this country? 

The Stepswe Letten, as they are cornmonly cailed, are rooted in McCuIloch ' s dismay 

at the demoraiizing effect of the depression and the deterioration of the mamers and mords 

of Nova Scotian society. In "A Missionary Educator: Dr. Thos. McCulloch, " Frank Baird 

outlines the general amioçphere of the Pictou community: 

Intemperance and profanity , superstition, poverty and ignorance, the di fficul ty 

of obtaining even the plainest necessaries of life, the length and severîty of the 
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winters, the scarcity of fuel, the apathy of the people, the presence in the 

community of a number of ungodly and violent men, some of them old 

soldiers and some American adventurers, who were openly opposed to religion 

and modity,-these and many other problems had to be reckoned with by Dr. 

McCulloch, from the beginning. (612) 

Like mary satirists before him; McCuIloch proclaims that his motives for writing are 

magnanimous-"To record calamities, is a disagreeable task: but in the present case, it is an 

act of justice to our town, which ought not to be omitted."" 

His constant theme is that both material and spiritual prosperity cm be achieved 

through strict adherence to the religious values of piety and modesty and to the stereotypically 

Scottish values of hard work, thrift, and sobriety. As Robin Mathews notes in "me Stepsure 

Laers: Puritanism and the Novel of the Land," the force of the Iand itself is a moral and 

economic stabilizer: "The satire is consistent: those who remain on the land, labour, live 

fmgally and self-sufficiendy, and follow Divine purpose are contented, economicaily secure, 

and assured of their eternal future.. . .from the appropriate use of land flows the possibility of 

the good life" (136-7). McCulloch champions the puritanical, homespun values of the modest 

but cornfortable family f m ,  while scorning the prodigal values associated with the alluring 

but ultimately spurious enticements of the city. Thomas Vincent argues that McCulloch's 

utilitarian attitude 

is undoubtedly drawn from sources within Scots culture and thought, but his 

perspective is suficientiy close to American pragmatism to share its central 

concerns, if not its tone. It is the fostering of such values as independence in 
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judgement, intellectual self-reliance founded on reason, and the objective of 

utility that provides a Iink between the two. ("Stratagems" 59) 

But, because McCulloch's pragmatic sensibility is f i d y  grounded in rigorous moral 

standards, The Stepsure Letteps more accurately represent a confiation of moral satire and 

satinc rationalism. Since hard work renders both God and man happy, to live usefuIIy is to 

Iive momlly. Thus, from either a rational or a moral viewpoint, it simply does not make 

sense to l ave  the land, 

Gwendotyn Davies rernarks that in addition to having drawn on varioils aspects of 

Scots culture for his satinc perspective, McCulloch may aiso have found his l i t e r q  

inspiration in his homeland: "With their episodic structure, stock figures, direct address, and 

sociaily conscious protagonist, the letters of Mephibosheth Stepsure employ many of the 

conventions of popular fiction familiar to McCulloch in his youth in ScotIandw (DM 231). 

Indeed, the collected Le#ers provide textbook examples of both the "ide apprentice" and the 

"industrious apprentice" tales so popular in Britain for decades. Nonhsop Frye points out that 

these tales gained popuIarÏty with the rise of the British middle class in the mid-eighteenth 

century as evidenced in novels such as Daniel Defoe's Mol1 Flanden and Samuel 

Richardson's Pamela, and in William Hogarth's paintings, n e  Rake's Progress and me 

Harlot's Progress. But it was in North America, he argues, where there was no aristocracy 

to suggest an alternative type of social prestige, that these tales flourished, adding that "The 

Stepsüre m e r s  have a minor place in the development of this convention, but their place is 

strategic for anyone interesteci in the ongins and traditions of what is now Canadian culture" 

(dRtrers iv). 
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Leners one m six and fifteen are essentially satinc sketches which detail the downfall 

of those who begin with numerous advantages-such as a reasomble s u m  of money, good 

land or a timber stand, and plenty of energy-and squander it al1 through mismanagecl &&irs 

and vice-rïdden behaviour. Letten eight to fourteen narrate the history of Stepsure' s rise from 

a lame orphan to a respected and affluent land owner. In Letters twenty-one, twenty-two, and 

twenty-four, Stepsure recounts ûke story of William; Letters eighteen and twenty are written 

b y Saunders Scantocree~h~~; and Letters twenty-thee and twenty-five are Steps- ' s replies 

to the critic, Cens~r. '~ Together, the series forms what Mathews calls a satirical allegory, 

in which a simple human being seeking an undishirbed independence in a more 

or less pastoral surrounding takes advice from his betters, studies self- 

sufficiency, manies sensibly, works hard, and, by so doing, provides a 

satirical comment upon most of the others around him. They are people who 

attempt to Live more mobile, economically complex lives than the protagonist, 

and they end in ruin and, often, incarceration. (128)" 

While the Lmers cohere as a collection, they were not originally intendeci to be read as such 

and therefore do not attempt a sustained narrative. As in the essays of The Spectcrtor and The 

Tatler, the connection between the chapters is not achieved through unity of plot but through 

continuity of character and tone. 

The principal mouthpiece in this satire is Mephibosheth Stepsure himeif, a candid 

farmer who takes keen notice of his neighbours' failures while vaunting his own successes. 

Marjorie Whitelaw observes thae Stepsure is the perfect illustration of the Protestant work 

ethic in successful practise: "McCulloch makes him the ideal settler: unfailingly thrifty, 
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prudent, hard-working, moderate in his pleasures and strong in his piety. And, of course, he 

prospers accordingly" (" McCul1ochn 141). In short, he is "the kind of character that satirists 

have used for a nom ever since satire has been written" (Frye, Mers  v).'' His first name 

is derived from Samuel II: Mephibosheth is the lame son of King Sad whose name means 

"one who scatters or disperses sharne," thus discloshg McCullochls satiric reformist intent. 

Frye suggests that Stepsure's lameness "acts as a kind of lightning rod to deflect the 

envy of others-one juvenile delinquent, we learn, would othenvise have beaten him up 

merely out of exârperation at his serenity" (Letters v). Moreover, his deformed feet make 

him conscious of his human lirnitittions, compelling him to "step surem-the secret of his 

success. By contrast, "gadding about," he insists, is Iargely responsible for both the moral 

and economic decline of his community. In this respect, Stepsure' s Letters resonate tellingly 

with John Gay's Augustan satiric poem, "Trivia: The Art of WWng the Streets of London" 

(1716). Alvin Kenian describes the Walker' s attitude: "He does not go out, and cannot 

conceive of others going out, just to visit a friend, seek amusement, or see the sights. The 

approved step is never 'loitering, ' but dways quick, busy, hasty, on business b a t "  (Plot 46). 

This too is the approved step in The Stepsure L m r s .  

In fact, McCulloch implies that any movement away from the home and fm which is 

not directly related to their provision and upkeep , proves a foolish expendinire of valuable 

energy indicative of poor dornestic management and lax moral conduct. "Gadding about" 

refers not only to trips to the city to find easy jobs or to purchase extravagant fashions and 

merchandise, but also to a whole host of behaviows which breach the puritanical codes of 

social and mord conduct: tnps to the tavem to drink, gamble, and fight; ûips to neighbours' 
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homes to gossip, dance and frolic; trips to Ledger to purchase more goods on credit. 

Throughout the comrnunity, houses in ruin and farms in neglect testiQ to their desertion by 

families who waste their time and money elsewhere. 

Most of the townsfolk seem oblivious to the connection between hard work and 

success. Stepsure often allows their own conversations to provide ironic commentary on their 

ignorance, folly and irresponsibility. When he attends a farm auction, he notes that large 

numbers have ntrned out for the event: "Not that our townsmen in general intended to buy; 

for, in talking together before the sale commenced, they al1 agreed tbat money was money 

now, and no where to be got: but having nothing to do at home, they rode over to see how 

the f m  would go, and who would get it" (Letter 6, 63). Such "gadding about" sows the 

seeds of min and often culminates in a mp to jail for the head of the mon economically and 

spiritually banknipt household. But, as Frye notes, "McCulloch keeps his touch light, and the 

harsher Iegal penalties awaiting them are referred to only parentheticallyn (Leners vi). 

The Letiers begin with a series of cautionary tales of town folk who are impoverished 

when, after a taste of gentility, they refuse to relinquish their improvident lifestyle and return 

to their farms. For instance, Letter one tells the story of Solomon Gosling who tried to profit 

by building vessels to supply the war effort but lost everything when peace came. Laty but 

driven by a desire to rise above his class, Gosling decides to open a general store. Stepsure 

qualifies this description: "When I say a gened  assortment, it is necessary to be a M e  more 

explicit. It did not conrain any of those articles which are used in subduing the forest, or in 

cultivating the soil. These he knew to be not very saleable" (Letter 1, 9). M e n  the business 

appears to be an immediate success-Gosling is not concerneci that his goods are sold dmost 
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exclusively on credit-the family's mords begin to decline. Stepsure's observations are 

seemingly sympathetic in their delicate understatement: "My neighbour's chifdreo are as fine 

a young family as any in the town; but it unavoidably happened, that the apparent prospenty 

of their father introduced among them habits, not very fnendly to regular industcy and 

saving" (Letter 1, 12). Like their perceived heightening of social status, their prospenty is an 

illusion and swn the Gosling family is in dire straits. The satiric targets here are obvious: 

commercial trade as opposed to industrious husbandry, and buying on credit instead of paying 

with cash. 

In what will become in these Leîters an oft-rehearsed defence, Gosling blames Nova 

Scotia for his failure, remarking to Parson Drone: 

"The truth is, parson, the counay does not deserve to be lived in. There is 

neither trade nor money in it, and produce gives nothing. It is fit ody for 

indians or emigrants from Scotland, who were starving at home. It is tirne for 

me to go elsewhere, and carry my family to a place that presents beeter 

prospects to young folks." (Letter 1, 11-12) 

But Gosling is carried off, instead, to lodge with the sheriff until his debts can be repaid. 

Stepsure concludes this account with an expiicit denial that the story is a satiric fable, 

although his disclaimer is conspicuously tinged with irony: "To your readers in general, it 

will not, I know, be very interesting; foi they have al1 seen the like, and heard the like, a 

hundred times before.. . it will be impossible for them to deduce from i t, any sage moral for 

their own direction in lifen (15). Instead, he asks the editors to publish this news, this "true 

story," so that Gosling's relatives far and wide may "leam how their relation Mr. Solomon is 
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getcing on, since he quittai the farmuig" (15-16). 

The final lines of this first letter in the series include a sly jab at Gosling's fate and a 

suggestion of its relevance to the Nova Scotian readership: "1 have not been able to afford 

them a very flatming view of our trading concems. Yet, still, they will see, that, when they 

go to live with the shemff, as the most of them are Likely to do, they will get into very 

genteel cornpany" (16). The ensuing letters provide accounts of similar failure: Letter four 

describes the undoing of Caleb Catsup and Mr. Steer who both negiect their farms, the 

former in favour of electioneering, and the latter to pursue cattle dealing. Letter fourteen 

describes the plight of a Captain whose error in judgement Stepsure easily summarizes: "In 

the pursuit of military honour, the pursuits of husbandry had been considerably overlooked; 

so that the Captain's means of domestic cornfore did not keep pace with the increase of his 

family" (Letter 14, 149). Shopkeepers, M e  dealers, tavern owners and innkeepers, civil and 

military officiais-al1 corne under fire for plunging their families into moral decline and 

financial min when they lave  the modest cornfarts and satisfactions of f m  Iife in search of 

easier and more lucrative occupations. Like so many Bioomian gulls impded dong the pier, 

the wrongdoings of these families provide a deterrent for readers who can easily see the 

relation of crime and punishment in these cautionary tales." 

While McCulloch's stories are rooted in Eactual accounts of Pictou's struggling 

families, his reliance on stock characters belies his literary debt. His emphasis on industry is 

manifest in figures who are named according to their principal occupation--which does not 

necessarily refer to gainfut employment. For instance, Drone, Sham, Howl and Yelpit are 

preacbers; Snout and Bullock are pig and cattle famers respectively ; Shootem is the Captain 
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of the Militia; Holdfasr and Catchem serve respectively as sheriffs; Soakem and Tipple are 

tavem owners; Cribbage and Pool are gamers; Miss Totabout is an incessant gossip; Miss 

Sippit is a renowned hostess; Tnidge is a pedlar; and so on. Stepsure observes diis obvious 

conrelation between occupation and character but-in his typically judicious mer-phrases 

the argument tentatively. When he describes Steer's apparent moral comption as a cade 

dealer, he points out that, 

When he began the business he was a civil young man, and religiously 

deposed. But whether it be that cattle, like sailors, will not get on without 

swearing; or whether, that those who associate with brutes, become brutes 

themselves, I do not know: but Steer became the most profane person in town, 

and did a great deal of harm among the youngsters. (Letter 4, 45) 

With great irony, McCulloch has his characters ignore the overwhelming evidence to 

reject the suggestion that occupation greatiy influences character. Stepsure recalls that, long 

ago, Parson Drone 

tried to persuade us, that a person's general habits grow out of his occupation. 

But almost the whole town Iaughed at him. One was sure, that, if he had 

money to lend, he would have more conscience than Gripus the usurer; and 

anather, that he could keep a tavern forever, without becoming such a 

drunkard as Tipple. None of the young people codd see how a little card 

playing and frolicking could interfere with sober and industrious habits; and 

the old folks to a man declared, that it was p e r f d y  easy to job about the one 

half of the year, and to be very good famers the other. (Letter 2,  23-24) 
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In this sea of fools, McCulIoch's satinc noms  are represented by Stepsure hirnself and those 

akin to him in ideology and practice. These inciude his wife, Dorothy, and her mother; their 

children; his cousin, Harrow; Parson Drone; and the feisty Saunders Scantocreesh, "a 

hardfaced, hard working Scotchman; who, a few years ago, came among us with his 

stockings and shoes suspended from a stick over his shoulder, but now possesses one of the 

best fams in the town" (Letter 1, 13). Al1 are devout Presbyteriaas and productive settiers 

whose well-kept homes and farms provide evidence of their prosperity and contentment." 

As Vincent Shannan notes, the house is a metaphor for the sou1 in the Laïers. Since Stepsure 

is the ideal Presbyterian settler, his house, land, crops, orchard, and animals are well- 

managed: "Stepsure's house syrnbolizes the perfection of earthIy endeavour; it parallels.. .the 

Heavenly Housen (* McCullochW 622). 

Most of these recumng characters sirnpIy furnish the background to McCulloch's 

narrative and do not contribute much to its satiric thmst. However, Stepsure's gently phrased 

irony is balanced throughout the Letters by Parson Drone's moderate exhortations and by 

Saunders Scantocreesh's militant attacks. W.J. Keith remarks that Stepsure uses Drone in the 

same way that McCulioch uses Stepsure: "to provide advice that is at the same time distanced 

and rendered palatable through humour. Though constant reference is made to the 

congregation sleeping through Drone's sermons, his moral position genemlly carries 

McCullogh's [sic] implicit support" (la.= Indeed, while the boring preacher is the object 

of some teasing, he also explicitly renders the thematic warning that Stepsure imparts only by 

anecdote. During one sermon, Stepsure reports, Drone asks of his congregation: 

let me earnestly beseech you to beware of every thing which intempts 
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domestic society; for 1 tell it to you fiom this sacred book, (and he gave a rap 

upon the bible, which made many of us start,) 1 testify to you, that the person 

who is often fiom home, whether upon business or from any other cause, is in 

danger of returning a worse man and to fewer enjoyments. (Letter 4, 40) 

Stepsure often makes his points by recalling Drone's past sermons and indicating that, 

although the Parson has many detractors, he is nonetheless inclined to agree with him. In this 

way, Stepsure pontificates by paraphrase, not only lending ecclesiastical author@ to his 

argument but also simultaneously placing himself at one remove from the didactic force of bis 

rhetoric. This technique can again be seen at play in the following rumination, in which 

Stepsure considers the possible causes of the depression: 

When parson Drone came among us, he tried to persuade us, 1 remember, that 

the property of the town at the time, could not make us wealthy; and, 

therefore, that, if we would al1 be rich; we mua, by labour, add as much to its 

values, as would enrich us ail. But to the most of us it appeared very plain, 

that, if every one of us made so rnany bargains and gained by each of them, he 

would be so much the ncher; and you may depend upon it, no man who can 

become rich by head work, will ever submit to the dnidgery of farming. .. . I  am 

inclined to think that our parson told us the truth; but the Reverend Shadrach 

Howl ... declares, that our calamities are a judgement upon the town for 

rejecting his [Howl' s] doctrine. (Letter 3, 28) 

Stepsure repeatedly recalls the Parson's warnings and notes how they have long been 

disregarded by most of the cornmunity. It soon becornes clear that years of facing a heedless 
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and dwindling congregation have taken their toll on the man who is simply too weary to 

bother anymore. Despite the obvious need for good counsel in the region, Drone now "rarely 

gets beyond the doctrine of patience. This he prescribes even in cases which appear to need 

immediate relief. m e n  Tubal Thump ' s young daughter in law came, the other day, with 

black eyes, to the parson, complaining of her husband; he only told her, that what can't be 

cured must be endured" (Letter 12, 123). This generic maxirn becomes Drone's catch phrase 

in his later years. 

While Drone is amusing in his increasingly ineffectual counsel, Scantocreesh engages 

readers with his ceaseless exuberance. Gwendolyn Davies remarks that he too is something of 

a stock figure and that, while he is no doubt intended to be entertaining, McCulloch 

implicitly supports the values evident in this outspoken farmer: 

Scantocreesh is in rnany respects a reincarnation of the spirit of the 

Covenanters. Faithful to principles of moral rectitude, he cails upon the Bible 

and the Confession of Faith when his daughters want to go to dancing school, 

invokes the memory of the Scotch Worthies, Claverhouse, and the Highland 

Host for those who do not [ive virtuously, and prescribes temble punishments 

(eating her own tongue to the root) for deviants of the m e  path. While 

McCulfoch pokes fun at Scantocreesh's rigidity, he leaves no doubt of his 

admiration for Saunders's faith and sincerity. (Maritime 67) 

McCulloch seasons Stepsure' s opinions by quoting Scantocreesh' s piquant castigations. For 

instance, while Stepsure is subtle in his placement of blarne in the Gosling family's downfall, 

Scantocreesh is brazen in his censure of similar families. Scantocreesh declares that if the 
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youth of th is  country "were oaly brought up as they ought to be, they would becorne 

judicious and respectable men: but many of their parents were fools; and their children, as 

might be expected, tumed out to be rogues and vagabonds" (Letter 16, 168). While Stepsure 

routinely implies as rnuch, he is carefbl not to allow his readers to confuse the fiery 

Scotsmaa's outbursts witti his own measured tones. When Scantocreesh insists that the tom's 
.2:> 

independent preachers "are under the delusions of satan," Stepsure remarks: "How far 

Saunders views. ..are correct, 1 shall not pretend to affirm: Nor, indeed, will any of your 

readers be well qualified to judge; till they peruse that part of the chronicles of Our town, 

which directly records the life and ministrations of parson Drone and his helpers" (Letter 16, 

170- 17 1). As Ianice Kulyk Keefer observes, McCulloch uses Scantocreesh "as Stepsure' s 

straight man and alço as a deflector for the queasy or revolted feelings that Stepsure's 

morality inspires in the average reader" (41). 

Scantocreesh is aiso inclined towards violent expression. When recounting a dancing 

accident, Stepsure reports that 

Saunders &lares, that, if his foot had been in old Stot's shoe; instead of 

kicking Miss Sippit's shins and tearing her slipper, he would have broken the 

leg of the brazen faced limmer.. . .and, as for the rest of the ne 'er do wells, 

instead of letting them off with the loss of their tnrmpery, he would have 

applied a cudgel to their back and sent them home with their buttocks bue; 

and then, insead of junketting about the town, they would be glad to stay at 

home and wear homespun, like other decent folk. (Letter 17, 184-185) 

When Stepsure leanis of the uproarious public response to his Ietters, he resoives to q u i t  
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writing until Scantocreesh explains the rebukes to him: "My word, he said, was not believed; 

because the country was swarrning with a set of ide vagabonds like the shemf s people, who 

were not willing to see themselves described: That, if they got what they deserved, instead of 

being allowed to go galloping about, they would be put under saws and hsirrows" (Letter 5, 

52-3). McCufloch even has Scantocreesh write a few letters to the Acadian Recorder in 

defence of Stepsure, in which he threatens those who have proclaimed that "lame Stepsure the 

rascal sud get his back weel scored. 1 wad like to see wha wad attempt it. He wad shune ken 

whether my auld axe handle or his hurdies war hardest" (Letter 18, 203). By having Stepsure 

quote and parapbse his parson and his neighbour, McCulloch ensures that a full range of 

satiric response to particular situations is present in the Letters. And, while readers are 

subjected to some harsh censure, they cannot hold Stepsure reçponsible for the more 

denigrating statements. 

In addition to enlivening his narrative with a variety of voices, McCuIloch counters 

his high moral tone and sophisticated irony with suiking low imagery and coarse humour in a 

style reminiscent of some of Jonathan Swift's satire. The Lmters repeatedly wani that those 

who attempt to live beyond their station and surround themselves with luxunes will ultimately 

live in squalor mess and misery. To labour the point, Stepsure describes dirty homes filled 

with the stench of human and animal excrement, and inhabited by staMng children, batterd 

wives, and disgraced husbands and fathers. For instance, Loopy's dwelling becomes, of 

necessity, as much a barn as a home for his ambitious family: "Pigs, dogs, cats, and fowls, 

al1 make it, and make use of it too; and my neighbour's house, beside the finery of the young 

ladies, suspended upon nails and pegs around the walls, generally contained a great variety of 
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articles and smells, very useful to the farmer" (Letter 10, 104). Scatological humour Leave~s 

these epistles, bringing home to cornmon sense the short distance to fall from human to 

animal should McCullochts moraf-ethical precepts be ignored. Stepsure describes Hodge's 

mortification at a frolic when he falls and overturns the tea table: 

Whether this unusud combination of accidents had produced a südden 

convulsion of nature; or whether Hodge had been dining upon cabbage, which, 

you know, is a windysome kind of food, I m o t  tell: but the poor fellow, in 

fding,  made a Iengthy apology, which scandalized the whole assembly of 

Young ladies amazingly: and, indeed, no wonder, for such a speaker was never 

introduced into any genteel Company, and much less dlowed to lift up his 

voice, (Letter 17, 182) 

Keith comments that there is "more than a trace of the d o w n - t h  Swiftian eighteenth 

centuryw in Stepsure's description of his critic "Censor" soaring through the air to land "'feet 

foremost into Peg ' s pegasus' s] huge accumulation of odiferous sweets' (Letter 18) " (16). 

Wben McCulloch collectai his sketches in 1823 and sent them to William Blackwood in 

Edinburgh to consider for publication, their rejection was based, in part, on the crude 

imagery. While Blackwood praiçed their rich detail and "informing genius," he concluded 

that: " 'The humour and satire have al1 the punpncy and originality of Swift.. . with I am 

sorry to say too much of his broad and coarse colouring. Taste in these things has now a days 

got even more refined, and what was fit for the tea table in the days of Queen Anne would 

hardIy be tolerated now in the servant's hall' " (qtd. in G. Davies, Maririme 63) .25 

In a similar vein, Jim Hornby argues that our modern sensibilities are repelled by 
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other aspects of McCulloch's fiction. He contends that McCulloch's attempt at "satiric 

indirectness is too often marred by pontification" (1 1). Fred Cogswell adds that "Christian 

ethics, one feels, ought to be an end in theinselves and not a meaos of making money, and to 

a healthy nature cold-blooded gloating over the misfortunes and failures of others is never 

pieasant" ("Haliburton" 107). It is tme bat, despite the humour that infuses the Letîers, 

Stepsure is clearly a self-righteous prig who is suspiciousiy proud of his material attainments 

and his new-found fame. However, these character flaws open up interesting interpretive 

possibilities by compelling readers to appraise Stepsure himself with a satiric eye. Critics 

such as McMuflin disagree, maintainhg that "$tepsure is McCulloch's ideal citizen. For this 

reason he never appears as a figure of scorn or ridicule. Es voice and the voice of 

McCulloch almost always sound in tandem" ("Liberal" 77-78). It is the "almost" here which 

proves intriguing. In fact, as Gwendolyn Davies remarks, "the red strength of the 

interconnected letters lies in the author's subtle treatment of the central figure, Stepsure" 

(DLB 230). W ~ i l e  his profitable adherence to his righteous principles makes him the satiric 

nom against which his dubious neighbours should be measured, Stepsure gradually reveais 

himself to be as faIlibIe a they are. 

This fallibiiity is especially evident near the end of Book One. When Stepsure lems 

that the Attorney General has referred to him in the Weekly Chrunide as a gentleman, he is 

obviousiy bursting with pride: "Who could have believed that lame Boshy wodd ever be 

called a GENTLEMAN, at a public meeting of the grandees of the provincew (Letter 17, 

187). This validation by his social betters transforms his self-image and seems instantly to 

alter his long-cherished priorities. Admitting that he is "beginning to think that I possess 
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more dignity than 1 was formerty aware of," he imagines that "when I get rnyself seated in 

stile, with a table before me, covered with a green cloth reaching down to the fioor, so as to 

keep my feet out of the way, I shall make a very respectable looking gentleman" (htter 17, 

188). If, as Frye suggests, the moral of Stepsure's lameness is that "it is only the deformities 

of which one is unconscious that are ~dicuious" (Letters v), then Stepsure's ironic self- 

consciousness about his lame feet and his eagemess to appear "in stile" reveal him to be 

utterly ridiculous. And not only does he show signs of atternpting to rise above his station, 

signing himself "Mephibosheth Stepsure, Gentleman," but he also confesses to dreaming 

about lasting fame as a wnter. Agreeing to continue his letters, he bnefly acknowledges their 

original edimng purpose, 5ut focuses on the possïbility that they might bring him enduring 

renown: 

as I am the only writer who has attempted to make our people see and be 

ashamed of themselves, my credit is pledged to stick to the point till a better 

appear. My neighbour has also supplied me with an additional hint, which is 

never lost upon an author. He says that Lord Byron and Sir Walter Scott show 

me how renowned lame writers may be: and he does not see why 

Mephibosheth Stepsure might not become as famous as hem both. To a lame 

author nothing, you may depend upon it, could be more gratifymg; for 

Saunders is an excellent judge. (Letter 21, 226). 

By this point, Stepsure has become the satinst satirized; he is both the ageat and 

object of McCulloch's ridicule. Vincent notes that "such an approach amplifies the potentid 

narrative complexity of the piece, makes considerable demands on the author's ability to 
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controi the logic of the focuses of satire, and requires a rather sophisticated level of response 

from its readers" (" S tratagems" 60-6 1). This relative1 y sophîsticated narrative stance recalls 

rnuch successful British satire. Consider, for instance, Gay's manipulation of the Walker in 

"Trivia"; although he clearly uses his main character to voie his own satiric responses to the 

growing crudeness of Augustan London, he also makes the Walkerfs paranoid and egocenûic 

attitudes the object of much satinc prodding. While the Walker is ostensibly the font of tmth 

and wisdom, he is, f id ly ,  laughabie in his own lack of self-awareness. Similarly, Stepsure, 

whom readers might initially trust to provide a satirïc nom against which the follies and 

vices of an entire community can be measured, proves in the end to be susceptible to them. 

In this way, McCulloch r e m s  that Stepsure is not perfect; still, his relative success in die 

context of so much failure mises questions which readen are invited to ask of themselves. 

These subtie narrative complications, however, did not attract the rnost vocal reader 

response at the time of original publication. While the editors of the Acadian Recorder 

pmised the satires for portraying "with such inimitable tmth the thoughtless, luxorious [sic], 

and extravagant habits of Our population" (11 May 1822), and encouraged their author in his 

plan to continue writuig, outraged voices across the province cried seandal. So accurate were 

the Letters in their depictions of the trials and tribulations of Nova Scotian folk, that many 

were certain that their own thinly-disguised hard-luck stories were k i n g  offered up as 

entertainment for the population at large. McCulloch's son, William, later r d l e d :  

No little indignation was expressed by those who thought themselves 

carïcatured, and many more were the efforts made to discover the audacious 

slanderer. A gentleman describing the effect of those letters in his own 
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neighbourhood said 'We looked with great d e t y  for the arrival of the 

"Recorder," and on its receipt used to assembie at the shop of Mr. to 

hear "Stepsure" rad ,  and pick out the characters, and comment on their 

foibles, quite sure that they and the *ter were among ourselves. Great was 

ofkn the anger expressed, and the tbreats uttered against the author if they 

could discover him. (73) 

McCulloch acknowledged the impact of the Letters privately and publicly. He wrote to his 

friend, the Reverend John Mitchell in Glasgow that "'No wnting in these provinces ever 

occasioned so much talk. AImost everyone who read them was angry in his turn and by and 

by laughed at his neighbour'" (qtd. in Whitelaw, McC~cZfoch 28). He addresses this dual 

response-the very indicator of the ka satire-in the closing lines of Book One, by having 

Stepsure explain in explicit terms how he hopes readers' reactions will serve to change the 

behaviour which prompted the Letters in the first place, Likely agreeing with Milton that the 

most rational faculties of human intellect are laughter and anger (479), McCulIoch tells his 

readers how to bandle them both: 

Gentlemen, after telling so many tmths  about the people of our town, 1 rnust 

now beg leave to say a few words to your readers. Some of them, I have been 

told, are a good humoured, laughing sort of foks; and others are just as cmsty 

and angry at the chronicles of our tom. To the first I would observe, that they 

have a right to laugh at themselves as much as they please; and when they get 

their Iaugh out, to reform as fast as they can. But when they meet with their 

angry neighbours, they should consider that laughing is a very serious thing, 
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and ought to be tempered with a great deal of gravity; for no man in a passion 

likes to be laughed at. As for your cmsty readers, they have just as g w d  a 

nght to be angry, and far more reasun. I would advise hem, therefore, to keep 

it up till they are very angry; which they may easily be, by telling every body 

their complaints: and when they have thus learned that every body i s  laughing 

at hem, they might transfer their rage against the exposure of folly, to the 

fools who need to be exposed. 1 am sorry that the chronicles have affrontai 

them; very sorry, indeed, that their neighbours should be laughing at them; for 

1 mua say that dl your readers, if they only had good management, would be 

a very decent sort of folks. (Letter 17, 189-190) 

Here, McCulloch reveals his awareness that wit and humour are a vital part of satiric attack- 

that the laughter prompted by the attack (and not die attack itself) is the agent which might 

force this community to re-examine its priorities. 

Robertson Davies calls The Stepsure Letters "a finer piece of Canadian irony than the much- 

praised Sam Slick stories of hdge Haliburton" (Crinc 235). While she does not offer such an 

evaiuation, Gwendolyn Davies agrees that the Laers mark a watershed in nineteenth-century 

Maritime literature, representing "on one hand the climax of forty years of post-loyalist 

wrîting on the follies and foibles of society, while at the same time setang a new standard by 

which the narrative aewspaper satires of the Club group (1828-31) and Thomas Chandler 

Haliburton (1 835) would be measuredn (Man'tirne 13). And McCulloch' s influence reaches 

well beyond Haliburton, temporally and geographically. Indeed, he is often regarded as the 
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point of origin for various facets of the tradition of Canadian prose fiction. Sharman suggests 

that our modern literary puritans are elaborations on Stepsure: 

We have ody to look at the rnemben of Leacock's Mausoleum Club, at 

Robertson Davies' gallery of pinch-faced Ontanans, at Earle Birney's Mr. 

Legion ("Damnations of Vancouver"), or at MacLennant s McQueen (Two 

S o f i ~ e s ) .  Thomas McCu1loch1s Mephibosheth Stepsure.. .provides a splendid 

reference for these puritanid figures, and provides, wnsequently, a suong 

link between writing in colonial Nova Scotia and in Canada afier 1867. 

(" Stepsure" 6 18) 

Beverly Rasporich argues that not only do McCullochts conservative morality and intellechial 

icidism spnng up again in h c o c k  and Davies, "but the transit of McCullochts emotions as 

he meets the New Wodd is tied to a psychology of religious questing which would seem io 

be the very metaphoric base of Caflildian humour" (229). And Keith states that the Letters 

yield 

the first manifestation in our literature of a Canadian small tom,  and the 

contrast between niral and urban patterns of Life, between small toms and 

metropolis (often with a satiric edge to the writing) becornes a fmitful subject 

extending through H a i i b m n  to Leacock and beyond. That McCullogh [sic] 

anticipates Leacock in having a 'Rev. Mr. Drone' as his local minister may 

perhaps be amibuted to coincidence, but it could represent an early example of 

the continuities of culturai tradition. (161'7) 

These obsemations support Frye's contention that Thomas McCulloch is the founder of a 
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genuine Canadian humour: " k t  is, of the humour that is based on a vision of society and is 

not rnerely a series of wisecracks on a single theme. The tone of his humour, quiet, 

obsenmnt, deeply consemative in the h m a n  sense, has been the prevailing tone of Canadian 

humour ever since" (Letten k) . As Whitelaw remarks, McCulloch had a lasting impact on 

Nova Scotia, and evenhially on dl of Canada, because the Ume, the place and the man were 

ail right for each other: "He was Like a pebble thrown into a pond that was Nova Scotia then, 

and the ripples are touching us still" (McCulloch 3). 



THOMAS CHANDLER HALDURTON'S TEE CLQC-R 

Thomas McCulloch certainiy made waves in the literary community of Nova Scotia; 

throughout the 1820s, the social commentary of me Stepsure Le#ers continued to have a 

pervasive influence on the local writing scene. Gwendolyn Davies points out, for instance, 

that the Letters were recalled by "a series of thirteen 'Stepsure in Town' poems that ran in 

the Acadian Recorder h m  1 Jmuary 1825 to 17 June 1826. ..[and] 'The Club' group of the 

Novarcotim, Joseph Howe's Kalifax newspaper, also remembered the satincal side of 

McCullach in its sketch of 15 May 1828" (CEECT xxxiv). It is possible that McCulloch's 

success suggested the idea to Joseph Howe for "The Club, " a series of largely satincal pieces 

which appeared sporadically in the Nova~cotian from May 1828 until ûctober 1831. The 

fifty-two sketches, songs, dialogues, and dramas were ostensibly a record of the secret 

meetings of a group of gentlemen who gathered together regularly to converse over a glas of 

port and a fine cigar. They were clearly modelied on John Wilson's " Noctes Ambrosianae, " a 

series of imaginary conversations on politics and literature reputed to have taken place in an 

achtal Edinburgh pub, published in Blackwood's Magazine from 1822 to 1835, and well 

known on both sides of the Atlantic. Appearing pseudonyrnousiy, the sketches were 

apparently written by Howe and a group of wits including Laurence O'Connor Doyle, 

Captain John Kincaid, S.G.W. Archibald, Beamish Murdoch, Jotham Blanchard and, most 

notably, Thomas Chandler Haiiburton? Howe's Club sketches, then, fortn something of a 

literary bridge between Canada' s two foremost Colonial s a ~ s t  S. 
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Despite its "stated dedication to folly and fun, it was obvious h m  the very beginning 

of the series that the Club's humour was to be as socidly relevant as it was to be enjoyable" 

(G.Davies, Maritime 88-89). The conversation of this group, while frequently focused on 

local Iegislative activities, ranged over a wide variety of topics, including discrimination in 

education, religious persecution, class inequality and upward mobility. This particular group 

was well suited to the task of satirizing the injustices and imprudences of the day: 

Intimate with provincial society and politics because of their professional 

stams, and at the same tirne distanced fiom it b y their ironic vision and 

anonymity, the Club members seemed well cast to don the cloak of moral 

indignation and authority so characteristic of many of the sketches. The group 

was, in fact, the self-proclaimed conscience of Nova Scotia, seeing "the whole 

population of the province. . . tuming their eyes toward the Club for counsel and 

protection. " (G. Davies, Mann'me 90) 

The Club sketches, while popular for their clever satire and amusing reparte, dso 

contnbuted greatly to the formation of public opinion on relevant issues. 

Although the sketches were immediate successors to the reform works of Agricola, 

McCulloch and others, tbey were more diverse, cosmopolitan, spontaneous, and erudite than 

any Nova Scotian social writing to that date (G.Davies, Maririme 105). Haliburton's 

participation in the Club series gave him the opportunity to develop the techniques he would 

use to bnng Sam Slick to light just a few years later: he became adept at the sketch form, 

learned to combine &io-political commentary with entertaining anecdotes, mastered 

colloquiai and conversational speech, and recognized the humorous and satirical potential 
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inherent in diaiect and caricature. Indeed, "the social thnist, vivid language, and dramaeic 

qualities that were to make the Sam Slick narratives so mernorable" were already in eviderice 

in the Club proceedings (G.Davies, Marin'me 105). The Club sketches therefore represent a 

small but important step in drawing up a declaration of the litera.ry independence of British 

Noah Amerka that was to culminate in the publication of Haliburton's Sani Slick sketches. 

Haliburton was by binh, education, and vocation completely representative of the early 

community leaders in the Maritimes. He was bom in 1796 in the small town of Windsor, 

Nova Scotia, into a leading Loyalist (and pre-Luyaiist) fa mil^.^ This socio-political 

heritage was to become evident in al1 aspects of his professionai Me. Biographer V.L.O. 

Chittick suggests that Haliburton acquired from his father a reasoned theory of Tory 

principles and practices, and from his mother (and step-mother) the unreasoning passions and 

prejudices associated with them (Study 15). He was educated at the Tory, Anglican- 

administered King's Grammar Schooi and King's College, graduating in 18 He made 

two trips to England while he completed his law education in his father's office. Then, in 

1820, Haliburton was called to the bar of Nova Scotia. Shortly thereafter, he moved his 

family to Annapolis Royal, where he practised law for the next six years, becoming a Judge 

of the Probate Court in 1824. In 1826 he was elected to the provincial House of Assembly as 

the member for Annapolis 

Haliburton served successfully in the House for three years, often showing signs, as 

Edward Waldïon remairks, of the forcefur wit he was Iater to bestow on Sam Slick: "In one 

speech, during a mock address to England as ' l ob  Bull, ' he referred to John Bull's 'oldest 
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("Hatiburton" 164). Since the speeches 
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rig~iur Yankee.. . , ' a description that fits Sam nicely" 

of the legislature were reported by Howe in the 

N'cotiun, Haliburton soon became well-knom for his strong convictions and exuberant 

oratory: "Tactlessly outspoken and possessing a great gift for ridicule, he threw al1 his 

strength into any issue he supported and gored his fnends and foes in tuni" (Cogswell, 

" Haliburton" 108). Whiie his performances were often entertaining , Haliburton was 

nonetheless a senous advocate. One colleague remarked that " 'his attitude and manner were 

extremely impressive, earnest and dignified; and dthough the strong propensity of his mind 

to wit and humor were often apparent, they seldom detracteci from the seriousness of his 

language when the subject under discussion was important'" (qtd. in Chittick, Study 93). 

Since the colony of Nova Scotia was in the process of redefining its position vis-à-vis the 

mother country, the subjects under discussion in the House were intensely serious." 

Although he was a lifelong conservative, Halibmon sometimes argued in direct 

opposition to the Tory party line. For instance, he supported the Assembly's calls for reform 

when it railed against the flagrant abuses of power demonstrated by the Executive Council, 

and he attempted to block measures petitioned by the Council which he thought were aimed 

primarily against the poor (McDougall, Tradition 10). Chittick asserts that Haliburton's 

conspicuous "advocacy of various measures of reform is not strange, however, for in contrast 

to the illiberality of His Majesty's Council even an oahodox Tory would have looked a 

radical" (Stracjl76)." L u s  Haliburton "frequently found himself at odds with the niling 

oligarchy . . .and his championing of educational reform, Catholic emancipation, and Thomas 

McCullochts Pictou Academy were highlights of a brief political career" (R.Davies, DLB 
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138). Ray Palmer Baker argues that Hdiburton's decision to leave politics was based, in part, 

on the outcome of McCullochfs struggle. His "rÏdicule of the Council for its refusal of a 

grant to the conmon schools and the Presbyterian Academy at Pictou led to an open 4 m e l  

between the two houses. When the iower eventually yielded, he  withdrew in disgust" (Hirtory 

72).33 Thus, while the Club sketches provide a literary comection of sorts between 

McCulloch and Haliburton, this educational issue briefly connects them politicaliy? 

Despite supporting sorne specific calls for change, Haliburton remained a right-wing 

Tory who could not back the burgeoning reform movernent taking hold in the province. 

Fearing " what he called the 'tyranny of the majority, ' he opposed bitterly the levelling 

tendencies of his age" (McDougall, Tradition 22). The campaign for responsible govemment 

-which would render the provincial govermnent responsible to the electorate rather than to 

the Colonial Office in London--was completely at odds with his fervent desire to maintain 

close ties with Britain." While he agreed that, to some extent, protest against Britain's 

ignorant mismanagement of her colonies was justified and that changes in the established 

systems of governent were required, he envisioned a system of patronage in which Bntain 

would appoint Nova Scotians to oversee colonial affairs on its behalf. Indeed, he was sorely 

disappointed by the British government' s failure to treat its colonists as full-fledged citizens, 

"conferring full nghts and special prîvileges as it did only upon those born in the rnother 

land. Particularly galling in this system of favouritism was the way in which the posts in the 

colonies themselves were given, often as rewards, to Englishmen rather than colonists" 

(Fortier 93). 36 

While Haliburton was sometirnes incensed by British d e ,  he did not view such 
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confiicts as opposition between "'a tyrannical govenunent and an oppressed coiony'," but 

rather as a family quarrel, " 'a question, in short, between the parent and the childf " (qtd. in 

Chittick, Snufy 80). He feared that republicanism lurked behind the push for responsible 

government and womed that "the agitation for reform wodd end in complete independence, 

after which the colonies would eventually become part of the United States" (Stouck 3). 

Hence, Haliburton fought democratization on al1 fronts, not only opposing responsible 

govemment, but opposing Confederation to the end of his iife?' As Chittick details, in this 

era of constitutional refom, Haliburton soon found himself "out of sympathy with the spirit 

of his age. It was not that he retreated from a position he fomerly occupied. He simply stood 

still in a period of general advance, and so undeviatingly did he cling to his Tory principles 

that e v e n h d y  even his own party moved on and Left hm" (Study 152)." 

In 1829 Haliburton left the House and returned to Windsor to accept the chief- 

justiceship of the Inferior Court of Cornmon Pleas, a position rendered vacant by his father's 

death. When this lower Court was abolished twelve years later, Haliburton was elevated to 

the bench of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia. Robert McDougail sunnises that the "spirit 

of buffmnery and the impressible wit which became the very life and sou1 of Sam Slick 

undoubtedly enlivened many of the sittings over which Haliburton presided; and newspaper 

reporters sometimes attended expressly to h m  the fun" (Tradition 7). Upon his retirement in 

1856, Haliburton moved to England where he reentereù politics as a Consemative Member 

of Parliament, holding his seat until his death. In 1858 he became the first colonid to be 

awarded an honourary degree of Doctor of Civil Laws by Oxford University. McMullin notes 

that despite settling into political and social life in England, Haliburton "maintained an 
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interest in British North Arnerica and became chairrnan of the Canadian Land and 

Immigration Company, travelling to Ontario to negotiate a deal for land that now lies in 

Haliburton County" (Canadian 29). Overail, however "the British government paid liaie 

attention to Haliburton beyond offering him the presidency of Montserrat, 'a wretched Iittle 

West Indian Island, ' which he declinedw (McMullin, Canadiun 29). He died in 1865. 

The biography briefly rehearsed here shows that Haliburton's successive careers as 

lawyer, assernblymen, and judge fked the opinions that he would so staunchly urge upon his 

compatriots in fifteen books written and published between 1825 and 1860. Baker remarks 

that it is not dfficult to trace the origins of the ideas which Haliburton explored in al1 his 

writing: "These volumes are the full outflowering of the Tory spirit. The m a d e  laid down 

by Jonathao Odell and his fellow satirists was thus taken up by Haliburton" (History 71). He 

divides Haliburton's wnting into four categorÏes: historkl and political treatises; the S M  

series; miscellaneous fiction, in which the Stick methods are fuaher developed; and 

compilations to meet the demand for Yankee stories (History 75-76). It is not surprising that 

fully two-thirds of these volumes are creative satiric comedy. Not ody was Haliburton 

educated in the satiric mood and marner of his ancestors while at King's College, but, as 

Reginald Watters observes, his years on the judicial bench likely fostered a temperament 

already well-suited to satire: njudges are not called upon to resolve conflicts by discovering 

or inventing compromises; instead, they administer established law and assess penalties 

against those who violate it. A satirist," he adds, echoing James Sutherland and Ronald 

Paulson, "is a self-appointed judge, with clear ideas of what human beings and human 

behaviour should be, and with the lash of ridicule he punishes those who fail to meet his 
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standards" (me Old Iudge x). 

Kaliburton surveyed the colony and found that while its oatural advanîages were 

beyond compare, the government and indu- of its inhabitants failed to meet his standards. 

He resolved to set his judgements in print, though he was not yet ready to do so with the 

"lash of ridiculew. He began his literary career with the publication of A General Desenprion 

of Nova Scutia (1823)." While he was prompted, in part, by a desire to make Nova 

Scotians appreciate their hentage and resources, he was even more concerneci with making 

Britaui recognize the value of her colony. During a public dinner given in his honour, 

Haliburton described his reasons for undertaking the project: 

in early life 1 twice visited Great Britain, and was strongly, and 1 may say 

painfully, impressed with a conviction that has forced itself upon the minci of 

every man who has gone to Europe from this country-namely, that this 

valuable and important Colony was not merely wholly unknown, but 

misunderstood and misrepresented. Every book of Geography, every Gazetteer 

and elementary work that mentioned it, spoke of it in terms of contempt or 

condemnation.. . . Where facts were wanting, recourse was had to imagination. 

(Novascotiun, June 13, 1839, qtd. in Chittick, Srudy 123). 

Haliburton felt that if he could set the record straight, he wouid increase the immigration of 

properly informed and weil-prepared settlers which would greatly benefit the colony 

(McMullin, Candiun 47). While he apparentty apologized for the volume which, he said, 

was hastily compilecl, critics note that "it is an informative account of the state of Nova 

Scotia in 1823, full of his personal comments on the past, present, and future of his native 
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province" (R.Davies, DLB 137). Stanley McMullin elabrates on the volume, indicating that 

Haliburtonts fnistrations with his fellow citizens were apparent even in this descriptive 

catalogue of his province: 

Haiiburton catalogues native plants and wildlife, describes major towns, gives 

idonnation about native Indians, and makes comments about population and 

commerce. He also has something to say about the settlers of the colony. The 

Nova Scotian, he says, is prone to speciilate, to enter into trade, and to dabble 

in small coasting vessels, to the neglect and injury of his farm. The settier 

shows his attraction to high living through his love of "superfine flou," which 

even the poorest Nova Scotian sees as an indispensable necessity. (Canadian 

46) 

Such comments clearly echo McCulloch' s censures in The SEepsure Letten which were 

causing a stir as Haliburton compiled this work. The House formally t ' e d  him for his 

undertaking, and, as Chittick points out, it "was more than a gracious compliment that the 

clerk then read to Haliburton. For the first time, provincial literature leceived official 

recognition" (St@ 1 18). 

At the urging of fiends and colleagues, Hdiburton spent the next seven years 

researching and compiling a full-length history entitled An Histon'cul and Statisticol Account 

of Nova Scotia (1829). This two volume work is a more extensive version of the General 

Description and includes the provinces's "statistical returns and other data respecting its 

population, industries, commerce, and its still to be developed resources" (Chittick, Study 

135). Printed in Halifax by Joseph Howe, it was one of the first Canadian books of 
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importance to nin through several editions (Baker, History 76). Gerald Rimmington opens his 

article entitled "The Geography of Haliburton's Nova Scotia" with the claim that "There is no 

more fascinating account of Nova Scotia in the early nineteenth century than that given by 

Thomas Chandler Haliburton" (488).' The volume is still recognized as one of century's 

major pieces of histoncal writing. 

While Haliburton again received public cornmendation for the effort, the work did 

not, to his dismay, sel1 overseas. Darlene Nelita Fortier notes that the carefully researched 

history "was passed over by the reading public in England for the more sensationai accounts 

of America wrinen by English travellers" (60). Halibunon wodd later vent his fiutration by 

having Sam Slick deride those very writers, referring to them as 

Ensigns and Leftenants, I guess, €rom the British marchin regiments in the 

Colonies, that run over five thousand miles of Comtry in five weeks, on l ave  

of absence, and then r e m ,  lookin as wise as the monkey that had seen the 

world--when they get back, they are so chock full of knowledge of the 

Yankees, that it runs over of itseif, like a hogshead of molasses rolled about in 

hot weather--a white froth and scum bubbles out of the bung; wishy washy 

trash they c d  tours, sketches, travels, letters, and what not, vapid stuff, jist 

sweet enough to catch flies, cockroaches, and half fledged gall~.'~ 

Despite such apparent bittemess, Haiiburton is also delightfully self-deprecating about his 

writing, opening chapter nine of the second series of î3e CZocMer with the Squire's 

remark that, next to the fictional Josiah Slick's History of Cuttyhunck, "Haliburton's History 

of Nova Scotia.. .is the most important account of unimportant things 1 have ever seen" (290). 
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D u ~ g  the banquet speech of 1839 (citai above), Haliburton shared his reasoning 

behind the decision to tuni next to humorous writing. 

I felt I had not accomplished al1 1 wished [in writhg the History], that though 

something had b e n  attained there was still much more to be done. It occurred 

to me that it would be advisable to resort to a more popuiar style, and, under 

the garb of amusement, to cal1 attention to our noble harbors, our great 

mineral wealth, our heafthy climate, our abundant fisheries, and our natural 

resources and advantages, arising f?om our relative position to the St. 

Lawrence, the West Indies, and the United States, and resulting from the 

circumstances of this country being the nearest point of the American continent 

to Europe. I was aiso d o u s  to stimulate my countrymen to exertion, to direct 

their attention to the development of these resources, and to works of internai 

improvement, especialIy.. .the rail road from Halifax to Windsor, to awaken 

ambition and substitute it for that stimulus which is furnished in other but 

poorer countries than our own by necessity. For this purpose 1 called in the aid 

of the Clockmaker. (qtd. in Chittick, Study 179)" 

Or, to quote the ciockmaker himself: "When reason fails to convince, there is nothin left but 

ridicule. If they have no ambition, apply to their feelings, clap a blister on their pride and it 

will do the business. It' s like puttin ginger under a horse' s tail, it makes him carry up real 

handsm, 1 tell you" (No. 12, 66). 

Haliburton was encouraged in his plan by Joseph Howe despite the fact that differing 

political opinions were, by this point, beginning to mur the fnendship between the two. 
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Regardless of their disparate aims, they were, as Cogswell rematks, united by a "cornmon 

love of Nova Scotia and a cornmon concern over its lack of prosperïty" ("Haliburton" 110). 

Indeed, they proved to be in complete agreement about the province's deficiencies and how 

best to remedy them. In a lengthy sequence of articles in his Novascon'an, Howe had 

attempted to instill in his readers a faith in themselves and their province's resources. By al1 

the arguments at his comrnand he endeavoured to convince them that "the deplorable state of 

the province was due to temporary causes, and that the certainty of its future prosperity was 

warrant for taking an optimistic view of the situation. Ail that was aeeded to tide over the 

crisis, he insisted, were energy and perseverance" (Chittick, StMdy 17 1). 

While Howe's "Western Rambles" (23 July - 9 October, 1828) and "Eastern Rambles" 

(17 December, 1829 - 19 October 1831) eamed him an appreciarive audience, they did not 

inflame his readers with passionate interest. Then, on September 24, 1835, he began the 

publication of a series of anonymous sketches entitled "Recollections of Nova Scotia. "" 

"Didacticism being Haliburton's primary motive and satire his genre," notes Carole Gerson, 

"he did not write within the tradition of the novel-which would have required the creation of 

a complete fictional world-but instead created one outstanding character to perfom as his 

persona" (Purer 53). Thomas Raddail provides a mernorable description of the main 

character, Samuel Slick, from Slickville, Onion County, Connecticut, as 

a glib rascal who wem about selling gimcrack wooden clocks-"wamted to 

run from July to EteniityW--to the gullillible Bluenoses, at the same time laughing 

up his sleeve and making snide remarks on the way they Iived, the way they 

bungled their business affairs, and their rime-wasting habit of snivelling at the 
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government instead of getting dom to honest work. All in a vein of humour 

that was broad, to say the least, and at times downright indecent. (37) 

This was a far cry h m  Howe's writings which argued that NOM Scotians were the finest 

people in the world. Nobody then saw, Raddall suggests, that Howe and Haliburton were 

working towards one end: 730th sought to arouse their people for the new mirch of the 

western world toward prosperity which was just getting under way in the 1830s. loe Howe 

chose to cajole and flatter them into it. Tom Haiiburton chose to sting and lash them into itn 

(37) 

The literary lashes caused a sensation. The first twenty-one were serialized in the 

Novuscotian,' but the series had not yet been completed when, in response to local popular 

demand, it was expanded to thirty-three sketches and republished, still anonymously, as The 

Clockmaker: or, me Sayings and Doings of Samuel Sück, of 4SücZZe ((1837). Slick became 

an instant celebnty. As George Parker remarks: "Slick, the archetypal swaggering and sharp 

American trader, became one of the most popular comic figures of the century and turned the 

first series of me Clockmaker into the first Canadian best-seIlern ("Haliburton" 510). Within 

rnonths, pirated editions began to appear abroad: London publisher, Richard Bentley, issued a 

British edition in the spring of 1837; Philadelphia printers Carey, Lea & Blanchard printed 

the first Amencan edition that autumn.'* Gerson describes the international reaction: 

Distant readers responded to the humour and vitaliw of the fiction and adored 

the idiosyncratic Slick for his "welcome unconventionality." Nova Scotians 

paid more attention to the undertying reality, with mixed reactions. fie 

Novascotian lauded Halibuaon for establishing the literary validiy of Nova 
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Scotia, finduig that The Clockmaker' s being " so generally admired by the 

experienced judges of England, stamps it with the quality of sterling merit." 

(Plrrer 53) 

Haliburton leamed the extent of his spreading faine when he toured Britain and Europe the 

following year; he returned to a Nova Scotia that, while somewhat embarrassed by their 

unflattering portrayal in the sketches, was nonetheless proud to daim this indigenous writer 

as its own: "After dl,  Sam Slick was being discussed in remote Mississippi cabins as well as 

in the drawingrooms of London and New York, and as a result the BLuenoses found 

themselves under the eyes of what seerned the whole world for the first tirne in their 

existence" (Raddail 38). 

In d l ,  Haliburton produced eight "Sam Slick" books? In addition to three volumes 

of The Ciockmaker (1837, 1838, 1840) ," Slick appears in The Anaché; or, S m  Slick in 

Engiand (1843), S m  Siick's Wise Savs and Modern Instances; or, What He Said, Dg, or 

Invented (l853), and Nancre and H m a n  Nahzre (1 8%). To a lesser extent, Slick figures in 

both me Babbks of Canada (1839) and 22e Lnter-Bag of the Great Western; or, LjCe in a 

Steamer (i840), the "authorship" of which can be attributed to him as may be gathered by the 

dedication of the former and the last letter of the latter. These works enjoyed enormous 

popularity. By his death in 1865, "Haliburton could c l a h  that his literary creation had 

appeared in over 200 editions in Europe and North America, that the name of 'Sam Slick' 

had become almost universally recognized in the English-speaking world, and that his 

tradernark ' Slickisms' had infiltrated everyday speech" (Laird 75) ." The intercontinental 

popularîty of Sam Siick made Haliburton "the most farnous writer in nineteendicentury 
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British North America" (Momson 58). 

Like McCulloch, Hdiburton based his satire on the decline of able colonists into 

various forms of debasement through vices such as class pretension and laziness while they 

shifted the blame for their failures onto the banks, the courts, the govement ,  and the land 

itself. In his castigacion of the vice and folly he sees everywhere around him, Slick is clearly 

aligned with Stepsure. Northrop Frye asserts that "[tlhere is little doubt that Haliburton knew 

McCuIlmh's work well enough to draw the whole framework of his satire on Bluenose 

society from it" ( L m r s  v). Chiaick was perhaps the fint to discuss Haliburton's 

indeb tedness to McCulloch: 

Every one of the social, economic, and agricuiturai truths which subsequently 

had to be reimpressed on the easy-going Nova Scotians in Sam Slick's 

suangely fabricated vemacular before they would bestir themselves into self- 

sustaining activity was ciearly anticipated and expounded in the elucidation of 

his neighbors' unnecessary misfortunes by Dr. McCulloch's soberly 

deliberative, fnigal-minded, oddly named cripple. Only in bis political 

philosophy, which found its more immediate provocation in conditions and 

events of considerably later date than those witnessed by Mephibosheth 

Stepsure, did Sam Stick hold forth for the benefit of the Bluenoses 

independently of this canny Scotchcolonial creation. (Stzidy 379) 

The addition of a political theme is, of course, by no means Haliburton's only significant 

point of d e p m r e  from McCulloch. While the Reverend must certainly be counted among 

Haliburton's influences, the disparities between their satincal approaches are self-evident. As 
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Robin Mathews notes: " Just as John Young' s arguments made their way, transformed into 

The Stepsure Leners, so McCulloch's arguments made dieir way, transformed into T.C. 

Haiiburtont s series of sketches" (132). And, of course, it is worth reiterating k t ,  as satirists, 

McCulloch and Haliburton share influences reaching back to Arktophanes, Horace and 

Juvenai and, more Mmediately, to the neo-classical and Tory satinsts of eighteenth-century 

England. 

Part of the transformation from McCulloch to Haliburton involves the creation of a 

different kind of satiric mouthpiece. Unlike McCulloch, who portrays a lacklustre local 

f m e r  whose letters to the Halifax newspaper reveal his Bghteous indignation at his 

neighbours' conduct, Haliburton portrays an effusive foreign salesman who amuses a new 

friend with a vigorous upbraiding of the colony's shortcomings and is surprised, Iater, to find 

his harangues in print for al1 to read." Furthemore, Sam Slick-a srnooth-taking, sharp- 

eyed, Yankee peddler who threatens to beat up those who do not believe him and offers to be 

skimed or shot should he be proven wrong-was (and stiH is) a singdar figure in Canadian 

literature. Vincent Sharman contends that Stepsure "lacks Sam Slick's verbal power, and his 

humour at the expense of his profligate neighbours seerns condescending and self-righteous- 

even for a satirist" ("Satire" 556). Indeed, Ianice KuIyk Keefer argues, "[alnything more 

unlike the chicanery and opportunism of that verbal contortionist Sam Slick than the 

moral izing of Mep hibosheth S tepsure cannot be imagined" (43). 

While Slick is obviously not cut from the same cloth as any Canadian satiric persona 

who preceded him, he is by no means unique. George Parker comments that, in a general 

way, Slick is "a direct descendent of the Miles GLonosus and the resourceful servant of 
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Roman and Renaissance comedy" (CEECT xx). Other Literary histonans point to numemus 

possible contemporary influences on the composition of the literary vehicle for this world- 

famous Yankee. Not the least of these is the aforementioned glut of uavel books wnaen on 

the United States between 1800 and 1835, even "a cursory examination" of which "will 

r e v d  every one of the essentiai features of Sam Slick's Yankeeism many àmes repeatedw 

(Chittick, "Gen-u-ine" 59-60)?' But the Yankee as comic figure had been appearing in 

literature long before have1 books came into vogue. For more than a century before 

Haliburton was born, humorous literahue based on comic types had been continually 

prociuced in Amerka, ranging from Mathaniel Ward's ?lie Simpk Cobbh ofAgavmn to 

Benjamin Franklin's Puor Richard's Ahanack; as Chimck observes, "the cornic presentation 

of the 'genuine' Yankee on the stage or in prïnt had begun almost as soon as he had made 

himself thoroughiy familiar throughout the United States as the itinerant tradesrnan of reality " 

(Study 369). McDougaïI elaborates, noting that "Sam's democratic brashness, his 'calculatin" 

shrewdness, his colossal assurance and resourcefulness in argument, his readiness with 

homespun comments, with anecdotes and tall tales-al1 these traits were already connecteci 

with popular conceptions of the Yankee character in Haliburton's time" (Introduction x). 

Moreover, Baker adds, the Yankee peddler had also dready become a stock figure on the 

English stage: "Haliburton had at hand, therefore, not only the main outline of his character 

but also a precedent for his appearance in literature" (82). 

CIaude Bissel1 agrees, noting that the American idea had become so universally 

recognized that it could be "presented in an exaggerated, even fantastic way, without inviting 

ridicule. There emerged a composite character, whose base was the shrewd practical Yankee 
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and whose super-structure was the western teller of tall tales" ("Haliburton" 6). Waldron 

contends that Slick is modelled on this composite, and argues that Haliburton was obviously 

f k l i a r  with Seba Smith's peddler of axe-handles and crackerbarrel philosophy, Major Jack 

Downing of Portland, Maines1-as welf as with the Western types such as Davy Crockett, 

Daniel Boone, and Paul Bunyan. He notes that Haliburton brought the D o m  East and the 

Frontier xfiools of American humour together in a fascimting blend, creating a character 

with the behavioral traits of Yankee tradesmaa and the speech characteristics of the ring-tailed 

rouer (1 70). 

Others argue chat, while Haliburton was undoubtedly wetl read," his literary 

creation was a composite fomed from sources more immediate to him. In his introduction to 

The Sam Slick Anthofogy , Watters remarks that Haliburton himseIf "probably sat in judgment 

over more than one sharp-practising Yankee pedlar" (xxi). Logan names the particular 

peddler he says provided the mode1 for SIick: 

There cm be no doubt as to the redism of Haliburton's chief character, Sam 

Slick. He is a tmnscript of the "compositew order from nature, the niain outline 

being derived fiom a reai clockmaker-peddler, named Seth, who was a well- 

known, if not popular, character amongst the people within Haliburton's 

jud ic iq  circuit, and who, at least once, had appeared as plaintiff in a suit for 

payment of a promissory note before Judge Hatiburton. (Haüburton 112) 

While B.P. Scott acknowledges that Haliburton may have captured the broad strokes of Slick 

fiom this "flesb-and-blood ciockmaker, Seth", he insists that this man was, at best, a mere 

shadow "to assist him in ernbodying his idea" (45)? 
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There is a h ,  Chittick adds, the bare chance that Hatiburton took his cue fkom a 

correspondent in the Novascotiun whose comments on the literary possibilities inherent in the 

peddler figure apperrred on June 26, 1834, more thaa a year before Slick sprung to life on 

those very pages: 

"No man, Sir, be his situation or profession what it may, cm feel the pulse of 

the community, or fonn an estimate of their moral and physicûi standing with 

the accuracy of the pedlar-the guest, alternatety of the rich and the poor, the 

Ieafned and the unlemeci, the religious and the irreligious; he converses with 

them on equal tems-hean their opinions of men and things-brightens with 

them in the recital of their hopes and sympathizes in their anticipated evils. It 

follows that the pedlar is the man to give the tme state of the public mind upon 

questions of general interest. " (qtd. in Snrrfy , 183-4) 

Finaily, McCulloch's L e m s  must be returned to as a potentid source of inspiration. 

The close of Book One recounts Stepsure's conversation with "Trudge, the pedlar of our 

t m ,  " who regales the modest farmer with tales of the esteem in which he is held by the 

gentlemen politicians in Halifax. Stepsure admits to k ing  flattered and more than a little 

excited by the news of a possible pension but adds: "At the same time I must confess, that.. .I 

had some misgivings about its mth: both because pedlars are privileged talkers; and because, 

when he was speaking about the pension, he was persuading my spouse to purchase a great 

bargain of a shawl which wouid cost her only ten dollars" (Letter 17, 186-187). Trudge may 

well be peddling the same "soft sawder" here that Slick was to become (in)famous for a 
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There are aiso numerous speculations as to how Haliburton came up with the scores of 

anecdotes, homilies, and tall tales which pepper not only me Clockmaker series, but the 

volumes «> follow. While critics generally allow Haliburton's powers of invention to account 

for much of the work, they dso Iook to his friends, colleagues, and casual acquaintancies as 

likely souces of material. Scott and Baker note tbat tradition credits both Haüburton's 

coachman, Lemie Geldert, and his fnend and feIIow judge, Peleg Wiswall, with providing a 

fund of stories from which to ~Lraw.'~ Bill Percy and Watters focus on Haliburton' s travels 

as a judge which afforded hirn hours of leisure in the tavems and ims of the province and 

thus the opportunity to becorne acquainted not only with the Iocal people but with the 

Yankees travelling in Nova Scotia for business and pleasure: "From his cunosity about places 

and events, his shrewd observation of character, his ear for anecdotes and ta11 stories, and his 

keen sense of humour came the material for his best and rnost popular works" (Percy 24)." 

Chittick adds that Haliburton Likely supplemented these sources with clippings 

from the "Varieties" colums of the newspapen, local and foreign, commonly 

r a d  in his time in Nova Scotia, and partly h m  the inevitable backwash of 

Amencan political gossip which reached the province through other 

departments of the press, or by word of mouth. If "the Major" of "The Club" 

group was a portrait d m  from Haliburton, as it seems to have been, in part 

at least, then as far back as 1828 he had begun the custom which never lefi 

him of collecting amusing and extravagant tales. ( S .  183) 

So much speculation about the ernergence of this fictional character reveals the "remarkable 

vitality of Haliburton's portmit of the clockmaker-and at the same time, of course, its 
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faithfulness to a reai-Me background of clock-peddling and Yankee enterprise" (McDougall, 

Introduction ix-x) . Sam Slick, the insightful, sharp-tongued, door-to-door salesman, became a 

legend in his own tirne. Logan declares that this is Haliburton's greatest achevernent as an 

original satiric humorist: the creation of "a socially and intellectually idenor character, who 

is not a single type but many characters, to be the critic of his social and inteilectual 

superiors, and the mouthpiece of wisdom to them" (Haliburton 126). 

Whatever his inspirations and sources, Haliburton found, in Sam Slick, an ideal voice 

for his satire. First and foremost, the boldness, energy, and humour of Slick's speech give 

him the qualities of dynamic Life that allow this essentially two-dirnensional figure, "like the 

gingerbread-man of the story-books.. . [to] hop out of the oven and run away across the fields" 

(McDougaf 1, Tradtion 15). His vibrant expression holds readers' attention throughout what 

would otherwise be a series of dry lectures on the state of afkirç in die c o l ~ n y . ~  

McDougail declares that The Clockmaker is "one of the most zestful monologues ever 

written" because Slick is "supercharged with ideas, and there is no stopping him. From his 

mouth cornes a steady stream of saucy opinions; anecdote is heaped upon anecdote, tale upon 

tale; and the whole of it is lit with both lunatic and satirical laughter" (Tradition 16-17). In 

the words of Sam Slick himself, Haliburton Iater reveals his awareness of the comparative 

power of speech: "Why is it if you read a book to a man you set hin to sieep? Just because it 

is a bmk, and the language ainft common. Why is it if you talk to him he will sit up d l  

night with you, and say, 'Oh! dont go to bed yet, stay a little longert?-Just because it's talk, 

and the language of nature.. . .Anythint to please must be nateral, 1 don't care what it is" 

(Wise Suws 220-221). Written chat, Crofton suggests, "was the next best medium to oral chat 
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Watten notes that while Slick obviously delights in the power of words, his 

vocabulary is that of common folk: "his language is indescribabiy rich in similes and 

metaphors created out of the details from al1 areas of cornmon life-the ordinary interests, 

trades, and activities, of men and women of the timew (Anthoiogy xvi) Furthemore, 

Bisçell suggests, Slick' s outrageous speech characteristics help "drive home the critical 

judgement" ("Haliburton" 9-10). Chittick agrees, noting that it "was the unintemrpted flow of 

Sam Slick' s conversation, with its succession of sharp comment, apt iIlustration, and 

grotesquely didactic tales, that wâs reiied upon to point the conmt between American 

keemess and Nova Scotian indifference" (Study 181). Thus, the style and content of Slick's 

tirades serve Haliburton's satiric purpose both by proving endlessly entertaining, and by being 

so overstated that Slick criticizes with impunity. For Slick's "satiric utterances-so often 

grotesquely and purpose4 exaggerated-the public could not hold him responsible. 'A 

satirist,' says Sam Slick in 'Nature and Human Nature,' speaking of his already published 

sayings and doings, 'a satirist finds it convenient sometimes to shoot from behind a shelter"' 
-.- 

(Crofton 105)59 .- 

Equally important to his satiric purpose is the fact that SIick has considerable and 

varied knowledge of America, England and Nova Scotia and is therefore fully capable of 

expressing his creator's wide-ranging critique of regional and international colonial affairs: 

"As an Ameriolo, moreover, he could voice opinions about Britain and her colonial 

administration that were more irreverent than would be plausibly uttered by a l o y l  colonist" 

(Watters, AnthsIogy xi). As both an outsider and a neighbour, Slick's criticisrns and 
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proposais are presented with an effective mixture of brutal objectivity and fnendly conceni 

perfectly suited to the satinc voice. And finally, since Nova Scotians had Iong been drawn to 

the seductive occupation of trading and still regarded Amencan traders with admiration and 

envy, Slick is an authority figure whose cnticisms of the "blue noses," as he terms them, 

carry weight. 

While this exuberant American is unarguably the central figure of the text, he is not in 

control of its narrative. Instead, Slick's "sayings and doings" are ostensibly recorded for the 

press in the first-person narration of an Englisii Squire whom Slick mets and rides with on 

the road from Colchester to FOR Lawre~ce.~ The depiction of two men travelling together, 

one a high-minded intellect& and the other a plainspoken man-of-the-people, provides the 

dramatïc frame which loosely structures the sketches. Both the saucturing device and the 

contrasted characters are likely based on a nurnber of eighteenth-century adaptations of Don 

Qmkote, such as H. H. Bracke~dge' s Modem Chivalry (1792- 18 15) (Jones 27) .61 Each 

number in B e  Clockmaker, like each letter in me Stepsure Letters, provides a self-contained 

selechon of incidents from Nova Scotian Life designed to admonish vice and folly. Readers 

are divexted by the lively anecdotes and then instiucted by the moral maxim, often printed in 

italics, which caps each sketch. W.H. New observes that Slickts voice varies over the course 

of the sketch depending on Haliburton's purpose. The satiric anecdotes are comically 

conveyed "in an artificial northeastern U.S. dialect, full of flat a's, pronounced r's, syllepsis 

(a instead of ask), and regional verb formsw (193). However, when Haliburton narrows in 

on his political point, 

author and character begin aurally to coaiesce.. . .Even though [the] words are 
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still attributed to Sam, the dialect cademe disappears as Haiiburton tums to the 

reader to make his point didactically, directly, and in the f o d  idiorn of his 

c h s  and poüticd intention. The vemcular, the "people's voice, " is given 

over to instructive anecdote, but however effective it is as shrewd satire, the 

vemacular voice (like the perspective it amies) remains that of the Yankee, the 

outsider; when the moral and message are to be intoned, Haliburton's speech 

register shifts to that of the already established authorityw (194). 

Slick argues that he and the Squire are qualified to analyze the failings of the blue 

noses who "are a cross of English and Yaakee, and therefore first Cousins to us both" (61). 

In this way, Thomas Vincent argues, Haliburton "brings a third perspective into play by 

drawing the Nova Scotiau into the ideological drama as a silent arbitrator between the 

fictional Englishman and the fictional Yankee" ("Stratagems" 61). The dynamic relationship 

between the principal figures not only provides narrative continuity throughout the series, but 

also greatly enhances the possibilities for satire since the sketches are animated, in pazt, by 

the fiction between the Squire' s polished British idiom and Tory-Augustan philosophy and 

Slick's rough Yankee idiom and Whig-republican philosophy. And, of course, it is perhaps 

too tempting to see Slick and the Squire as projections, or dramatizations, of the reform and 

conservative aspects of HaIiburtonrs pecsonaliîy. 

The satiric possibilities in this fiction are apparent from the fim meeting of the 

Squire and Slick, which is described in "The Trotting Horse," the opening sketch of Tle 

Clo~kmaker.~ After divulging to readers that he enjoys Sding a horse that can best any 

other in the colony because it dlows him to outpace unwanted Company, the Squire is 
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unceremoniously greeted by Sam Slick who pulls up alongside him atop "Old Clay."" The 

Squire's initial bewildennent is indicative of Haïiburton's concern with social rank: "The 

Squire does not irnmediately know to which ciass of society Sam belongs, and Sam, the t n ~ e  

Yankee, is not concemed about whether or not he is crossing sociai boundaries when he 

accosts the Squire" (McMuliin, Cadian  56). Piqued by Slick's impertinent inquiries about 

his travel route, the Squire is nonetheless equally curious about the peculiar stmger. 

Annoyed with both SIick and hirnself, he resolves to trot ahead: 

I could oot account for my ide cwiosity-a curiosity, which in him, I had the 

moment before viewed both with suspicion and disgust-but so it was, I felt a 

desire to laiow who he cauld be who was neither lawyer nor preacher, and yet 

talked of his circuit with the gravity of both. How ridiculous, I thought to 

myself, is this, 1 will leave him.. . . I congratulated rnyself on conquering my 

own curiosity, and on avoiding that of my travelling cornpanion. This, 1 said to 

myself, th is  is the value of a good horse; 1 patted his neck, I felt proud of him. 

(9- IO) 

The smug Squire, both literally and figuratively "riding for a fail," is shocked and dismayed 

when the brash Yankee not only easily overtakes his trotter but p r m d s  to  instruct the 

gentleman on proper horsemanship: "What, not enough, 1 mentally groaned, to have my 

horse beaten, but I rnust be told that I dont know how to ride him, and that too by a 

yankee!" (II). Within minutes of meeting, the Squire's British egotism is deflated and Slick's 

American levelling tendencies are in full display. When Slick confesses: "1 don't like to ride 

in the dust after every one I meet, and I allow no man to pass me but when I choose" (IL), 
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the Squire again mgnizes  his own shortcomings rnirrored in this coarse American. He 

wonders, "1s it possible.. .that he cm know me, that he bas heard of my foible, and is 

quimng me, or have 1 this feeling in common with him" (11). In his "Carnival and 

Violence: A Meditation," Robert Kroetsch rernarks that the 

complexity of Haliburton's observations and selfexploration are so brilliantiy 

dramatized in the opening scene of me Clockmrsker that I can imagine North 

American writing itself breakhg lwse on those few pages.. . .Haliburton's 

struggle both to ride with and ride away from his carnivalesque double is a 

moment of contiming consequence in the history of North American literature. 

He bas met the devil hirnself and, as in true carnid, has found him a rather 

endearing fellow" (100-101). 

But the difference berween the two men is clear: whiIe the Squire is fully conscious of his 

personal conceit, Slick is completely unaware of his own overweening pride. 

The Squire sees himself both from within and without and can identiQ the similarities 

and differences between his inner sense of self anci his outer demeanour. He is more aware of 

how he appears in the eyes of others. This self-awareness provides occasions for ironic 

amusement throughout the sketches. For instance, even though the Squire mocks Yankees for 

their annoying habit of behaving as though they belong to a higher social class, he is also 

quick to admit to travelling incognito so as to attract special regard from innkeepers: 

"Wherever too there is mystery there is importance-there is no knowing for whom I may be 

mistaken, but let me once give my humble cognomen and occupation, and I sink immediately 

to my own level" (No. LI, 54)? 
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Slick, on the other hand, has a singular self-perspective and is either unable or 

unwilling to view himself fiom without. By being indifferent to how others see him, he is 

incapable of me seif-knowledge and therefore unable to change. It is precisely Slick's lack of 

self-awareness that occasions "his usefulness as an insûument for slashing satire, which 

demands a dogmatic, single-vision& outlook, a self-assurance untroubled by misgivings, a set 

of rigid principles and positive judgments wiih which to lash fmls and simers" (Watters 

Amhology xv-xvi). Thus, while it seems that the Squire has k n  bested in this exchange, he 

actudy cornes out ahead of Slick because of his ironic self-awareness and also because he is 

gentleman eoough to regain his good humour and decide to travel with Slick (though he 

admits that he hardly has a c h ~ i c e ) . ~  Hence, the Squire is more than a mere foi1 to the 

clockmaker. Representing readers' interests and reactions, he serves as a thoughmil, 

perceptive lens through which to view the itinerant Yankee. 

That said, it is still fair to assert that much of the Squire's narrative is taken up with 

the simple recording of Slick's opinions and anecdotes. To this end, he is primarily a 

prompter. For instance, in the second sketch, the Squire wonders to himself, "m]ow is it that 

an Amencan can sel1 his wares, at whatever price he pleases, where a bl~e-nose~~ would fail 

to make a sale at ail," and resolves to "enquire of the dock-maker the secret of his success." 

He asks: "how is it ... that you manage to sel1 such an immense number of clocks, (which 

certainly carmot be called necessary articles,) among a people with whom there seems to be 

so great a scarcity of money" (13). Later, in "The Clockmaker's Opinion of Halifax," the 

Squire remarks: "You appear.. .to have travelled over the whole of this province, and to have 

observed the Country and the people with rnuch attention, pray what is your opinion of the 
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present state and future prospects of Halifax?" (No. 13, 67). Slick's lengthy answers ta these 

two questions fulfil one of Haliburton's pnmary aims in the sketches: econornic and 

agncultural reform. 

Parker argues that "when Haliburton first began his sketches, his main aim was to 

awaken Nova Scotians to the opportunities for increased economic prosperity that they were 

missing" (CEECT xxiv). Haiiburton urged his feIlow colonists to sûive for economic 

independence, primady through the harvesting of Nova Scotia's abundant naturai resources, 

as well as for a personal independence of spirit. Like Young and McCulloch before him, 

Haliburton kquently accuses his compamots of "false pnde which deters them from putting 

hands to the plough.. Jack of enterprise, and a fatal procrastination at the proper season. They 

are fnvolous in f ' l  and winter and inactive in spring and summer" (Logan, Holibu~on 109). 

In addition to rehabilioiting the colony's agncultural resources, Haliburton also promotes a 

generai advance in marketing, trade, industry, and communication. It is "no coincidence that 

throughout the Clockmokers, but particularly in Series One, Haiiburton advocated.. .building 

bridges, canals, and railraads, improving communication links, especidly through the use of 

stearnships between Nova Scotia and England, and increasing exports" (Parker, CEECT 

xxiv). He prophesied that technologid advances would provide increased access to the 

greater markets of the United States and Great Britain and thus bring Nova Scotia out of its 

depression. 

Haiiburton's desire to make both Nova Scotians and Britons aware of the t h w m d  

potential of the colony is reflected in Slick's satiric rationalist perspective. He analyzes Nova 

Scotia's strengths and weaknesses and proposes sensible solutions which are not complicated 



by emotional prejudices and allegiances or by an ovemding concern with socid or moral 

propriety. The Squire agrees with most of Slick's observations and recommendations; indeed, 

he asserts that Slick "appears to be such a shrewd, observing, intelligent man, and so 

perfectly at home on these subjects, that 1 confess I have more faith in this humble but 

eccentric dock rnaker, than in any other man 1 have met with in this Province" (No. 13, 73). 

Thus, both narrators voice H a l i b ~ n ' s  own pragmatic estimation of the state of affairs in 

Nova Scotia. Slick' s commentary generdy revolves around three basic p remises: first , that 

Nova Scotia has a wealth of untapped resources flomdering in the bands of lazy, pretentious, 

ignorant and distracted colonists; second, that besides the sweat of its collective brow, the 

only thing the province needs immediately to achieve success is a railroad; and third, that 

widespread failure in the face of these simple truths is due to the blue noses' reluctance to 

follow America's lead and "go ahead?? 

Slick constantly sings the praises of the "pretty Province" (No. 13, 67) in which he 

travels, enumerating its vast resources and crîticizing its fortunate inhabitants for being too 

blind or disinclined to exploit its potentid riches. Instead, he observes, Nova Scotians look 

for easier, more lucrative employment. For instance, Slick sardonimlly remarks to the 

Squire: "1 reckon they are bad off for ims in this country. When a feller is too iazy to work 

here, he paints his name over bis door, and calIs it a tavern, and as like as not he makes the 

whole neighbourhood as lazy as himself' (No. 3, 17). If Nova Scotians would only labour 

for tbeir profits, Slick suggests, the resources of the colony would richly reward them. 

Implicit in these diatribes is the notion that Americans have done iâr better with far les, as 

in the following characteristic mt: 
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1 never seed or heard tell of a country that had so many naturd privileges as 

this. Why there are twice as many harbors ana water powen here, as we have 

al1 the way fiom Eastport to New Orleenr. They have ail they can ax, and 

more than they desarve. They have iron, coal, slate, grindstone, lime, 

firestone, gypsurn, freestone, and a list as long as an auctioneer's catalogue. 

But they are either asleep, or Stone blind to them. Their shores are crowded 

with fish, and their lands covered with wood. A govemment that lays as light 

on 'en as a down counterpin, and no taxes. Then look at their dykes. The 

Lord seems to have made em on purpose for such lazy folks. (No. 3, 18) 

Kulyk Keefer notes that, like McCulloch, Haliburton insists that "not primitivism but rather 

decadence was a prominent feature of communal life-the decadence which lured the sons of 

industrious farmers off the land into local taverns and shops, or into ballrooms and 

govemment offices in Halifax" (35). While Sfick often points to Nova Scotia' s abundant 

mines, fisheries, and forests, his prime focus is on its farm land. He chides the blue noses for 

tuniing their back on it in an effort to rise above the station of the humble famer. Echoing 

Agricola and Stepsure before him, Slick often declares that "Pnde, Squire, and a fahe pnde, 

too, is the nrin of this countty, 1 Iope I may be sEnned if it tante" (No. 26, 159). In various 

towns dong the circuit, Slick points out examples of minous class pretension, noting that 

Agriculture is not only neglected but degradeci here. What a number of young 

folks there seem to be in these parts, a ndin about, titivated out real jam, in 

their go-temeetin clothes, a doin nothin. It's melancholy to thihink on it. That's 

the effect of the 1 s t  war. The idleness and extravagance of those times took 
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rmt, and bore fniit abundantiy, and now the young people are above their 

busines. They are too hi& in the instep, that's a fact (No. 26, 158)" 

If, Haliburton implies, instead of dîrecting their energies into ludicrous attempts simply to 

appear prosperous, Nova Scotians would "go the whole hog" to make their f m s  acnially 

prosper, then the colony would not be wailowing in an economic slump. 

Slick argues that in addition to iaziness and worldly ambition, Nova Scotians are 

overly concemed with politics, as though endless tallcing about reforming the government 

would solve al1 of thek problems. In "Gulling a Blue Nose," Slick declares that Nova 

Scotians are so distrac& by politics that they are easy pickings for enterprising peddlers such 

as himself: "Politicks and such stuff set 'em a gapin, like children in a chimb!y corner 

listenen to tales of ghosts, Salem witches, and Nova Scotia snow storms; and while they 

stand starin and yawpin, al1 eyes and mouth, they get their pockets picked of every cent that's 

in lem" (No. 3 1, 184). Slick argues that "[i]f folk would only give over takin about that 

everlastin House of Assembly and Council, and see to their farms, it would be better for 'em, 

i guess" (No. 23, 138). This is especially m e ,  he adds, since nothing important is ever 

accomplished in the House anyway: 

this little House of Assembly that folks rnake such a touss about, what is it? 

Why jist a decent Grand Jury. They make their presentments of Little money 

votes, to mend these everlastin rottin little wooden bridges, to throw a poultice 

of mud once a year on the roads, and then take a "blowin time" of k e e  

rnonths and go home. The littler folks be, the bigger they talk. (138-9) 

In this way, Siick derides both the politicians who are ineffective and the foks who sit 



around talking politics when they should be working. 

While Slick suggests tkat the naturd advantages of the province provide nearly 

everything the colonists require to succeed, he also contends that these riches are wasted 

without a means by which to transport them between their own cities and towns and further 

into foceign markets. Although, like McCulloch, Haliburton realized that "gadding abouttf 

instead of " stepping sure" was a major cause of the province's depression, Slick nevertheless 

"expounds a gospel of go-ahead and hustle which is foreign to McCullochls way of thinking" 

(Frye, Letters vii). This is because Haliburton saw a sharp distioction between simple 

"gadding about" and purposehl "going ahead. " As Joseph and Joham Jones note: "To him, 

al1 the way h m  the Sam Slick sketches to The Season TIcket (1860), written about British 

railway travel, mobility had seemed the key to political survivd and growth, particularly in 

North America where there was still a vast continent to be moved into" (28). Hence, 

throughout the sketches Slick argues on behalf of his creator's convictions for the 

construction of a railroad linking the main cities to the coastal ports." 

Slick urges the project through a variety of metaphors: "Make a rail road tu the M M  

Bain, and you have a way for your castomers tu get to you, and a conveyance for your 

goodr tu them.. . . I f  a man has only one Leg, and wants to wak, he must get an aaificial one. 

If you have no river, make a raii road, and that wilI supply its place" (No. 17, 97). In "The 

Cloclonaker's Opinion of Halifax," he calls on a more Lively and elaborate anecdote to make 

his point: 

When 1 was at Warsaw, as I was a sayin, there was a Russian officer there 

who had lost both his arms in battle, a good natured, contented citter, as I een 
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a most ever seed, and he was fed with spoons by his neighbours, but arter a 

while they grew tired of it, and I guess he near about staned to death at last. 

Now Halifax is like that are Spooney , as 1 used to cal1 him, if is fed by the 

outpoas, and they begin to have enough to do to feed themselves-it must lm 

to live without em. They have no river, and no country about em, let them 

make a rail road to Muias Basin, and they will have arms of their own IO feed 

themselves with. If they don't do it, and do it soon, I guess they'll get into a 

decline that no human skiil wiIl cure. niey are proper thin now, you cm count 

theh ribs een a most as far as you can see them. The only thing thut wiil either 

make or Save Halifax? is a rail road across the country to Bay of Fundy. (No. 

13, 72) 

Dismissing the politicians who argue that the construction wouid be too costly, SIick insists 

that the railroad would pay for itself soon enough (No. 7, 34). He closes the discussion with 

his most vehernent urging for these politicians to stop W n g  about acting on the proposal 

and get to work: 

make a Railroad fiom Windsor to Halifax; and mind what 1 tell you now, 

wnte it down for fear you should forget it, for it's a fact; and if you don't 

believe me, I'IL lick you tiLi you do, for there aint a word of a lie in it, by 

Gum: 'One such work as the Windsor Bridge is worth al1 your laws, votes, 

speeches and resolutions, for the last ten years, if tied up and put iMo a meal 

bag together. y if tante, I hope 1 may be sht' . (No. 3 1, 189) 

The Squire, noting that "Mr. Slick has ofien alluded to this subject, and always in a most 
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decided mariner," announces tbat he is "inclined to think he is right.. . . I  therefore pronounce 

'there will be a railroad"' (No. 13, 73). 

Slick is not so sure. In both farming and industry, he remarks, AmerÏcans are 

committed to progress while the blue noses do not have the ingenuity or inclination to keep 

up. That is why the Americans already have a railroad and the Nova Scotians are still 

debating the proposal in the legislature: 

"we go ahead, " the Novascotians go "astam. " Our ships go ahead of the ships 

of other f o b ,  our steam boats beat the British in speed, and so do Our stage 

coaches; and 1 reckon a real right down New York trotter might sturnp the 

univarse for going "ahead." But since we introduced the Rail Roads if we don't 

go "ahead" it's a pity. We never fairly knew what going the whole hog was till 

then; we actilly went ahead ourselves, and that' s no easy matter I tell you. 

(Mo. 7, 32) 

As F r y  points out, Haliburton maka it clear here that the Americans have experienced 

success "not because independence is better than colonial stanis, but because they had 

developed their own resources with so much dnve and energy. So, if the Bluenoses would 

. . .get busy developing their na@ resources, they 'd really go placesn ("Mask" 42-3). 

The apparent reluctance of Novascotians to "go ahead" is punctuated by their 

exasperating refusal to take responsibility for their resulting failures. Slick points up the 

We reckon hours and minutes to be dollars and cents. They do nothing in these 

parts, but eat, drink, smoke, sleep, ride about, lounge at tavems, make 
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speeches at temperance meetings, and talk about 'house of assembLy.' If a man 

don't hoe his corn, and don't get a crop, he says it is dl owing to the Bank; 

and if he runs into debt and is sued, why he says the lawyers are a curse to the 

country. They are the most i d e  set of folks 1 tell you. (No. 2, 13) 

Slick finds it good sport to watch these folk scramble to render someone else accountable for 

their own destitution: "It bats  cockfightin, I tell you, to hear the blue noses, when they get 

together, talk politicks. They have got three or four evil spirits, like the Irish Banshees, that 

they say cause al1 the mischief in the Province. The Councii, the Banks, the House of 

Assembly, and the lawyersw (No. 14, 77). This insistence that something inherent to the 

province itself to is to blame for its lack of progression explains why so many colonists have 

fled to the south: "the old folks say die country is too young, the time will wme, and so on; 

and in the mean time the young folks won? wait, and run off tu the States where the  maxi^ 

is 'youth is the tirne for improvemenî, a nav country is never tu0 young for aerhrhon-puh on- 

-keep movin-go ahead' " (No. 13, 72). 

But, Haliburton suggests, taking up residence in the United States with the same poor 

habits and attitudes is no more a sulution to the fundamental problems plaguing Nova 

Scotians than remaining in the colony and calling upon the Banks, the Assembly, the 

Council, the Governor, the Colonid Office, and Great Britain herself to rectify thern. in 

"Conversations at the River Philip," Slick regales the Squire with the story of Pugnose the 

iMkeeper who plans to go to the States: 

he says he has to work too hard here, that the markets are dull, and the winter 

too long; and he guesses he can live easier there; I guess he'L1 find his misrake 
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afore he has ken there long. Why Our country am to be compared to this, on 

no account whatever--our country never made us to be the great nation we are, 

but we made the country. Kow on airth could we, if we were al1 like old 

Pugnose, as lazy as ugly, make that cold thin soi1 of New England produce 

what it does?. . . .a feller who finds work too hard here, had better not go to the 

States. (No. 4, 23) 

Throughout the sketches both Slick and the Squire note that Nova Scotians "must be told that 

they have no reason to look South for better conditions but need only look round where they 

live to find everything usehl for a development much more promising than is to be found in 

New England or farther South stili" (Liljegren, II 18). Slick is blunt in his reproach: "you 

may blarne [others] . . . till you are tired, but it' s al1 your own fault-you 've got no spirit and no 

enterprfse, you want indlcstry and economy; me them, und you'll soon be as dch as the 

people in Halifa you cail great folks.-they did' nt grow rich by talking, but by working" 

(No. 21, 126). In al1 of his appraisals, Slick' s underlying message is: "Give up polirich-its a 

burren field.. . .Look tu your fam-your wuter pavers-ymr fisheries, and factories. In 

shorî. . . look to yourselves, and don 'r look to others" (No. 2 1 ,  126). 

In Slick' s satiric rationalist voie, Hdiburtsn reveals his admiration for Amencan 

industry, confidence, vigour and resourcefulness. His portraya1 of the srnart and determined 

Yankee trader touring the Maritime provinces to earn his living sharply underscores Nova 

Scotiansf contrasting gullibility and lack of ambition, not to mention their damaging 

dependence on irnp~rtation.'~ Moreover, Slick' s all-American enthusiasm, boundless 

energy, and often astonishing "sayings and doings" render hirn a far more attractive figure 
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than the sluggish, insipid, whining creatum who Ianguish in the colony. Frye aSXdS thae, 

for many reasons, Slick is ao appealing character: 

The more we read about Sam Slick the ktter we lLke him. He bmgs about 

himself, but nearly everything he says he cm do, he can do. 1 say nearly 

everything, because 1 have sorne doubts about his ability to spit through a 

keyhole and never wet the wards. He's kindiy, humane and courteous; he puts 

himself out a great deai for other people; he's a dangerous man in a fight but 

he never starts one; he's a sharp operator but he's right when he says he never 

really cheats anybody; he just doesn't interfere with people who are determineci 

to c h a t  themselves. ("Mask" 41) 

Arguable as some of Frye's appraisals are, Slick's positive qualities oonetheless indicate that 

Hdiburton would have his cornpatrïots emulate the attitudes and behaviours which have 

enabled their Amencan cousins to "go ahead" where they have "gone astarn".'' 

However, a significant elernent of the American experiment troubled Hdiburton 

deeply. While he charnpioned personal and economic independence, he regarded a 

corresponding political independence as the sheerest folly. Holding firm to his Tory-Loyalist 

conviction that the maintenance of the British comection was crucial to the success of the 

colony, he laboured to convince his readers to remain loyal colonists. This is Haliburton's 

other purpose in writing The Cbckmaker-the attempt "to prove the superiority of English 

institutions and to induce colonists to form a just estimate of their own" (Baker, History 84). 

To this end he focuses sharp satirical attacks upon the failure of Britons on both sides of the 

Atlantic to close ranks. Fortier observes that an "improved imperhl comection, which would 
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place colonial resources at the senice of the Mother Country and provide the colonies a more 

distinguished status, is the ideai against which unsatisfactory conditions in the present are 

judged in his work" (i). As a proud Yankee, Slick revels in Amencan politicai independence. 

Therefore, he cannot serve as the mouthpiece for this half of Haliburton's satiric thesis, at 

least not in the same way. 

However, Slick' s charactenzation is far more ambiguous than a brief survey of his 

comments on Nova Scotians' failures makes evident. In fact, while he is set up as the nom 

that inforrns EIaliburtonfs satiric rationalist perspective, he is, conversely, the object of scom 

for Haliburton's moral satincal perspective. From this point of view, he becomes the satirist 

satirized. To achieve this double vision, Haliburton manipulates his readers' ambivalent 

attitudes towards America. While he champions the various Amencan virtues embodied in 

Slick, he also imbues the clockmaker with stereotypical American faults, including flag- 

waving jingoism, contempt for other nations, arrogance and boastfûlness, complacency about 

corruption, crudeness and love of violence, and rejection of tradition. Slick serves as a 

continuous larnpoon of his fellow countrymen by exhibiting these qualities throughout the 

sketches. The result is a character who is alternatingly cornendable and contemptible. 

For instance, even as Haliburton chooses a Yankee peddler as his satiric mouthpiece 

because he knows the curiosity with which Amencan traders are held in the colony, he 

simultaneously xoms that interest by revealing the parasitical nature of Slick's vucation and 

its steady impoverishment of the province (Chittick, Srudy 180-181). Slick freely admits that 

"CiIf the blue noses knew the value of money.. .they'd have more cash, and fewer docks and 

tin reflectors, I reckon" (No. 16, 86). Here, readers are asked to recognize and reform their 
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own gullibility and pretension, but, more importantly, they are invited to read Slick's cunning 

ami deceit in his trading practices as more contemptuous than their own faults. As the Blooms 

might argue, Slick provides a source of heding tramference by becoming a scapegoat, the 

rejection of whom allows readers the opporhmity to reaffirm their own moral values. 

Throughout The Clockmaker Haliburton ensures that his readers understand that this 

crafty salesman is a manipulator and an opportunist and therefore clearly not a hero. In moral 

terms, Slick is just that: sück. His name is an obvious indication of his suspect character in 

that it is "a Yankee vulgarization of the adjective 'sleek,' which acquired a moral connotation 

and meant the ability, in business dealings, to gain profit by sharp perception of how to take 

advantage of another person less quick-witted" (Logan, Haiiburton 129-30). This artfd 

entrepreneur may claim simply to be benefitting h m  his customers' own greed and snipidity, 

but Slick repeatedly proves himself to be morally unprincipled: "For instance, he insists that, 

while it is wrong to steal a watch, it is 'moral and legal' to get one by cheating. 'Let the 

buyer beware' was close to the c m  of Sam's commercial dealingsW (Watters, Antholagy xi). 

No matter how mesmerizing Slick's personality becornes in the context of the dramatic 

narrative, his satiric implications c m o t  be ignored. As Vincent explains, HaIiburton depends 

on his readers' critical awareness to recognize the whole range of Slick's moral decay, 

including 

"the inherently materialistic character of Sam's notion of human achievement and success; the 

exploitative nature of his dealings with people; his propensity for unxrupulous and unethical 

business practices if he thinks they will go unnoticed; the element of retribution and violence 

often associateci with his sense of justice; his misogyny; and his general vulgxity" 
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("Stmtagems" 63). McMullin also comments on Slick's shallow character, noting that his lack 

of moral values l a d s  to a growing inability to reconcile his own behaviour with his stated 

ideals. To his mind, SLick's "tendency to rationalize his actions to meet his precepts is 

perhaps the most signifiant condemnation which Haliburton &es of Sam's persooality.. . . 

[ana a reason to which Haliburton attributes the failure of American society to achieve any 

significant cultural and social excellence" (Canadan 61-62). These moral failings qualify the 

desirability of Slick's-and, by extension, America's-influence on the stniggling colony. 

Having isolated themselves fiom the mainstream of civilization by rejecting British authority, 

Americans have become blind to traditional moral and humanistic values. Haliburton is 

obviously waming Nova Scotians against choosing a similar pathn 

While the deficiencies in Slick's character do not invalidate his own condemnation of 

others' fauits, they do open the door for a critical appraisal of the American character and, 

by extension, of the American system of govenunent. Slick funiishes this critique 

unwittingly, oblivious to the irony which underscores his perpetual bluster and swagger. For 

this half of Haliburton's satiric thesis, the Squire plays a more complex role. Through his 

wefu l  observation of Slick' s faults, he guarantees that readers will see Slick' s negative 

qualities clearly. For instance, he notes that "[wlith al1 his shrewdness to discover, and his 

humor to ridicule the foibles of others, Mr. Slick was blind to the many defects of his own 

character; and, while prescribing 'a cure for conceit,' exhibited in dl he said, and al1 he did, 

the most ovenveening conceit himself" (No. 23, 133). S.B. Liljegren notes that the "quarrels 

between the Squire and Sam very often tum on the English objection to Arnerican boasting, 

in particular when the implication appears that the progress of the United States involves the 
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decline and min of the mother countryn (II 11). Of course, the Squire is not dways able to 

get a word in edge-wise, as in the following: "'1 guess we are the greatest natioo on the face 

of the airth, and the most enlightened too.' This was rather too arrogant to pass unnotioed, 

and 1 was about replying, diat whatever doubts there might be on that subject, there could be 

none whatever that they were the most mdest; when he continuai.. . " (No- 7, 32). 

Perhaps the most mernorable exchange between Slick and the Squire on the subject of 

Amencan national conceit takes place in "The American Eagle. " In this sketch, Slick declares 

that since the "British can whip al1 the world, and we can whip the British,"" the 

mgnificent eagle with an anchor clutched in its claws, "afeared of nothin of its kind, and 

president of al1 it surveys," is an apt embiem for Amerka. Looking for the Squire's assent he 

asks: "It was a good embfem that we chose, wamt it?" (No. 12, 60). The Squire, çeeing that 

there "was no evading so direct, and at the same time, so conceited an appeal as this," 

replies: "The emblem is more appropriate than you are al1 aware of, boasting of what you 

c m o t  perform, grasping at what you cannot attain, an emblem of arrogance and weakness, 

of il1 directed ambition and vulgar pretension" (60). Slick was, the Squire notices, "evidentiy 

annoyed, and with his usual dexterity gave vent $0 his feelings, by a sally upon the blue 

noses" ; he declares that if " that Eagle is represented as trying what he cant do its an 

honorable ambition ater dl ,  but these blue noses wont try what they can do.. . .An Owl 

shorrld be their mblem, and the rnotro 'he sleeps all the ahydays of his IIfee'" (61). Here is an 

example of how Haliburton constructs a scene that "wipes up the blue noses considerable 

hard, and don't let off the Yankees so very easy neither" ("Slick' s Letter, " 6). 

A similar tuni in the conversation m u r s  in "The White Nigger, " when the Squire 
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finally takes Slick to task on his continua1 boasting of his "free and enlightened" country. 

Putting aside, for the moment, his British manners, he intempts the clockmaker: 

Old Clay puts me in mind of one of our free and enlightened-. Excuse me, 

said 1, Mr. Slick, but really you appropriate that word "free" to your 

countrymen, as if you thought no other people in the world were entitled to it 

but yourselves. Neither be they, said he.. . .look at our declaration of 

independence.. . . " We hold this truth to be self-evident, that dl men are created 

equal." I guess King George tumd his quid when he read that. It was 

somethin to chaw on, he had'nt been used to the flavor of, 1 reckon. (No. 27, 

161) 

The Squire takes offense at these rernarks and fires a volley back, declaring that Jefferson 

"should have said, 'ail white men; ' for, as it now stands, it is a practical untnith, in a 

country which tolerates domestic slavery in its worst and most forbidding form. It is a 

declaration of shame, and not of independence" (161). Slick defends the Amencan practise by 

once again turning his attention to Nova Scotia and arguing that the province deals in white 

slaves. The Squire vehemently objects to this remark: "Thank God, said 1, slavery does not 

exist in any part of his Majestyts dominions now, we have at last wiped off that national 

stzin" (161). But the cloclariaker wins the point: "Not quite, I guess, said he, with an air of 

triumph, it tante done with in Nova Scotia, for I have seed these human cade  sales with my 

own eyes" (161-162). He gues on to describe the colonial practice of auctioning pwr men to 

farmers-the very same sort of "human d e  sale" that Mephibosheth Stepsure found himself 

in before he himself became an independent farmer. Again, the Squire is disaacted from his 
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criticism of Amencan braggadocio by Slick's insistence that Nova Scotîans simpiy have less 

tu brag about. 

WhiIe Slick's propensity for boasting is perhaps the most insistently and comically 

represented Amencan fault in these sketches, Hdiburton quietly insinuates his concern about 

more disquiethg American tendencies and their growing influence on Nova Scotians. A 

strong supporter of the ~ h & c h  of England, Hdiburton viewed the separation of Church and 

State in the United States as evidence of the disintegration of institutions that consolidate the 

state: 

He believed that religious values advocated by a state church produced a moral 

people by defining a clear and consistent nom of behaviour. He believed that 

the monarchical system and religiously inspired education shaped a cultural life 

which had a consistent nom to wMch al1 people could reasonably aspire. The 

cornmitment to such a nom allowed the possibility of a balance between 

aspiration aod action. (McMuliin, Ganadian 62-63) 

Moreover, while he saw the republican forrn of governent "as appropriate in its American 

setting, since it had a historical justification in the kind of society developed in the New 

England States in coloniai times," he was still "opposed to the wholesale levelling process 

which resulted in what he called the 'mobocracy' of American life" (McDougall, Tradition 

26). He thought some aspects of the American constitution invited instability, particularly the 

theory of slaves' rights, and he had forebodings of the coming Storm over slavery. Asserting 

that the democratic expeliment rendered Americans susceptible to mass rule and hysteria, 

Haliburton predicted in these sketches that there would be a civil war before long." But, as 
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Frye remarks, "it gives him no pleasure to predict this, and his treatment of America is both 

sympathetic and affectio~te" (" Mask" 4 1). 

Chittick agrees, asserting that the irony of Slick's repeated reference to the "free and 

enlightened" state of his country indicates more about " Haliburtont s doubt of the boasted 

blessings of politicai liberty, than it does the Nova Scotians' general animosity towards their 

rivals" (Sw 195). As the complex characterization of Slick makes perfectly clear, 

Haiiburton championed the unique American genius, but also was disturbed by their rejection 

of traditions which could have disciplined that genius: "Sam's inconsistency-he is part Tory, 

part democrat, often wise and sometimes blind-represents Haliburton's view of the essentid 

formlessness of American culture. With the push for responsible government, the same 

drifting away from the past was beginning to be felt in that province as well" (McMullin, 

G z d i a n  59-6û). 

Haliburton's skilful control of the function of his two narrators allows him to express 

this dual perspective on the colony's various problems and on the radically different proposed 

solutions. In his pragmatic moments, Halïburton adopts a detached perspective from which 

even his Tories are not spared. Consider Slick's appraisal of the political stniggle between the 

Tory and the Reform parties: 

If I was axed which side 1 thought was the farthest from the mark, in this 

Province. 1 vow 1 should be puzzled to say- As 1 don't belong to the country, 

and don't Gare a snap of my finger for either of em, I suppose 1 can judge 

better than any man in it, but I snore 1 don't think there's much 

difierence.. . . the popular side aïe not so well informed as tother, and they have 
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the misfortin of havin their passions addresseci more than their reason, 

therefore they are ofien out of the way, or rather led out of it and put astmy by 

bad guides; well, tother side have the prejudices of birth and education to dim 

their vision, and are aiarmed to undertake a thing, h m  the dread of ambush 

or open foes, that their guides are etarnally discryin in the xnîst-and beside, 

power h m  a nateral tendency to corpulency. As for h e m  guides, I'd make 

short work of 'em if it was me. (No 18, 103) 

Nor was he blind to the faults of the British people or govement. As Crofton points out, 

Haiiburton was "fond of satirking the blunders of the Colonial Office and the sometimes 

Iudicrous ignorance of its officiais about the colonies" (78). Furthemore, he adds, "he lets 

Mr. Slick comment freely on the monotonous, material existence of the squimchy, the 

mercenary attentions that are forced upon traveliers, and other British faults and flaws" (78). 

However, Haliburton ultirnately champions Tory-Augustan precepts in arguing that 

pragmatic values mua be considered with a keen eye on their relative position to moral 

values. Progress, he argues, need not corne at the cost of a comrnunity-based and 

hierarchicdly stnrctured society. From the perspective of a morai satirist, Haliburton 

demands that the drive for advancement inherent in the Amencan "go ahead" philosophy and 

su necessary for the success of the coiony, be tempered by a humanistic purpose, a moral 

vision that is infomed by centuries' old British traditions. Vincent argues that this tradition, 

this sense of cultural comection, is what Slick and his nation are lacking and they do not 

even recognize the deficieacy: "political rekllion isolated them intellectually and spiritudly 

from the mains~eam of human civility, and emotionally they continue to glory in that 
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isoIationW ("Stratagems" 63-64). 

WhiIe the satiric rationalist and the moral satiric perspectives had been ideologically 

quite distinct, Haiiburton made extensive use of both in The C l o c M e r .  Udike McCulloch, 

who conflates the two perspectives into one puritan vision of Nova Scotian life, Haiiburton 

eyes Nova Scotia's state of affairs vis-à-vis America and England from an endlessly 

alternating perspective. As a result, "the play of satire is remarkably rich and cornplex. It 

provides an interesting glimpse, if only a glimpse, of a way Canadians would later develop of 

looking in upon themselves with reasonable clarity by looking out upon John Bull and Uncle 

Sam. By the same token, it prophesies faintly Our twentieth-century cornmitment to the 

uninspiring but uslefd middle course" (McDougall, Introduction xv). In their sayings and 

doings Slick and the Squire together reveal two sides to every question. Readers are asked to 

see the value in both the pragmatic and the moral approach and to attempt to chart a sensible 

and yet principled path between them. To do so, Haliburton realizes, one must have "an 

ability to live with uncertaînties and antagonistic philosophies, an awareness of shifting 

perspectives" (Marshall 137). Tom Marshall contends that such ability and awareness informs 

??ze ClockmQker: "This," he adds "is 'Canadian"' (137). Despite their numerous 

disagreements and their disparate personalities, the Squire admits to looking forward to 

meeting up with Sam Slick again soon. While this is obviousiy a plot device designed to 

ensure another series of sketches, it is also an indication of the Squire' s asnite appreciation of 

altemative viewpoints: 

I look fonvard with much pleasure to our meeting again. His rnanner and 

idiom were to me perfectly new and very amusing; while his good sound 
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sense, çearching observation, and queer humor, rendered his conversation at 

once valuable and interesting. There are many subjects on which I should like 

to draw him out; and I promise myself a fund of amusement in his remarks on 

the state of sociev and manners at Halifax, and the machinery of the local 

government, on both of which he appears to entertain many original and some 

very just opinions. (No. 33, 202) 

Frye remarks that it was, "of coune, inevitable that Haliburton's more brilliant and highly 

coloured satire should have pushed McCulloch's into obscurity" (Letters vii). It is no surprise 

that n e  Clockmaker rernains in print and in the canon of Canadian satinc and comic 

literanire more that 160 years after its initial publication. From both the New Critical and the 

Historicia viewpoint, there is much to justiQ contemporary readers' interest. On the one 

hand, critics such as Bissel1 suggest that Haliburton's narrow aims in writing the sketches are 

"not obtrusive and [do] not stand in the way of contemporary enjoyment" (9). Waldron 

agrees, arguing that despite "the parochial character of some of their contemporary political 

concems, Haliburton's works still convey a laugh to modem readersw (169). This is, 

McDougall offers, because "the trich of making people laugh change Little with the years" 

(Introduction x). Cogswell concurs, adding that even though some of the humour is dated, 

there is, in his best work, "enough humour and wise comment of a universal nature to make 

it worth reading todayw (" Haliburton" 1 15). 

On the other hand, critics have aiso pointed out that Haliburton's sketches provide 

interesting historical portraits of pre-Confederation life in the Maritime colony: "Sam Slick," 
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Frye remarks, "is at his best when he's describing the country and its customs, and he's at 

his best often enough to brhg Nova Scotia in the 1830s redly to life. That doesn't make n e  

Clockmaker provincial or antiquated; it rnakes it concreten (" Maskm 43). Furthemore, Parker 

adds, the sketches are "the most importaat early litemy works to recognize the need for a 

reinvention of the British Nonh Amencan provinces in the 1830s and to evoke a 

characteristically ambivalent Canadian attitude towards the United States" (CEECT xvii). But 

underpinning that ambivalence, Richard Davies argues, was a growing sense of affinity which 

vied with the British comection; Haliburton thus epitomized the main tendencies of Canadian 

life and literature, " tendencies inextricably comected with developments south of the Border, 

and therefore Amencan even in the narrower sense of the word, yet as uridoubtedly English 

as the people of th is  Continent were English in thought and speech after the Revolution" 

(Baker, Hisrory 69). 

Sam Slick and the Squire are wildiy successful mouthpieces for an author who 

atternpts to incite Nova Scotians to define who they are and want to become by identiwng 

and evaluating the fundamental characteristics of both British and Amencan society. In his 

efforts to make Nova Scotians see themselves clearly and make conscious decisions about 

their poli tical and cultural future, Haliburton "articulated poli tical issues that anticipated those 

ba t  led British North Americans to form the Dominion of Canada in 1867 and those that still 

beset Canadians. Above di, through the debates of his chief characters, he provided a forum 

for the discussion of ideas about culture and civilization that continue to engage Noah 

Americans" (Parker, CEECT Ixxxvi). While, in me Clockmaker, Hdibiburton was able to iook 

at these issues from a h e t y  of perspectives, he nonetheless took a firm medial position and 
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held it throughout, as typically oxymoronic as that must sound. While he could often be 

gently ironic, he couid aiso be a master of hard-edged satire. McDougall remarks that 

Haliburton's position "far out on the wing" enabled him to wnte satire, because "he was 

perfectly clear as to where and how his values differed h m  and were superior to the dues  

commonly held in his society, and because there therefore existed between him and 

everything he opposed an area wide enough for the play of a vigorous dialectic" (Tradition 

19). But, as the country moved towards Confixieration, the satincally enabling extremes 

closed in upon the centre and the middle way was embraced, politically and socially, thereby 

curtailing the possibilities of "laughter with knives" for years to corne. 



1. W.L. Morton illustrates the extent of the Lmyalists' fidelity to the Crown: "The decisive act 
of the RevoIution was, of course, the throwing off of allegiance by the Declaration of 
Independence. Equdly decisive was the resolution of the Loylists to maintain their ailegiance. 
How clearly the matter was understood is shown by the declarations required of settlers in British 
America after 1783, in which they were required to acknowledge 'the Authority of the King in 
his Parliament as the Supreme kgislature of this Province*" (Contexts 173). 

2. Ray Palmer Baker notes that the "first EngIish college in Canada, like the first English 
schwls, whether Puritan or Loylim, was.. .closely connected with the intellectual life of the Old 
Colonies" (History 48). The president of King's College, William Cochrane, was formerly a 
professor of Greek and Latin at Columbia, while two of its three governors-Sir John Wentworth, 
and Chief Justice Samuel Blowers-were graduates of Harvard. 

3. Halifax was not, of course, entirely devoid of literary culture before the hyaiist influx. 
Gwendolyn Davies points out that after "the first printing press was brought to Halifax by 
Baaholomew Green in 1751, [the] 'literature of empire' was soon replaced by Iocally wrïtten 
prose and poetry. From the 1752 founding of John Bushell's The Haüfmr Gazette onward, 
Maritime newspapers and penodicals stimdated literary life by providing publishing outlets for 
regional authors and by excerpting the latest writing from Britain and Amenca" ("Maritimes" 
73 1). 

4 .  The Stamp Act of 1765 (which required that a stamp be &ed to documents and 
newspapers) was the fira British Act to impose direct taxes on the American colonies. AIthough 
the revenue was intended to finance troops stationed in the colonies, Amencan autagonism forced 
Parliament to repeal it the following year. The Declaratory Act of 1776 nevertheless asserted 
Parliament's right to impose laws on the colonies, thus aggravating the opposition that led to the 
American RevoIution. 

5. Note, for instance, Jacob Bailey's long anti-rebel satire, "America." hdging from the 
completed portion (it is over 4100 lines, but unfinished), Thomas Vincent observes that the poem 
"was intended to be a quasi-historieal explanation of the causes of the American Rebellion from 
a Tory point of view, together with some description of the personaiities and events of the 
Rebellion, also interpreted from a Tory point of view" (Satire viii). 

6. Concentrating on the Loyaüst poets, Vincent elaborates on the wide range of satiric modes 
employed by these writers: "Bailey's poems are pure low-burlesque in the Hudibrastic 
mode. . . . Croke, on the other hand, writes with an eye to eighteenth-century mock-heroic satire; 
Pope's Rape of the Luck looms large behind 'The Inquisition'. Odell, Street, and the poet of 
'The Times' Nrn to tetrameter metric foms in the aadition of English octosyllabic verse-satire, 
the tradition to which Swift and Anstey belonged" (Satire x). 



7. Vincent asseas that "the vigorous satinc reaction by North Amencan poets to the 
circumstances of the Amerkan Rebellion was the immediate source of the poetic energy which 
stimulated and sustained the efforts of Maritime satirists" (Satire xiii). He adds that "One might 
have expected a geographic separation of the prevailing modes of satire in light of the Loyalist 
rnibption, which was in part at least ideologically fuelled. To some extent this occurred, but the 
social and political dynamics of the emerging societies in the United States and Maritime Canada 
did not remain static, and neither society was immune to the continuing interaction of the 
ideological tensions diat lay behind the recent conflict" ("Stratagems" 57-8). 

8. Vincent further elaborates on The Nova-Scotiu Mugazim which Rias established and originaily 
edited by the Rev. William Cochran, first president of King's College, Windsor: "The bdk of 
each issue [a+-80+ pages] was made up of material Cochran found in British and American 
books and magazines; passages by such well-hown authors as Edward Gibbon, Richard 
Cumberland, Hester Piozzi, William Cowper, Dr. Benjamin Rush, Joseph Priestley, and 
Benjamin Franklin, as well as little-known joudis ts .  Prose M o n  and poetry were prominently 
feahued, and there were brief notices of new books; in addition there were detailed reports on 
the political scene io both Nova Scotia and Great Britain and a 'Chronicle' of current events, 
domestic and foreign" (" Nova-Scotia" 8 12). 

9 . Of course, not dl of Canada's early satirical works were produced in the Maritime provinces 
of British North Amerka. For instance, Ramon Hathom points to several works produced in 
Lower Canada during this period, noting that "satincal reactions to the Anglo-saxon 'conqueror' 
are found as early as 1767 when, in a poem published for New Year's Day in Lu G m e  de 
Québec, rhyming couplets praise the new governor with discreet, tongue-in-cheek irony" (561). 
Note also Joseph Quesnel's one-act play, L 'Angkmanie; oa Le Dfner à L 'Ang[oise (c. 1803) 
which "pokes fun at the French-Canadian Blite who only too eagerly ape British ways and 
customs" (561, see also Elaine Nardocchio and John Hare). 

10. Robin Mathews argues a clear comection between the letters of Agricola and those of 
Stepsure: "McCulloch wants to show, as a continuation of me Lmers of Agricola, that even a 
lame orphan, applying himself to labour on ordinary land can prove that agriculture rnay be 
successful and satisfactory occupation.. . . McCulloch' s purpose is to argue for the legitimacy, 
morality, and viability of the land life: from the appropriate use of land flows the possibility of 
the good Me. That is John Young's argument in The Letters of Agrfcola, and McCuiloch agrees, 
even to the point of repeating Young's cal1 for agricultural societies" (136-7). 

11. Discussing the verse satire of the period, Vincent observes that while "the American 
experience was more immediate, the great legacy of eighteenth-century English satiric verse had 
the most marked effect on the form and style of Maritime nanative verse satire, and provided 
the moral as well as the literary justification for wnting this End of verse. In the hmds of poets 
such as Samuel Butler, John Dryden, Jonathan Swift, and Alexander Pope, verse satire in 
eighteenth-cenniry England had been established and accepted as one of the important articulators 
and guardians of the inherent order of human society. Its avowed role was to direct common 
sense and reason against the insanity of human folly and vice whenever and wherever it should 
raise its head, to condemn and ridicule deviations from the accepted noms of human conduct, 



and to re-assert the social, political, moral, and religious values that underpinned the stability of 
eighteenth-century life" (Satire x-xi). 

12. Stanley McMullin adds that the "debate over Pictou Academy became politicai since the 
Anglim-controlled Governor's wuncil-which acted both as an upper house and as the executive 
body executing the laws they themselves passed-refused to gram permanent funds even though 
the House of Assembly continued to request them" (Canadian 32). And the Academy was also 
under threat from the Kirk-the Church of Scotland Presbyterians (See G.Davies, Biography). 

13. Gwendolyn Davies reports the Pictou Academy "acquired an enviable reptation when its 
first three graduates aavelled to the University of Glasgow and successfully passed the MA 
examinations there" (CEECT xix). Frank Baird adds that these three and their four felow 
graduates "were the first regulariy traîned native ministers sent out by any college in Canada" 
(615). 

14. McCullochf s actions support A.%. McKiIlop 's clairu that the "contribution of Scotland to 
nineteenth-century Canadian life was immense.. . . the Scot brought with him to Canada a gened  
appreciation of the necessity for popular education. To a large extent this was part of his 
Presbyterian inheritance.. . .a distinguishing characteristic of Scortish education was that in 
contrast with that of England it was broadly humanistic and highly philosophical" (Discipüned 
24-25). In fact, McKillop refea specifidly tu McCuiIoch in his remarks about the development 
of the educationai system in Canada: "The university curricula, as developed under the influence 
of such Scots as Bishop John Strachan of Trinity College, Thomas McCulIoch of Pictou 
Academy, Daniel Wilson of University College, and Thomas Liddell of Queen's, uniformly 
showed their Scottish orientation by the preeminence afforded to the mental and moral 
philosophy of the Scottish Common Sense school" (DiscipZlind 29-30). 

15. McMullin adds that, as "Investigator," McCulloch dso "expressed concern that students 
going to the United States for their education stood in danger of acquiring dangerous democratic 
beliefs that had no place in the Nova Scotia context. Control and development of provincial 
educational institutions was essential for the development of the colony within the boundaries of 
the British heritage" ("Liberal" 73). 

16. The onginal Letten of Mephibosheth Stepsure was a compilation of sixteen letters written 
by "Stepsure" himself; this study uses Gwendolyn Davies' edition which includes al1 of the 
linked letters produced by McCulloch during this penod. An explanation follows in the text. 

17. Thomas McCulloch, The Mephibosheth Stqsure m e r s  (1862; rpt. The Stepsure M e r s .  Ed. 
Gwendolyn Davies. Ottawa: Carleton University Press-CEECT, 1990) Letter 17,180. Al1 further 
references are to this edition and will be cited parenthetically by letter number and page number 
in the tes.  

18. Letter Eighteen is to the editors of the Acadian Recorder and introduces what McCulloch 
viewed as the second book of the senes; and Letter Twenty is to Willy Whooshlicat, a childhood 
fiend of Scantocreesh' s in ScotIand. 



19. Gwendolyn Davies explains that "[slix letters from 'CENSOR' were published in the Ac& 
Recorder between 21 December 1822 and 25 January 1823. They attacked a range of topics from 
the low-necked dresses wom by wornen at the theatre to the writings of John Young, the Free 
Press, and James Irving, a Tmm schoolmaster, whose essays on English poetry had been 
appearing in the Acodion Recorder since 1820. Sustained by the philosophy that 'a society that 
grows up without the benefit of a public censor, is sure to shoot out into a thousand 
extravagances and follies,' Censor titillated his audience with speculations that he was, among 
others, 'Mephibo' the oid fox' in disguise [Acadian Recorder, 21 December 1822, p2]. His 
identity, however, has never been satisfactorily resolved. On 28 December 1822 Censor began 
his letter "On Mephibosheth Stepsuren by praising the conception, design, and thnia of the 
letters. Admirable as he found these characteristics, he nonetheless condemned Stepsure for the 
indecorousness of his scatological images, 'the sameness of his characters, ' and the infelicity of 
his language.. . [w hich betrayed] ' neither a chaste imagination, nor much power of language. As 
moral portraits they may find a place on the chimoey piece of the cottage, but they wiil ever be 
refùsed admittance into the drawing-room of polite life. ' [Acadian Recorder, 28 December 1822, 
p21 .... On 8 febniary 1823 Stepsure's first letter on Censor was published in the Acadian 
Recorder; his second on the same subject appeared there on 29 March 1823 " (CEECT xxv-xxvi) . 
20. In response to Stepsure's characterization, Janice Kulyk Keefer comments: "Perhaps more 
vicious and desperate things have been said of The Stepsure Letters than of any other 'classic' 
of Canadian literanire. It is simple to see why; the text's narrator (whose ungainly Christian 
name funiishes yet another reason to damn McCulloch's pen) is a prig and paragon to boot . . .To 
a non-Calvinist, Stepsure is the worst kind of snob-he is one of the Elect, and the vinilence of 
his state of grace is manifest in the verse of Proverbs he alludes to in recounting the doom of 
a reprobate: '1 will laugh at your caiamity; I will mock when your fear corneth"' (41). 

2 1. In his Anatorny of Cn'ticim, Frye outlines further this type of satinc figure and indicates how 
Haliburton's Sam Slick sketches are part of the same tradition: "the satirist may employ a plain, 
comrnon-sense, conventional person as a foil for the various alaz0rz.s of society. Such a person 
may be the author himself or a narrator, and he corresponds to the plain dealer in comedy or the 
blunt advisor in tragedy. When distinguished from the author, he is often a mstic with pastoral 
affinities, illustrating the connection of his role with the agroikos type in comedy. The kind of 
American satire that passes as folk humor, exemplified by the Biglow Papen, Mr. Dooley, 
m u s  Ward, and Will Rogers, makes a good deal of him, and this genre is closely iinked with 
the Nonh Amencan development of the counsel of prudence in Poor Richard's Almanac and the 
Sam Slick papers" (227). 

22. John Young had also observed that colonists s h u ~ e d  f m i n g  in favour of any other 
prospective employment in an attempt to secure a higher social class in the New World. In the 
introduction to me  L e m s  ofrlgncoia, he states that the "keeper of a tavem or a tippling-house, 
the retailar of nim, sugar and tea, the travelling chaprnan, the constable of the district were far 
more important personages, whether in their own estimation or that of the public, than the farrner 
who cultivatecl his own lands. He was of the lowest caste in society, and gave place here to 
others who, according to the European standard af rank and consequence, are confessedly his 



inferiors" (ix) . 
23. Beverly Rasporich points out that McCullochls Stepsure and Benjamin Franklin's Poor 
Richard have much in common as a voice of colonial puritanisrn and a nsing middle class; 
however, "[w]hiIe Poor Richard unabashedly expounded such virtues as industry, fmgality and 
prudence as The Way to Wealth, Mephibosheth is interested in rnoney in so far as it provides 
modea cornforts and 'snug living.' Wealth is actually tess important than the good life of 
domestic bliss" (231). This difference, Rasporkh, contends, suggests "the special characfer of 
the Nova Scotian's and Canadian humour" (231). 

24. Stanley McMullin argues a similar comection between these characters and their author, 
asserting that "Drone becomes the voie of McCuiloch giving mord direction to society; Stepsure 
becomes the p r d c a l  man exemplirnng the value of Drone's precepts" ("Liberai" 77). 

25. McCulloch was incensed that Blackwood rejected his noveis but offered him ten guineas a 
sheet for contributions to the magazine: " ' Now dirty as B[lackwood] thinks my novels 1 judge 
them purity itself compared with his magazine and it would be a subject of serious consideration 
with me whether I ought to write for a publication whose tendency is so irreligious'" (to John 
Mitchell, qtd. in G. Davies, CEECT xlii). 

26. Iotham Blanchard, a member of the provincial House of Assembly, was a former pupil of 
Thomas McCul1och1s. For further discussion of the identity of the Club wits, see J. W. Longley, 
Joseph Howe. Vol 12 of The Makers of Carrada. See also Gwendolyn Davies' "The Club Papers: 
Haliburton's Literary Apprenticeship," and her Stdies in Man'time Lirerury History. 

27. V.L.O. Chittick describes Haliburton's birthplace: "The Windsor of Haliburton's youth was 
an inconsiderable community of not more than 1500 inhabitants, but.. .it was already well on its 
way to becoming the prosperous town of more recent times.. ..The nearness of the place to 
Halifax, combined with its naturd attractiveness and its obvious agricuiturai and commercial 
possibilities, quickly made it what it long remained, the reçort of persons of wealth and 
connection.. . .[*th al reputation for carrying invidious social distinction to absurd lengths" 
(Stady 18-20). H.R. Percy adds that Windsor "was known as 'the most aristocratie society 
outside of England. ' This elite consisted of retired army oficers, government officials who used 
it as a country seat, Loyalists whose wealth had proved portable, professional men, academics 
and men of the cloth" (4-5). 

28. It was at King's College, Gwendolyn Davies points out, that Haliburton "received 
reinforcement of his Tory and Anglican views, developed standards of reading taste based on a 
study of Horace, Virgil, Cicero, Dernosthenes, Sophocles, and Juvenal, and learned the 
conventions, fonns, and disciplines of classical satire" (" Assessment, " Ed. Frank Tiemey 153). 
Chittick adds that Haliburton's ensuing professional career, and the careers of most of his 
contemporarïes at college, reveal that King's was "the highway to official prefement": "Out of 
a student body, which in al1 his four years as an undergraduate taken together never numbered 
more than twenty-five, seven became clergymen of the Anglican Church, and counting twice 
those who held more than one office, one became a Chief Justice, five became Supreme Court 



Judges, one a Commissioner of Crown Lands, three Solicitor Generals, two Attorney Generals 
[sic], ancf one a Master of the Rolls" (S* 23). For a discussion of the role of religion and 
education in the shaping and strengthening of Loyalist ideals, see Judith Fingard's The Angücan 
Design Ni Loyaüst Nova Sc&, 1 783-1816. 

29. In Annapolis Royal "Haiiburton found a social amiosphere and a political tradition precisely 
calculated to continue the influence of Windsor and King's College. As the former capital of the 
province, A~apol i s  Royal still clung to something of its old-time air of superiority .... The 
predominating element among the innuential residents of the town was Loyalist, or of Loyalist 
dexent, an element which.. . included men who had been 'of hi& official rank and importance' " 
(Chittick, St* 42-43). 

30. L.A.A. Harding describes Haliburton's ability to have "the most potent, grave and reverend 
[men] of the Provincial Assembly in stitches-and they were not d y  laughuig men.. .to the 
point where JO Howe, the ambitious journalist, gave up trying to take his words d o m  and just 
laughed instead" (" Brine" 526). 

3 1. But, as Chittick notes, "Haliburton's levity, and its resultant disastrous effect on the g-ravity 
of the House, did not pass uncriticized. Mr. Alexander Stewart.. . was moved to remark that.. . 
'he had never seen a greater perversion of eminent talents than had been displayed by 
W i b u r t d ,  for he had seemed to think that a grave constitutional question in which their 
dearest rights and interests were involved was not to be settled by reasoning, but by fun and 
jocularity'" (Nov~~~cotiari, Supplement Mar. 1. 1827, qtd. in S w  83-85). 

32. The Executive Council was, in Chittick's words, the most unrepresentative body of men as 
could be found in Nova Scotia: "It included, besides the Govemor, as ex-offio members, the 
Bishop of ttie Church of England, the Chief Justice, the Provincial Treasurer, and the Collector 
of His Majesty's Custorns.. .the Attorney-Geneml, the Sunreyor-General, and three associate 
judges of the Supreme Court. Nearly al1 of them were members of the Anglican Church .... 
All but one were fiom the city of Halifax, and belonged to the sarne exclusive social set. Five 
were said to be connected by blood or marriage with one family. Those who were not judges or 
lawyers were capitalists or merchants. Of the eight directors of the solitary bank that the province 
had.. .at one time five belonged to the Council!" (Sm 74). 

33. Chittick surveys the history of opposition between the two houses, which began as far back 
as 1775: "In the beginning it was merely a manifestation of rivaLry between the Luyalists, rapidly 
gaining control in the lower House, and the pre-loylists, still outnumbering the newcomers in 
the upper. Then with the eventual predorninance of the former group in both Houses it had, for 
a time, disappeared, and during the long period of the Napoleonic Wars and the War of 1812 
had been held in check through the combined influence of common prosperity and a common 
enemy. On its reappearance with the financial depression and readjustment consequent upon the 
retum of peace, however, it was no longer an indication of a temporary misunderstanding 
between rivai groups of settiers.. . .It was m w  a contest in dead earnea between the rights of the 
people, as represented by the House of Assembly, and those of the Crown, as embodied in His 
Majesty's Council" (Study 73). 



34. In what Chittick describes as Haliburton's "outrageously bold attack on the most sacred 
personage of His Majesty 's Council, the Lord Bishop himself' ( S m  107), Haliburton declared: 
"'1 will never consent that this seminary of education for dissenters, shaU be crushed to gratih 
the bigotry of a few individuals in this town, who have onginated, fostered, and supported, dl 
the opposition to Pictou Academy'" (Novarcotian, Mar.6, 1828, qtd. in Sm 109). 

35. In many Sam Slick works, the bold Yankee became a mouthpiece for Haliburton's cal1 to 
defeat the movement for responsible government. As Blake Crofton notes, Sam argues in the 
second series of The Clockmaker that the British connection "should not be dissolved men at the 
desire of the colonies! Looking far ahead of his contemporaries, Haliburton put forward strong 
pleas for an Imperiai Federation .... A particular form of Imperiai Federation that bas many 
advocates t&y FI8961 is thus suggested by Sam Slick (Wise Saws, c. 25): 'It shoddn't be 
England and her colonies, but they should be integral parts of one great whole-al1 counties of 
Great Britain. There should be no taxes on colonial produce, and the colonies should not be 
allowed to tax British manufactures. AI1 should pass free, as from one t o m  to another in 
England the whole of it one vast home-market , from Hong Kong to Labrador' " (78-79). 

36. Denunciations of this state of affairs appear frequently in the Sam Slick books. See, for 
instance, Sam' s lengdiy speech on the colonists as second-class citizens in the British Empire in 
volume four of me Attaché (208-222). Northrop Frye adds that Haliburton championed a revised 
system of patronage: "As for the kind of person who should be appointed-well, there are several 
hints, sometimes not very subtle hints, about one in particular who has deçerved well of his 
country" ("Mask 40). 

37. This is not to say, of course, that Haliburton opposed political federation of the provinces; 
he resisted Canadian independence. As an ardent imperialist, he shared the Loyalist vision of a 
federation of the British North Amencan provinces withm the larger British Empire. 

38. For more details on Haliburton's career in the legislature, see Chittick's "Haliburton as 
Member of Parliament. " 

39. The scope and approach of Haliburton's General Description is similar to his predecessor 
Jacob Bailey's "Description of Various ioumeys Through Nova Scotia," which surveyed the 
geography, economy, and people of the province before Haliburton was bom. Both work 
prefigure Joseph Howe' s 'Western Rambles' and 'Eastern Rambles' (1828 and 183 1). 

40. Chittick reports: "it is genemlly conceded that it was his patriotic endeavours as the pioneer 
histonan of his province that findly turned the sales in his favor when the matter of a successor 
to the office Ieft vacant by his father's death was under consideration" (SIudy 145). 

4 1. Thomas Chandler Haliburton, me CIockmuker; or, nte Sayings and Doings of S m e I  Sück 
of SiickviIie (1836; rpt. me Clockmaker: Series One, Two, and Z72ree. Ed. George Parker. 
Ottawa: Carleton University Press-CEECT, 1995) No. 11, 57. Al1 fuaher references are to this 
edition and will be cited parenthetically by sketch number and page nurnber within the text. 



42. Later, Haliburton would reiterate his theme and purpose for creating Sam Slick in the 
"Vaiedictory Address" at the conclusion of The Anaché. He states that the Slick books were 
meant "to powtray character-to give practical lessons in mords and politics-to expose 
hypocrisy-to upbold the co~ex ion  [sic] between the parent country and the colonies, to 
develope [sic] the resources of the province, and to enforce the just claims of my wuntrymen-to 
discountenance agitation-to strengthen the union between Church and State-and to foster and 
excite a love for our own fom of govement, and a preference for it over al1 others" (394). 

43. McDougail acknowledges that "[slince the satire of the first series of R e  Clockmaker was 
veiled, and since Joseph Howe, though the leader of the reform movement, was still a good 
friend of the author, it was not wholIy inappropriate that the sketches shodd appear in the 
columns of Howe' s Novascotian. There arose, nevertheless, the pleasant paradox of this Yankee 
democrat, Mr. Slick, being fathered b y a Tory die-hard and presented to the public in the pages 
of a liberal newspapern (Introduction xiv). 

44. George Parker clears up a common misuderstanding about the number of sketches which 
were published in the Novascotian: "What should have been No. 11, 'Cumberland Oysters 
produce melancholy forebodings,' was called 'No. 12.' Nos. 22 to 22 thus are actually the 
eieventh to twenty-first sketches" (CEECT xxv). 

45. Laird adds that Carey, Lea & Blanchard "was among the largest and moa prolific American 
publishing houses [with] ... the reprint rights for the works of many of the most popular 
contemporary literary figures, including Charles Dickens, Sir Walter Scott, Iane Austen, James 
Fenimore Cooper, Washington Irving, and Robert Montgomery Bird" (74-5). For more 
information on the publication of me Clockmaker, see Bruce Nesbitt, Ruth Panofsky, and 
George Parker. 

46. 1 have limited my study predominantly to the first series of The Clockmaker. 1 take my 
justification from numerous critics. Fortier notes that "later works in the Sam Slick series, 
written with an eye to the Iarger reading publics of the United States and of England, tended 
mainly to juxtapose America and England" (106). McDougall observes that Haliburton's satiric 
attack narrowed over the years "to a more severe concentration on political themes" (Tradition 
25-6). Cogswell argues that "Haliburton graduaily lost the perspective necessary to the humorist. 
In me C l o c M e r ,  he could allow himself to be worsted by Sam Slick and laugh. In Iess than 
ten years, his consciousness that his political ideals were doorned prevented Haliburton fiom 
further self-laughter. The more strongly the forces of history turned against Toryism, the more 
exmerne became his satire in its favour until the effect of his humour was vitiated by partisan 
distortion" (99). Stanley McMullin suggests that "With the passage of time, the vitaiity of Sam 
declined, and none of these books displays the overd1 vitdity of The Clochukerw ( C a d i a n  
63). Frye asseas that when Slick "begins to çound iike a cranky Nova Scotian Tory who wants 
a bigger job from the British government, scolding everybody else for wanting the same thing, 
he isa't Sam SLick any more. Then he d e s  us feel that we're listening, not to Sam Slick or 
even to the real Judge Haliburton, but only to Haliburton's ego, and nobody's ego is wonh 
listening tow ("Maskn 44). And Thomas Vincent argues that the f ira series "was clearly aimed 
at a Nova Scotian readership, and not significantly affixted by the author's hopes of reaching a 



broader audience. Because of that, it reflects the state of satiric perception and reflection in 
Haliburton's immediate cultural and intellectual milieuw ("Stratagems" 54). Thus, unless 
otherwise stated, references to "The ClocMer" are to the first series only. 

47. Bill Percy provides a s m a r y  of Haliburton's principal focos in each step of the series: "In 
the first series, Haliburton had poked fun at the Bluenoses and their way of Life, seeking refonn 
through ridicule; not, it seems, without effect. Biuenose didn't like it, but he laughed, a Little 
sheepishly, with the rest. By the second series, Haliburton was h o m i n g  afarmed by the 
'contagion of democracy,' and sought to stem the advance of reform by satirking Amencan 
republicanism. By the third series his efforts had overtones of desperation. His chief target 
became the British, who, he felt, were letting the colonies slip through their fingers from sheer 
indifferencew (45). 

48. In his Di~n*onary of Arnericanismr: A GGssary of Words and Phrases Usually Reg~tded as 
Pecuiiar to the United Stares, John Russell Bartlett records over one hundred examples of 
colIoquial words or expressions attributed, or illustrated with reference, to Haliburton's Sam 
Slick. Wddron notes that Haliburton " has k e n  credited with creating such familiar phrases as 
' upper crust, ' 'as quick as a wink, ' 'six of one and half a dozen of the other, ' 'stick-in-the-mud, ' 
'as large as life and twice as natural,' and scores of others" (171). 

49. In fact, the series is introduced by Slick's letter to Howe detailing his outrage at this breach 
of confidentidity: "It was a nasty dirty mean action, and 1 don't thank you nor the Squire a bit 
for it. It will be more nor a thousand dollars out of my pocket. There's an eend to the CIock 
trade now, and a pretty kettle of fish I've made on it, hav'nt I? I shall never hear the last on it, 
and what am 1 to say when 1 go back to the States? 1'11 take my oath 1 never said one half the 
stuff he has set down there" (5). 

50. See Darlene Kelly's "Thomas Haliburton and Travel Books About America" for a complete 
discussion of their influence on his writing. 

51. From 1830 to 1833, Maine journalist, Seba Smith, published a series of Letters on politics 
in the Portland Coarier. New York writer, Charles Augustus Davis imitated these letters in a 
series published in the Daïiy Advertiser from 1823 to 1824 and re-published in book fom in 
1835, under the title of "Letters of J. Downing, Major, Downingville Militia, Second Brigade. 
John Logan suggests diat "it is probable that Haliburton read Smith or Davis or both, since their 
satiric humour (in their political letters) had great vogue in the United States and the Maritime 
Provinces" (Kaliburton 113). Richard Davies points out that there is documentation that 
Haliburton read at least one of hem; in a ietter to Howe, Hdiburton asked "to borrow Jack 
Downing? [sic] for a few daysw (Letters 78). 

52. Amencan humorist Artemus Ward is said to have called Haliburton "The Fatber of American 
Humour" (McDougall3). Ln general, it can be argued that Haliburton's humour anticipated the 
form or manner of rnany subsequent Amencan humonsts, especially Artemus Ward, Josh 
Billings, B.P. Shillaber, Haniet Beecher Stowe, Frances Miriarn Whitacher, Petroieum V. 
Naseby, G.W. Peck, E.W. Wescott, and, most notably, Mark Twain. 



53. Walter Avis notes that Haliburton's anthology, Amencan Himwuc Traits of Amerkm 
H m u r ,  by Native A~cthurs (3 vols, London, 18521, testifies to the fact that he "was an assiduous 
reader of dialect &rature and comic almanacs. This material, rich in extravagant language and 
homely metaphor, unquestionably contributed much to the diction of Sam Slick" (xxi). 
Haliburton later edited another collection of Amerka stories: Amen'cm &Home; or, Byeways, 
Bockwomi.. and Prairies (3 vols, London, 1855). 

54. Seth was not the only red ciock peddler named as Slick's original. In his introduction to Tfie 
C i u c ~ e r  (McClelland and Stewart-NCL, 19581, McDougall t e k  of discovering a second- 
hand copy of the text with a newspaper clipping pasted inside which read: "Jackson Young, 
lcnown throughout New England as the original of 'Sam Slick, the Yankee Clockmaker, ' written 
by Judge Thomas Chandler Haliburton, is dead here [Bangor, Maine], aged 87 years" (ix). 

55. See Scott's " Haliburton as a Humorist and Descriptive Writer" (45), and Baker's A History 
of Engtish-Canadiun Literature ru the Con$ederatratron (82). 

56. See also Watters' introduction to ï?ze S m  Stick Anihology (viii) . 

57. Fortier suggests that uthatever appeal Haliburton's treatment of subjects such as imperial 
stams, patronage for colonists, and better representation in international negotiations bas "derives 
from his representation of them in the vivid terms of experience.. . .Merged in this way with the 
'sayings and doings' of Sam Slick, abstract politicai problems becorne accessible to the cornmon 
reader in the form of enteriainment. But the concrete instance, whether served up in the fom 
of aphorism, homely pronouncement, or secular exemplum, is used as much to educate as to 
divert'' (96-97). McDougail adds that Haliburton himself admits that his humour is something 
of a sugar-coated pill. In a speech delivered soon after his first succe.sses with î l e  Clockmaker 
he daims to have found it expedient '' 'to intermingle humour with the several topics.. .as to 
render subjects attractive that in themselves are generally considered as too deep and dry for 
general reading' " (qtd. in Tradition 14). 

58. British poet, Walter Savage Landor, composed a tribute "To Judge Haliburton" which 
comments specifically on the wisdom inherent in Slick's comrnon speech: 

"Once I would bid the man go hang 
From whom there came a word of slang; 
Now pray 1, though slang rains thick 
Across the Atlantic h m  S m  Slick, 
Never may fdl the slightest hurt on 
The w i q  head of Haliburton, 
Wherein methinks more wisdom lies 
Than in the wisest of our wise" 

(qtd. in Chittick, "Gen-u-ine" 61). 

59. Waldron goes so far as to remark that "[flor today's readers, Sam's language is probably a 
more important reason for reading him than are his observations on the tirnes" (DLB 171). For 
a more detailed discussion of Sam Slick's speech, see Walter Avis, Richard Bailey, and Elna 



Bengtesson, as well as Chithck's "Haliburton's 'Wise Saws' and Homely Imagery," and 
Harding's "Folk ïanguage in Haliburton' s Humour. " 

60. Initially, the Squire is presented as an Englishrnan, but in the third series of n e  ClocMeer, 
he refers to himself as a "native and resident" of the colony. Watters coments on the change: 
"Apparently Hafiburton had only gradually becorne aware of the disadvantage he had imposed 
on himself by casting both of his main characters in the role of outsiders who were supposedly 
o b s e ~ n g  Nova Swtian conditions without personal invokvement. But eventuaily Haliburton 
recognized that it would be useful, as well as appropriate, to include at least one character who, 
while king a Bluenose, was rwt the ignorant, lazy, uncouth, stupid fellow Sam delighted to 
delude and ridicule. Furthemore, the Squire came to embody the positive qualities which Nova 
Swtians were king exhorted to acquire, while at the same time he served as a foi1 to the 
qualities in Sam which Haliburton did not want his countrymen to absorb from their Amencan 
neighboursw (Anthology xiii-xiv). So, while he is finally identified in The Attaché (1843) as 
"Thomas Poker, Esquire, a native of Nova Scotia, and a retired member of the Provincial bar, " 
he wilI remain, for the purposes of this discussion, an Englishrnan laiown simply as "the Squire. " 

61. John Matthews elaborates on the connection between the Cbckmaker series and 
Brackenridger s Modem Chivalry: "Farrago is a frontiersman, from western Pemsylvania, who 
has acquired an Irish servant, Tague. These two go visiting the East, and their adventures 
occasion the satincal description of a nmber of prominent New England institutions.. . .Teague 
marks a halfway point between Sancho Panza and Sam Slick. He is neither as naive as 
Cervantesf character, nor as shrewd as Haliburton's. Lie Sam, Teague has the gift of swift 
repartee and comic exaggeration, together with the Irish ability to reveal obvious but hitherto 
disguised absurdity by seerningty innocent description. As Sam Slick feels he is more.. .than a 
match for the Nova Scotians, so Teague is convinced of Yaukee sirnplicity" (38). 

62 . In "Another Source for Thomas Chandler Haliburtonfs Z?ze ClocMer ,"  D.M.R. Bendey 
argues that "some of the raw materials that Haliburton brilliantly shaped to his own satiric 
purpose" (76) are to be found in a John Howison's Sketches of Upper Canada (1821). There are 
striking similarities not only in language, tone and character, but also in incident: the encounter 
between the Squire and Sam Slick described in "The Trotting Horse" closely echoes an incident 
described in Howison's Sketches. 

63. Parker states that, in addition to k i n g  the first Canadia. fiction writer to employ regional 
dialects and to create colloquial and racy dialogue, Haliburton was "the first Canadian wnter to 
use rads,  railways, and steamships as literary devices" ("Haliburton" 51 1). 

64. In "No Name is My Name," Kroetsch explains that the Squire's "resistarm to a speakable 
name" is an early example of a peculiarly Canadian trait: "The man who exploits social hierarchy 
by k i n g  falsely named into it wants also to be free of it. He wants to bave a system that gives 
him identity and stature, but he wants to be free of that system. This man is surely ready to enter 
into the Canadian ConMeration" (42). The umamed narrator reappears throughout Canadian 
literanire: Kroetsch points, for instance, to those in Sinclair Ross's A s  Fur Me and My Houe 
(194 1), A. M. Klein's The Second Scroll(195 l), Hubea Aquin's Prochaine Episode (l96S), and 



65. McMdlin suggests that throughout 23e Clockmaker series, the Squire, and later the Reverend 
Mr. Hopewell, "exhibit a Iack of social pretension while displaying the natural superiorïty of 
their education and breeding. In fat, they present a mode1 for harmonious class interaction.. ..As 
representatives of the ideal British class system, they are consistent in their roles. It is significant, 
then, that S m ,  the character from the 'classless' Amerkm socie~,  should be the foi1 for much 
of the irony in The Clochaker1' (Canadian 59). 

66. Archibald MacMechan speculates as to the origin of the term "bluenose": " 'Somewhere near 
the end of the eighteecth cenniry, it was used to designate our potatoes and Our people. It 
conveys a sneer at the cold pinched faces of Our provincials, residing in a land of everlasting ice 
and snow'" (qtd. in Keefer 32). 

67. These principal categories of satiric observation are also identified in a British review of the 
first series of The Clockmaker: "The charaeter and appearance of the country on various 
occasions enables the active-minded, speculative Yankee, to suggest plans for railroads, 
(seemingly a mooted question in the colony), better modes of cultivating the surface and the 
propriety of nirning to account the minerai resources of the province; as well as for the censuring 
with unsparing ridicule the aüeged sioth, selfconceit, want of enterprise, and grumbling 
dispositions of the Nova Scotians'" (Specrator, 1 April 1837 p. 306, qtd. in R.Davies, 
Haliburton 12). 

68. Some critics remark that Slick often simply reiers to nameless passersby to make his point. 
However, it is important ro note that while S k k  does not reside in the same towns as the 
subjects of his satirical critiques, he is nonetheless very familiar with them. The Squire points 
out that "The Clock Maker was an observing man, and equally communicative. Nothing escaped 
his notice-he knew every body's genealogy, history and means, and like a driver of an English 
Stage Coach, was not unwilling to impart what he knew" (31). 

69. Haliburton likely took his cue from Joseph Howe who, in his editorials in the Novmcotian, 
had k e n  urging "the building of a govenunent railway from Windsor to Halifax, designed to 
promote both agriculture and fishing by bringing the Bay of Fundy districts within easy reach 
of the Halifax markets" (Chittick, SIudy 177). 

70. The Jones' argue that this satiric use of ri peddler-figure to point out the differences between 
the duper and the duped is centuries old: "Sam's pride in his own expertise, coupled with a 
go&-natured cynicisrn about the guilibility of his customers, leads us al1 the way back to the first 
supersalesman in English literature, the Pardoner of The Canterbury Tales, cut from the same 
bolt" (28-29). 

71. Haliburton could not have anticipated the k-flung influence this satiric figure would have. 
R.G. Haliburton wmments that long after Slick first appeared in print, "it was by many persons 
referred to as a store-house of practical wisdom and common sense, and a vade mecm as to the 
affairs of every-&y Iife. Forty years ago [1847 an able but very eccennic Danish Governor at 



St. Thomas, in the Wea Indies, was noted far and wide for his excessive admiration for Sam 
SLick's works. Whenever a very knotty poiot amse before him and his Council, which consisted 
of three persons, he used to say 'We must adjoum till to-morrow. 1 should like to look into this 
point. 1 must see what Sam Slick has to say about it'" (32). 

72. Haliburton's most extensive non-fiction remarks about America are included in Rule and 
Misrde of the Engüsh Nt America (185 1): "This work traces the ongins of Amencan democmcy 
fiom its beginnings in Massachusetts, and is Haliburton' s most extended criticism of the ideals 
and institutions of the United States, as well as an attack on two centuries of British 'misnile' 
on the Amencan continent" (Parker, " Haliburton" 5 1 1). 

73. Slick's bragging is paraphrased in Alexander Glendinning's poem " D m  Yankees, f83O"a 
satincal attack on boastful Americans pubüshed in his Rhymes (1871): 

"These are the freeman-these the feiiows 
Who boast thu they cm buy and sel1 us! 
They whip John Bull! and John, they tell us, 
Whips every nation; 
But they're as windy as the bellows, 
They lee like station" 

(qtd. in Smith and Scott 17-18). 

74. Haliburton foretells the Civil War by having Sam iist various conflicts brewing in America- 
Black and White, Protestant and Catholic, Abolitionist and Planter, Nullification and Tarïff, 
General and State Government-and then asking: "you have heerd tell of Cotton rags dipt in 
turpentine, havnt you, how they produce combustion? Well, 1 guess we have the elements of 
spontaneous combustion among us, in abundance-when it does break out, if you dont an 
emption of human gore, worse than Etna lava, then I'm mistaken. There'll be the very devil to 
pay, that' s a fact.. . . it fairly makes me sick to think on it" (No. 1 1, 56). 



COMEDERATION PERXOD 
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In his introduction to The Clockmaker, Robert McDougall argues that the parllcular brand of 

satire that Thomas Chandler Haliburton mastered in these sketches found no successor in 

Canada because "the springs which feed such wrîting as Haliburton's were pretty much dried 

up at their source" (xvi). He points not only to the general rise of Victorian seriousness in 

English Iiterature, but also to specific developments in the domestic political culture, 

including the winning of responsible govenunent and the westward shift of sedement and 

development. Changes such as these, he notes, "took the sharp taste out of the nation's drink" 

(xiv) and depnved new writers of the benefits Haliburton had enjoyed from being rooted in a 

small, distinctive cultural environment. In McDougall ' s estimation, " nearly a hundred years 

were to pass before Canadians took freeIy to laughter and mockery again. Leacock was a 

long way off" (xvi). Later, he qualifies this rem& by arguing that while Leacock was a 

first-rate humorist who shared Haliburton's powers of comic invention, he was only a satirkt 

in a limited sense since, "unlike Haliburton, he had no position either rïght or lef3 of centre 

such as might forrn the base for systematic and hearty ridicule" (Tradition 20). He resolves 

that the bold satire which Haliburtun had engendered might, at best, be said to reappear in 

the poetry of the depression which once again ocwioned a wide sepration of the country's 

political and social values: "In sum, then, we must conclude that Haliburton is not 

conspicuously related to the main saeam of our litemry traditions" (Tradtiun 20). 

Other critical assessrnents support the contention that Haliburton's death represented 

the end of the iine in the short-lived Canadian tradition of literary satire. In an article entitled 

" Why Haliburton Has No Successor, " John Logan anticipates McDougall' s assumptions about 

the deleterious effect on the native satiric tradition of British North Amenca's changing 
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the deletenous efféct on the native satiric tradition of British Noah Amerka's changing 

social, political and economic circumstances: "The conditions which produced the genius of 

Haliburton never having existed in Ontario and Quebec, and having even in bis own Urne 

ceased to exist in Nova Scotia, a successor to his genius in Canada was inevitably almost 

impossible" (367). As for Leacock, Logan argues that he writes in the tradition of Benjamin 

FrankIin: 

the tmth is that Franklin was the fust Amencan humorist who wrote 

exaggerated nonsense, expressed with an air of serious veracity, who wrote, 

that is, satiric burlesque, which is characteristic American humour, and that he 

left successors in both the United States (notably Mark Twain) and in Canada 

(notably Stephen Leacock); whereas Haliburton, writing a quite different 

species of humour, with a different social aim, is a humorist and satirist, sui 

gene~s--and has left no successor. (" Haliburton" 364) 

Taking a different tack in his Tradition in Ede ,  John Matthews blames Canadian readers for 

Ming to differentiate between Haliburton's careful synthesis of British, European and 

American satiric traditions and the vulgar Amencan humour which merely formed one part of 

that synthesis. He asserts that, as a result, Canadian writers "drew back in well-bred horror 

from the distastehl crudities of the frontier, and looked, more resolutely than ever, eastward 

across the Atlantic to the source of al1 good things" (40). He and Logan both lament the fact 

that it was left to Mark Twain to annex Haliburtonfs unique creations to the mdition of 

American Iiterature. 

W e  such rem& are common, they by no means indicate a critical consensus on 
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the issue. Taking up the argument of whether or not Twain borrowed directiy from 

Haliburton, Darlene Fortier challenges the notion that Haliburton's work does not have solid 

ties to later satincal humour in Canada. She argues, in fact, that he is f i d y  entrenched in a 

long tradition of transcontinental English literature. To her mind, Haliburton's humour, Like 

Twain's, " forms a distinctive Strand in a sub-genre of international fiction.. . . Several other 

writers belong here too, including James de Mille and Sara Jeannette Duncan" (1 16), the two 

writers whose major Canadian novels provide the primary material of the present chapter. 

Bruce Nesbitt, responding specifidly to Matthewsr assertions, also argues that Haliburton's 

work is f i d y  ~ 0 ~ e C t e d  to a tradition which extends well into the twentieth cenniry. Taking 

a page from Frye's "Introduction" to McCullochts Stepszire Letters, he cites a long line of 

Canadian literary works which counset prudence and which share a particular brand of 

humour based on a single vision of society-regardless of the differences in those visions or 

the relative success or failure of their heroes' quests (Introduction 13). Nesbitt argues that this 

tradition begins with McCulloch, is notable in James De Mille and Stephen Leacock, and is 

so frequent in twentieth-century fiction that "dubious Canadians might well suspect that 

histonans have rediscovered Menippean satire as the most suitable way of aeating the current 

political and social deveiopment of the C O U I I ~ ~ ~ "  (Introduction 14). 

Other critics sanction the notion that satiric works by Haliburton, De Mille, Duncan 

and Leacock cm fniimilly be discussed in relation to one another. For instance, John Moss, 

seeking to explode the cntical myth that early Canadian writing is disengaged, dated, and 

irrelevant, counters that many early Canadian writers are manifestly political-that they are 

concenied with the evaluation, definition, or refonn of society. He states that 
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De Mile and Leacock both have satiric social visions that cast their works in 

speculative modes, leading one into high Victorian adventure, both intellectual 

and imaginative, and the other into disconcerting nostatgia for what might have 

never been. The social realism of Duncan's novel shows her the most astute 

political writer we have yet produced. Haliburton's politics and polemics are 

inseparable.. . .Each of these writers is thoroughly responsive to the conditions 

of his or her own time. It is that which allows them to transcend so wefl, tc 

bnng their realities with them, into present relevance. Possibly without 

exception, they are overtly political writers-app r q  riate , and perhaps 

inevitable, in a country where cornmunity concems generally take precedence 

over die individual. (Beginnings 11) 

James De Mille and Sara Jeannette Duncan can be said, then, to form a link between those 

two most prolific and celebrated writers in the tradition of Canadian satiric prose fiction: 

Eialiburton and Leacock. 

This is not to dismiss the critical views of McDougall, Logan, and Matthews. In fact, 

their various observations about the transformation of the colonies over the course of the 

nineteenth century help to explain die alter& spirit of satire which infuses the works of such 

writers as De Mille and Duncan. As Reginatd Watters remarks: "there is no question that the 

slashing satire of dogrnatic extremism as practised by Haliburton has been displaced in 

Canada by a more resaained form of satire tempered with irony and humour" (The Old Judge 

xi). Susanna Moodie' s Roughing it in the Bush (1852) provides an early example of such 

restlained irony and humour. Her collection of character sketches, personal impressions, 
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anecdotes, poems, and shoa aories detailing the mubles of an ill-suited immigrant to Upper 

Canada is unified, in part, by Moodie's ironic voice. This voice provides gende (and 

çometimes not so gentle) satirid commentary on her neighbours' behaviour even as it reveals 

that her distress is exacerbated by her own uncompromising stance as "a British army of 

occupation in herself, a one-wornan ganison" (Frye, "Conclusion" 351). Although, as 

writers, there may be litde to connect Moodie with McCulloch and Haliburton, her literary 

position as a satirkt s a t i n ~ d  phces her own ficgonalized persona in the company of Stepsure 

and Slick. Regardless of this comection, Moodie's satiric stance is clearly not informed by 

their "dogrnatic extremism." The politicai, social, and economic processes which contributed 

to the displacernent of blunt satire by indirect irony were already well undenvay during 

Haliburton's lifetime. It should prove worthwhile, then, to take the time briefly to outline 

these complex cultuml processes that produceci the two greatest works of late nineteenth- and 

early twntieth-century Canadian satire and humour, A Smnge Manuscripr Found in a 

Copper Cylinder (1888) and The Imperialist (1904). 

Politicaï Background: 

Peter Waite begins bis account of Confederation in the Canadian Encyclopedia with the 

statement: "The Confederation movement foflowed Newton's first law of motion: al1 bodies 

continue in a state of rest or of uniform motion uniess cornpelled by some force to change 

their state" ("Confederation" 488). Prior to the nation-creating act of Confederation, British 

North America consisted of six distinct colonies with self-conscious identities: the Atlantic 

provinces of Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island, and 
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the unitai provinces of Canada-the future Ontario and Quebec. They were shilar not only 

in their basic institutions, allegiance, and defence, but in the dominant conservatism which 

had grown out of their confrontation with revolutionary America and which continued to 

underpin their political cultures.' While voices of democratic populism were raised to 

various extents throughout the colonies, the anti-democratic and elitist govenunents were 

solidly backed by Loyalists and by the continual influx of immigrants from the United 

Kingdom. Despite these similarities, the political developrnent of the provinces was markedly 

different. Their physical separation and the racial and religious differences of their inhabitants 

conmbuted to disparate political processes, rates of change, and styles of political leadership. 

S.F. Wise groups the pre-Confederation progress of these provinces into three patterns: 

Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island were the Ieast populous, had the Ieast advanced 

political organizathn, and thus had the moa unhappy political records. Their political growth 

was punctuated by civil unrest due to social and religious tensions coupled with econornic 

stress.' Likewise, the Canadas were troubled by popular disturbances on a grander d e :  

recurrent crises ended in anned rebelfion by sections of both provincial populations in 1837. 

Furthemore, the relationship between political groupings in this region was fiercely 

antagonistic. Conversely, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick enjoyed a moderate political 

culture which saw no serious challenges to authority and hence the course of political change 

in these provinces was relatively smooth (186487). 

Regardless of their different political developments, d l  of the provinces underwent 

sirnilar constitutional changes in the mîddle decades of the century: "In each, there was a 

shift from gubemtorial nile to party d e ,  a shift from metropolitan to local control, a 
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change from oligarchie to more democratic politics" (Stewart 6). Among the moa significant 

formative events in the histories of these colonies was the achievemmt of responsible 

government in the 1840s and 50s. Responsible governent was a feat of compromise berneen 

parliamentary democracy and wostitutionai rnonarchy, transfemng powers to the colonies 

without severing imperial ties; the Colonial Office still appointed the provincial governor, but 

he was now requîred to choose cabinet ministers who were members of the elected 

legislature. The Cabinet became accountable to, and could be rernoved by, the majority of the 

legislat~re.~ The winning of self-government had a moderating effwt on the overall political 

climate of the colonies; the greater range of participation in public policy-making quieted the 

boisteruus calls for reform that had k e n  resounding throughout British North America for 

decades. More specificdly, the new political order "persuaded most reformers that it was no 

longer necessary to look to the south for inspiration, padcularly since the first by-product of 

responsible govemment was their own elevation to power" (Wise 119-120). This compromise 

led to the gradual decline of the politics of ideology, softening the wntrast between radid 

reformers who championed the new Republic and High Tories who held fast to the old 

Monarchy. Moderate liberals and moderate conservatives drew closer together and "though 

they might remain enemies upon the hustings, sornething akin to a common political culnire 

was taking shape" (Wise 115). 

"'A Canadian,' Arthur Phelps has said, lis one who is increasingly aware of being 

American in the continental sense without being Amencan in the national sense'" (qtd. in 

Klinck, "Activity in the Canadas" 139). This awareness is grounded in the transformation of 

the political culture in British North Amerka which gave rise to a common attitude towards 
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the United Srates. For most of the nineteenth century, any sense of a shared identity mong 

the colonies was grounded in their conxiousness of not king American. This feeling was 

most pervasively manifested in a fear which was fed by real and anticipated invasive actions 

on behalf of the Americans, Including the post-rebellion border raids, the War of t 8 12, the 

"fifty-four forty or fight" presidential campaign of 1844, and the Fenian Brotherhood raids of 

the 1860s and '70s (McKiIlop et al., Introduction to Wise xii-xiii). However, beyond the 

arWety engendered by these actions, the colonists' attitudes towards America were divided 

dong ideological lines. The conservatives regarded the United States with disdainful moral 

superiority that focused on its degradation as a slave republic; they viewed the country's 

degeneration into civil war "as the inevitable outcome of the wealaiesses of government in the 

United States and as a satisfactory vindication of British Amencan forms and ways" (Wise 

138). Against the dominant conservatives, voices of liberal reform were raised which hailed 

American political systems as inspiring models. Of course, the ideologicai division is not 

absolute: Haliburton's ambivalent perspective on the vices and virfxes of the American 

republic, as expressed in his Cbckmaker series, exemplifies the wnflation between the mord 

sentiment of High Tory allegiance and the rational principles which inform the liberal (and 

radical) push for reform. Perfiaps unwittingly, Hafiburton signalled a shift in political 

consciousness which saw a gradual move towards the centre. 

The Canadas' shifi to the political centre was the most dramatic of the colonies. While 

al1 of the provinces witnessed struggles between the reformers and the ruling elite, only here 

did such stniggles briefly threaten civil war. As historian George Stewart notes, these 

extraordinary divisive political battles lasted from the late 1820's to the late 
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by burning of the Parliament Buildings in Montreal in 1849. Such persistent 

political violence had no parallel anywhere else in the pst-1783 British 

Empire. Even the other British North American colonies that received 

responsible government in the IMO's, like Nova Scotia, were scnick by the 

turmoil and violence of the Canadian political world. (5) 

To a large extent, the Confederation movement grew out of the dynamics of the political 

culture of Upper Canada. Throughout its history Upper Canada's fears of American incursion 

were intensified by an insecurity grounded in their geographic isolation from the English- 

speaking Atlantic colonies, by the influx of non-loyalia Americans into their province in the 

early 1800s, and most obviously by their severe ordeai in the War of 1812. The War 

engendered an intense provincial patriotism and empowered the consemative elite: for half a 

cenniry following the conflict, Upper Canada was niled by the so-cailed FamiIy Compact, a 

group of elite local notables held together by patronage. Like the corresponding Chateau 

Clique in Lower Canada, the Family Compact aimed to create a hierarchical social, religious 

and politid order in the province and was hostile towards reform in any guise (Wise 214- 

215). Desmond Morton argues that "by insisting on war, the American warhawks had helped 

to cancel a process that might have led to peaceful absorption of the colony by the United 

States. Upper Canada would now be British" (35). In fact, an important part of the Family 

Compact' s mission was 

a very conscious, sustained effort to remove the Amencan influence from 

every sphere of life including politics, religion, and education. Laws 

attempted, though with litfle success, to keep American immigrants from 
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owning land, voting, and exercising other privileges for seven years. Perhaps 

more important, British immigrants were sought to offset the weight of 

American numbers in Upper Canada. (Bell and Teppennan 81) 

As a result, this ruling dite was supported by a significant proportion of the population which 

included not only the Loyalists but a h  the neariy haif million British immigrants who flowed 

into Upper Canada between 1815 and 1837.' 

Notwithstanding the dominance of this conservative majority, the govemment facsd a 

crisis of legitirnacy in the mid-1830s. Farmer and labour radicals ied by William Lyon 

Mackenzie and representing the forces of republicanism fronted a determined opposition. 

Emboldened by the new Whig administrations that came to power in England after 1830 and 

which appeared to endorse some of their gnevances, they staged a series of increasingly 

violent clashes that culrninated in the Rebellion of 1837. This, and the corresponding uprîsing 

in Lower Canada, failed because of lack of effective military leadership and insufficient 

popular support. Indeed, the "real drama of the Rebellion," Wise suggests, "was found in the 

ovenvhelming tumout of the militia, not the few hundreds of radicals gathered at 

Montgomery's Tavem" (2 16). In response to these insurrections, Britain sent Lord Durham to 

investigate. His report on the political crisis resulted in the Act of Union (1840) which joined 

Upper and Lower Canada (now Canada West and East) into a single assembly, insisted that 

the appointed executive council depend on the elected assembly for support, and created 

municipal govemments to handle localized controver~ies.~ Cher time, this solution-intended 

to assimilate the French Canadians-actually focused attention on the line it was supposed to 

obliterate and embittered the feelings it expected to soothe. However, as W.L. Morton notes, 
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Codederation leamed the principles on which confederation was to rest" (Critical 20). 

Politicai leaders were forced to recognize their differences and leam to compromise to 

achieve their airns. 

The quashing of the rebellion and the subsequent creation of a provincial union did 

not abolish the radical ieft in Canada West, but it did fimly relegate it-and its notions of 

democracy as a political creed-to a minority element in the dominant political culture. 

Interestingly, this turn of events also decimated the radical, High Tory rigbt. As a result, 

much of the violence and unreasonable invective vanished from politicai proceedings and two 

moderate pames of the centre emerged, shanng a cornmon political cuiture. Despite surface 

antagonisms, the parties held some kndamental assumptions. By mid-cenniry, Conservative 

John A. Macdonald and Liberal George Brown, though mortal enemies, formed the "Great 

Coalition"; significantly, they both looked to define themselves against the United States by 

championing notions of "peace, order and good government" over the liberty of the 

individual, by exhibiting devotion to the British empire and a marked preference for its 

political institutions, and by regarding American-style democracy with trepidation and 

hostility. These sentiments were increasingly echoed in the other colonies. Throughout British 

North America a moderate political clirnate was forming, characterized by a two-paay 

system6 and coupled with a rough consensus in attitudes towards the United States. Wise 

argues that "it is not too much to say that the large measure of agreement arnong provincial 

leaders on the nature of and dangers from political 'Amencanisrn' constituted one of the 

uniQing intellectual forces in the Confederation movement" (145). 
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The essentiai consenatism of the provinces and the mounting concems regarding their 

political future were intensified by a number of developments during the mid-century. The 

colonies enjoyed a decade of prosperiv, due in part to Britain's guarantee of huge Ioans to 

complete public works on the St. Lawrence. In 1841, twelve thousand tons of shipping 

cleared the port of Quebec; in 1û46, the total reached forty thousand tons @.Morton 44). 

However, while the colonies were booming, the mother land was facing tough economic 

times. These circumstances gready affected Britainfs colonial policy between 1846 and 1849. 

Arguing that the colonies' prosperity proved that they no longer required trade protection, 

and insisting that the Irish famines were aggravated by tariff barriers to cheap food. Britain 

decided to revoiutionize its commercial practices by shifüng to free trade in its dealings with 

British North America. As a result, wheat exports in 1848 dropped from 3.9 million to 2.2 

million bushels. Desmond Morton comments on the perceived calamity: "As the Irish famine 

of the 1840s dumped shiploads of penniless, starving people in Canadian ports, the triumph 

of free trade in Britain wiped out Canada's only  al export market" (45). 

Short-tem but intense economic misery sparked an annexation movement in the 

Canadas in 1849. This movement was largely the reflex action of the Montreal business 

comrnunity who were scrambling to maintain politicai control over econornic policy now that 

the imperial W n g  system was jeopardized and responsible govenunent had empowered the 

reactionary French majority in Canada East (Wise Il@.' Colonial opinion hardened rapidly 

against the annexation scheme and made the colonists increasingly aware of the need to 

consider their politid future. For many British Americans in al1 the provinces, "the 

precipitation of the Amencan question into politics at a time of cnsis in their relationship 
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with Great Britain forcd a new examination of îhemselves and their institutions and 

awakened the first glirnmerings of the idea of a new British North American people" (Wise 

132). Meanwhile, the California Gold Rush fueiled an AmerIcan economic boom that buoyed 

the northem colonies as well. Merchants soon realized that not only had the British markets 

not dried up, but the United States itself was a potentially huge export market. In 1854, 

British Governor General Sir Edmund Head went to Washington and retumed with a ten-year 

Reciprocity Agreement which essentiaily erased the border for wheat, lumber, fish and other 

natural products. Canada's economy prospered and the annexationists were quieted for some 

time. 

As the decade wore on, moreover, it became clear that the deepening crisis in the 

United States would certainly plunge that country into civil war; any remaining champions 

for adopting American political institutions or for joining the United States outright were 

clearly disenchanted into silence.' And the outbreak of the American Civil War in 1861 

heightened the colonies' fear that they represented easy conquests in the face of U.S. 

" Manifest Destiny . Although the Americans were preoccupied with their own affairs for 

the moment, these fears were not unfounded; after dl ,  "war was an appetite that grew with 

the feeding. Even after four years of dghting and haif a million dead, the United States' 

military strength seemed to keep on growing. If Washington wanted a pretext to turn 

northward, one would not be hard to findw (D.Morton 71). The War aiso confirmed Britain's 

fear that an Anglo-American conflict was possible if not probable. The British government' s 

policy of neutrality aroused fierce resentment throughout the Morthem Stares. Convinced thzt 

the best way of preventing an attack on the British colonies was to make it clear that Canada 
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would be defended by reinforcements, Britain nished three banalions with supporting arms to 

Quebec (W. L. Morton, Cntical97). 

Perhaps the most signifiant incident of the contlict, from the British perspective, 

occurred in the waters off Havana, Cuba, in November, 1861. U.S. naval officers aboard the 

San Jacinto seized nvo Codederate commissioners, travelling aboard the British Royal Mail 

Steamship Trent, as convaband of war. The British govemment, angered at the violation of 

neuaality, demanded the release of the Confederates. More than a month Iater, the Amencan 

government finally condemned the act and complied with the order. In the interval, Britain 

operated under the assumption that the war would spread into its territory and immediately 

committed a s b b l e  contingent of its army to the defence of British Noah Amerïca. The 

colonies' response to the Trent Affair was also decisive as theg railied to their own defence. 

W.L. Morton remarks that this common display of sentiment was one of the formative 

experiences of the pre-Conf'eration years: "for one tense month al1 British Americans, 

whatever their origins, had to choose whether they would accept or resist American conquest. 

The decision to resist was a decision for a separate destiny and a distinct nationhood" 

(Critical 102). 

And so, in what Desmond Morton terms "an almost continent-wide coincidence," dl 

British North Americans were taking S ~ ~ O U S  stock of their fume in the 1860s (71). Despite 

their diversity, the cofonies shared an increasingly common political culture as well as a 

number of çerious problems. Such conditions provided the foundation for a Canadian national 

feeling which was fortified by the construction of a railway that created a physical link 

b e w n  the provinces, proving it was possible to break the barriers of distance and climate. 
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The stage was set for earnest discussion of Canadian Confèderatio~.~~ The dnving force 

came from Canada West, which was increasingiy f'rustrated in its union with Canada East. 

The relative equality of power between them despite the fact that the former's share of the 

population had becorne a large and ever-increasing majority, led to a political deadlock and a 

growing reform rnovement which called for representation by population. Moreover, 

expansive settlement in Canada West produced an impending shortage of arable land. In a 

desire to break the political Qeadlock, acquire more land, and develop its economic interests, 

Canada West eyed the huge expanse of terrain tying between it and the Pacific ocean and 

began to conceive of its appropriation: 

Add to this the American menace in the Norhwest, the reconsideration by the 

imperial govenunent of the rïghts of the Hudson's Bay Company, the 

relinquishment by that Company of the area beyond the Rockies, and the 

discovery in British Columbia of gold, and one has some of the more 

important factors operating in Canada to bring about a distinct westward 

outlook. The coming of the railway area was about tu provide the means to an 

end. (W.M. Whitelaw 36). 

Convinced that the abundant naniral reçources of al1 the colonies could support a full- 

d e  domestic economy, Canada West regarded the Maritime provinces with renewed 

interest. Their position on the Atlantic ocean and the continued development of the 

Intercolonial railway promiçed the inland colonies much-needed accesç to ice-free ports 

without the perilous necessity of travelling through Amencan temtory, thus assunng an outlet 

for Canadian goods in tîrne of peace and a route for British troops in time of war (W.M. 
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Whitelaw 16). It did not taie long to persuade the goverment of Canada East to consider the 

notion of forming a tend link in a union which would unite the untapped potentid of the 

West and the relative sophistication of the est .  When the Canadas leamed tbat the Atlantic 

provinces pianned to discuss a Maritime union at CharIottetown on September 1, 1864, they 

asked to send a deputation. As a resuit, the Conference tu& into an informai colloquium on 

the larger federal proposal. In fact, the eastem colonies agreed to postpone discussion of a 

Maritime union until a British North Amencan union had been officidly considered at the 

Quebec Conference to be held the following rnonth. 

Although, as Ged Martin remarks, Confederation "was at best a long-term 

development strategy ingeniously passed off as an emergency response to curient crisis" 

(Hisory 26), the Maritimes were willing, if not eager, to engage in the discussion. Their 

reasons were pnmarily econornic. The United States, aggravated by the provinces' obvious 

sympathy for the Southern Confederacy during the Civil War, had recently given twelve 

months' notice that Reciprocity, and its accompanying fishing agreements, would end. The 

Maritimes, which were heavily dependent upon exports of timber and fish, Iooked to the 

other colonies as a substitute market (albeit a poor one). W.M. Whitelaw adds that, whatever 

their misgivings about ulterior motives on behalf of the inland colonies, the Maritimes were 

envious of Canada's spectacular econornic development: "With some disregard of the 

complexity of the factors involved, îhey cornrnody regarded the Canadian development as the 

result of the union of 1841" (3). A Canadian union held the promise of completed railways, 

expanded and more highly cenûalized schooIs systems, improved social services, and 

govements with enhanceci access to credit. 
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Canada West proposed a unitary system of government under which dl power would 

be in the hands of a new national parliament. They argued that only a strong cenaal 

government and a fully integrated national economy could assume the burden of defence," 

achieve expansion into the West, and secure the investment capital abroad for the completion 

of crucial railways. They were, of course, opposed by Canada East and the Maritimes who 

resisted tk notion of having their distinct administrations and their regional identities 

subsurned by a unitary state that wouId c l d y  be dominated by Canada West. The leaders 

soon hit on federalism as a pragmatic compromise which would mate a strong cenaal 

government to serve common interests and preserve provincial goveniments to oversee local 

affaia. Although federalism was foreign to the British constitutionai mode1 and outside the 

experience of these cofonial legislators, they were able to balance the contradietory tendencies 

of the provinces who desired both national unity and provincial autonorny. Thus, without 

completeIy dismantling their current administrations, the colonies agreed to give the most 

important legislative powers and sources of public revenue to the federal government (Brooks 

123-124). '' 

In three short weeks, the leaders had an agreement. The next stage-ratification by the 

provincial assemblies-took several years: the motion carried relative1 y quickl y in Canada 

East'" and West, was hard-won in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and was defeated in 

P&ce Edward Island and Ne~$oundland (who later entered Confederation in 1873 and 1949 

respectively). The British Parliament passed the British North Amerka Act of 1867 (now 

cailed the Constitution Act), creating a new country out of the colonies of Nova Scotia, New 

Brunswick, aiid the United Canadas, and transfemng to its federai and provincial legislatures 
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the exciusive right to make laws for Canada and its provinces. " Full self-government was 

almost achieved,16 though the split from the rnother country was far fiom complete. W.L. 

Morton notes that it may seem somewhat bizarre that in this giant step towards independent 

nationhood, these fathers of Confederation insisted on the continued personal allegiance to the 

Crown; however, he adds, the imperial connection was signifiant to Canada because it 

sustained the whole constitutional heritage of the colonies. Without the 

connection, the allegiance to the Crown wodd have ended and the monarchical 

principie would have been lost. With it would have gone the compromise of 

responsible govemment and al1 the gains made since 1837. The ending of the 

connection would have thrown the control of events into the hands of the 

extremists.. .none of whom valued responsible government, and al1 of whom 

would have plurnped for republican institutions and annexation. (Contats 177) 

As this comment makes clear, Confederation was by no means celebrated throughout the new 

Dominion. Negotiated by a handful of political elites over several years, it was hardly a 

"popular" movement. 

Confederation's opponents had much to be worried about. Car1 Berger summarizes the 

principal concems: "The new Dominion was weak and thinly populated, i n t ed ly  divided by 

sectional, racial, and cultural conflicts; it was confronted by an enormously powemil and 

hostile neighbour; and at the very moment that British support was most necessary, Canadians 

could no longer assume that it would be automatically given" (61). Even among 

Confederation's supporters, national feeling lagged; as a result, Canada was slow to develop 

a notable political community." Happily, good economic times made the deal easy to 
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prornote and the federal government pushed ahead with its programme of nation-building. 

The remarkable growth and prosperity that the whole region had been enjoying for more than 

a decade continueci on into the 1870s. The loss of Reciprocity with the United States did not 

sufler the young country unduly and Ottawa was able to spread the w d t h  generated through 

taxation-assuming deb ts, increasing nansfer payments, and continuing to build rail roads. 

Gradually, the Dominion grew to include Manitoba (1870), British Columbia (1871), and 

Prince Edward Island (1873). In ten short years, the Dominion had reached most of the goals 

of Confederation. 

However, by the late 1870s Cana& felt the pressures of an economic siump and b y 

the mîd-1880s suffered the effects of a world-wide Depression. Moreover, Canada was 

strained by a series of domestic crises, including the ongoing problem of labour violence in 

Toronto, Monaeal, Quebec, and Saint John; the dilemma of Native displacement; the 

prospect of the CPR declaring bankniptcy before the completion of the lines; the womes of 

decreasing immigration and increasing emigration; '' and the promise of disastrous poli tical 

fall-out from the Riel Rebellions. Such econornic, social, and political pressures kinded a 

mood of selfdoubt in the young Dominion; throughout the last quarter of the century, 

Canada began to evaluate its intemal strength and its position in the international arena. One 

of the consequences of this uncertainty was the reinvigoration of the long-simmenng 

annexationist debate. This time it was couched in terms of a commercial union with the 

United States-a concept which swept Canada, especially south-western Ontario, between the 

1887 and 1891 general election~.'~ Ironically, it was only by considering the controversid 

proposal of closer Canada-U.S. relations that Canadiaos were moved to reappraise their 
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friture economic and political reiationship with Britain (Burgess 63). As a result, the 

nationdistic zeal which was so lacking in the evly days of Codederation found both its 

irnpetus and its focus. 

hitially, opponents of commercial union with the United States assumed a defensive 

posture by simply seizing upon its antithesis-commercid union with the British Empire: "The 

vague idea of imperial federation served as a convenient vehicle by which Canadians couid 

put more distance between themselves and their American neighbours. Correspondingly it 

enabled them further to entrench their sense of national identity within the more cornfortable 

embrace of the British empire (Burgess 62-63). Confrontai with the caiculated economic 

iogic wielded by the supporters of commercial union with the United States, imperid 

federationists deliberately smck at the emotive chords of Canadian national identity. The 

tactic apparently worked: the thought of Washington strong-arming Canadian fiscal policy 

likely inspired new branches of the Imperid Federation League diroughout the countq?' 

Soon, however, increasingly serious contemplation of the matter propelled Canada into a new 

phase of national consciousness; A.B. McKillop suggests that th is  phase was marked by two 

conflicting tendencies: "the celebration of Canada's pioneering role in the establishment of 

colonial self-government within the empire, and the resentment against Canada's continuing 

subordination to Brïtain in international and constitutional affairs" (Introduction to Wise xiii). 

These tendencies gave Bse to wmplex impe~alistic sentiments which centred on 

Canada's essential independence from the mother country. W.L. Morton describes the 

identiv crisis: 

Canadian life was quieter and slower than American, more rnodest than 
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British, duller ùian both, but, many Canadians were pleased to think, more 

godly than either. These differences, felt but undefined, which distinguished 

Canada from the two great states in whose orbits it moved, were the ultimate 

basis of its independence in Amerka. Such feelings were struggling confùsedly 

for expression in Canada in 1871. (Critical 265) 

It is important to note that impenalistic notions were not at odds with nahonalistic fervour. 

Quite to the contrary, Canadian imperialism was one variety of Canadian nationalism. Indeed, 

the founders of the "Canada First" mo~ernen t ,~~  perhaps the best-known champions of 

imperialism in the later decades of the nineteenth century, were considered ardent 

natiooalists. Citing an 1871 speech in which William Foster urged Torontonians to believe 

that " ' d l  the requirements of a higher national life are here available' , " Roy Danieils goes so 

far as to suggest that nationalism, as a sentiment, first found expression in the Canada First 

movement ("Confederation" 205). Canadian imperialists had an intense awareness of and 

pride in the new nation, but they combined these feelings with a desire to transform the 

British Empire so that Canada could take up a position of equaiity within it. They hoped to 

achieve a co-operative political, economic, and mili tary union with Britain. Writer Wil fred 

Campbell coined a phrase; Canada was to be part of a 'Vaster Britain': 

It is unjust to speak of this version of the imperialist ideal as showing the 

'buder's mind': it contemplated not seMng Britain, but sharing Britain's 

glories. The psychological source of this intoxicating imperialism was not 

perhaps so much loyalty to Britain, but rather dixontent with the dimensions 

of the Canadian scene. Canada was at the close of the last century a poor 
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country, mainly concemed with material problems, and steadily Losing many of 

her people to the large, rich, exultant land to the south. Impenalism was a kind 

of benificient magic which would cover our nakedness and feed our starving 

spirits. (Brown, "Canadian P o e q , "  qtd. in Mandel 39) 

As far as imperialists were concemed, Canadian Confederation not only provided the model 

for unions elsewhere in the Empire, but it represented a historical example of how the 

Empire itself would someday be formally unified (Berger 124)." 

In an attempt to colour their sentiments with native hues, imperialists plumbed the 

British-Canadian past to argue that their movement had the force of hisiory behind it. 

Consequently, imperialist literanire glorified Canada's history by casting it as "the story of 

materid progress and the steady advance of Liberty and self-govenunent. For them, dl 

Canadian history was ceaselessly rnoving toward one irrefragable conclusion-the acquisition 

of full national nghts and freedom widun an imperid federation" (Berger 109). Not 

surprisingly, the tradition of the United Empire Loyalists became the focal point; impendists 

credited the Loyaüsts with carrying into Canada the entire corpus of British cultural and 

political achievement and with fostering and defending the concept of an imperid federation 

with the British Empire (Berger 106-7). Robert Hdiburton's review of British diplomacy, 

published in 1872, and subtitled 'The Dream of the United Empire Lxbyalists of 1776,' 

ernerged out of a tradition of Maritime imperialism which was at the heart of his family 

history. In fact, both Thomas Chandler Haliburton, M e r  of Robert, and Joseph Howe were 

hailed as founding members of imperiaiïsm: 

Because he was one of the first British Nortb Arnericans to regard the 
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achievement of responsible government as a precondition for imperid 

federation, Joseph Howe was accorded a prominent place in the impenalist 

tradition. To Howe, "responsible government had conferred upon colonials 

only the partial rights of British citizens. As a natural extension, the Empire 

ought to be reorganized without delay to confer these rights in al1 their 

hllness." The Nova Scotian had enunciated this idea at an inhospitable time, 

but by the 1890s he and his contemporary, Judge Haliburton, who had held to 

the same notion, were regarded by the advocates of imperial unity as the 

fathers of the movement. (Berger 120) 

Robert Hal ib~on's  speech is representative of a good deal of imperialist literature; grounded 

in history-and especially in the achievements of the Loyalists-it was calculated to create a 

cohesive national heritage by defining and defending a century-oId British-Canadian tradition 

whose principles could continue to be championed into the new m." 

Literary Activie: 

Irnperialist propaganda was not the only literature being produced on the subject of Canada's 

state of affairs during the Confederation period. Canadian scholarly writing, at the time, dso 

addressed the issues at hand. As Berger notes: "Dunng the late 1880s books and popular 

articles offerhg comparative treaments of the British, Amencan, and Canadian constitutions 

appeared in increasing numbers and not a few were written with the intention of 

strengtbening an attachment to British institutionsw (158). While Roy Daniells argues that 

there is "no simple correspondence between an objective record of political, social, and 
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economic events, on the one hand, and on the other, a criticism of the artsn ("Confederation" 

207j, there is evidence that ongoing socio-politicai discussion affiected Canadian creative 

endeavours. The irnperialist focus on Canadian history, fur example, may have inspireci an 

outpouring of historical fiction; romanticized versions of incidents in Canadian history 

abounded in the late nineteenth century in dramas such as Charles Mair's Tecmeh (1886) 

and Sarah  AM^ Curzon's Laura Secord (1883, in poeticd cokctions such as W i h m  

M y ' s  GzrtQdian IdyiIs (18881, and in children's novels such as Agnes Made Machar's For 

King and Counhy (1874) (Berger 95). And certaidy the schml of Confederation poets grew 

out of the upsurge of Canadian nationalism in the later decades of the nineteenth century. 

Daniells points to the collection of poems edîted by William D. Lighthall in 1889, Songs of 

the Great Do~m*on,  as a landmadc of cultural publication: 

It is hard to imagine a more perfect rnanifesto, articulating as it does a sense of 

the magnificence of the landscape, a vision of manifest destiny, an epic feeling 

for the heroic past, and a shining desire for moral excellence. The relation of 

English-speaking Canada to Quebec, to the Empire, to the United States, and 

to native Indian races has an air of being realized with the clarity of a cameo. 

In compiling his anthology, Lighthall expiicitly disclaims a purely literary aim. 

He is looking only for poetry that illustrates the country and its life "in a 

distinctive way . " (" Confederation" 2 12) 

Less appreciaticely, A.J.M. Smith rernarks that Lighthall's critical introduction is not al1 

forward-lookïng and perceptive: "It has (inevitably) the defects of its time. The book was jua 

able to include some of the early poems of Roberts, Carman, Lampman, Campbell, and 
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Scott; it illustrates the spirit of rather blatant nationalism characteristic of the post- 

Confederation p e n d  and prepares the way for the Maple Leaf school of versifiers and critics 

that was dominant untii the late twenties" (25). J. M.S. Careless agrees that the zeal of the 

Canada First movement to bring about the realization of nationhood had a profound effect on 

the production of creative writing in Canada: 

Its ardent idealists did not get far in mundane politics; but they struck 

respondent chords and roused opinion, and their writings contributed to the 

growth of a selfconsciously Canadian literary tradition, from the poetry and 

drama of Charles Mair to the pamphlets and editorials of WilIiam Foster. The 

national tradition grew onwards through the 1880s, without the strongly 

political emphasis of the Canada Firsters, in the puems of Isabella Valancy 

Crawford, George Frecierick Cameron, and Archibaid Lampman; in the prose 

of William ECirby, Graeme Mercer Adam, Sarah [sic] Jeannette Duncan, and 

others. Furthemore, critical literary reviews blossomed: m e  Canadian 

Monihly (1872-82) and The Week (1883-96), both of which promoted Anglo- 

Canadian cultural sel f-awareness as well as setting discriminating standards for 

intellemal tastes. (36) 

Yet, most of the literature that commented satirically on specific events and 

circurnstances throughout the perÏod has not, for one reason or another, found its way into 

the larger canon of Canadian satire. Many Canadian satiric poets of the nineteenth century 

produced forgettable verse; Fred Cogswell points to John Lepage's me fsland Minstrel 

(1860, 1867), William Murdoch's P m  and Songs (1860), Moses Hardy Nickerson's Car& 
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of the Caast (l892), and David Fleming Little's Poem (188 1). He suggests that some 

"contain many local satires and epigrams of more than passing interest," but most of the 

work is "not sufficiently polished in f m  and phrase to make worthwhile for a reader the 

detailed study of local and political issues necessary to give them point" ("Maritime" 131). 

Even successful satiric works may prove to have short sheif [ives because of the m e s s  or 

particuiarity of their subjects. For instance, Cogsweii argues that James Arminius Richey's 

five volumes of scholarly verse (1857-1862) "contain many manly and skilful satires 

constructed in defence of Anglicanism against its more extreme opponents," and that the 

anonymous No Sect in Heuven (1868) is "a clever and refreshing attack upon secianan 

bigotry in its more absurd manifestations" ("Maritime" 132). These notable reiigious satires 

have not proven to be entertaining enough to survive as creative fiterature separate h m  their 

specific contexts. Yet, even fascinating pieces with seemingly universal significance have 

faded to mere passing references in literary histories. A case in point is William Henry 

Fleet's satiric fiction on the Rebellion Losses Bill, a burlesque entitled How I came to be 

Guvemr a f  the Island of Cncona; with a Purtr*cuhr Accowzt of my AdmmLnistratratron of the 

Affa-rs of that Island.. .By the H m .  Francis iWstIeton, Late Govemr of the Island of Cacom 

(1852). Ray Palmer Baker offers a ~ g i n g  endorsement, suggesting that as "an entertainhg 

picture of colonial administration and party govemment-of the eternal struggle between the 

Suckers and the Bullfrogs-it will always be valuable: the ineficiencies of Downing Street 

and the pettifoggeries of the Govemorf s Cabinet have universal signifrcance" (History 99). 

Still, Fleet's fantastic voyage and residence in a strange land is barely a footnote in the 

intemtiorial tradition of such fiction. The same holds tnie for the once notable poetry of 
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French-Canadian satirists such as Louis FréchetteU and Féiix-Gabriel Mar~hand,~  the 

satirifal letters of James hkCarr0I1,~ as well as numerous anonyrnous satincal stories, 

poems, and plays in such periodicals as The Canadian IiImatred News (1869-1883) and Grip 

(1873-94)? The specificity of some of these works may help explain their obsolescence: 

the anonymous play, 27ie Boycon (1881), satirized a famer's boycott in ScotIand; Sarah 

Anne Curzon's n e  Sweet Girl Graduate (1882) attacked discrimination against women at the 

University of Toronto; Jay Kayelle's play, Underground Theology (1881), was a satirical 

attack on "free-thinkers," while his Mannion (1882) satirized the removal of immoral books 

from grammar schwls; J. W.S. ' s (pseud.) play, Ambition; or, Be Sure You Are Wth the 

Old Before You Are On With the New (18851, satirized the decision to build a New City Hall 

in Hamilton; and Roiy Rowan's (pseud.) play, Wman S w g e  (1892) satirized a suffrage 

meeting.28 

Indeed, such long-forgotten saarical dramas once flourished across the new Dominion. 

L.W. Conolly describes Nicholas Flood Davin's play, l7ze F i  Gdt; or, n e  Advantages of 

Coulihon (1 8%), as "one of the best nineteenth-century political satires, " noting , however, 

that it "did not meet with the stage success of William Henry Fuller's H.M.S. Partiment; or, 

The Lady Wio Luved a Governent CZerk (Ottawa, 18801, an attack on MacDonald's 

National Policy that was performed in many Canadian cities in 1880" (301). The contentious 

annexation issue and the subject of national identity were satirized by Jean Newton 

McIlwraith in her musical comedy, Ptannigan; or, A Canadian CanUval (1895). Conolly 

adds that dramatic parodies and burlesques "were other lively and popular nineteenth-century 

genres," and points, for instance, to George Broughall's The 90th on Active Service; or, 
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W p a i g n i n g  in the North West (1885) and me TeurjÙI and Tragical Tale of the Tn'cky 

Troubadouc or, me T m u  Tracked (1886) which were performed at Winnipeg's Princess 

Opera House in the late 1880s (301). Richard Plant adds to the iist: Fair Rosamond (anon., 

1881) parodied Swinburne; anonymous parodies of Shakespeare appeared in Acta Vicîopiuna 

(1882); C.P.M's (pseud.) Inmcent Bigamy (1882) and Titus A. Drum's (pseud.) The Baron 

Boùi and the BeaIcteous Mmd (1884) parodied melodramatic theatre; J.W. Bengough's 

Bunthorne Abroad: or, the Lass Thm Luved a Pirate (1883) parodiai Gilbert and Sullivan's 

hero; and Edward Wonh's Worrh's Burlesque fitual (1896) burlesqueci secret societies (329- 

336). 

The public taste for parody and burlesque was satisfied by the period's fiction as we11. 

Carole Gerson, in A Purer Tme: me Wn'ting und Reading of Fiction in English in 

Nineteenth-Centus, Canada, notes that a minor vein of literary satire burlesquing the 

prevailing noms of romantic fiction cm be mced through the iatter half of the 1800s: "The 

comic side of the prevailing taste for romantic fiction, later immortalized in Leacock's 

Nomeme Novels (191 1), proved irresistible to a few of his predecessors" (91). By way of 

example, she points to Abraham Holrnes' spoof on the sentimental seduction taie, Belinda; 

or, The RivaLs (1843): "Similar to the way James De Mille was later to use the form of the 

adventure novel to ridicule the extravagances of romantic fiction, Holmes manipulates the 

form of the sentimental novel to unmask the hypocrisy which frequently underlies mordistic 

tales of seduction and betrayal" (Purer 144). Gerson refers also to Stelia Mackay's send-up of 

romantic convention, "The Vow . A Tale of Love-Blood-Thunder-and Happiness" (1 867), 

and to Walter Blackburn Harte's burlesques, "Noblesse Oblige: A British Society Novel. By a 
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Crowned Head. Abridged and Mutilated by W. Blackburn Harte," and his "Something in the 

Wild West" (Ruer 91) which satirizes high society and the Amencan frontier respectively. 

Works such as Rosanna Leprohan's five exposés of the fnvolity and hypocrisy of 

fashionable society, senalized in me Liîerary Garland between 1846 and 1851 (138), and the 

anonymous Sir Peter Pettyshmn (1882), "'a satincal story of Canadian life marked by 

considerable ability' " reveal that rnanners, morals, politics, religion and business remained 

satinc targets in fiction throughout the p e n d  (Gerson, Furer 145). Indeed, although William 

Fleet (and Robert Barr and Grant Allen after him2q are now considered minor writers, their 

success as satirists indicate that popular writing during the latter half of the nineteenth century 

addressed the pertinent socio-political questions of the time. Ln fact, Roper argues that 

"fiction with a purpose," that is, the mial  protest or problem novel, was widely written and 

rad  in the latter part of the nineteenth-century ("New" 293). Kis review of Canadian iiteiary 

taste in this period also identifies readers' dual desire for stories set in both foreign and 

domestic locales: "They wanted a setting which gave them the pleasures of the exotic and the 

unknown, or the pleasures of recognition of the familiar" ("New" 287-288). Joseph and 

Johanoa Jones support this observation, noting that hunger "for stories of new places dwelt in 

by strange people or even ingratiatingly familiar ones-became curiously strong in the later 

nineteenth cenniry" (42). The popularity of the "probIern novel" combined with the twin 

preference for exotic and indigenous descriptive locales engendered two striking phenornena 

in literary taste in the Amerkas in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century: Utopian 

fiction and regional-+r local colour-fiction (Roper, "New" 293-6). As an emerging 

Canadian nation struggied to define itself, both internationally and domestically, this twofold 
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literary vogue provided a full spectrum of social anaiysis by balancing broad, philosophical 

allegories of hypothetical and universal societies with intimate, realistic portraits of specific 

Canadian communi ties. 

Taken together, James de Mille's A Strange Manuscript Found in a Cupper CyIinder 

(published in 1888, begun in the late 1860s) and Sara Jeannette Duncan's n e  Impe?falisr 

(1904) satindly and ironically address both ends of this specmim in works that have become 

a d e s e ~ n g  part of the canon of Canadian satiric fiction. By detailing the escapades of a 

British sailor lost in the Land of the Kosekin-a society of congenid cannibals who worship 

darkness, misery, poverty, and death-De Mille's adventure tale targets the values of 

Victorian sociecy (particularly its missionary Christianiv) which underpin its irnperial 

mission. Near the other end of the spectrum and written at the tail end of the pend ,  

Duncan's The Imperialist (1904) is an authentic depiction of turn-of-the-century srnail town 

Ontario which poses particular questions about the repercusçions of a nation's growing pains 

on the average Canadian community. While the administration of Elgin provides the c m  of 

the novel's plot, it actually depicts ernotional and intellectuai responses to the political debate 

on international relations. Notably, these novels also satirically burlesque the conventions of 

popular adventure and romantic tales respectively. More importantly, however, De Mille's 

and Duncan's novels are typical of the changing satiric temper of the period since they are, in 

contradistinction to the writings of McCulloch and Haliburton, less likely to rail against the 

vices and follies that hinder the growth of a fledgling community and more likely to be 

concerned with exposing the social illusions of an increasingly sophisticated society. 



JAMES DE MILLE'S A S W E  MiüWSCR6PT FOUND W A COPPER CnZ12VDER 

James De Mille was bom in Saint John, New Brunswick, in 1833, the third child in a large, 

prosperous family of Luyalist descent. When he was nine years old, his family lefi the via 

media of the Anglican Church for the more pious form of Christianity to be found in the 

Baptist Church. His father, Nathan Smith De Mill,fo a successful lumber merchant and 

ship-owner, was known Fdcetiously arnong his detractos in the community as "Cold Water 

De Millw for his relentless puritanism. His temperance crusade and dleged anti-intelïectualism 

were the stuff of Iegend in Saint John; tales tell of his discoverhg a barre1 of mm on board 

one of his vessels and personally heaving it into the harbour, and of his buming a 

consignrnent of novels discovered in another shipment. Although Patricia Monk asserts that 

such stories are apocryphal, she points to the facts behind thern. Fira, Nathan De Mill was a 

dedicated rnember of the total abstinence movement in Saint John, serving as its president 

from 1832 to 1845." Second, a letter from De Mill to John S. Pratt, the merchant who 

shipped the novels, reveals that they were not bumed but rather sent on to an auctioneer to 

sell. Nonetheless, his attitude towards fiction is plainly stated: " 'The Books for this Province 

to Sell are Religious Books, including those in the Sunday School Departments, Moral 

Subjects including Works on the Temperance Cause or the Total Abstinence Principle, [and] 

Travels and Voyages. Those Works you have sent are nearly dl Novels and such as I do not 

like to Sell for 1 consider them the devil' s department' " (qtd. in GIUd 29). Archibald 

MacMechan adds that although Nathan De Mill helped to found Horton Collegiate Academy, 
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a Baptist boys' prepatory school, and supported Acadia College (now Acadia University) in 

Woifiille, Nova Scotia, these actions were not "based on any admiration for secular Iearning 

but rather on approval of [their] dominant amiosphere of evangelical Chnstianity and strict 

rnorality" (qtd. in Parks, "Strange" 67). 

It was from a puritanical home into these equally austere institutions that De Mille 

was duly sent. He attended Horton in 1847 for a year before moving on to Acadia. Upon 

concluding his studies in 1850, he and bis elder brother, Elisha Budd, travelled in Europe for 

eighteen months. Although James's journal has been los  and his brother's proves a rather 

prim record of their adventures, Carole Gerson suggests that this "year and a half of 

travels. . .deeply impressed the future novelist" ("Three" 199). In fact, the voyage will prove 

to be the archetypal situation throughout De Mille's writing career. Upon his return in 1852, 

De Mille entered another Baptist institution, Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island. 

During his studies, he began to write. A few of his earliest efforts have survived, including a 

piece of nonsense verse and a mock dirge writteen to the tune of "Auld Lang Syne". These, 

together with the satirical "Class Poem of 1854" written a few years later, provide an early 

indication of the literary leanings that would later infonn De Mille's best-known work. Monk 

remarks that the "satirical approach of the 'Class Poem 1854' is perhaps not unexpected in 

the festive circumstances of the poern's occasion, but the ironic eye of the satirist is not 

always opened quite so early in life, particularly in a devoutly religious home of the sort 

fkom which De Mille had corne to Brown only two years before" (GiMed 157). In his iast 

year at Brown, De Mille wrote prodigiously and began to explore the American market for 

popular fiction. He published sixteen stories in two Boston journals: Flag of Our Union and 
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Glemon 's Pic to~d Drawing-Room Cornpanion. 

Upon graduating with an M.A. in 1854, De Mille returned home to a province in the 

throes of a severe economic crisis. The fdlowing Ianuary he secured his first job as the 

assistant editor of Reverend LE. Bill's Christian Vi:sitor, a Baptist newspaper set up by a 

church cornmittee that included Nathan De Mill. An editoriai in the first issue of that year 

comments on the disastrous reversal-of-fortune in New Brunswick which began with the 

cholera epidemic and was followed by a commercial crisis occasioned, in part, by a glut on 

the European timber muket: 

"The dawn of eighteen hundred and fifty four was hailed with rejoicing, and 

for months we were in a feverish dream. Never was the city so prosperous; 

never was wealth so abundant. Indeed the gremess of our prosperity was only 

equalled by the greatness of its fall.. ..Our present condition is most 

melancholy. The Banks refuse discount, and the scarcity of rnoney is felt by 

dl. The timber trade is ruined, and the p i c e  of al1 wood goods has fallen to a 

frighdul degree. Freights are unprecedently low, and ships at m y  price are 

unsaleable." (qtd. in Monk, Gilded 86) 

The long-term consequences of these economic woes greatly affected De Mille. Over the next 

few years, business failures plagued his m e r ,  his church, and him persodly.  As both a 

ship-owner and a lumber merchant, Nathan De Mill felt the crisis deeply and only the 

diversity of his freight handling saved him from complete financial ruin. Furthemore, several 

prominent members of De Mille's Baptist Church--including his father-had invested in the 

West Columbia Mining and Manufacturing Company in Ohio. De Mille left the Christian 
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Wtor  to becorne a bookkeeper for investor Edmund Crawley, the president of Acadia who 

had gained personal control of the ailing Company. However, early in 1856, De Mille left 

this sinking ship and rem& to Saint John to try his hand at another career. He became a 

paruier in the Colonial Book Store which opened in May, 1857. Specializing in religious 

books, stationery, md school supplies, the store was initially successN enough for De Mille 

not only to rnarry his longtirne fiande but to open a second branch across the street in 1858 

(Monk, Gilded 91-92). However, continuing economic hardship in the community, De 

Mille's general ineptitude for business, and his minous decision to buy his way out of a 

strained partnership left the shops in a precarious financial state and De Mille mired in a 

$20,000 debt it would take him more than a decade to clear. 

Asharned at k i n g  compelied to turn to his cash-suapped father for help, he found 

salvation in an unexpected offer from Acadia; the Board of Govemors asked him to join the 

faculty as a professor of classics. Although he immediately accepteci, he requested a year-long 

lave-of-absence in order to set his affairs in order. During this time he transferred the stock 

and lease of the bookshop to a new owner, prepared his curriculum, and produced a "flurry 

of serial writing" (Parks, "Strange" 63). He made substantial contributions of the "Sunday 

Schoolw variety to the (3hn'msnan WachmQn-a Baptist weekly newspaper edited by his brother 

Budd, now a pastor-including the serial versions of Andy O'Hara; Or, Zhe ChM of Promise 

(which would appear in book fom in 1861) and "The Missionary's Son."32 Each of these 

pietiaical novels "traces the development of a young boy frorn a Christian home who goes 

astray but returns to the fold in adult life" (Monk, Gilded 178). Malcolm Parks suggests that, 

in addition to these spirinial tales, it is probable that De Mille also wrote the safirical 
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1 

appear in Harper's M@ne until 1867 ("Strange" 631." 

In the summer of 1861, De Mille took up his post at Acadia and "made an immediate 

and favourable impression on the students, as well as on his colleagues" (Monk, Gilded 100). 

MacMechan's research notes include Ietters from people who rernembered De Mille as an 

excellent, if demanding, teacher who surprised h i s  students with his remarkable generosity 

and approachability. On the other hand, he apparently also routinely revealed his satirical 

tempement. One former student paraphrases John Dryden's description of Suvenalian satire 

in recalling De Mille's sharp tongue: "'His fine satire so delicate that, like a blade of keenest 

edge, it cut into a fellow so deftly, that he hardly knew it, until he feIt the blood trickling 

down'" (qtd. in Monk, Gilded 102). Another recalls that while De Mille "was always genial 

and agreeable," there was nevertheless in his conversation "'usually a tinge of the satincal. 

While he was doubdess a sincere Christian, and occasionally occupied the pulpit vcry 

acceptably, he took delight in ridiculing everything like cant, and even the ordinary worcis 

and actions of the 'pious' son of people often brought to his keen eye and thin curling lip 

that peculiar sarcastic smile of his"' (qtd. in Monk, Gilded 102). As Monk points out, "the 

use of the term 'satiric' in these two açcounts by his former students suggests an awareness 

on their part of the latent social critic in De Mille's personaiity" (102). Reviewing these 

recollections, Parkç adds that it "is hardly necessary to observe that such a marked disdain for 

evangelical piety strikes an alien note in the Acadia of the eariy 186û1s, which contemporary 

accounts depict as intensely conscious of its duty to oversee the spiritual and moral condition 

of its students. Certainfy it is not what one would expect of an ardent or even a moderately 
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cornmitted Baptia" ("Strange" 68). ft is perhaps not surpnsing, then, that in the second hdf 

of the decade, De Mille lefi both the College and the Church. 

In 1865, the sudden death of Professor Thomas McCulloch (the son of the author of 

me Stepsure Letters) created a vacancy at Dalhousie University. After some shuffling in the 

facdty, the Board of Govemors accepted De Mille's application for the Chair of Rhetonc and 

History. Despite the increasing attention he devoted to writing over the ensuing years, De 

Mille, "if not a wholly dedicated teacher, was at least a hardworking, conscientious, and 

impressive one" (Monk, Gilded 124). In addition to his lectures and academic administration 

at the College, his commitment to augmenting the Library, his public speaking 

 engagement^,^ and his eight years' labour on me Eimenfs of Rhetoric (1878), De Mille's 

iegacy includes the introduction of a fourth-year course in the history of Canada: "The course 

was radical, not merely in tems of Dalhousie's curriculum, but of the history cumcula in 

other Canadian universities, and James De Mille may well have been the first person to offer 

a course in Canadian history in a Canadian university" (Monk, GUed 126). 

Within a few years of transferring to the non-sectarian Dalhousie College, De Mille 

also returned to the Church of England? Such significant changes in his life rnay have 

been made possible, in part, by the death of his father in 1864: "One assumes that De Mille 

had no desire to wound his father by an act which, however blameless, wouid probably have 

been taken as a uagic betrayalw (Parks, "Strange" 69) .36 Yet, as Monk explains, the catalyst 

for De Mille's change of faith may well have been the scanda1 implicating his father-in-law, 

Dr. John Pryor, then a minister at the Granville Street Baptist Church. In April 1867, Pryor 

was charged with immoraiity after being apprehended Ieaving the home of a woman of ill- 
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Rpute in the early morning hours. ALthough a church council cleared the minister of wrong- 

doing, the local elders ignored the verdict, effectively shifting the debate to a discussion of 

the right to seif-govemment among individual churches within the Central Association of 

Baptist Churches. Eventually, Pryor lost his fight and left the province to take up a new 

rninistry in the United States. De Mille, who had k e n  active in his father-in-law ' s defence, 

was distressed by the entire affair: "The most obvious outward efkct on hirn was a change in 

his religious affiliation.. . .A second effect of the aftermath of the Pryor scandal on De Mille 

was apparentiy to make him tum more and more to h i s  writing, as though to use it as a 

method to escape, either psychologically or physically, from the pressures of Halifax" 

(Monk, Gilded 133-134)." 

ReseMng his days for academic work and his evenings for the production of fiction, 

De Mille became-in John Moss's words-"somewhat of a kkyll and Hyde" (Grcide go)." 

During his first year at Dalhousie, De Mille's instructive religious story, The Manyr of the 

Caîacombs: A Tale of Ancient Rome (1865), appeared in pnnt and he began work on a 

simiiar novel, Helena's Hozuehold (1867). Both "describe the persecution of the Chnstians in 

first-century Rome, allowing their author to display his xholarly knowledge of the period and 

to illustrate the superiority of the Christian doctrine of love over previous religions and 

philosophies with numerous conversions and scenes of martyrdom" (Gerson, "Three" 2 3 -  

219). However, to meet the demands of his publishers, De Mille was forced to make 

extensive revisions " to simplify and adulterate the theological substance of Helena's 

HozuehoId" ; indeed, De Mille " 'was so disgusted . . .with the outcorne, that he made up his 

mind never again to attempt a serious novel.' After that unpleasant experience in 1866, his 



main intention as a novelist, as several of his letters demonstrate, was to bow to the 

commercial demands of publishers" (Park, Introduction xxv, qts. Laurence J. B~rpee)?~ 

What follows in the later 1860s are works some clairn that De Mlle himself d l e d  

"potboilers, " for they were written to raise the funds not only to clear the substantial debts he 

had accnied as a bookseller but also to support his growing family. Fred Cogswell identifies 

James De Mille, dong with May Agnes Fleming, as one of the first Canadian writers to "sit 

down cold-bloodedly to write for money" ("Maritime" 1 N)." 

De Mille worked tirelessly, averaging better than a book a year for the next two 

decades, including boys' adventure stories, historical romances, humorous and satincd novels 

of ûavels and manners, mysteries, melodramas, and sensational novels. Machdechan asserts 

that, at the tine of his death in 1880, De Mille was "'the widest read and most productive of 

Canadian wnters'" (qtd. in Gerson, "Three" 199). These potboilers were indeed lucrative: for 

instance, he received $1000 for Cord and Creese (l869), and $2000 for me h e n C a n  Baron 

(1870). To put these sums into perspective, one should note that at the time De Mille eamed 

approximately $1200 a year at Dalhousie and that, in 1876, he purchased a large, handsome 

home for $3900 (Monk, Gilded 1 14; 1 18). In spite of-or perhaps because of--his 

determination to exploit his talents in order to generate much-needed funds, he didained 

materialism. MacLeod points to De Mille's speech at the sixteenth opening of Dalhousie 

College (1878), in which he insisted: "'The age is too much given up to mere money 

getting.. . . we see around us too much high Iiving and low thinking. Plain living, high 

thinking, culture of the mind, denial of the body-these are surely noble aims'" (qtd. in 

KiIian 62). Crawford Kilian remarks that De Mille, "whose rnorality was brightened by a 
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virtues, considering that intelligence and piety had not prevented the spectre of bankniptcy 

h m  hauntiog him, his family, or his church; on the contmy, it was not by high thinking 

but only "by grinding out simple-minded thrillers had he gained some financial independence" 

(62) 

However, as Monk argues, the poarrrit of De Mille as a frenzied writer chuniing out 

mindess, slipshod manuscripts for ready cash does not stand up to scrutiny (220). Not only 

did he produce neat, carefully revised rnanusmipts, but they often cunningly reflected his own 

interest in linguistic puzzles and puns. As George Parker comments, De Mille's imitations of 

the mystenes popularized by Poe, Dickens, and Wiikie Collins-Cord and Creese, B e  

Crypogram (1 87 1) , and The Living Link (1 874)-" are exciting , carefull y convoluted stories of 

secret codes and assumed identities" ("De Mille" 287). And there is plenty of evidence that 

De Mille took his writing seriously and usually irnbued even his lightest tales with moral and 

intellectual counsel. For instance, his two series for boys-the 'Brethren of the White Cross' 

and the 'Young Dodge Club' serie$'-reveal both a conscious attempt to entertain his 

readers with fast-moving action and lively characters and a resuained effort to teach practical 

information and lessons in ethics. Following the Horatian dictum, De Mille filled these 

volumes with cornic mishaps in which the characters l e m  discretion and responsibility by 

exercising their own judgement. While these tales are not weighted d o m  by heavy-handed 

moralizing, "it is clear from his examples of appropriate behaviour that what De Mille seeks 

to instil through them is a Victorian, middleclass, Protestant code, cIosely resembling the 

one in which he himseif was brought up, and which is offered in many similar books of the 
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period" (Monk, Gilded 181). Recent criticism suggests that the serious intent underpinning 

these popular books actually inforrns a good deal of De Millz's fiction, and that De Mille 

himself made it something of a sport to infuse his low-brow plots with high-brow ideas. 

George Woodcock was among the first modem schofars to agree with MacMechan's 

contention that De Mille's fiction contains "'literary practical jokes on the public' " (qtd. in 

Gerson, "Three" 210). He asserts that while De Mille was indeed forced to indulge the tastes 

of the circulating library patrons, he nonetheless quietly catered to the astute reader: "in th is  

respect-rather like Conrad and Melville-he was a bifocal novelist, whose works can be read 

at double levels of intent and meaning, so that A Strange Mun~(scnpt.. . fis] as beguiling an 

adventure story, for those who do not wish to probe its more ironic levels as Lord Jim or 

Typee" ("Vision" 101). Twenty years later, in the l!Wls, the concept of the "bifocal novelist" 

whose tongue-incheek potboilers ironically impart clever insights to the perceptive reader has 

proliferated in De Mille criticism. Linda Lamont-Stewart submits that recent critics are drawn 

to De Mille's fiction in large part because the dual nature of his working life "immediately 

opens the possibility, even the probability, that his fictional works will ironically exploit the 

gap between their intellecnial author and the popular audience he is addressing" (21). 

Reviewing his oeuvre, Gerson contends that, in his k a  novels, De Mille "maintained a 

humorous distance from his preposterous plots and predictable characters, hinting that his 

playful efforts to 'out-Braddon Miss Braddont were burlesques of the standard components of 

popular fiction intentionally exaggerated to underline their absurdity" (Purer 54-55). 

Gwendolyn Guth concurs: "That De Mille himself was interested in the self-parody of 

metafiction is readily apparent. The majority of his novels fall into categories which he 
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defines as either 'sensation novei' or 'satincal romancel-categories which poke considerable 

fun ai the act of authonai creation" (43). George Parker remarks that De Millets novels 

"were often parodies of Victorian fictional realism through the use of narrative techniques 

now associated with postmodernist novelists" ("De Mille" 287). Kenneth Wilson's "The 

Nuay Professor: Or, James De Mille in the Fun House" makes bold (albeit carefully 

qualified) claims about De Mille's anachroniçtic postmodern bent: 

I would argue, tentatively, that De Mille parcxiied the conventions of the 

genres in which he wrote-opening the way for self-reflexivity and 

indeterminacy-in order to show both his culnirai superiority to, and his 

enjoyment of, these genres. If De Mille had not had this perhaps contradictory 

relationship to his material, it is doubtfui that his w r h g  would have taken the 

form ùiat it did. In other words, it is because of the differences between two 

taste cultures-his own and his audience's-that De Mille's work displays such 

affinities with postrnodem writing. These affinities are, however, more than 

sirnply literaq curiosities: they are suggestive of the ways in which De Milie's 

fiction rnight have subverted the dominant literary taste culture in Canada 

during the nineteenth century (as described by Carole Gerson in A Purer 

T ' e ) .  Such a subversion could have had wider implications, if by parodying 

romance fiction De Mille's work also subverted the ideological ground upon 

which the romance rested in Victorian Canada. (146) 

it is certainly ironic, then, that De Mille's increasing stock in Canadian criticism is 

not based on the more than two dozen successfui popular novels he published during his 



lifetime, but on the one he may not have intended to publish at al1 (at least not in its present 

form). The posthumous appearance of A Strange Manuscript Found in a Copper Cyünder 

(1888)-which was itself a maouscript found among De Mille's papers following his death- 

or, more accurately, its republicaùon in 1969 in McClelland and Stewart's "New Canadian 

Library" series, confirmed De Mille's place in the canon of Canadian fiction." Reginald 

Warters introduces die NCL edition by arguing that, in al1 of Canadian literature, "there is 

nothing comparable to this remarkable novel, which successfully combines the feanires of a 

satirical anti-utopian commentary on contemporary life with a swiftly paced narrative of 

travel, romance, and fantastic adventure" (vii) . Original1 y read as just another potboiler , 

critical opinion regarding the novel's aesthetic and intellecnial merits has changed 

dramatically over the past cent~ry.'~ As Lamont-Stewart argues in "Rescued by 

Postmodemisrn: The Escalating Value of James De Mille's 'A Strange Manuscript Found in a 

Copper Cylinder, ' " the advent of a postmodern aesthetic opened up new interpreuve 

possibilities for the novel: 

The problem of whether Strange Manuscript is a serious novel of ideas by a 

nineteentkentury Canadian intellectual or a hack work of vulgar popular 

fiction produceci for snictly rnercenary reasons ceases to be a problem. The 

gap between author and audience becomes an invitation tu investigate questions 

of cultural production, and the text's troublesome generic instability becomes, 

ironically, the primary source of its aesthetic and intellectual value. (35) 

Several recent cri tics, while continuing to situate their judgments in invidious cornparisons to 

De Mille's less ambitious work, have argued that A Strange Mamcript Found in a Copper 
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Qlinder deserves serious critical attention. For instance, Joseph and Iohanna Jones remark: 

"One book dongside a middiing lot of others hardly makes a major writer, but it is still true 

that A Strange Manucript is the finest piece of Canadian fiction before 1890 (the year Sara 

Jeannette Duncan began publishing)" (36). Kiiian goes as far as to suggest that "mf De Milie 

was simply an industrious hack with the Iuck and wit to write one good novel toward the end 

of his career, well and good; it is stili the best novel written in nineteenth-centq Canada, 

and one of the best in al1 Canadian fictionw (67.' In addition to being a fine piece of 

fiction, it is the most satirical of De Mille's works, and the only one to comment (albeit 

implicitly) on the choices facing the emerging Canadian nation as it struggles to define itself 

in relation to the British Empire and to the larger world. 

Perhaps the most strücing aspect of this novel is its unique blend of fanciful and 

serious wnting. A fantastic adventure and romance narrative is inset with Iong passages of 

scientific factuai exposition, thereby fusing, in a sense, the avocational writer De Mille was 

obliged to be with the scholarly writer he could have been. Gerson comments that, in this 

work, De Mille "closed the gap between romance and realism in a particularly ingenious 

rnanner, his double narrative structure allowing him to have his cake and eat it too" ("Three" 

229-230).45 The title alludes to a multidimensional and explicitly metaficeional narrative 

complexity. The first part, A Strange Mamcfipt ,  refers to the lengthy first-person account of 

the marvels and misadventures of Adam More, a British sailor who, after becoming separated 

from his ship, drifts into a tropical land nestled deep in the south polar region, and populated 

by prehistonc hasts and a primitive people cailed the Kosekin. The second half of the title, 

Folrnd in a Copper Siinder, refers to the novel's third-person discovery-framework which 
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both encloses and perïodically interrupts More's incredible tale, creating an extended mise en 

abhe. A group of bored British yachtsmen, Ianguishing upon the wind-bereft F u k n ,  find 

the manuscript floating in the sea six years after its apparent date of composition and resolve 

to pass the time by reading it aloud, pausing now and again to partake of refreshments and to 

engage in speculation and debate about the manuscript's authenticity and content. 

Balancing More's overt authoriai presence in the manuscript is a less conspicuous 

namator in the frame tale, who nonetheless makes readers aware of his mie as organizer and 

editor of these sections of the novel. For instance, when the men play at a gaming regatta, 

the m t o r  notes that "bets were now made as to the direction which [their toy boat4 would 

take, as to the distance by which the red would b a t  the white, as to the time which would be 

occupied by the race, and as to f i f t y  other things which need not be mentionedw (4). Then, 

upon the discovery of the copper cylinder, the narrator adds to the speculation on board by 

wondering: " Were there treasures inside-jewels, or golden ornaments from some Moorish 

seraglio, or s m g e  coin from far Cathay?" (7). Later, when Featherstone intempts Melick's 

reading to announce dinner, the nanator aiso interjects, suggesting: "Let us pause here for a 

moment to take a minuter survey of these four fnends" (60). Furthemore, the prominent 

separation of the text into titled chapters, combined with obvious dues that the novel was 

designed for serial publication (note the over-repetition of key concepts and the tendency 

toward cliff-hanging plot twists), underscores an insistent authorid presence behind this 

double narrative structure. Viewing the Kosekin through More, More through the yachtsmen, 

and the yachtsmen through a detached narrator, readers are ever-conscious of being 

manipulated by multiple "authors" and "readers" and cannot help but wonder if and where, 
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among so many voices, De Mille's own might be heard. 

The "strange manuscripr" itself-written as a request for its finders to comrnunicate the 

saiior's fate to his Wly-takes up the bulk of the m t i v e ,  representing 26 of 31 chapters. 

S m d e d  saiIor Adam More, whose name recalls both the first man and the Renaissance 

author of Utopia? details his encouriters with the Kosekin and describes their peculiar 

philosophy and behaviour. Having reluctantly sacrificed his fellow castaway, Agnew, to a 

group of ghastly &bais only days before, More is relieved by the seemingly gentle and 

generous demeanour of the Kosekin. He is, in fact, instantly taken in by their doting 

behaviour, despite having cautioned himself moments before "that even civilized people 

would not oecessarily be an): kinder than savages" (52). While he is puzzled by their unusual 

physicd traits-especially their aversion to sunlight-on the whole he adjudges this curious 

race to be a compassionate, courageous, and charitable one, "animated by a universal desire 

to do kindly acts" (83). However, it soon becomes dear to readers that this reluctant explorer 

misinterprets the Kosekin by viewing them from the Iimited perspective of a "civilized" 

Englishman and Christian. More himself begins to grasp the truth predorninantly through his 

conversations with Almah, a beautiful fellow-captive from another Antarctic society with 

whom he falls in Iove. 

The Kosekin world appears to be nirned upside-down and inside-out, an impression 

strengthened by the image of a people living on the underside of the globe and deep within a 

ring of mountains suggestive of "a vast basin-shaped world" (51).46 Their value systern 

proves, in many ways, to be diametrically opposed to that of Western civilization: in fact, the 

Kosekin preference for darkened cavems over sumy pastures is indicative of their entire 
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ideology. They work feverishly to obtain poverty and squalor, they desire to be separated 

from those they love, and they eagerly anticipate the blessing of death-which they exalt as 

the true goal of life. Not only is de& the most coveted state, but it is the greatest honour 

one can bestow on a fellow Kosekin. More is horrified (over and over again) to leam that the 

ultimate ideal in this topsy-turvy town is to be stabbed to death by the Chief Pauper at a 

public rituai and then to be ceremoniously consumed at the ensuing cannibal feast, the Misra 

Kusek. These, More discovers, are the honours reserved for him, their esteerned guest, 

"Atam-or." Stunned, he questions the Kosekin about their beliefs but is unable to reconcile 

their views of human nature with his own, and he repeatedly professes this lack of 

understanding. In fact, More is an especially dense, suainingly ingenuous narrator who is so 

engrossed in the disnirbing discrepancies between the Kosekin and his own people that he is 

incapable of seeing the sûiking similarities between the mo. 

Although, at fira, it is adrnittedy difficult to see our likenesses reflected in these 

dearh-worshipping cannibals, readers should soon become aware of the parallels between the 

Kosekin world and our own, and thus becorne increasingly exasperated by More's çhocked 

rewlsion and muddled comprehension, as well as alert to the satiric intentions in De Mille's 

novel. The Kosekin share some of our values: for example, suicide and bigamy are moral 

transgressions for them as well as for us. Moreover, the Kosekin economic and political 

systems-free enterprise capitalism and democratic republicanism-&or those of Western 

civilization despite the fact that they funchon to different ends (Watters, Introduction ix). 

Similarly, while the Kosekin assign wildly different values to absrract terms, their desire to 

obtain their goals l a d s  them to behave in the same self-interested ways that we do. What 
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More initiaily interprets as hem-warming acts of kindness and charity, prove ultirnately to be 

prompted by animosity and avarice. The Kosekin quea to assume the prestigious position of 

filthy pauper is a self-indulgence animated by the ail-too-familiar sins of pride, envy, and 

greed, çelfish desires which spawn acts of commercial unscrupulousness, labour unrest, and 

political violence. Revolutions are not uncommon here as wealthy classes anempt to force 

dieir unwanted possessions onto the privileged poor. Similarly , " Blidnapping, assault, 

highway robbery, and crimes of violence have their paralle1 here in cases where a strong 

man, meeting a weaker, forces himself upon him as a slave or compels him to take his purse" 

(1 39). To cornpiicate matters, the presence of the Kohen Gad01 and Layelah-philosophical 

rebels who reject Kosekin values--reveds that, like Western society, this one also has its 

detractors. 

Observations such as these perplex More but do not lead him to explore possible 

affinities with this s m g e  race. The more readers leam about Kosekin behaviour, however, 

the more they must recognize a strong kinship with these polar people. Hughes argues that if 

the word "Kosekin" is derïved from "kosek," the Hebrew word for dark, then the "'kin' at 

the end suggests that they may be our kin" ( 2  18). When More begins to l e m  the Kosekin 

language, he is presented with evidence that he shares an ancestry with these cannibals, but 

chooses to ignore it, remarking: "my knowledge of Arabic was of some assistance, though 

how it was that these people should have a Ianguage with that resemblance was certainly a 

mystery, and 1 did not try to solve it" (77). More's unwillingness to get to the bottom of the 

"dark and dreadful mystery" (102) of the Kosekin is evident throughout the manuscript. For 

exarnple, when Almah is reluctant to reveal the horrors of the Mista Kosek, More is willing 
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to allow her to suffer in silence: "Ct was as though she h e w  the worst, and knowing it, dared 

not speak; as though there was something more hombIe which she dared not reveal. For rny 

part, 1 feared it so that I dared not askw (87). More's fear, revuision, and bewilderment 

render him mute when he should be inquisitive. Dozens of times throiighout his tale, when 

readers might expect More to question what he hears or to reply to the statements directed at 

him, he opts instead for dumb silence: "1 said nothing" (86), " I couid not speak a word" 

(92), "1 dared not speak" (1 16), " I could not ms t  myself to speak" (120), " I Looked at her in 

wonder and could not say a wordw (123), "1 could not speak" (1241, "To such a story 1 had 

nothing to say" (134), "To this strange remark I had no answer to make" (157), "1 was too 

bewildered to say a word, and stood mute" (2O8), "To this I said nothing" (2 IO), " 1 stood in 

silence" (212), " I made no reply" ( X S ) ,  " 1 said nothing" (22S), "To this 1 had nothing to 

say; I was stupefied with horror" (244), "To this strange speech 1 had nothing to say" (249), 

"1 had nothing to sayw (264). It is ironic that More, who is obviously not a man of few words 

when one considers the length of this letter to his father, should so ofien be unable or 

unwilling to communicate. The redting silence opens up a space for De Mille's readers to 

determine their own responses to, and pose their own questions of, these m g e  creatures. 

Since Our hero is cleariy not the man to tum to for a keen appraisal of the Kosekin 

society and its connection with our own, readers might trust that the fellows who have fished 

the copper cylinder from the sea prove to be rather more insighthil. Yet this party's 

interpretive skills have already ken thrown into doubt; from the moment the "black speck" 

that proves to be the manuscript is çpotted on the distant waves, the foursome reveal their 

tendency to permit their various humours and opinions to colour their perceptions. Weary 
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aristocrat, Lord Featherstone, a light-weight (or feather-brain) , ini tiates a guessing game b y 

wondering what the floating object is, but does not imrnediately venture a theory himself, 

commenthg simply that it is "'a queer-Iooking thing'" (4). Wdter and "professional cynic" 

(145), Otto Melick presumes that the "round spot" is not worthy of special notice, twice 

asserting that it is merely " 'the spar of some ship' " (3). Dr. Congreve, the dull-witted fool of 

his Restoration cornedian namesalce, disagrees with Melick, contending three times that the 

cylinder is actuaiiy a can of preserved mat: "Tm certain of bat. It has corne in good time. 

We a n  have it for dinner"' (6). And Noel Oxenden, Oxonianly pedantic but always ready to 

find a scientific bais for the most outrageous conjectures, proposes that the cylinder may 

contain "'the mangled remains of one of the wives of some Moorish pasha'" (6)." These 

speculations, ranging from the mundane to the sensational and asserted with various levels of 

conviction, al1 prove to be wrong-a fact well worth remembering in the ensuing debates. 

Notably, the questionable interpetive skills of both More and the yachtsmen are revealed 

early in the novel through More's discovery of Polley Reed's letter tucked into the pocket of 

a long-dead sailor. It is plain that Reed can barely write her thoughts and feelings, but it is 

plainer still that this writer can barely read them. While More is moved by the propheticaily 

poignant a p p d  of this mini-manuscript (which ironically points up his astonishingly 

voluminous one), he barely discusses it. His failure to read Reed is, perhaps, due to his 

separation frorn women'ç and worker's experiences; he cannot comprehend this sad family's 

fate, but can only record his own and Agnew's rnelancholy reaction to the tale. In mm, 

More's letter-his own poignant appeal-fdls into the hands of unskilled readers who not only 

cornpletely ignore Reed's letttr, but who also fail to respond to More's manuscript except in 
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the limited tems of how it relates to their particular experieaces. 

While Featherstone is initially the most excited of the group at the discovery of the 

manuscript, he admit3 to being "'an i n f e d l y  bad reader'" (71) and defers to each of the 

others More taking his tum. His inability to "readn welf becomes obvious in his tifling 

contributions to the subsequent discussion, al~ough once again he is the instigator, tossing 

out a comment which echoes his first observation of the cylinder: " 'A deuced queer sort of 

thing this....I hardly know what to think about it'" (61). Since Featherstone is SQ ofien 2t a 

loss about what to think-and his friends so rarely are-he functions as something of a 

mediator by controlling the Pace of the reading and often steering the topics of 

c~nversation.~' His guests find themselves in opposing camps, embroiled in a disagreement 

about how to appraise the manuscript. The chapter titles-"Scientific Theories and Scepticism" 

and "Belief and UnbelieF-anticipate the conflict. On the one hand, Congreve and Oxenden 

maintain that there is " ' strong internai evidence' " (63) to accept the manuscript as " 'a plain 

mmtive of facts"' (227). Calling on their respective scientific specializations, they offer up 

their "proor' in long-winded orations on such topics as Ross's expedition to the Antactic, 

extinct animais, corai islands, papyrus, and Grimm's law. In fact, at times, the chance 

appearance of the manuscript seems to Congreve and Oxenden to be little more than a 

serendipitous excuse to flaunt their considerable erudition. Fascinated by the minutiae of the 

alien landscape and its odd inhabitants, they prove rnaddeningly indifferent towards applying 

their knowledge to an interpretation of the larger human interest stories in More's manuscript; 

for instance, while they expound at length on dodo birds and eyeless fish, neither the Kosekin 

penchant for human sacrifice, nor More's acts of murder, seemibgly warrant a moment's 
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notice. 

Melick, whose narne may echo the melech, or kings, of the Kosekin world, stands in 

stubborn opposition to the serious discourse of Congreve and Oxenden. Rejecticg their view 

of the manuscript's veracity, he charges that "'there is no theory, however wild and fantastic, 

which some man of science will not be ready to support and to forti@ by endless arguments, 

al1 of the most plausible kind. For rny part, I...bclieve More and his south polar world to be 

no more authentic than Sindbad the Sailor'" (70). He variously dismisses the manuscript as 

" 'a transparent hoax"' (61), " 'a sensation novel'" (61), and " 'a satirical romance.. . .directed 

against the restlessness of humanity'" (226). Continually mocking the scholus' painstaking 

(and sometimes painfully boring) rehearsal of facts and figures, Melick inte jects light-hearted 

jokes, juvenile rhymes, and drinking songs into the otherwise earnest conversation. In this 

way, he serves as a comic corrective to the pompous lectures of Congreve and Oxenden, who 

entreat: "'let us discuss this for a little whiie in a cornmon-sense way"' (61). Readers surely 

appreciate Melick' s ironic perspective and likely join in the joke against his antagonias for 

their narrow-minded pretensions. Guth argues that if this symposium can be viewed as an 

intellecnial chas game, then "Melick's comic checkmating of his opponents signals the 

superiority of his scepticism over their haughty boredorn (Featherstone) and passive 

anatomizing (Congreve and Oxenden) " (44). 

Yet, while Melick' s incredulity is arnusing and his witty remarks contain some truth 

(after di, he is correct in assurning that the maouscript is fiction, not fact), his contribution to 

the adys i s  is arguably no more enlightening than al1 of those dry statistics recited by his 

feilow vacationers-for which he mockingly offers a refreshing drink. It quickly becomes 
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apparent that for d l  his clever rejoinders, Melick himseif also "remains oblivious to the 

manuscript's deeper significance as a commentary on his own culture and retreats to the pat 

phraseology of the hack reviewer" (Gerson, Purer 55) .49 Besides, as Watters points out, 

Melick's observations are sometimes "plainly mistaken," as when he claims that the Kosekin 

are " 'animated b y passions and impulses which are directl y the opposite of ours' " 

(Introduction xviii) . Readers cm, finally, ody be fnistrated in their search for a reasonable 

ally in the ffame tale, since this symposium, while sometimes diverting, f i l s  to afford any 

signifiant elucidation of More's story. Stalled at the elementary level of arguing its validity- 

and caught up in a contest of intellectuai one-upmanship-none of these ineffectual exegetes 

thinks to address the more complex (not tu mention more interesting) themes ernbedded in the 

narrative. If nothing else, however, De Millets misdirecting and blind fictional readers serve 

to make his actual readers acutely aware of the manuscript as a text open to a wide variety of 

(mis)interpretations. As Wayne Kime remarks, A Strange Manmcrip~ "invites one to adopt 

not onIy the role of detective, but in addition that of judge. The reader is placed in a position 

as potential evaluator of the several interpretations of More's narrative put forward by 

Featherstone and his companions" (30511). By listening to these opposing arguments, readers 

begin to understand that obdurate extremism is the 1- productive way of approaching 

More's tale. 

Since none of De Mille's sailors are deft enough to navigate the turbid waters of this 

enigmatic story, it is left to readers to seize the hermeneutical helm. Like their counterpms 

in the frame tale, readers of A Strmge Manuscript can easily be drawn off course by devoting 

an unwarranted amount of time and energy to questions of passing interest. It may well be 
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that De Mille deliberately fashioned several interpretive enigmas to lure mwitting readen into 

the same exegetical whirlpools that overwhelmed the yachtsmen. The task of defining the 

novel's genre has proven to be one such potentially disastrous eddy, tempting critics to mimic 

the same vain dispute that had each of the yachtsmen marvelling at the others' snipidity. For 

instance, many critics have engaged in the lengthy debate about whether to categorize the 

work as a utopia 0(ilian,50 Hughe$'), a dystopia (Watters,* ParH3), a little of both 

(Keefe?) or none of either (Wdcock," La BossièreS6). Ultimately, only open-ended 

demiptions of the novel dodge the cntical praaall of privileging sorne aspects of the text 

while repressing others. Kime provides such a description while achowledging the pleasure 

De Mille must have derived from cnllsing ail over the generic map: "The book is a genenc 

non-descript, a pastiche of faritastic adventure, implicit social satire, intellectuai puzzles, and 

parody. FrankLy derivative, heterogenous in content and style, it is an extended professorhl 

play, a leamed amusement" (302). His comments recall Christiane Bohnert's observation of 

satire's lack of consistent form: "If traditional genres, such as tragedies, sonnets, and 

novellas, resemble a well-regulated forest, then satire is the lawless u d  irrepressible poacher 

within" (151). 

Iust as De Mille poached from various genres to devise an enigmatic form that fairly 

begs for classification, so too did he pilier numerous texts to generate cryptic iitemy echoes 

which entreat criticai inquiry. As a result, the remarkabIy allusive nature of the manuscript is 

another siren d l  which has enchantecl De Mille's readers for a century, a potentially minous 

distraction from the uncornfortable satiric import of De Mille's cornparison between the 

Kosekin and ourselves. On the one hand, critics argue that De Mille attempts to lend 
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credence to More's Fantastic tale by inchding obvious references to various scientific texts: 

for instance, the description of Tierra del Fuego closely resembles an extended passage in 

oaniralist Charles Darwin's Voyage of the Beagle; the image of a hollow eanh open at the 

poles is the principal concept in explorer John Cieves Symmes' Symmes Theory of Concennic 

Spheres (1826); and the climactic scene of ritdistic sacrifice atop a pyramid echoes a similar 

spectacle in historian William Prescott's nie Conquest of M& (1843). On the other hand, 

critics note that De Mille situates his novel firmy in the tradition of fiction. They argue that 

the character of More, the account of his harrowing journey, the descriptions of the strange 

land and its stranger inhabitants, die manuscript device, the fictional commentators, and the 

underlying theme of a topsy-tuny world which comrnents pointedly on o u  own are al1 

fashioned with distinct reference to such works as Plato's Republic, Thomas More's Utopia 

(1516), Jonathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels (1726), Edgar Allan Poe's "Ms. Found in a 

Bottlen (1838) and A Narrative of A. Gordon Pym (1 838), Herman Melville's Typee (1846) 

and Mardi (1849), Jules Verne's series of Voyages wraordinaires, including Journey tu the 

Ceme of the Eurth (l864), Edward Bulwer-Lynon's n e  Coming Race (1870), Samuel 

Butler's Erewhn (1872), and W.H. Mallock's The New Repfibüc (1877)." 

The insistently allusive nature of De Mille's A S m g e  Mmzi.scrz@ raises the 

possibility that it parodies the works it mimics and plunders. However the critical endeavour 

of ~ i n g  De Mille's sources can tend to become an unproductive end in itself, or at least not 

the most productive. As David Ketierer suggests, "Mar from helping to clariQ De Mille's 

çatirical andior allegorical intentions, this enterprise has exâcerbated the problem by seiiing 

the book adrift in a sea of intertexuality" (11). Once again, critics run the risk of unwittingly 
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echoing the pathetic exegetes of the hame taie, producing impressive lists (such as the one 

above) but dtimately failing to provide a meanin@ analysis of them. Perhaps the task of 

seeking out and attempting to disceni the reasoning behind the inclusion of these various and 

sundry allusions misses the point entirely. Elaborating on his notion that A Strange 

Man16scn''t is "a learned amusement," Kime suggests that part of the entertainment De Mille 

designed the novel to afford his readers was the simple recognition of the radical eclecticism 

of the manuscript: "He appears to have conceived of the work as in part what we might now 

cal1 a Nabokovian amusement: a succession of more or less exact literary echoes, perceivable 

ody to the fit audience who might be familiar with the range of works thus alluded to, but 

providing for those persons a series of pleasant recognitions" (300). Pleasant recognitions, an 

appreciation of the farraginous nature of the text, these are die pleasures of satire; Gay Sibley 

reminds us that satura "consisted of a mixture of ingredients that were blended in such a way 

rhat only those with 'discriminating palates' could corne close to knowing what they were 

tasting " (59). If De Mille' s A S m g e  Manuscript smacks of satincal intent, the next 

exegetical difficulty cornes in digesting it. Or, as Wilson queries, "how do you interpret a 

text that interprets itself and mocks the results?" (145). 

Sallrical intent clearly underlies several aspects of De Mille's A Smnge Manucn'pf, 

especially the rnanner in which it invites readers to judge the principal figures in the text: the 

strange Kosekin, the naive More, and the inept yachtsmen. That is not to say, however, that 

readers can readily discern De Mille' s purpose in portraying this deviant society and these 

dense readers. Unlike Thomas McCulIoch and Thomas Chandler Haliburton before him, De 

Mille does not make it easy for readers to identiQ the precise objects of his satirical attack. 
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In hîs Reader's Guide to the Cradiizn Novd, Moss succinctly remarks that De Mille's A 

Strange Manuscript "can be taken as a satire on Christianity, British society, the aristocracy, 

the new age of science, Danvinism, or al1 of these-or something else entirelyu (91). Part of 

the difficulty in identieing De Mille's satiric targets is the apparent lack of corresponding 

satine noms: unlike the devout Mephibosheth Stepsure or the cagey Sam Slick, Adam More 

is not a voice of mord or rational censure; his bewildered distaste for the Kosekin way-of-life 

is an involuntary emotional reflex which is itself open to satirid appraisal. Likewise, the 

men in the fmme tale not ody fail to provide allies with which readers may align themselves 

in their judgement of the bizarre land and of More's behaviour within it, but their failure to 

judge at dl proves worthy of a few satiric jabs. Some critics regard the lack of an implicit 

moral standard and a clear object of attack as evidence of De Mille's shortcomings as a 

satirist; for example, Wilson asserts that "De Mille's satirhl intentions--whatever they might 

have ken-are effectively lost withui the text's hall of mirrors" (144). Parks counters that 

this unsenling efiect is part of De Mille's brilliant strategy; having created a cast of 

characters who represent various foms of extremism, "De Mille's position in the midst of 

this ingeniously confusing welter of ironies and cross-purposes is far from obvious" 

("Smge" 76). Indeed, this resolutely multifarious novel, while cornplex, becomes a 

bewildering "hall of mirrorsn only when it is distorted by a critical reading which seeks to 

produce either a random list of every wnceivable satiric target or a totalizing critique which 

isolates just one. It is far more useful to group the numerous apparent objects of De Mille's 

scorn around three interrelated topics: Christian doctrine, Victorian values, and the 

Impenalist impulse. S uch a reading addresses both personal and political ideologies, 
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balancing De Mille's and late nineteenth-century Canada's identity crises to reveal not ody a 

profound exploration of the individual challenge to define and defend a code of values by 

which to live, but a thoughtful inquiry into the impenalistic urge to impose those values on 

others. 

The generally accepted composition date of De Mille's A Srrange Manascript, the late 

1860s, coincides with his rejection of the Baptist faith and his return to the Anglican church, 

and brïngs to mind a former student's recolïection that, at this time, De Mille "took delight in 

ridiculhg everything like cant, and even the ordinary words and actions of the 'pious' sort of 

people ofien brought to his keen eye and thin curling lip that peculiar sarcastic smiïe of his" 

(qtd. in Monk, G i W  102). Gerson suggests that during these years De Mille may have been 

inclined to poke fun at matters he had treated seriously in his earlier fiction; the "Christians 

hiding in the catacombs and Longing for martyrs' deaths in his first two novels may have 

inspired his satiric portraya1 of the death-loving, cave-dwelling Kosekin in A Strange 

Manziscnpt" ("Three" 219). Even stili, this bizarre community was not idly conceived; 

through his portrayl of the Kosekin, More's encounters with them, and the yachtsmen's 

analysis (or lack thereof) of both, De Mille makes numerous satiric jabs at Christian 

extremism on the one hand, and utter godlessness on the other--flaws he saw as prevalent in 

his society. 

De Mille draws on his considerable knowledge of classical and biblical history in this 

pomait of a secluded Old Testament people who originated in the Eastern Mediterranean but 

left before the New Testament and the Greek and Roman philosophies of humanism and 

rationalkm transformed a (perhaps) Semitic tradition. As a result of their isolation, the 
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precepts of the via media of liberal Christian 

of the "golden mean." Therefore, Parks notes, in 

Kosekin can p d c e  only vice: 

The Kosekin drive the virtue of temperance to its deficiency of zbstinence in 

denying the beauty and pleasure of life rather than simply avoiding its harmfd 

attractions. They drive the virtue of courage to its excess of fwlbardiness when 

they seek death in battle with faociful persistence. They drive the virtue of 

liberality to the excess of prodigality when they strive to give away d l  their 

possessions in the attempt to anain the poverty and worldly misery that they 

deem necessary to their "salvation". . . .They deny love as they deny life itself. 

They reject any compromise between the flesh and the spirit. ("Strangett 73-74) 

Most importantly, the Kosekin push the contemptzis mundi of the ancient Hebrews to gross 

extremes; the most esteemed men in the land are rnass murderers. They have also, one 

presumes, lost sight of the religious beliefs that onginally underpimed their rituais. In so 

doing, the rituils themselves have becorne perverted; note, for example, that the Mista Kosek 

can be seen as a loathsome perversion of those ancient sacrifice ntuals that evolved into the 

Christian Eucharkt where Christ' s body is symbolically consumed by his devotees. 

These ongins explain why the Kosekin are simultaneousIy both strange and yet 

strangely familiar to Westerners; while they established a value system largely ahtheticai to 

our own, they did so by pushing our moral standards and our religious creeds to thek logical 

ends. When one considers that Christian doctrine devalues earthly life and worldly pleasures 

in its celebmion of poverty, abstinence, and mortification of the flesh, it is not so difficult to 
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understand the Kosekin reverence for penury, misery, darkness, and death. Ln fact, as 

Woodcock notes, De Mille implicitl y compares the Kosekin philosophy to Christian 

principles: 

Can ritual cannibals regard themselves as superior to literai cannibals? Cao 

those who gloriw death in battle be regarded as devoted to life? Can those who 

seek their light beyond death waik in anything but darkness on this earth? Can 

those whose religion is based on the sacrifice and dearh of their own redeemer, 

who see tnie life beginning with the end of what life they now enjoy, be 

regardeci as anything else than the devotees of death? ("Vision" 109) 

Ultimately, De Mille suggests, Our tendency towards Christian extremism makes us fully 

capable of championing the same anti-vitalist values that More finds so unnaturd in the 

Kosekin; the only thing separating us from them is our Iack of fortitude to put these de&- 

loving convictions into practise. 

Adam More's Kosekin narne, "Atam-or, " which translates to "Man of Light, " 

insinuates that he is a Christ-figure destined to redeem the cnide Kosekin by teaching them 

the life-loving ways of the enlightened culture from which he has corne. It is a paradoxical 

designation, of course, since More is by no means a representative of Christian ediics and 

behaviouc. The irony is especidly apparent in his fervent wish to discover a kindred spirit 

arnong the Kosekin: "If I could only find someone who was a coward, and selfish and 

avaricious.. .how much bnghter my life would be!" (167). When his steadfast rejection of 

Kosekin values attmcts the attention of philosophical rebels, readers recognize the chance for 

conversion, for the beginnings of a gras-mots rnovement to bring an uplifting and godiy 
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perspective to Kosekin thought. More does not. Instead, he reveals his own ludicrous 

extremism by outlining the debauched values he so proudly upholds: "1 told him that in rny 

country self was the chief consideration, self-preservation the first law of mture; death the 

King of Terrors; wealth the object of universal search, poverty the worst of evils; unrequited 

love nothing less than anguish and despair; to command othen the highest glory; victory, 

honor; defeat, intolerable shame; and other things of the same sort" (170). Layelah instantly 

coopts More's words and re-phrases them into a revolutionary mission statement that not 

only foregrounds their d-Christian basis, but &es of More something of an anti-Chnst: 

"'He is nght, ' said Layelah-'the heaven-bom Atam-or. He shall be our teacher. The nch 

shall be esteemed, the poor shall be down-trodden; to rule over others shall be glorious, to 

serve &al1 be base; victory M l  be an honor, defeat a shame; selfishness, self-seeking, 

luxury, and indulgence shall be virtues; poverty, want, and squalor shail be things of 

abhorrence and contempt'" (171). While More is moved only by the strength of Layelah's 

convictions, readers cannot miss the intense satine irony in this scene and consequentiy must 

wonder if they too espouse such rapacious values even as they hypocritically proclairn 

Christian hearts. 

Ultimtely, Parks suggests, De Mille may be implying that "the distorted conception 

of God held by Iife-denying Chnstians is actually akin to the godlessness of the Kosekin, that 

a caricature of God amounting to blasphemy is not far removed from utter unawareness of 

God" ("Strange" 73). It is not t m  much to say that More is as godless as the Kosekin he 

encounters: his values are entirely untouched by any true understanding of, or faith in, G d ' s  

Kingdom. When More and Agnew improvise a Christian burial for Tom Reed, the long-dead 
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sailor, they both assert that the service did them good by renewing their faith. More avows: 

"'It has reminded me of what I had forgotten. This world is oniy a part of life. We may lose 

it and yet live on. There is another world; and if we can oniy keep that in our minds we 

sha'nt be so ready to sink into despair'" (23). These cheering sentiments are repeatedly 

undercut, however, by More's con- assertion that he fears death to be "The King of 

Terrors" (93, 131, 170, 255). When he is faced with "a lingering death of horror and 

despair" (44), More neither prays for salvation nor does he engage in any soul-searching 

which might indicate a faith in G d ' s  merciful presence. In fact, other than professing to trust 

in "Providence" (53), More does not refer explicitly to God at dl. His few moments of 

jubilant transport are so ambiguous that they c m  easily belie pagan idolatry. For instance, 

when More first surfaces in the land of the Kosekin and realizes that the snow storrns and 

rnonster-filled cavems are behind him, he reports: "1 burst into tears, and thanked the 

Almighty Ruler of the skies for th is  marvelIous deliverance" (49). Considering that much 

later, at the end of the long polar night, More is so enraptured by the dawn that he admits, "1 

codd have fallen on my knees and worshipped that nsing sun" (268), it is quite possible that 

the "Almighty Ruler of the skies" he celebrates in the early chapter is not God in his Heaven 

at d l .  

More's tendency to blasphemy is apparent in several other passages in the manuscript. 

Not only does he accept Layelah's adulation, calmly noting that "In me she saw one who 

seemed to her like a prophet and tacher of 2 new order of things, and her whole sou1 

responded to the principles which 1 announced" (171), but he is just as Likely to colour his 

actions in hallowed hues. For instance, when he considers sacrificing himself to save Almah, 
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he muses: "Perhaps she might yet regain her native land and rejoin her loved Iandred, whom 

she would tell of the stranger from an unknown shore who had loved her, and through whose 

death she had gaiwd her life" (221). Of course, the ultimate sacnlege occurs in the final 

scene when More is transformed, in Kosekin eyes, into "some rnighty being-some superior, 

perhaps supernanird power, who was to be almost worshipped" (262). Upon murdering the 

Chief Pauper and the nightmare-hag, More is mornentarily shocked to witness a congregation 

hdf a million strong reverentiaily bowing down before him; however, he nonetheless self- 

servingIy accepts their worship and names hirnself the new Almighty Ruler of the skies: 

there was, for a moment, a feeling of aversion and horror within me at filling 

such a position; that 1, a weak mortai, should daxe to receive adoration like 

this; and 1 recoiled at the thought; yet this feeling soon passed; for life was at 

stake-not my own merely, but that of Almah; and 1 was ready now to go 

through anything if oniy 1 might save her: so, instead of shrinking from this 

new part, 1 eagerly seized upon it, and at once determined to take advantage of 

the popular superstition to the utmost.. . . " 1 am Atam-or, the Man of Light! I 

corne from the land of light! 1 am the Father of Thunder, of Cloud and 

Darkness; the hdge of Death!" (262-263) 

Conflating Christ, Zeus, and the Grim Reaper, Adam More ascendsldescends by treachery to 

become the spiritual leader of those he despises. The irony of this moment is cornpounded by 

the fact that More's final statement in the manuscript (as we have it) is to compare himself 

with the original Adam-"1 am the only man since Adam that was ever married without 

knowing it" (269)-effectively setting hirnseif up as lord of this anti-Eden? 
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Despite the fact that the last full chapter of the frame, "Oxenden Preaches a Sermon," 

seems to promise an analysis of the perversion of Christian doctrine throughout the 

manuscript, the yachtsmen seem entirely ignorant of this subtext in More's taie. It is not just 

that they fail to address any of the issues discussed above, they fail to note even the most 

reader-fkiendiy details, such as the fact that the rebels' "Ten Cornmandments" (169) invite 

cornparison with Our own, and that the Beatitudes of the New Testament bear curious 

resemblance to Kosekin precepts. Readers might suspect this foursorne of being entirely 

oblivious to biblical scripture if not for the fact that they &vice refer to  the Flood Story in 

their dixussions: early in the frame tale, Featherstone remarks that the mysterious cylinder 

may contain "'part of the provisions laid in by Noah for his long voyage in the ark'" (5); 

later, Melick taunts the scholars by suggesting that the Kosekin rnay have reached the South 

Pole by way of the ark: "'Shem landed there from Noah's ark, and left some of his children 

to colonize the country. That' s as plain as a pikestaff' " (153). Such causal references to the 

Old Testament hint that the blindness to the Christian subtext underpinning the enclosed 

manuscript is entirely wiiful. Several times throughout the frame, these interpreters seem 

deliberately to stop just short of mming a critical eye back on themseives. 

Congreve and Oxenden suggem that the Kosekin may be a Semitic race who "'have 

had a spiritual development of their own'" (236), but they disregard the implications of this 

conclusion: "that if the Kosekin are our spiritual cousins, and have simply pursued our 

common heritage to its logicat extreme, then we shall have to re-examine the Judao-Christian 

foundations of our present values to see whether they, or we, have been found wantingw 

(Kilian 65). Similarly, although Oxenden skirts remarkably close to suggesting that there is a 
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between Our beliefs and those of the Kosekin when he asserts that "'[a]ll 

and all religions teach us this one solemn mth, that in this life the evil surpasses 

(236), he does not include Christianity in his ensuing discussion, referring instead 

to Indian, Japanese, Chinese, and Greek religions. Time and again, these men sidestep an 

aoalysis of More's principal anxieties, creating a curious sense of non-sequitur as the novel 

moves between adventure and frame; for example, after reading eight long chapters (9-16) 

outlinhg the Kosekin credo and More's aversion to it, the yachtsmen have no comment to 

make about either, but choose instead to quibble over the possible origins of the giant birds 

and swamp rnonsters that inhabit the region. Despite being at odds about the fundamenta! 

nature of this document, these "congeniai friends" (1) are clearly united in their distinct 

reluctance to address any topic which might lead them to an anaiysis of their own espousal or 

rejection of Christian values. 

In his creation of the extreme Kosekin society, his depiction of More's hypocritical 

r d o n  to it, and his portrayal of a group of readers unwilling to read More if it means 

reading themselves, De Mille satirizes not only Christian cant but the clichés and conventions 

underlying Victorian values at large-especially those related to love and war. Again, the 

satire is double-edged, revealing that both the severity of the Kosekin position and More's 

acute reaction to it are indicative of serious flaws in Western society. As Watters observes, 

"conventional romantic cant is nfe among the Kosekin, and is practised literally; the results, 

which to them are simply Iogical, seem sheer lunacy to Adam More" (Introduction xv). 

Indeed, when the Kohen expiains that it would be a "'self-contrr?diction'" for lovers to marry, 

but that sometimes those that unfominately fa11 in love stay together for "'the children's 
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sake' ," More cails his words "the wildest and maddest flights of fancy that ever were hown" 

(132). However, it is not difficult to appreciate the irony here; mamages of convenience held 

together for appearatlce's sake surely cannot be a foreign concept to More. As Woodcock 

points out, "[u]nfulfilled love was a product of Victorian sexual morality and m a g e  

customs" ("Visionw 109). Furthemore, our long literary tradition of glorimng the bittemeet 

ache of a broken har t  may find an echo in the Kosekin preference for unrequited love and 

îheir custom of separating lovers in an un-marriage ceremony. More notes: "Lovers have died 

broken-hearted from being compelled to marry one another. Poets here among the Kosekùi 

celebrate unhappy love which has met with this end" (137). 

Even as De Mille satirizes the Kosekin opinion of the natural evolution of romantic 

relationships, so too does he ridicule More's attitudes towards wornen, and his emotional 

entanglements with Almah and Layelah. Through More's conduct, De Mille reveais flaws 

underpinning Western cultural assumptions that are as absurd as any Kosekin practise. For 

instance, More is disconcerted to note that, in this inverted hierarchy, men appear to occupy 

a position of subordination to wornen, although it is clear that, by Kosekin standards, wornen 

are weak. For instance, women are numerous among the wedthy classes, since "they are a 

Iittle less unwilling to receive gifts" (142); in the army and navy they occupy the low 

positions of oficer and general, because they "seern a M e  less fond of death than men" 

(142). Similady, wives allow their husbands to give them everything and do everything for 

them, which seerningly makes them "universally the rulers of the household, while the 

husbands have an apparently subordinate, but, to the Kosekin, a more honorable position" 

(142). 
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It is in m e r s  of love, however, that More finds the Kosekin culture insupportable. 

Layelah explains that women "'generally fidl in love first, and it is expected that they will tell 

their love first. The delicacy of a woman's feelings makes this n a d ,  for if a man tells his 

love to a woman uiho does not love him, it shocks her modesty; while if a woman tells a 

man, he has no rnodesty to shock'" (174). This speech is but a prelude to Layelah's 

declamion of love and proposal of marriage, an act which shocks More's very un-Kosekin 

modesty. Finding himself uoexpectedly thnist into the woman's position of fielding 

inappropriate advances, More reacts with one of the most comic speeches in the novei: 

The fact is that it doesn't do good for women to take the initiative-it's not 

fair. I had stood a good deal among the Kosekin. Their love of darkness, their 

passion for death, their contempt of riches, their yeaming after unrequited 

love, their human sacrifices, their cannibalism, ail had more or less become 

familiar to me, and I had learned to acquiesce in silence; but now when it 

came to this-that a woman should propose to a mm-it was really more than a 

fellow could stand. I felt this at that moment very forcibly; but then the worst 

of it was that Layelah was so confoundedly pretty, and had such a nice way 

with her, that hang me if 1 h e w  what to say. (179- 180) 

More's fickle nature is also open to satiric attack since the ody two women in the entire land 

to offer him any flattering attention find easy entrance into his heart; because he daims to 

love Almah more than life itself, but cannot deny that he is also quite enamoured of Layelah, 

More suggests marrying them both. He is ridiculed for such a proposal, but, in his defence, 

challenges: "Let any gentleman put himself in my situation, and ask himself what he would 
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do" (179). Ultimately, however, he  chooses the placid, virginal Almah over the forward 

temptress, Layelah, revealing a male bias which dictates the subordination of women and 

demands that they obey strict gender roles. Both More's and readers' impressions of these 

women as stnct opposites are undercut, however, by the fact that Layelah proves weak and 

submissive in crisis, defemng t d l l y  to More when he foils her rescue plan and crash-lands 

them on Magones, while Almah is strong and brave in crisis, taking charge once More has 

killed her would-be assassins, and conceiving of the plan that will not ody Save their lives 

but secure them a happy future.'' 

More's willingness to die on Magones, and his decision to kill the Chief Pauper and 

the nightmare hag, are b a h  prompted by his love for Almah. Not only do these desperate 

acts put our romantic clichés into literal action, but they once again reveal More's 

hypocriticai embrace of the very actions he  abhors witnessing among the Kosekin. The Kohen 

points out the cornparison: "'When you are with Almah you act like one of the Koçekin. You 

watch her to see and anticipate her slightest wish; you are eager to give her everything. She, 

on the other hand, is equally eager to give up al1 to you. Each of you is willing to lay down 

life for the other. You would gladly rush upon death to save her from harm'" (158). While 

the Kohen praises the "'alrnighty and wmdrous power of Love' " (158) to effect such positive 

changes in More's behaviour, readers cannot fail to notice that it is the secular love of a 

beautiful woman and not the sublime love of God which prompts More to put selfless 

Christian precepts into practise. Furthemore, the phrase, "gladly rush upon death," recalls 

the very behaviour More is at a loss to undersrand in the Kosekin-especially when they 

embark on a sacred hunt: "These men who thought nothing of life, but fiung it away at the 
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command of their chief without dreaming of flight or of hesitation" (91-2). More attends a 

few hunts but finds that he mmot stand them: "1 was sickened at the horrible cnielty, the 

needless slaughter, the mad self-sacrifice which distinguished them. I was overwhelmed with 

horror at the merciless desmiction of brave cornrades" (103). 

Perhaps more interesting than More's willingness to die, is his willingness to kill. The 

Kohen also points out to More that he upholds Kosekin principles when it cornes to matters of 

war: "'Have you not told me incredible things about your people, among which there were a 

few that seemed natural and intelligible? Among these was your system of honoring above al1 

thoçe men who procure the death of the largest number. You, with your pretended fear of 

deadi, wish to meet it in battle as eagerly as we do, and your most renowned men are those 

who have sent most to death'" (157). Not siuprisingiy, More "had no answer to make" (157) 

to these strange rernarks. He fails to see the similarity between kiliing those who "ask for it" 

Iiterally and those who "ask for it" metaphoricaiIy; while he is horrified beyond belief when 

the Kohen begs on bended knee for More to give him " 'the blessing of darkness and death'" 

(92), he is quite willing D inflict lethal force on those whom he detemines are deserving of 

it. For instance, when More first reaiizes that he and Agnew are in danger among the natives 

who had welcomed them ashore, he swears bat he is "ready to blow out the brains of the 

first who dared to approach me" (36). Even though he escapes without incident, he punishes 

the cannibals for breaking his own moral codes: "before I fled 1 turned in fury to wreak 

vengeance upon them for their crimes. Full of rage and despair, I discharged my remaining 

rifle-barre1 into the midst of their crowdw (39). Similarly, as he awaits his ceremonid 

execution at the hands of the Chief Pauper, More takes cornfort in his plan to kill as many of 
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his captors as he can, not in hope of swing himself, but in denunciation of their way-of-life: 

"My fie-arms were now my chief consolation; for 1 had Mly made up my mind not to die 

quietly like a slaughtered calf, but to strike a blow for life, and meet my death amid slain 

enemies. In this prospect 1 found some satisfaction" (255). More's admission that he finds 

pleasure in the hope of idicting violent death for its own sake underscores De Mille's anti- 

war message. The uselessness of armed conflict is suggested in More's observation of 

Kosekin battles: "The state is willing to destroy itself for the good of other States, but as 

other states are in the same position, nothing can result" (140). As Wilson asserts, the 

"similarity between the two societies is clearly a satirical attack aimed at Victorian militansm 

(139). 

As Gerson points out, a brief review of De Mille's biography reveais that he was 

situated on the margins of several political and econornic empires and that he was aware of 

the complexities of various forms of nationai and international power; for instance, he was 

educated in the United States, where his venture into writing was shaped by the cultural 

impenalism of the Amencan publishing industry; he spent most of his life in the Maritimes, 

which he saw decline within Confederation; moreover, he was "an accomplished linguist who 

must have been aware of the larger histotical situations associated with the rise and decline of 

world languages; and as the author of a textbook on rhetoric, he knew something about the 

power of discourse itself' ("Contrapuntal" 225). The pervasive arguments for imperial 

federation with Britain which were gathering force at the time that De Mille is alleged to 

have been composing A Stnmge Manuscript were indeed among the most powemil political 

and economic discourses in the country. In fact, the rise of imperialist sentiment-especially 
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as expressed in the writings of the "Canada First" group in the late 1860s-may well have 

inspired the anti-imperialist undercurrent in De Mille's A Strange Manmcript. 

In nte Seme of Power: Srudies in the Ideas of Canadian Impenalism, 1867-1914, 

Car1 Berger suggests that the view of the British Empire as a divine agency of progress whose 

duty was to seek out and to civilize and Christianize the world's "backward racesw was a 

traditional one; however, "it became so firmly fused with the imperialist conception of 

Canadian nationality and purpose that the anainment of naoonh08d itself was made contingent 

upon the acceptance of the white man's burden" (218). Imperialists argued that the 

confideration of Canada and the imminent union with the British Empire was not an 

historicd accident, but the result of God's larger plan; thus, in defining herself as a nation, 

Canada was obliged to assume her share in the Empire's work. Since the realization of the 

civilking mission abroad was dependent upon the existence of a sound society in the imperhl 

state, the social gospel was a necessary ingredient of imperialism: "Without a purifiai and 

healthy social order within, the imperializing nation wouid not only lack the strength for the 

exercise of power but it would also project its owo evils into those lands over which it held 

sway" (Berger 186). The ideal social order, according to champions of imperialism such as 

George Grant and George Parkin, is grounded in a disdain for material goods and wealth and 

a corresponding celebration of the spiriniality which underpins the human will and ide& that 

form the predominant forces in history and which mly  make a nation great (Berger 219). In 

fact, these ardent imperialists "called for a dedication of material things and human effort to 

spicihial ends and created an impenalistic ethic which was so intense, so insistent upon self- 

sacrifice, that men must have wondered whether it could ever be achieved in this world" 
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(Berger 215). It becomes intriguing, then, also to r d  De Mille's portmyal of More and the 

yachtsman as representatives of the acncal social order underpinning the so-called civilizing 

mission, and his description of the Kosekin society as already embracing the supposedly ideal 

self-sacrificial social order-that is, as a satirical send-up of the impenalist ethic that was so 

fervently championed by a vocal element of Canadian society. 

Readers' initial impression of Adam More may well be that he is the very embodiment 

of the ideai imperialist championed by the likes of Parkin and Gmt.  In the opening 

paragraphs of the manuscript, More explains that he was the first mate on board a ship 

commissioned by the British government to convey convicts to Van Dieman's Land, a 

position that siniates hm as a man of some a~thonry invoived in "a venture directly 

bolstering the project of empire" (Gerson, "Contrapuntal" 227). The first phrase in More's 

letter of introduction-"1 am an Englishman" (8)-implies that his British nationality is a 

defining characteristic; and his request that the manuscript be fowarded to his father is 

capped with a paraphrase of the Christian injunction to "Do unto others.. .": "Do this for the 

sake of th mercy which you may one day wish tu have shown to yourself' (8). However, it 

immediately becomes clear ihat while More undoubtedly views the world through imperid 

eyes, he and his fellow çhiprnates are by no rneans on a Christ-like quest to bring spirituai 

enlightenment and civilized values to the world's backward races. De Mille makes this point 

with subtle irony in the first few paragqhs of the manuscript; More notes that the crew 

sighted Desolation Island on January 6th-the Epiphany, a Christian holiday commemorating 

the manifestation of Christ to the Magi.' Udike Christ, whose earthly mission was to 

relieve desolation in al1 forms, these sailors are repelled by the dangerous and dreary prospect 
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and opt to move on quickly. Even as they express little interest in exploring these foreign 

vistas themselves, they nevertheless take the opportunity, when it arises, to write their names 

upon them: "The promontory was very singular in shape, rising up to a peak which was at 

least a thousand feet in height and readily identified by any future explorer. We named it, 

after our ship, Trevelyan Peak" (1 1). Clearly, they act as British imperialists. 

Gerson suggests that the name of More's ship foreshadows his behaviour among the 

Kosekin: the Trevelyan, "likely named for Sir Charles Trevelyan, an influentid career 

administrator from 1826 to 1865 who laid the foundations of both the education system in 

British India and the civil service in England, proves to be an appropriateiy christened vesse1 

for one who will behave like a prototypical imperialist when he encounters an unknown 

Native society" ("Conaapuntal" 227). Indeai, when More is unwillingly thrust among grïm 

landscapes and peoples, he cannot surmount his notably un-Christian disgust. Consider his 

description of the polar people he ald Agnew first encounter: "They were human beings 

certainly, but of such an appalling aspect that they could ody  be likened to animated 

rnummies. They were small, thin, shrîvelled, black, with long matted hair and hideous faces. 

They al1 had long spears, and wore about the waist short skirts that seemed to be made of the 

skin of some sea-fowl. We could not imagine how these creatures lived, or where" (29). 

More proves Swifaan in his protracted explanation of his immovable repugnance at the mere 

sight of these people: "It was like the horror which one feeis toward rats, cockroaches, 

earwigs, or serpents. It was something that defied reason. These creatures seemed like human 

vermin" (33). Such observations, ungenerous though they may be, are standard elements of 

the imperialist trope which must constmct the "other" as uncivilized if it is to legihmize its 
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mission. More's dehumanizing rhetoric ("These people were not like human beings" [37J), 

his focus on skin colour, dress, and tools, and his remark that " their speech was a mockery 

of language" (37), encapsdate the racist assump tions with which European imperialists 

viewed the aboriginats of every continent on earth. More's need to categorize and rank this 

community exposes his bigotry and his assumption of superiority: "Even the wretched 

aborigines of Van Diemen's Land, who have been ciassed the lowest in the scale of 

humanity, were pleasing and congenial when compared with these" (301." 

Feeling uneasy among these unfamiliar people, More fires his gun, expecting that a 

display of force might "'inspire a linle wholesorne respect' " (3 1). AIthough the resultant 

smoke and noise do not produce the desired effect, More is certain that Agnew's frateniizing 

is inadvisable: "To make friends with such fiends was impossible and 1 felt sure that our only 

plan was to rule by terror-to seize, to slay, to conquer" (37). Here, and throughout his 

adventures, More is a parodic Caesar, not simply intent on irnposing his values on any 

society he encounters, but willing to do so by violence-thus making the ninetenth-century 

British, in Al Purdy's phrase for twentieth-century Americans, "the new Romans". In 

Imperial Eyes: Travel Wn'ting and TrumcuItutah*on, Mary Louise Pratt argues that 

"bureaucracy and militarism are the central instruments of empire, and contro! over firearms 

the single most decisive factor in Europe's subjection of others, nght down to the present 

day" (35). More's militarism is evident fkom the beginning of his escapades (he hauls a 

secmingly inexhaustible supply of ammunition), and his usurpation of Kosekin bureaucracy 

marks the end of them. When, standing amid the slain bodies of the Koselun leaders, More 

and Almah clairn al1 of the rights and privileges they desire, they expose the violent and 
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exploitative nature of the imperialist project, giving the lie to the "white man's burden. 

More is not inherently powerfùl and successful; he survives because of his gun, and will 

prosper because of his deception. By twisting the Kosekin value system to his advantage, he 

will be able to wieid power and to amass wealth while masquerading as a champion to his 

unwitting followers." Thus, De Mille can be seen to argue that such behaviour, far from 

representing the idealized imperialist project, is the acnial--and despicable-result of the SU- 

called civilizing mission abroad. 

But De Mille's satire of imperialism extends beyond pointing out the hypocrisy of 

More's actions among the Kosekin; in fact, the very manner in which More wmrnits his 

story to text and the reception of that text by the yachtsman cieverly parody and uitimately 

undermine imperialist discourse itself. Considering the ostensible purpose of More's laborious 

task of wrïting this message-in-a-bottie, he devotes an absurd amount of time and energy to 

recording pseudo-scientific details on the one hand, and to recounting the trials and 

tribulations of his personal relationships with Almah and Layelah on the other. However, as 

Pratt explains, these wildly diverse rhetofical strategies are representative of the main tropes 

in imperial mvel writing: "science and sentiment code the imperial fiontier in the two 

eternally clashing and complementary languages of bourgeois subjectivity" (39). Uncertain 

and aione in an unfamiliar landsape and among unfamiliar people, More adopts the 

rhetorical tactics that will write hm into a position of authority and power; he is, by tums, 

the scientific explorer participating in the European knowledge-building project which 

"asserted an urban, lettered, male authority over the whole of the planet" (Pratt 391, and the 

romantic hero not only fighting gallantiy for survival amid unspeakable terrors, but caught in 
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a bewildering love triangle with two beautifid and etenially devoted women." Significantiy, 

De Mille ironically undercuts More in both d e s ,  first by emphasizing the would-be 

scientist's ludicrous lack of inquisitiveness and fis inability to understand bis new 

environment, and then by reveaiing the romantic hero to be a man of highly feminized 

sensibilities given to fiequent bouts of tears and fainting spells. 

De Mille cornplements his satire of More's impenalism by portraying the yachtsmen 

as worthy of similar jabs; indeed, as their conversation continuously supports and justifies 

More's actions, readers are invited to condemn this ship of fools. Although these particuiar 

sailors are not overtiy involved in the same imperid mission that More was, it is clear that 

they are to be r a d  as imperialists. Gerson points out that, on one level, De Mille situates the 

frame tale within the metanarrative of empire through a series of broad hints relating to 

Featherstone's wealth; note, for instance, that he lounges in an Indian hammock, identifying 

him as a direct beneficiary of the British Empire; that the name of his yacht, the Falcon, 

metonyrnically identifies the predatory nature of his nationality and class;& and that the 

yacht lays becaimed between the Canaies and the Madeira Islands, "land belonging 

respectively to Spain and Portugal, onginators of modern European impenalism" 

("Conuapuntal" 227). More telling, Gerson argues, is the manner in which Featherstone and 

his guests manipulate knowledge and discourse. While the men are not representatives of the 

British government, military , or Church--institutions most directly involved in the imperialist 

mission-" the selection of readers for More' s manuscript supports the current postcolonial 

analysis of knowledge and discourse as the underpinnings of empire" ("Contrapuntal" 227- 

228). In effect, the yachtsmen conrume the manuscript as they IikeIy consume the meals over 
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which they discuss it, savom-ing the bits that they enjoy and leaving untouched that which 

they consider distastem. In doing so, they emphasize the conflict-evident in the double focus 

of More's nanative-between science and sentiment in imperid travel writing. 

Congreve and Oxenden ignore the extensive portions of More's account thar are 

w r h n  in the sensational and sentimental style of the popular anecdotai iiterature of survival. 

Instead, they marginalize the human drama at the core of More's tale and foreground his 

observations on the fiora and fauna in this unknown south-polar tropic, attempting to wrest 

the writer from the literary tradition of sea voyages and shipwrecks, and to position him 

instead within the acadernically-sanctioned tradition of scientific exploration. Like More, who 

situates his own ample observations about such topics as ocean currents, weather patterns, 

shorelines, volcanoes, foliage, wildlife, and Kosekin customs and appearance in reference to 

well-known explorers' and naturalists'  journal^,^^ the leamed yachtsmen discuss More's 

account in relation to their own specialties. Strangely enough, the resulting discursive 

monologues become a form of entertainment among the men; when Oxenden delivers a long 

lecture on the languages of the Aryan family, Feaiherstone exclaims: " '%y Jove! . . . I like this. 

This is equal to your list of the plants of the Cod PeBod, doctor. But 1 Say, Oxenden, while 

you are about it, why don't you ghe us a litde dose of Anglo-saxon and Sanscrit? By Jove! ' " 

(151). Their narrow focus and encyclopedic attention to detail are consistent with the 

explanatory discourse so popular in late-eighteenth-century naturai history writing; for 

instance, Pratt points to explorer John Barrow's description of a campsite by a sdt lake which 

includes "two pages of speculation on the origins of the salt. Chernical, thermal, and 

geophysical hypotheses are offered to explain the presence of rnineralç, the composition of 
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bogs, the directions of mountain ranges and river flows" (60). Ultimately, Congreve and 

Oxenden are dissatisfkd with More's narration, complaining that he Y s  too general in his 

descriptions. He has not a scientific mind, and he gives but few data'" (148). 

Melick, who does not participate (constnictively) in these conversations, mockingly 

commiserates: "'What a pity is it ... that the writer of this manuscript had not the philological, 

theological, sociological, geological, paæological, ontological, orthinological, and dl the 

other logical attainments of yourself and the doctor! ' " (238). Of course, he too is dissatisfied 

with More's manuscript, though for different reasons than his learned friends: "'1 know no 

more about the geography of the antarctic circle than 1 do of the moon, ' " he declares, " '1 

simply criticize from a literary point of view' " (65). To his mind, the manuscript is a poorfy 

executed hoax (61). Scoffing at Congreve's and Oxenden's keen interest in the ostensibly 

scientific details of the polar-tropic's flora and fauna, Meiick dismisses them as the stale 

literary devices borrowed from adventure taies; for instance, he ridicules the nighmiarish 

underground cavem with its terrible sea serpent from which More barely escapes (65), as 

well as the numerous wild and tame monsten that More encounters during his stay with the 

Kosekin (143). While arguing that such plot points are reminiscent of " 'one of the voyages of 

Sindbad the Sailor'" (66), Melick doubts that the manuscript's author was a sailor himself: 

"'No sailor would ever express hiinself in that way. That's what struck me from the first. It 

has the ring of a wnfounded sensation-monger al1 through'" (65). He concludes that the 

writer "'wanted to get up a sensation novel and introduce it to the world with a great flourish 

of tmrnpets, and so he has taken this way of going about it' " (61). Satisfied that he has 

solved the mystery of the strange manuscript, Melick then proceeds to review it; like many a 
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reviewer More km, he denigrales the work at hand by describing the one the author should 

have written: 

"His plan is not bad, but he fails utterly in his execution. The style is 

detestable. If he had wrïtten in the style of the plain seaman, and told a simple 

unvarnished tale, it would have been dl right. in order to carry out properly 

such a plan as this the w&r should take Defoe as his model, or, d l  better, 

Dean Swift. Gulliver's Travels and Robinson Crume show what can be done in 

this way, and form a standard by which al1 other attempts must be judged. But 

this wnter is tawdry; he has the worst vices of the sensation school-he shows 

everywhere marks of haste, gross carelessness, and universal feebleness. When 

he gets hold of a good fancy, he lacks the patience that is necessary in order to 

work it up in an effective way. He is a gross plagiarist, and over and over 

again violates in the most glaring marner al1 the ordinary proprieties of style." 

(228) 

Throughout the frame taie, the other men on board tolerate Melick's derision, 

repelling his criticisms as the predictable response of " 'a professional cynic, sceptic, and 

scoffer"' (145). As a result, the men grow increasingly bewildered at the others' failure to 

modiQ their supposedly wrong-headed views. The impasse is most apparent in the final 

debate, which returns to the topic of More's reliability; an incredulous Melick asks Oxenden: 

"Do you mean to say that you still accept al1 this as b o ~  fide?" 

"Do you mean to say," retorted Oxenden, "that you still have any doubt about 

the authenticity of this remarkable manuscript?" 
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At this each looked at the other, Melick elevated his eyebrows, and Oxenden 

shrugged his shodders; but each seemed unable to find words to express bis 

amazement at the other's stupidity, and so they took refuge in silence. (229) 

The novel ends in silence when a weary Featherstone cuts short More's tale, declaring "'I'm 

tired, and can't read any more'" (269). By this point, the yachtsman are clearly deadlocked, 

each clinging resolutely to his own limited perspective and refusing to acknowledge the 

myriad ways in which both the Kosekin world and More's behaviour within it negativeiy 

reflect his own actions and assumptions. Ultimately, it is this seffdefensive binary vision that 

De Mille mocks throughout A Strange Manuscript. Having ignored every oppominity to nim 

their interpretive gaze inwards to engage in a meaningf'ul discussion of their owa flaws, 

biases, and shortcomings, these readers ignorantly close the book on More's manuscript, 

accepting the familiar as further evidence of what they already knew, and rejecting the 

unfamiliar as inconsequential. As readers, they illustrate Swift ' s pessimistic definition of 

satire as "a sort of glas wherein beholders do generally see every body's face but their own" 

(247) - 
Each man, in his own way, fails to see that the concept of difference is gradually 

erased in More's manuscript as the familiar and unfamiliar are conflated in cunously 

signifiant ways. Their inability to recognize the collapse of b i n q  iogic in this world is, 

perhaps, not surprising when one considers the outcome of the gaming regatta in the opening 

pages of the novel. The men are excitedly engaged in the race between the white and red 

boats "until at last the two paper b a t s  seemed blended together in one dim spot which 

gradually faded out of sight" (4). Instead of conceding a tie, the group engages in a spirited 
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argument: "Sorne of the bets were off? but others remained an open question, and each side 

insisted upon a different view of the caset' (4). This pointless exchange-if the two bats  have 

becorne one, the issue of "wimer" and "loserw is mmt-is, in essence, transferred to their 

next entertaining diversion: the strange manuscript found in a copper cylinder. In their 

reading of the Kosekin society, the yachtmen refuse to acbowledge a "tien (in this case, the 

erasure of difference) but hold fast to their insistene that there is aiways a wimer and b e r ,  

an us and them, a right and wrong, a self and other. Janice Kulyk Keefer suggests that 

readers should corne to see, as the novel unfolds, that De Mille's prime target of satinc attack 

is not his own society' s hypocrisy or injustice, nor the Kosekin' s transvalued society, but 

radier the general faiiure to appreciate that "dl societies are relative and fictive in their 

recognition of what is 'normal' and 'natural.' Accordingly, he sets up Adam More and an 

exemplary Kosekin as double mirrors reflecting one another's incredulity and horror at what 

each considers good or necessary" (134). Watters agrees, arguing that De Mille "compels us 

to re-examine and clariQ our whole system of values, in order to eliminate the kind of 

misconception and error which we can so readily detect in the Kosekin view of life, and 

which they can see in ours, but which, to each peopie in mm, are concealed in their own 

outlook by the pattern of their a priori assurnptions about human nature" (Introduction x). 

Thus De Mille insistently undercuts the binarisrn bat supports irnperÎdism; through the 

juxtaposition of More and the Kosekin people, it becomes evident that opposites are not 

necessarily con- at dl ,  but instead can be seen as fundamentally the same. Readers are 

constantly prompted by De Mille's text to rmgnize how a reliance on inappropriate 

bimrisms--not to mention faise assumptions, logical fallacies, and a clutch of other 
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interpretive pratfalls-lads both More and his first readers to ineffective and often ridiculous 

misreadings of texts, of individuals, and of whole cultures and societies. In this way, A 

Sîrange Manmcn'pt may represent a self4eprecating satincal poke at De Mille's own 

exegetical profession. Guth concurs, arguing that De Mille's subtextual comments on exegesis 

provide a strong connection between More's romance adventure narrative and the h m e  tale: 

Read concurrently, the frame and romance reved misinterpretations, 

omissions, discrepancies, unanswered or ignored questions. They reveal the 

impossibility of exegetical consensus and thus the impossibility of ending (an 

important issue to consider in reIation to De Mille's 'unfinished' navet)? 

Perhaps the inter-relationship of the two narrative movements is, simply, a 

moral one: a warning against exegeticai absolutism, or, as in More's case, 

exegeticai abdication. It is an inter-relationship specificalLy aimed at the reader, 

whose responsibility lies in seeing A S m g e  Manuscifpt as sirnultaneously a 

waniing and an invitation: a warning about the difficulty of exegesis that 

nevertheless invites the reader to become an exegete in order to reach this 

conclusion. (48) 

While this "minor classic of Canadian fiction" ("Strange" 6l), as Parks terms it, has garnered 

a great deal of ment  criticai attention, James De Mille's "achievements in humour and satire 

have never attracted anything like die world-wide attention paid to his predecessor Thomas 

Chandler Haliburton or to his successor Stephen Leacwk" (Watters, Introduction vii)." 

Indeed, until the relatively recent spate of scholarly articles, it seerns diat De Mille's satincal 

intentions were largely overlooked or dismissed as ineffective; consider, for instance, 



Cogswell's appraisal of the novel for The Literary History of Ca&: "A S m g e  Manascript 

"is a good adventure story despite the tedious comments upon the manuscript and despite the 

satirical diversions" (" Maritime" 127- 128). Moa critics now agree that the "tedious 

comments" and "satirical diversions" are key elements of this novel, and the "good adventure 

story" which balances them out is really a complementary narrative rnovement that enhances 

and develops the satirical themes. Similarly, in An Oruüne of Canadian Literature, Lorne 

Pierce siiggests that De Mille was the father of the Leacockian type of humour despite the 

fact that his novels do not "have a Canadian setting, nor any national point of view" (164). 

On the contrary, it can be argued that, while De Mille choose to set his tale impossibly far 

from Maritime shores, his point of view is specifically Canadian. Writing at the birth of the 

nation, De Mille encapsulated the complex issues surrounding Canada's changing relationship 

with the mother country in a deceptively simple popular story. By having one man's 

discovery of a strange race stand metonymically for the British imperialist project as a whole, 

and then by satirically undercutiing that man at every tuni, he clearly and insistently 

questions the values and assumptions that support notions of empire. The various failures of 

the manuscript's original readers prompt the text's actuai readers to recognize the self-serving 

hypocrisy, contemptible racism, ridiculous notions of superiority, and sheer stupidity that 

inform the "civilizing mission" and implicitly asks readers if they care to be part of it. It was 

a full f i ken  years after the publication of A Strange Mau-cn'pr Fou& in a Copper Cylinder 

that the "Imperial Question" came to a head; Canadians ultimately rejected the movemenc 

toward closer political, economic, and military ties with Great Britain. While De Mille's 

novel Iikely had Iittle to do with the national resistance to active membership in the Empire, 
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the text stands as an early example of the philosophical objections to such membership. 

niough very different in scope and approach from Thomas Haliburton before him, and Sara 

Jeannette Duncan after, De Mille casts a similarly sceptical eye across the Atlantic to the 

Colonial Office in Great Britain, and finds it wanting- In The Imperiaiist, as its title 

announces, Sara Jeannette Duncan takes up this aspect of De Mille's A Strunge Munrcscript 

and addresses the issue directly, if still with a çophisticated irony that had becorne by then the 

hallmark of Canadian satiric fiction. 



While there have been mere passing references to just half a dozen women writers in this 

study, there was cer*unly no lack of taiented and prolific Canadian women producing fiction 

throughout the nineteenth century: Julia Catharine Hart, Anna Jameson, Sarah and Mary 

Eliza Herbert, Susanna M o d e ,  Catharine Parr Trail, May Agnes Fleming, Agnes Made 

Machar, Isabella Valancy Crawford, Margaret Murray Robertson, Rosanna Leprohon, Sarah 

Anne Curzon, Susie Frances Harrison, Pauline Johnson, Marshall Saunders, Ethelwyn 

Wetherald, Lily Dougall and Sara Jeannette Duncan can be said to form the backbone of the 

canon. To a large extent, their work represents the beçt of the period's most popular genres 

ranging from supportive counsel to local colour, to melairamatic and rnythic fiction, to 

sentimental and historical romance." Sara Jeannette Duncan is both part of this tradition, 

and yet clearly stands apart from it. Her background as a pioneering joumalist, her keen 

interest in modem literary techniques, and her life abroad in India and England gave her 

(what so many critics call) "a different point of view" than that of her literary contemporaries 

and forernothers. Duncan is not, of course, simply an important f d e  writer; she has been 

called "one of the most important literary witnesses to the post-Confederation, p r e - W d  

War 1 era" (Tausky, DLB 97). Thomas Tausky suggests that the fascination of Duncan's 

work lies, in part, 

in the fact that it can be-indeed, rnust be-examiaed in terms of several 

cultural contexts. Duncan can be seen as a product of the literary climate then 
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prevailing in Caaada, and as an essentially Canadian writer with whom 

parallels may be found throughout our literature; as a writer strongly 

influenced by literary examples outside of Canada, particularly Howells and 

James; as a writer within the tradition of Anglo-Indian literanire; as a novelist 

of Empire grappling with the colonial psychology that alço produced fiction in 

other countries; and as a woman writer expressing a woman's perspective of 

the wsrld. ( C a d i a n  42) 

Acutely conscious of Canada's changing political and cultural climate, Duncan 

prophesied that the impending breakdown of the long-powefil colonial ideology would hzve 

a profound impact on the nation's literary activity: "There is a wide difference, though 

comparatively few years span it, between a colonial and a Canadian, and we may not 

unnanrrally look for a corresponding difference in their literary productions" (1887; qtd. in 

Tausky, Juumüsm 114-115). The difference Duncan speaks of is evident in her owm work, 

which dramatizes the various affinities and distinctions between Canadians, Americans, and 

Britons in novels diat ironically blend traditional romance with modem social realism. While 

she was forward-looking in her use of innovative fictional techniques and in her interest in 

portraying the social and political reaiities of her day , in many ways her approach cm also be 

seen to recali that of James De Mille. Note, for instance, that Germaine Warkentin's general 

description of Duncan's fiction echoes much of what has been said of De Mille's work. She 

points to Duncan's "fine descriptive gifi, the raw sting of an almost ungovemable irony, and 

above al1 her wicked sense of the difference between theory and practice, between the ways 

people say diey behave, and the ways they a c W y  do. In particdar, we note how ready she 
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is to exploit popular narrative conventions (often by inverting them), and well-known 

narrative genres" (15). However, while De Mille's cntics contend that he cleveriy parodies 

romantic literary conventions to suggest his ourn cultural superiority to the popular audience 

his circumstances forced him to address, Duncan's satiric humour is seemingly intended to 

refonn that audience. In both theory and practise, she argued that the most popular genres in 

North America were those that were the least suited to that society.'" 

In content, sorne of Duncan's work is reminiscent of an earlier Canadian satinst: 

Thomas Chandler Haliburton. Like him, she envisioned a politically and culturally vigorous 

Canadian nation which based its identity on its British heritage and continued to maintain 

close ties with the Empire, but which also benefitted from the American example of liberty, 

industry, and resourcefulness. Her satiric perspective on the blundering political relations 

between Canada, Britain, and America recails Haiiburton's Sam SIick sketches- In lier 

support of an improved British conneetion, Duncan-like Haiiburton before her-cast an ironic 

eye on "the many ways in which obtuseness and self-interest couid combine to defeat even 

the best laid plans of Empire" (Fortier ii). However, because she believed that schernes for 

American annexation could no Longer prevail, she did not share Hdiburron's sense of 

urgency; to her rnind, closer alliance to the motherland was not a strategy to ensure the mere 

sunival of a British colony, but the basis for the Canadian nation's equd participation in the 

larger British Empire (Fortier 248-250). 

Duncan's vision of the future, Faye Hamniill contends, "was founded on a whoie- 

h a r t &  belief in the possibility of a creativity inspired specifically b y a love for, and 

knowledge of, Canada iwlF (160). Unlike Haliburton's lavish praise of his biahplace which 
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was designed to inspire the British to make better use and take better care of its valuable 

resource, Duncan's appreciation of her homeland is grounded in a genuine pride in its 

achievernents and concem for its future developrnent. The most obvious manifestation of this 

pride and concern is found in her twelfth novel, The Imperialist (1904). In its ironic and 

poignant portrayal of smalI-town Canadian life, it anticipates Leacock's kst-known work, 

Sumhine Sketches of a Little Town (19 12). Joseph Zezulka notes the corneccion, observing 

that both Duncan and Leacock took a decidedly Canadian approach to the literary vogue of 

"local colour" fiction: 

The demand for local colour encouraged, if it did not positiveiy dictate, a 

certain degree of parochialism, which in tum could and sometimes did becorne 

stultifjing. In the United States, the reaction against this element in regional 

art led to a "revolt fiom the Villagew culminating in Sinclair Lewis's Main 

Street in 1920; in Canada, it led more characteristicaily to an ironic or 

humorous deflation of the local without necessitating its outright rejection. In 

this sense, Leacock and Duncan and many subsequent writers have found in 

Canadian provincialism both their point of view and the target of their wit. 

("Passionate" 8 1) 

Duncan's satinc position in me Imperiaüst sets her apart from most colonial wnters in its 

recognition that Canada has finally outgrown its colonial status and no longer shares its 

outlook with the motherland. While she stili finds much to criticize in Canadian wiety, she 

also argues that its ideals are located there. She underscores this viewpoint by positing many 

of her satine norms in Canadian society i tself; whiie she invites al1 of her readers to share her 
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perspective, her portrayal of British visitor Arthur Hesketh demonstrates that British society- 

because it cannot aiways grasp these noms-often fails to read the irony, and therefore (to its 

detriment) cannot understand the Canadian viewpoint. 

Duncan was bom in 1861 in Brantford, Ontario, into a middleclass, Liberal family. Her 

father, Charles, had emigrated from ScotIand in 1852; after working a short time in Saint 

John, New Brunswick-where he met and married Iane Beil, a second generation Canadian of 

UIster stock-he moved on, settling finally in south-western Ontario, where he ooperated a 

successful dry-goods and fumiture store for decades. In her biography of Sara Jeannette 

Duncan, Marian Fowler points out that "Charles Duncan had a driving ambition for material 

success, and a consumrnate belief in his own abilities to achieve it. By 1879, his dry goods 

and furniture store was already one of the biggea in southwestern Ontano" (15). Jane 

Duncan, Fowler adds, balanced her husband's "American ideais of material progress and hard 

work" with the "British culhlral ones of custom and civility"; moreover, the town of 

Brantford was itself "half American and haif British in its ideals" (28), thus fostenng in 

Duncan a sense of her homeland as a development between the United States and the British 

Mes. 

Alfred G. Bailey surveys the diverse cultural resources of Brant County and remarks 

that severaï other noteworthy Canadians, whose interests paralle1 Duncan's, onginated from 

the area; Pauline Johnson, a contemporary of Duncan's, achieved considerable fame as a 

Native-Canadian poet; Norman Duncan (no relation) was both a distinguished joumaiist and 

the author of the popular "Billy Topsail" boys' adventure stories; and Adelaide Hunter 



Hoodless founded the first Women's Institute there, "the nucleus of what came to be a world- 

wide movement" ("Sening" 207). Refemng spzcifically to Duncan, Bailey adds that it is not 

too much to surmise that her intellecnial development and literary tastes may have been 

formed, in part, by the fact that she was a welcome guest in the Brantford area homes of two 

important nineteenth-cenhiry Canadian figures: 

Although she was only nine years old at the time that the man who was to 

invent the telephone took up residence with his parents on Tutelo Heights, it is 

said that she became a fiequent visitor to the Bell homestead, and there 

mingled with the members of a family who had aiways, up to that time, lived 

in an academic atmosphere with individuals of broad culture and like interests. 

It may seem of almost equal significance to note that she was lnn~wn to be a 

visitor on occasion, to the country home of the Honorable [sic] George Brown, 

now retired fiom politics, but still a power behind the Liberal party and the 

Toronto Globe. (" Setcing" 207) 

This informal schoolicg aside, Duncan was "educated as the daughter of an important 

merchant should be" (Warkentin 13), anending the local primary schools, the Brantford 

Collegiate, the Brantford Ladies College, and the Toronto Normal School. Wnile she was 

aained to teach, and did supply-teach occasionally in Brandord's public schools between 

1880 and 1884, she never took up a permanent post. In this respect too, Tausky argues, 

Duncan and k c o c k  were kindred spirits: "Like her contemporary Stephen Leacock, Duncan- 

had little enthusiasm for teaching as a permanent vocation. In the 1880s, journalisrn would 

have appeared iafinitely more alluring than teaching for a young wornan of Duncan's 
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adventurous spirit" (Çanadian 23). And it wm. She began her career in journalism with short 

fieelance contributions to the Branrford Eyositor and the Toronto Globe. Having whetted her 

appetite for newspaper work, the enterprishg young Duncan traveiled to the New Orleans 

Cotton Centenniai Fair in December 1884 as the self-appointed Canadian news correspondent. 

Dunng her three-month sojourn, her reports appeared in newspapers in Toronto, London 

(Ontario), New Orleans, Memphis, and Washington. 

The scheme worked brilliantiy; for the next four years, Duncan was not only a 

fiequent contributor to a handful of significant periodicals, but she also served as a 

correspondent for the Washington Post and joined the staff of the Toronto GZobe, becoming 

the first woman to be regularly employed by a Canadian newspaper. Tausky remarks that 

Duncan's journalism, "prodigious in quantity and high in average quality, is the product of an 

original and vigorous mind, and says much about Canada's cultural situation, and an 

intelligent woman's sociological position, in the late Victorian period" (Empire 1-2). Indeed, 

Claude Bissel1 adds, far from exhibiting signs of her provincial upbringing, Duncan "was in 

many ways the freshest and liveliest voice raised at the tirne" (Introduction v). She was soon 

asked to represent the Montreal Star as one of only two women in the Parliamentary Press 

Gallery (although, as Misao Dean points out, "her assignments in Ottawa were rnainly 

associated with the social life of the capitalw [Colcnn ~iii]).~' Here, Duncan's circle of 

personal and professionai acquaintances grew as she was regulariy inûoduced to prominent 

politicians and writers. For instance, she befnended Nicholas Flood Davin, "one of Sir John 

A's protegées, the best Conservative orator in the House" (Fowler 152), as well as a 

successful satiric dramatist. She also visited frequentiy with Achille and Annie Frkhette: he 
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was a distant cousin of Wilfred Laurier, and the brother of well-known Canadian poet and 

satina, Louis Fréchette; she was the sister of prominent American writer William Dean 

Howells. These men were often guests at the Fréchette household near Rideau Hall in 

Ottawa, as were Archibald Lampman, Duncan Campbell Scott, and Wilfred Campbell 

(Fuwler 128-129). 

Duncan worked tirelessly; in addition to her considerable chores at the Globe and the 

Star, she wrote regular columns for Goldwin Smith's the Week both in her own name and in 

that of her pseudonym, Garth Grafton2-sometimes in the same issue. Her foray into 

joumalisrn coincided with the rise of the women's suffrage movement in the larger cities of 

Canada. As a result, her columns-" Wornan' s World" and "Odier People and 1" in the Globe, 

"Bric-a-Brac" in the Monneal Star, and "Saunterings" in The Week-became early forums for 

discussion of women's suffrage and education. In fact, Dean points out that not oniy did 

Duncan use her first column in the Globe in 1884 to cal1 for the federal vote for Canadian 

women (Cousin xx) , but her experience of " 'the woman question'. . . included attendance at 

suffiage conventions in Washington and Toronto, visits to charitable institutions run by 

women, and research on oppominities for women in business and professional Me" (Daughter 

xiii). Duncan was clearly aware that she herself was a "modern woman," sornething of a 

pioneer in the struggle to redefine women's roles in society. That said, she did not support 

the militant component of the Women's Movement. Instead, she took a moderate line, 

balancing her desire for change with her deeply-ingrained conservative instincts. Tausky 

remarks that while "Duncan clearly saw the hope of new career opportunities for women as 

an exhilarating prospect, she did not scom marriage as an alternative, and she satirizes both 
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what she perceives as overly strident feminism and what she scoms as excessive timidity" 

(DLB 98). [ndeed, he argues, such an approach characterizes Duncan's stance on almost aoy 

issue: "she seeks to discover what seems to her to be a sensible midde course, rejecting both 

the advanced position which she finds too radical, and the traditional position which she finds 

too outmoded" (Empire 211." 

Duncan was also especidly keen to participate in the topicai trans-Atlantic litemry 

debates on realism, iadividualism, and nationalism. Her articles and coiumns "furnish 

particularly clear statements of her views on art. They also constitute one of the most 

vigorous nineteenth-century attacks on Canada's apathy in iiterary mattersu (Hammili 154). A 

fan of Howells and of Henry James, whose works attempt an objective portrayal of ordinary 

life, Duncan urged the Canadian reading public to refine its literary tastes, to join her in 

spurning the tired popular romances that characterize a colonial backwater and embracing the 

innovative literary techniques mat herald the cultural maturation of a nation." In a column 

for the Week, for instance, she argues: "The novel of today nay be written to show the 

cumulative action of a passion, to work out an ethical problem of everyday occurrence, to 

give body and form to a sensation of the finest or the coarsest End, for almost any reason 

which can lx shown to have a comection with the course of human life, and the development 

of human character" (1887; qtd. in TausSr, Joumalism 1 13). Carole Gerson comments that 

Duncan " formulated the most serious defence of moderate Iiterary realism to be found in pre- 

modem Canada" at a time when "articulate advocates of literary redisni were rare in 

Victonan Canada, possibly rarer than anywhere else in the English-speaking world" (Purer 

521." Duncan extends her appeal for sophisticated readers to include a call for new 
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Canadian &ers, arguing that there is a clear relationship between literature and national 

spirit. In one of her "Saunterings" columns, she begs patience with the early literas, efforts 

of the yourig Dominion: "A spirit of depreciation of such faint stirrings of iiterary life as we 

have amongst us at present has often been remarked in Canadians, a tendency to nip forth- 

putting buds by contemptuous cornparison with the full blown production of other lands, 

where conditions are more favourable to iiterary efflorescence. This is a distinctly colonial 

trait; and in OUT character as cofonists we find the root of all uur sin. of omission in letters" 

(1886; qtd. in Tausky, Joumafïsm 108). Duncan does not ask Canadians to support poor 

literature-"Gold is gold al1 over the world" she argues, "the literary standard should be 

equaily unalterable" (1888; qtd. in Tausky, Jourmfim 117). Rather she foresees a strong 

national lieranire bom of patriotism as the expected result of Canada's inevitable growth 

from obscurity to prominence in the international political arena. Over the next four decades, 

her own career as a fiction writer would repeatedly affirm the values and beliefs she 

expressed as a young journaiist. 

Like several s~ccessful women writers before her-i~cluding Grace Blackburn, 

Ethelwyn Wetherald, and Jean BIewett-Duncan was able to use her journalistic experiences 

as an entrance into a literary career. Her twin interests in the "woman question" and modern 

fiction came to a head during her most ambitious journalistic project: a long series of travel 

articles recounting die various escapades she and her cornpanion, fellow j o u d i s t  Lily 

Lewis, enjoyed and endured during a trip across Canada and onwards through Japan, India, 

the Middle East, and England. These popular pieces were revised to becorne Duncan's first- 

and most successful-novel, A Sononal Deparne: How Orthodocia and I Went Round the 
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World gl Ourseives (189û).76 Warkentin contends that the seeds of Duncan's lifelong 

interest in the problematics of authority-how and by what nght it is rnaintained--are found in 

this first novel which "mockingly addressed this question, both in its contrast between the 

high-spirited, unconventional nanator and ber travelling cornpanion, the aptly-named 

Orthodocia, and in the Bouting-in a story zbout two u d e d  young women travelling 

without a chaperon-of conventional ideas about the mles which ought to govern female 

behaviour" (9-IO).'' 

Duncan married the following year and spent the remainder of her life in India and 

England; she died in 1923. In the intervening years, she wrote nearly two dozen novels in 

addition to jounialistic pieces for British and Anglo-Indian perïodicals. In appraising her 

literary career, critics rarely fail to acknowledge that, in both substance and style, Duncan's 

intense apprenticeship as a Canadian journalist served her well when she tumed to fiction 

writing. For instance, Alfred Bailey contends that such work, "which was destined to widen 

her horizons far beyond what was customary, or even possible, for most young women of her 

day, seemed to develop her sense of the human comedy and gave her an oppominity for that 

objective appraisal of politicai motives and events" ("Setting" 207). Tausky adds that as eady 

as her New Orleans articles, Duncan "had the ability to tum a shrewd piece of obsewation 

into a telling and often sardonic commentary on an entire social system. She was soon able to 

dramatize social tendencies by inventing caricatures, narrators and satirical scenes involving 

representative types" (DLB 99) .'' 

Duncan's ensuing career as a novelist was an eminentiy successful one; ail of her 

work was published by leading English and American fims-and most of it to high praise 
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(Tausky, "Writing" 324-325). Following the triumph of A Social Departrtre, she pemed a 

series of "intemational" novels which, often using the trope of the young woman abroad, 

explore the tensions that arise when unbridled Americans visit the restrained British (An 

American Girl Nt London [1891] and its sequel, A Voyage of Conrolmion [1898]79 and vice 

versa (Those Delightful Americans, 1902). These novels follow in the tradition of Canadian 

satiric fiction not o d y  in their tendency tu satirize the satirist but in their conflicting 

responses to the Amencan character. Dean observes that, throughout the series, 

Duncan uses irony to undercut the moral position from which the nanator 

judges the nation she visits. The ironic narrator s a t i r k s  the people she meets, 

but she is in tum satin'zed to an equal extent. .. .Duncan dûes indeed admire the 

energy of her American characters, but she does so much as Thomas Chandler 

Haliburton admires his Sam Slick; in both cases admiration is baianced by a 

demonstration of the destructive elements of a personality shaped by the United 

States. (''Nationality" 133) 

A Darcghter of Today (1894), which was published, fittingly, in the interim between these 

noveis, also echoes Haiiburton's CZockmaker sketches by representing Canada as something of 

a philosophical middle ground between Amerka and Britain, as a country that fniitfuliy 

combines a spirit of freedom and enterprise with a respect for tradition. In fact, Duncan 

impiicitly argues, the capacity to snike a balance between these opposing forces is die 

quintessence of the unique Canadian character; American self-government and matenal 

prosperity are appealing, but only ço far as they can be attained without giving up the 

humanistic goals championed by British nadition. Fourteen years later, in ComWn Cinderelk: 



A Ckznadian Girl in London (l9O8), Duncan again sets out to prove to her readers that 

Canadians have an ever-strengthening sense of national awareness. Not only does she posit 

her implied noms in the Canadian nation, but she reveals, through the ironic use of 

Ianguage, tbat Canadians have a distinctive point of view: "the difficuity of communication 

[Mary] and Graham experience [in London] demonstrate that they are marked out by 

nationality; the theme of ironic interpretation in the novel underxores rheir own and their 

raders' self-discovery as Canadians, able to ' get the joke' wheti others can't" (Dean, Cousin 

xvi) . 

Duncan's "international" novels are interspersed with another series referred to as her 

" Indian" novels. Warkentin offers that the " mordantly satincal picnire she drew of Anglo- 

India throughout her life might suggest that she was unhappy with that part of the bargain" 

(16). WhiIe Dtrncan's sat i r id  stance may or may not betray ber emotional sta te  during diese 

sixteen years, it rnost ceaainly reveals a deepening rift between her support of the British 

empire and her awareness of the failures of the colonial project. The tirst o ~ o  Indian novels 

reflect Duncan's own anxious introduction to the Anglo-Indian world: The Simple Adventures 

of a Mmnsahib (1893) and Vernon's Aünt: Being the Oriental Experiences of Miss LaMPua 

Mofat (1894) are "initiation" or "transition" stories. in the ensuing four voIumes-His 

Honour, and a Lndy (1896), nie Parh of a Star (1899), Set in Aurhoriry (1908), and The 

Burnt Ojfjkftzg (11909)-Duncan cornes to terms with her surroundings and begins to explore 

the cornplex social and political issues that illustrate British attitudes towards the Indians. In 

these Indian novels, Warkentin argues, Duncan analyzed the problem of authority with 

increasing depth, seeing it "not just as an aspect of the colonial situation, or as a ferninist 
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issue (though it was ceriainly both), but as a profound source of psychological and social 

conflict" (9-10). Nonetheless, even her mature novels indicate a personal smiggle to reconcile 

her emotionai allegiaoce to the precepts of British conservatism wiih her intellectual resistance 

to them. Tausky notes, for instance, that The Bumt mering is "an uneven work" which, on 

the one hand, is "fascinating for its revelation of the extent to which Duncan had corne tr, 

realize that Indians could be complex individuals rather than rnerely coloumil underlings, but 

it is also filled with melodrama and strident defenses of the principle of British rule" (DLB 

103). 

Most of Duncan's favourite themes-the interest in the accurate depiction of social and 

political Me, the corresponding parody of romantic conventions, the mingled concems of 

private and public politics, the representation of Canadians as occupying a promising rniddle 

ground between the social and political extremes of Bntons and Arnericans, the serio-comic 

presentation of ~ k s e  nationais abroad in one another's counnies, and the sophisticated 

critique of imperialism--are epitornized in her longest book, The Imperiuüst (1904) This 

novel appeared in the midst of her successful international and Indian series but initially 

failed to g m e r  any significant critical or popular support. In fact, the novel received many 

bad reviews in England, the United States, and Canada.8L Michael Peteman suggests that 

Duncan's "atternpt to treat Canada realistically in a novel was ... something of a gamble and 

an indulgence, " and that she likely "placed her hope for its sales.. .in the topicality of the 

political issue and her proven ability to work humorously widi the clash of cultural 

assumptions and values" ( " Humour" 57). Unfortunately , Warkentin cornments, The 

Impen'alist was too advanced for its audiences: "they resisted the density of social 
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observation. the irony, and the sheer conternporaneity" (10). Rediscovered in the 1960s. it is 

now the work for which Duncan is principally remembered and is usually regarded as "the 

finest expression of Duncan's interests as a writer of fiction" (Tauslcy, Introduction to The 

Impen'aii~, Canadian Critical Edition, ix) ." 

The I'erialisr is a story about the Murchison family of Elgin, Ontario; it is divided 

into two separate plots, each revolving around one of the passiomte and idealistic elder 

Murchison children, Lorne and Advena. Lorne-the imperialist of the titb-attempts to win 

his home-town for the Liberals and the town beauty, Dora Milburn, for a wife. He cornes 

dizzyingly close to achieving his dreams, but, because he misjudges his cornmunity in generd 

and Dora in particuiar, he fails in both attempts; his party rejects his imperialistic zeal in 

favour of a moderate candidate, and Dora rejects his ordinary Canadiamess in favour of 

dapper British gentleman, Arthur Hesketh. Connarily, Advena's story ends happily, although 

she, like Lame, skirts dangerously close to mental collapse when she reaIizes that ber dreams 

are imperiled by her romantic iddism. Advena and the Reverend Hugh Finlay initially 

renounce their love for each other in the shared belief that Finlay is duty-bound to howur his 

arranged engagement to Christie Cameron, a woman he bareiy knows. Their m u d  ftiend, 

Dr. Dnimmond, hits on the pragmatic solution to marry Finlay's betrothed himself, thus 

clearing the way for Advena and Hugh's own wedding. 

Lume and Advena mrely appear together in the novel and each has little invoivement 

in the other's trials and tribulations; their stories are, however, complementary in plot, 

theme, and character. As John Moss notes, " [alffairs of the heart provide the narrative 

superstructure of ï?ze Impen'alisî. The plot moves upon the configurations of courtship, while 
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themes are crystallized in the varying expressions of love" (Pmenrç 67). Moreover, through 

these twimed plots, Duncan variously explores the urgent need of these intelligent and 

imaginative sïilings to balance idealism with pragmatism in order to s u d  in love and life. 

And yet, even as these stoBes unfold in a corollary fashion, it is clear (if only fiom the title) 

that Duncan subordimites the romantic ciramas to the political one. The depiction of h m ' s  

rise and fali in municipal politics is Duncan's synechdocal exploration of the likely Canadian 

response to the ever-intensifying imperial debate taking place throughout the Empire. In fact, 

she carehilly researched the novel by reading widely the various attitudes towards imperialism 

expressed in British and Canadian political campaigning and editoriai wnting." 

In an oft-quoted letter to her friend, Lord Lansdowne, Duncan outlines the theme and 

focus of nte Imperiaüst: 

It seemed to me that arnong the assumptions and disputes over here [London, 

England] as tu what the "colonial view" really is, iî might be worth while to 

present the situation as it appears to the average Canadian of the average mal1 

town, ioamculate except at election times, but whose view, in the end counts 

for more than those of those pictorial people whose speeches at Toronto 

banquets go so far to over-colour the British imagination about Canadian 

sentiment. 1 thought it might be usefui to bring this practical person fonvard 

and let him be seen. (1905, qtd. in me Imperialist, Canadian Critical Edition, 

3 10) 

To this end, Duncan sets up a conflict betwecn Lome's iddistic vision of imperid unity and 

the older politicians' practicat assessrnent of South Fox' s political priorities. b r n e  loses, D. J. 
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Dooley reductively argues, because even "after every excuse has been allowed for it-the 

excessive idealism and intemperance of youth, the slim margin of prosperity which die 

community has, or at least used to have, the haziness and impracticality of the Imperia1 idea- 

the fact remains that Elgin judges in mean bookkeeper's ternis1' (34). To protect its economic 

interests, the town callously and perhaps stupidly "rejects a man of vision, a man who 

allowed himself to be swept away by enthusiasm but still had shown that he possessed 

imagination, a strong moral purpose, intelligence and an ability to l e m "  (Dooley 35). 

The satiric effect of such a story varies according to the perspective of its two pnmary 

audiences: Canada and Britain." Duncan cieverly addresses both audiences on several 

levels. As her letter to Lansdowne reveals, she hoped to disabuse the British public of the 

notion that Canadian hearts and minds belonged to London, and that the new Dominion 

would accept direction from the mother country without regard for its own interests. To 

Duncan's mind, any emotional allegiance to the heart-warming idea of Empire arnong 

Canadians is greatly outweighed by practical consideration of the coid, hard fact of Empire. 

If, at the bottom Iine, imperid unity does not offer Canadians an economic advantage or, 

worse, if it acnially puts them at a disadvantage, then they wiil not support it. Octavius 

Milburn-the "practical person" Duncan bnngs forward-argues this position fervently in the 

novel: "'theytll be sick and sorry over this imperid craze in a year's time, every Governent 

that's taken it up. The people won't have it. The Empire looks nice on a map, but when it 

cornes to practical politics their bread and butter's in the home industries'. mile 

Milbum does not spe& for every one in the novel, his fixation on Local and mercenary issues 

is generally representative of Elgin's interests. Its priorities, the m t o r  explains, are "those 
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of the town, the Province, the Dominion" (49): 

the concern of the average intelligent Englishman as to the consolidation of his 

country's interests in the Yangtse [sic] Valley would be a languid manifestation 

beside that of an Elgin eiector in the chances of an appropriation for a new 

court house.. . .There was nothing, indeed, to interfere with Elgin's attention to 

the immediate, the vital, the municipal .... Like other movements of the single 

mind, it had something of the ferocious, of the inflexible, of the unintelligent; 

but it proudly wore the character of the go-ahead.. . . (49-50) 

In echoing Sam Slick' s favourite credo-and in c h m e r k i n g  his "go-ahead" p5ilosophy as an 

essentially ignorant one-Duncan pointedly indicates that the Canadian small town is, 

unfortunately, more closely aligned with Amencan than with British ideals. While British 

readers are thus wmed against entenaining hope for imperid unity with Canada, Canadian 

readers are satirized for their mercenary motives, their lack of vision, and their compulsion to 

quash the imaginative and idealistic elements of their society, thereby squandenng an 

oppominity to shuck off their colonial past and to assume their righâul place in the British 

Empire. 

Yet, despite the faults of its inhabitants, Duncan's portrait of Elgin is undeniably 

appreciative and affectionate, even nostalgie. In fact, throughout the work, her witty 

intellectual detachment from Elgin is balanced by an ardent ernotional attachment to it. This 

is likely because it is clear that, in many ways, Duncan's own memones of her life in 

Brantford served as "research" for The Imperiaiist. Not only is EIgin modelled on Brantford, 

but the Murchisons are based on the Duncans, and Advena Murchison is, at least in part, a 
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self-portrait. The dual impulse to celebrate and to denigrate Elgin is perfectly suited to the 

ironic voice of this gentle satire, and, as Peterman points out, it adds an edge to Duncan's 

humour: 

She is adept at deveIoping the comedy of contrasting points of view and at 

making both the humour and the con- serve her larger thematic intereas. 

Indeed her sense of humour, a careful and ingenious balancing of wry 

sympathy and probing satire, pervades the novel, providing its buoyancy of 

tone and, more importantly, an intelligent perspective in which to view the 

complexities of the poiiticai and social analysis on the one hand and the 

excessive self-seriousness of certain of her characters on the uther. ("Humour" 

56-57) 

Far from intedering with the satiric effect of the novel, Duncan's double vision nicely 

complicates it. Indeed, there is much in 171p Imperiaüst to suggest that Duncan's satire is not 

simply directed at Canadians for faiiing to uphold British ideals, but at the British for 

expecting them to do so. 

Duncan concinually reminds her readers that Canada is a country quite separate from 

England in every conceivable aspect-from its officia( views on foreign affiairs, to its 

unspoken rules on proper behaviour at a party. Hesketh's initial failure tu recognize the social 

and political clirnate of the town points up the contrast between the two societies in ways that 

dende the stuffy superiority of the British point of view. Even Duncan's mocking portraits of 

the townspeople, clearly designed to amuse a British readership, often betray an indefmsibly 

condescending tone that satirizes the cosmopoiitan viewpoint as much as it does Elgin's 
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provincidism. For instance, the narrator, obse~ng  Lorne wdking diough the market upon 

his rehm to Elgin as a full-fledged barrister and sdicitor rnakes a snide remark about his 

appearance: "The values of cam'age and of clothes are relative: in F i a  Avenue Lorne would 

have looked countrified, in Piccadilly colonial.. . . h m e  Murchison, to dismiss the matter, was 

well up to the standard of Elgin, though he wore his straw hat on the back of his head and 

buried both hands in bis trouser pockets" (66). Later, when describing the young men 

gathered for a dance at the Milburn residence, the nan-ator again lmks to sophisticated British 

readers to join in the criticism: "the young men were nearly dl in the tailor's convention for 

their sex the world over.. .but there were some depamires from oahodoxy in the marter of 

colIars and ties, and where white bows were achieved, I fear mne of the wearers would have 

dreamed of defending them from the charge of being ready-made" (44). While British readers 

may snigger at Elgin's comparatively gauche apparel, Canadian readers can chuckle at the 

pretentious preoccupation with it. 

Duncan's ingenious double vision is sustained through the ironic voice of her narrator, 

a voice that is arguably female and through which-it is (almost) safe to say-can be heard 

Duncan's own voice? Since irony is a favourite rhetorical tool among satïrîsts, it is not 

surprising that Duncan should wield it throughout the novel. However, there is another, more 

cornplex, reason for the adoption of an ironic narrative voice when addressing more than one 

audience. As Linda Hutcheon notes in Irony's Edge: me Theory and Politics of Irony: 

Irony is a relational strategy in the sense that it operates not only between 

meanings (said, unsaid) but between people (ironists, interpreters, targets). 

Ironic meaning cornes into being as the consequence of a relationship, a 
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dynamic, performative bringing together of different meaning-rnakers, but also 

of different meanings, first, in order to create something new, and then.. .to 

endow it with the cntical edge of judgement. As noted, the Greek eirun, from 

whom irony got its narne, was a dissembler, a pretender, and that notion of 

pretence figures frequently in "performative" theories of irony. (58) 

Duncan's narrative voice is just such 2 performance, a show designed to draw different 

interpetive groups into relation so that her readers might see (and judge) the various ways 

that they and others create meaning. Duncan's use of irony implicitly argues that before 

transatlantic issues such as imperial unity can be fniitfully explored, these separate 

communities need to recognize the simple face that they view theinselves and each other from 

unique perspectives." Disagreeing with those theorists who suggest that irony creafes 

communities by dividing audiences into the initiate and uninitiated, Hutcheon argues that 

"irony happens because what could be called 'discursive communities' already exist and 

provide the context for both the deployment and attribution of irony" (Edge 18). Tliere is still 

the potential, she continues, for two kinds of audiences, "but instead of initiate and 

uninitiated, they rnight more accurately be called 'addressees' and 'hearers' . . . .Both would be 

within the irony' s 'participation framework' . . . that is, they would have different kinds and 

degrees of participation relative to it" (Edge 94-95). Because Duncan alternately satirizes 

British and Canadian readers, they each engage The Imperiaiist, at tums, as both addressees 

and hearers of Duncan's irony: they are both altemately the "you" that the nanator t&s to 

throughout the text. Eventually, both audiences are made to appreciate the fact that Elgin is 

not simply-as its name rnight suggest-a diminutive copy of England. It has its own values 
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The sense of difference between Britain and Elgin is clearly marked out in The 

Imperiau'st by language, visually and aurally. Duncan continually draws attention to the 

idiomatic differences between Brïtons and Canadians by placing the Canadianisms she adopts 

in quotation marks More nomalizing them in the nanative-often commenting on the 

distinction. For instance, when introducing rhe Murchison household, the narrator observes 

that " ' [tlhe boys, ' of course, were too young to think of matrïmony, " adding that they "were 

still the boys, the Murchison boys; they would be the boys at forty if they remained under 

their father's roof. In the mother country, men in short jackets and round collars emerge 

from the preparatory schools; in the daughter lands boys in tail coats conduct serious affairs" 

(23). When discussing household maintenance, the narrator makes it clear that the various 

words used for "servant" in Elgin differ from those used in England: "Mrs. Milburn's 

semants were al1 'maids, ' even the charwoman, who had buried three husbmds" (42), while 

"The Murchisons were ternporarily deprived of a 'girl"' (5). In some cases, the narrator 

simply draws attention to words that British readers might find unusual: for instance, when 

describing the holiday lacrosse match she explains that it cost "a 'quarter' to get in, so the 

spectators were naturally composed of persons who could afford the quaner" (5). 

Furthemore, the characters themselves sometimes draw joking attention to the differences in 

vocabulary between Britons and Canadians. During a family conversation following Lome's 

return from London, Stella Murchison chides her father and brother for adopting or reverting 

tu British idioms: asked if the city is crowded, Lome replies, " 'Crowded? Rather! ' " to which 

Stella retorts "'We don't say 'rather' in this country, mister'" (121); and when Mr. 
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Murchison insists that "'tariffs are kittle cattle to shm behind'," Steila facetiously inte rjects: 

"'Kas anybody got a Scotch dictionary? .... This conversation is making me tired'" (122). 

Narrative tactics such as these draw regular attention to the fact that Canadians and Britons 

speak a slightiy different language. While the effectiveness of communication between the 

reading audiences is hardly at issue-surely they each understand each other's minor 

idiosyncrasies of speech-both are nonetheless often reminded in these ways of the gap 

between their interpretive communities. 

1 n Land SIiding: Imagining Space, Presence, and Power in Canadian Wiiting, W. H. 

New muses on the paradox: "Does language corne before society, or society before language? 

And what effect does one's answer to this question have on literary intent and Iiterary forrn, 

cultural production and cultural consumption, social organization and social desire?" (161). 

He offers that ll[s]peech clearly shapes social perceptions and understanding, as do other 

codes of communication (visual, aural, and numerical signs, for example-or, in economic 

terms, 'the language of rnoney'). Yet language codes are also themselves social constructions, 

conventionaiized exchanges-often of such long standing that their access to ' meaning ' no 

longer seems crafted or 'unnaniral'" (161). Duncan plays with a version of this paradox 

throughout The Imperialist by subtly exploring the myriad ways that Elgin, although English- 

spea!!ng, has developed its own language codes whose rneaning is not immediately accessible 

to Britons. Each time the narrator înmslates an idiomatic phrase or gives voice to unspoken 

social customs for the benefit of her British readers, both audiences are reminded that Canada 

is, slowly but surely, becoming a society distinct fiom its Old World orîgins. 

Throughout the novel, and especiaily in the first half (proceeding the Cruickshank 
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delegation to London), Duncan outlines Elgin's attitudes, opinions, and rules of conduct. For 

example, when describing Lome's blunder of arriving too early for the Milburn dance, she 

explains that "@]O be the very first and solitary arriva1 is nowhere esteemed the happiest 

fortune, but in Elgin a kind of ridiculous humiliation attached to it, a greed for the 

entertainment, a painful unsophistication. A young man of Elgin would wak  up and down in 

the snow for a quaiter of an hou with the thermometer at zero to escape the ignorniny of it" 

(43). When Lome awaits Dora in the drawing-roorn, Duncan offerç that " Cyloung ladies in 

Elgin had always to be summoned from somewhere" (86). Mrs. Milbum and her sister, Miss 

Filkin, tactfully Leave the two lovers alone to talk because, however strongly they Wkhed to 

stay, they "coilld not hold out entirely against the unwritten laws, the silently claimed 

privileges of youth in Elgin" (89). Elgin's Iaws of courtship are not the only ones that are 

unwritten and silent; Duncan repeatedly indicates that the town c w o t  be easily known 

precisely because its expectations are usually understood without being stated. For instance, 

Duncan describes Elgin's collective response to Abby Murchison's mariage to Harry 

Johnson: 

In the social estimates of Elgin the Johnsons were "nice people," Dr. H e w  

was a fine old figure in the town, and Abby's chances were good enough. At 

al1 events, when she opened her doors as a bride, receiving for three 

afternoons in her wedding dress, everybody had "called." It was very distinctly 

understood, of course, that this was a civility that need not lead to anything 

whatever, a kind of bowing recognition, to be fomally returned and quite 

possibly to end there. (35) 
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Duncan salts her text with examples of the sort of behaviour that was "very distinctly 

understood, of course" in Elgin, but which might have to be explained to outsiders. Note, for 

instance, that "'Set your house in order and then your own church' was a wordless working 

precept in Elgiii" (SI), or that "In Elgin the very mention of cards played for money will 

cause a hush of something deeper than disapproval" (751, or that "Adolescence was 

inarticulate in Elgin on occasions of ceremony" (3 1). The general acknowledgment of 

unspoken precepts-which themselves often compel silence-binds the community together in 

discretion and diplomacy, while f ' lure to recognize these codes can brand one a social 

pariah. When, for example, Mrs. Forsyth reports to Dr. Drummond that the midsumrner 

congregations at Knox Church were surprisingly large during his vacation from the pulpit, the 

m t o r  snidely remarks that "Mrs. Forsyth was an excellent hand at pressed tongue and a 

wonder at knitted counterpanes, but she had not acquired tact and never would" (55). 

Readers rnay be bemused by Mrs. Forsyth's verbal indiscretion, considering that she 

ought to know better dian to impugn, however unintentionaily, Dr. Dmmmond's ability to 

draw large summertime congregations; however, they are more likely to be offended by (or 

embarrassed by, depending on whether they are the addressees or the hearers) Hesketh's 

similar obliviousness. Upon his amival in Elgin, Hesketh expresses a good-oatured wish both 

to meet Lome's family and to assist his new friend in his political carnpaign. On both 

occasions he reveals himsetf to be completely unaware of how to speak to Canadians. When 

Lame's father uses the commonplace expression "'No sir! "' (148) in conversation with 

Hesketh, the young Briton mistakes the remark as a fonnal address: "Then did Mr. Hesketh 

show himself in me sympathy with the novel and independent conditions of the 
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commonwealth he found himself in. '1 beg you won't use that form with me,' he said, '1 

know it isn't the custom of the country, and 1 am a friend of your son's, you seeo" (148). 

Lorne mut  explain that his father-who is astonished by the young man's gaffe-spoke 

colioquially. Hesketh further reveals his ignorance of the Canadian character when he speaks 

on Lame's behalf at an election rally in the country. The speech is, as Dooley notes, 

almost an anthoiogy of al1 the blunders Englishmen have ever committed 

through ignorance of Canadian f i r s  and unawareness of Canadian 

sensibilities-congratulating the colonials on their loyalty to the Crown, srriking 

the Kipling note ("What should they know of England/ Who only England 

know?") in the most ludicrous and inappropriate way, and making self- 

important and snobbish references to the arhtocracy with no sense of how such 

remarks grate on Canadian ears. Duncan is merciless towards him. (3 1) 

In fact, Duncan allows Elgin itself to do the ridiculing; Hesketh is heckled by young and old. 

First, he is interrupted in the midst of his speech--"'Had ye no friends among the 

cornmoners?' suddenly spoke up a dry old fellow.. .and the roar that greeted this showed the 

sense of the meeting" (192). Then, a week later, a young boy stops him on Main Street with 

the facetious question, "'How's the dook?'" (192)? The satiric bite in the phrasing and 

pronunciation of these rebukes is not lost on Hesketh: on the contrary, it seems that such 

embanassing lessons were well-learned. By the end of the novel, Hesketh-unlike Mrs. 

Forsyth who never had not and never would acquire tact-has proven his adaptability to his 

new circumstances and rnay well, as he proudly claims, " ' d e  a good Canadian'" (262). 

However out of tune he was originally, his voice tw wiil ring as part of the collective that 
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the narrator refers to simply as "Elgin."" 

Inasmuch as The Imperiaüst fundamentally concems Lome and Advena Murchison, 

and by extension the Murchison family and their associates, in the abstract sense it is clear 

that Duncan intends the town of Elgin to represent the novel's main character. Like "fifth 

business," the collective townspeople play a subsidiary but essential role in the lives of the 

Murchisons and are instrumental in bringing their stories to conclusion. Moss argues that, in 

the most important respects, the town is not merely a statistical presence: 

The community is more than these families together, more than their 

businesses, their births, marnages, and deaths. It is the tensions that bind them 

in place, the forces that fix their position in relation to the far world outside. 

The community is also the customs, the affectations, and the manners that are 

the response of Elgin's present to the past; and the politics, the social plans 

and social structures that are detennined by Elgin's collective anxieties and 

aspirations in regard to the future. (Pattern 73) 

In the upening paragraphs of the novel, the narrator speaks of the town as a homogenous 

group in matters small or large. The scene opens with Oid Mother BeggarlegsgO selling 

"gingerbread horses and large round gingerbread cookies, and brown sticky squares of what 

was known in d l  circles in Elgin as ta@" (1) to die children celebrating the twenty-fourth of 

May, which, the namator haughtily reminds "persons living in England ... was the Queen's 

birthday. Nobody in Elgin can possibly have forgotten ie" (2). Moreover, the narrator points 

out that the t o m  shares a uniform point of view when assessing its individual rnembers. 

Elgin passes judgment, for instance, on the Murchison children, accepting or rejecting them 
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in accordance with their cornpliance to its consenative standards and definitions of success. 

Advena, known to be a dreamer, was regarded dubiously by the town at large: 

No one could dream with impuniv in Elgin, except in bed. Mothers of 

daughters sympathized in good set terms with Mrs. Murchison. "If that girl 

were mine-" they would say, and leave you with a stimulated [and notably 

unpuken] notion of the value of corporai punishment. When she took to 

passing examinations and teaching, Elgin considered that her parents ought to 

be diankfui in the probability that she had escaped some dramatic end. (35) 

Stella, on the other hand, is deemed to be "well equipped for society; she had exactly those 

qualities which appealed to it in Elgin, among which I will mention two-the qudity of being 

able to suggest that she was quite as good as anybody wi'thout saying so, and the even more 

important quality of not being any better" (34, ernphasis added). And Lorne is the pnde of 

the town, which claims him as its own as he celebrates his various successes. Upon his 

graduation from law school at the top of his class, the editor of the Elgin Mercary closes the 

public announcement with the comment: "Elgin congratulates Mr. L. Murchison upon hating 

produced these results, and herself upon having produced Mr. L. Murchison" (17). Later, 

when Lorne is tearing up the campaign d l ,  the narrator observes that " Elgin rose to its 

liking for the fellow, and even his political enernies felt a half-humorous pride that the t o m  

had produced a candidate whose naturai parts were held to eciipse the age and experience of 

party hacks" (173). 

However, even as the narrator repeatedly insists that Elgin shares a uniforrn 

perspective, it becomes evident to readers, as The Impen'alist unfolds, that Elgin is a cornplex 
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social environment with multiple perspectives. When the narrator seeks to explain, for 

instance, some of the metaphorical phrases readers might overhear, she draws attention to the 

sub-groups, the racial elements, the class divisions that must inform any understanding of 

how Elgin works. She indicates a circumscribed interpretive community based on religious 

denornination when she explains that since it is welCknown among the congregation of Knox 

Church that Peter makes final arrangements at the pulpit exactly three minutes before the 

minister ascends it, the phrase "'1 was there before Peter' was a ixiumphant evidence of 

punctuality" (128). Sirnilarly, the narrator draws attention to a hierarchical class structure 

when she i n f o m s  readers that, because young bank clerks are considered the most eligible 

bachelors in Elgin, "[t]o say of a certain party-giver that she had 'about her every bank clerk 

in town' was to announce the success of her entertainment in ultimate tems ....[ and] 'D'ye 

take me fur a bank clurk?' was a fom of repudiation among corner loafers" (36). Such 

seemingly casual rernarh serve to reveal the omnipresent tensions in the social hierarchy of 

Elgin. It becomes clear to readers that the narrator's references to "Elgin's" standards of 

judgement do not refer to the t o m  at large, but to a specific segment of it. 

In his article, "The Narrative Poli tics of Die Imperialist, " Frank Davey addresses the 

multi-faceted character of Duncan's narrator. Noe oniy does it alternately assume a detached 

third person omniscient voice and a more personal first person voice, but it fluctuates 

between a sophisticated and a provincial perspective. Sometimes it has an obvious 

cosmopolitan quaiity and seems to identify more with Bntain than with English-speakîng 

Canada; other times, " [i]t is most cornfortable with a socidly dominant middle-class, a class 

it easily locates in Canada but does not find in Britain.. ..In religion, it is knowledgeable 
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about various protestant churches but most cornfortable with Presbyterianism-a church which 

is an influentid one in nineteenth-century Canada but a minor one in the social structure of 

nineteenth-century Britainn (424). This bi-focal narrator may welI be the product of its author 

who (in direct contrast to the Murchison house) is of Elgin but not in it, who l ~ k s  with 

world-weary eyes across vast distances of time and Wace to recreate the world of her 

childhood. However, another way to reconcile the cusmopolitan qualities of the narrative 

voice with its obvious familiarîty with the Presbyterian middleîlass in Canada is to suggea 

that the narrator is an outsider who tends to view EIgin through the eyes of Mrs. Murchison. 

This is not surprising given that the Murchison household provides the focus of the stoq, and 

Mrs. Murchison is "the central figure ... with her family radiating from her" (5). 

Duncan includes a number of broad hints in the text to suggest that Mrs. Murchison's 

views-which, becaum they are ofien rendered as criticisms of others, give an edge to the 

satire-typify those of her social standing in the town at large. For instance, when explaining 

the value its citizens place on regular worship, the narrator States that in "Elgin religious 

fervour was not beautihl, or dramatic, or self-immolating; it was reasonable.. ..The habit of 

church attendance was not only a basis of respectability, but practically the only one: a 

person who was 'never known to put his head inside a church door' could not be more 

severely reprobated, by Mrs. Murchison at ail events" (50). Or, when delineating the meal 

habits in the town, she reveals that "[slix o'clock tea, and that the last meal in the day, was 

the rule in Elgin, and a good enough rule for Mrs. Murchison, who had no patience for the 

innovation of a late dimer recently adopted by sorne people who could keep neither their 

servants nor their digestions in consequencel' (28). In other instances, the narrator does not 
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explicitly aiign Elgin's and Mrs. Murchison's values, but rather adopts Mrs. Murchison's 

opinionated tone of voice to indicate that she is expressing one of Elgin's generai truths. 

When describing her tea table, for example, the narrator's aside rings with Mrs. Murchison's 

own ptide and pragmatism: "lt was a table to do anybody credit, with its glossy damask and 

the old-fashioned silver and best china that Mrs. Murchison had brought as a bride to her 

housekeeping-for, thank goodness, her mother had known what was what in such matters-a 

generous attractive table that you took some satisfaction in looking at" (28). In many 

respects, it is Mrs. Murchison's values that are set up as the satiric noms in the novel, and 

they are offered with the confidence that readers will agree with her assessments. For 

instance, when the narrator outiines Advena's failings in the eyes of the community, Mrs. 

Murchison's viewpoint not only supports the judgement but provides the vexed tone: 

When you have seen your daughter reach and pass the age of twenty-five 

without having learned properly to rnake her own bed, you know, without 

being told, mat she will never be fit for the management of a house-don? 

you? Very well then. And for ever and for ever, no matter what there was to 

do, with a book in her hand--Mrs. Murchison would put an emphasis on the 

"book" which scarcely concealed a conternpt for such absorption. (22) 

Since readers are led to view the trials and tribulations of the Murchison family 

largely through the eyes of Mrs. Murchison herself, it is perf'tly understandable that the 

scope of that perspective will be limited. When, in assessing the blind spots in Duncan's 

vision in The imperiaüst, Gerson remarks that "Elgin is untroubled by labour unrest, 

significant poverty, or serious sexual scandal" (Purer 151), and Clara Thomas argues that 
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there "are no poor in her book.. . . there are none of any community's pathetic outsiders, the 

so-called 'shiftless' failures, or even of its wage-e-ng working men and their famiIiesn 

("Mythologies" 45), they are responding to the dominance of the middle-class viewpoint. The 

community's "pathetic outsiders" sxist on the periphery of the Murchison fan;ilyls lives and 

therefore are relegated to the margins of the text. There are, of course, poor people in Elgin, 

but they are noted only in terrns of their impact on this family; Mrs. Murchison's trouble 

holding onto a d iab le  "girl" (5, 9 3 ,  her disapproval of her children playing with poor 

children in the back garden (2 l),9L her charitable donation of old clothes to Willie Parker, 

the paper boy (93), suggest the extent of her regard for the lower classes. Similarly, the 

narrator only occasionally reminds readers of the presence of the nearby Moneida 

Rese~auon, perhaps because Mrs. Murchison herself "'thought they were al1 gone long ago"' 

(239). The extent of the Murchison family contact with the local Natives is limited to their 

occasional appearailce at the back door selling raspbemes (239), the sight of "dmnken 

Indians vociferous on their way to the lock-up" on public holidays (3), and the infamous 

incident in which Advena, as a child "had taken a papoose from a dmnken squaw and 

brought it home for her mother to adopt" (35) At least, that is, until Lome' s election is 

rendered nul1 and void "on the ground of the infringement in the electorai district of Moneida 

of certain provisions of the Ontario Elections Act" (238). 

Whiie Mrs. Murchison's perspective, in many if not al1 matters, is shared by her 

husband, John, he has far less to say through the course of the narrative. Likewise, the 

narrator has less to say about him and his views, although she is careful to inform readers 

fmm the start that "John Murchison was a man of few words, but they were usually 
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irnpregnated with meaning" (9). The conversation between Mr. Murchison and Dr. 

Drummond in the early pages of the novel reveals this habit of speech. Mr. Murchison's 

respect and admiration for his friend and minister remain unspoken but are clearly 

communicated in a short exchange: 

John Murchison had not said much about the sermon; it wasn't his way, and 

Dr. Dnunrnond knew it. "You gave us a good sermon 1st night, Doctor;" not 

much more than thât.. . ."The Wilcoxes.. . were sitting just in front of us. We 

overtook them going home, and Wilcox explainecf how much they liked the 

music. 'Glad to see you,' I said. 'Glad to see you for any reason,"' Mr. 

Murchison's eye twinkled. "But they had a great deal to say about 'the 

music'." It was not an effusive form of feIicitation; the minister would have 

liked it less if it had been.. ..he was able to take it with perfect dignity and 

good humour, and to enjoy the point against the Wilcoxes with a laugh. (13) 

When, a few minutes later, Mr. Murchison accepts Dr. Drumrnond's congratuiations on the 

news that Lome had graduated at the top of his class, readers know-without instruction from 

t le omniscient narrator-that his seemingly nonchalant response masks a great depth of 

feeling: " 'Lorne's made a fair record, so far. We've no reason to be ashamed of him"' (16). 

Mr. Murchison's reserve sometimes maddens his wife, who mistakenly takes it for 

indifference. When, during the ballot count, the family speculates over dimer about Lorne's 

chances of winning the election, Mr. Murchison fails to participate: "John Murchison had 

listened tu their excited talk, mostly in silence, going on with his dimer as if that and nothing 

else were the important matter of the moment. Mrs. Murchison had had this idiosyncrasy of 
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his 'to put up with' for over thirty years. She bore it now as long as she could. 'Faher! ' çhe 

exploded at last. "Do you think Lame will get in by five hundred?'" to which he judiciously 

replies, " ' [t] hat remains to be seen"' (237). Duncan provides comic punctuation throughout 

the novel by routineiy juxtaposing the brief and understated quality of Mr. Murchison's 

speech with his wife's effusive and overstated harangues. For instance, when the two sit 

together on the verandah in the evening-he smoking and reading, she laiitting and talking- 

his responses to her host of familial concerns are exasperatingly short. At the news that Lorne 

is courting Dora Milburn, Mr. Murchison responds simply that "'Dora rnight do worse'" 

(93). He makes a similar (though notably inverted) comment when he learns that Advena may 

have designs on the Rev. Hugh Finlay: "'Advem ... might do worse'" (96). And when Mrs. 

Murchison protests Finlay's lending Advena a book by Plato-"'a Greek heathen and no 

writer for a Presbyterian minister to go lending around', " Mr. Murchison offers that " 'She 

might read worse than Plato ' " (96). 

The latter comment reveals another distinct difference between the Murchison parents; 

while she had an "instinct of orderw (18) and "ideas p t t ]  circulated strictly in the orbit of 

equity and reason" (231, "John Murchison had been made a careful man, not by nature, by 

the discipline of circumstances" (20). The tell-tale indulgence that betray s his decidedl y 

romantic instincts is the fact that "he would buy books" (20). Classic English novels and 

literary periodicals were, to his mind, "essential, like tobacco and te." (21). The conflict 

between husband and wife on this point is clearly stated: 

Mrs. Murchison kept a discouraging eye upon such purchases; and when her 

husband brought home Chambers' Dictiomry of Engüsh Literature, after 
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shortly and definitively repulsing her demand that he should get himself a new 

winter overcoat, she declared that it was beyond al1 endurance.. ..He was also 

an easy prey to the subscription agent, for works published in parts and paid 

for in instdments, a custom which Mrs. Murchison regarded with abhorrence. 

So much so that when John put his name d o m  for Masterpieces of the WorId's 

Art which was to cost twenty dollars by the time it was complete, he thought it 

advisable to let the numbers accumulate at the store. (20-21) 

Such differences in temperament between the elder Murchisons are manifested variously in 

their chiidren who are also contrasted with one another. Tellingly, both Lorne and Advena 

"carne into the inheritance" of Mr. Murchison's Library (and the periodicals packed away in 

the attic) and "made an early acquaintance of fiction" (20-21) ." The impact on their 

characters is readily apparent; hme '  s passion and loquaciousness set him apart fiom his 

younger brothers, Alec and Oliver, who are essentidly mute non-entities. Similarly, 

Advena's romantic tendencies and her dreamy detachment from the household set her apart 

from her more pragmatic and domestically-suited younger sisters, Abby and Stella. Despite 

their differences-and the minor tensions they cause-this family is portrayed as a w m -  

hearted, intelligent, and rnorally-principled group who are unified by one shared quality: "the 

Murchisons were dl imaginative" (8). 

It is her imaginative nature that prevents Mrs. Murchison--however much her opinion 

confonns with Elgin's on so many matters-€rom being a representative figure in the town. 

For Elgin also views the Murchison family as a unified group despite keen observation of the 

distinctions between its members; however, rather than admiring what it sees, Elgin disdains 
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it. The narrator reveals the town bias early in the story in a passage Tausky refers to as 

"perhaps the most severe criticism of Elgin in the book" (Canadian 79-80): 

Mr. and Mrs. Murchison made no daim and small attempt upon society.. . . [ilt 

is highly unlikely to have occurred to hem that they were too good for their 

environment. Yet in a manner they were. It was a matter of quality, of 

spirituai and mental fabric; they were hardly aware that they had it, but it 

marked them with a difference, and a difference is the one thing a small 

comrnunity , accustomed comfortably to scan its own intelligible averages, will 

not tolerate. The unusual may take on an exaggeration of these; an excess of 

rnoney, an excess of piety, is understood; but idiosyncrasy suspectable to no 

common translation is regarded with the hostîlity earned by the white crow, 

modified, among law-abiding humans, into tacit repudiation. It is a sound 

enough social principle to distrust that which is not understood, like the saain 

of temperament inarticulate but vaguely manifest in the Murchisons. Such a 

snain may any day produce an eccentric or a genius, emancipated from the 

common interests, possibly inimical to the general good, and when, Iater on, 

your genius takes flight or your eccentric sells dl that he has and gives it to the 

poor, his fellow townsmen exchange shrewd nods before the vindicating fact. 

(34) 

Here, again, Duncan makes her point with reference to speech-or, more precisely, the lack 

thereof-indicating that, no matter how unexceptional the family appears at a casual glance, 

the Murchisons exist outside the unspoken and almost inexpressible boundaries that define 
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Elgin's ordinary middleclass. However "inarticulate" the quality of difference in the 

Murchisons, Elgin senses it and, because it cannot provide a "cornmon translation" for such 

difference, Its response is "tacit" rejection. Even when it feels justified in its intolerance 

(ironically, the narrator smirks, by displays of brilliance and altruism), only silent no& are 

exchanged in response among Elgin's average citizens. The narrator's sympathies clearly lie 

with the Murchisons as she describes their almost imperceptible ostracism as entirely the fault 

of Elgin's conservative instincts and generai lack of imagination. 

These are precisely the unattractive qualities exhibited by the Milbum family, the 

principal foi1 to the Murchisons and d i u s  the target of many of Duncan's satiric jabs. In fact, 

Peter Allen argues, it seerns that "Duncan has dramatized her fears for the friture of Canadian 

society in the figures of the Milbums, her hopes in the Murchisons" (384)." For each of 

the Murchisons' positive atmbutes, the Milburns have the correspondhg negative ones: the 

Murchisons are imaginative, genuine, altniistic, contemplative, modest, independent, and 

open-minded; the Milbunis are prosaic, insincere, sel f-serving , shallow, smug, conformist, 

and narrow-minded. The tension between the families is voiced by Mrs. Murchison's 

appraisal of the Miiburns' hypocriticai behaviour during Lorne's elecrion bid: 

"Those Milbiims," remarked Mrs. Murchison, "are enough to make one's 

blood boil. I met Mrs. Mi!buni in the market yesterday ... and she stopped-- 

wondemil thing for her-and had such an amount to say about Lame, and the 

honour it was, and the dear only h o w s  what! Butter wouldn't melt in her 

mouth-and Octavius Milbum doing al1 he knew against hirn the whole time! 

That 's the Milburns! I eut her remarkably short," Mrs. Murchison added, with 
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Despite Mrs. Murchison's power to silence Mrs. Milbum in this exchange, it is clear 

throughout the narrative that the Milbum family has an influentid voice in the comrnunity. In 

fict, as Tauslq notes, the Milbums "are acknowledged to be the local aristocracy," a position 

they attained by slavish adherence to their notions of British customs (Empire 163-4). As 

such, they represent the element of Canadian society that resolutely clings to the insular 

traditions of British colonialism. These traditions are rnanifested in their social and political 

behaviour . 
In her focus on the ostentatious practices and trivial concems of the women in the 

Milbum home, Duncan satirically undercuts their social position as the last bastion of British 

sophistication in Elgin. In fact, in rnoa regards, Mrs. Milbum and her sister are ndiculous in 

their efforts to maintaband to bequeath to Dora-their chenshed comection (through their 

own Nova Scotian upbringing) to the mother country. The narrator scoffs, for instance, at the 

fact that Dora had been taught, like her mother before her, to speak with "what was known 

as an 'English accent' ... but was clearly an Amencan product" (39). Dora is also "her 

mother's own daughter" (39) in that she mimics Mrs. Milbuni's appreciation of, and Ionging 

for, what she believes to be the customs of England's polite society. When Lorne remarks to 

Dora that he would like to extend his family's hospitafity to his visiting British fiend, 

Hesketh, Dora replies: "'1 wouldn't drearn of asking an Englishman to stay if 1 couidn't give 

him a late dinner; they think so rnuch of it. It's the trial of mother's life that father will not 

submit to it. As a girl she was used to nothing else'" (136). Dora's apprehension proves 

unjustified, for Hesketh admits to enjoying high tea. Having proclaimed that "'there can be 
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nothing like good English society' " (87), Mrs. Milbum is predisposed to admire Hesketh and 

does so even though ic is plain that she would deplore his presumptuous behaviour in any 

local man; he "pleased her extremely by the alacrity with which he accepted her first 

invitation to what she described as their very simple and unconventiod meal. Later he won 

her approval entirely by saying boldiy that he h o p i  he was going to be allowed to =y. It 

was only in good English society, Mrs. Milburn decimd, that you foünd such freedom and 

confidence" (1 6'7). 

It is not swprising that Dora should prefer Hesketh to Lorne, especially since she is 

well aware of her mother's hope that her only child wiil make a suitable match. When Lorne 

suggests to Dora that Mrs. Milbumfs respect for their privacy was a sign that she approved 

of him as a suitor, Dora counters: "'Motber's so deep. You can't always tell just by what she 

dues. She thinks Stephm Stuart Likes me-it's too perfectly idiotie; we are the rnewst friends- 

and when it's any question of you and Stephen-well, she doesn't say anything, but she lets 

me see! She thinks such a lot of the Stuarts because Stephen's father was Ontario Premier 

once, and got knighted'" (137)? Dora's change of heart (if her prudent decision can be so 

termed) is aiso predictable in light of her tendency to share her mother's and aunt 's opinions. 

The narrator expounds at sorne length on the validating effect Hesketh's visits have on these 

haughty and self-important women: 

It will be irnagined what pleasure Mrs. Mitbuni and Miss Filkin took in his 

visits, how he propped up their standard of behaviour in al1 things unessentiai, 

which was too likely to be growing limp, so far from approved examples. I 

think it was a real aesthetic satisfaction; I h o w  they would Qlk of it 
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afterwards for hours, with sighing cornparisons of the Y o m n  of the young 

men in EIgin, which they called beside Heskech'ç quite O&. It was a 

favourîte word with Mrs. Milburn--outré. She used it like a lorgnette, and felt 

her familiarity with it a diffemntiating mark. (167) 

Duncan's emphasis on the details of communication tbroughout these exchmges-in 

particular, Mrs. Milbuni's use of a cooaived accent, her unspoken message to Dora 

regarding her aspirations for her to rnarry into a prestigious family, her hypocritical approval 

of Hesketh's overly familiar address, and her condescending adoption of foreign words- 

contribute to the ongoing argument that al1 communication is fraught with a complex subtzxt. 

In this case, in order to understand Mrs. Milburn, to decode her, readers m u t  observe not 

only whm she says but how she says it.% 

Significantly, several of the same narrative comments regarding Mrs. Milbuni's habits 

of speech also point to a double-standard in Elgin's reaction to "difference. " The Milburn 

women are permitted their differentiating marks because they are thought to be the quirky by- 

products of a superior English upbringing. NWe a rnere five pages earlier the narrator had 

explaineci that the elder Murchisons were considered suspect for their quiet reticence to seek 

out Elgin's society and for their "inarticulate but vaguely manifest" (34) differences of 

temperament, she now announces that the Milburn women are hypccritically forgiven the 

same trespasses: 

Mrs. Milbum and her sister, Miss Filkin ... seemed to have inherited the 

strongest ideas, in the phrase of the place, about keeping thernselves to 

themselves.. . .Crosshg the Atlantic they doubtless suffered some dilution; but 
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ail that was possible to conserve them under very adverse conditions Mrs. 

M i l b m  and Mrs. Fiikin made it their duty to do. Nor were these ideas 

opposed, contesteci, or much traversed in Elgin. It was recognized that there 

was "something about" Mrs. Milbum and her sister-vaguely felt that you did 

not corne upon that t h i ~ e s s  of nostd, and slope of the shoutder, and set of 

elbow at every corner. They must have got it sornewhere. A Filkin tradition 

prevailed, said to have orïginated in Nova Scotia: the FiIkins never had been 

accessible, but if they wanted to keep to themselves, let them. (38-39) 

Paradoxically, both the Murchisons' unconscious possession of an exceptional spiritual and 

mental fabric and the Milburn women's self-satisfied adoption of what they consider to be 

superior accoutrements are considered by Elgin to be eccenaic. Because it has a loose 

explmation for the latter behaviour-"They must have got it somewhereM-Elgin rationalizes 

it, even learns to expect it. For instance, the narrator remarks that Mrs. Milburn deliberately 

ignores social expectations in matters of formal dress, but that she is not held in contempt as 

others would be: "For middle-aged ladies high necks and long sleeves were usual; and Mrs. 

Milburn might almost have been expected to appear thus, in a nicely-made black broché, 

perhaps. It was recognized as like Mrs. Mi!burn, in keeping with her unbending ideas, to 

Wear a dress cut as square as any young lady's, with just a litde lace let in, of a Iavender 

stripe" (44). What Duncan cntically implies here is that the Milbums are better tolerated 

because they are less threatening than the Murchisons; for al1 of their superior airs, the 

Milbums prove, finally, to be inferior, while the Murchisons are quietly, natively, and 

seeming ly irrefutabl y superior. 
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Mrs. Milbum's husband, Octavius, %ad been born in the country, and had never 

'gone over' to England; Canada was good enough for him" (42). Nor was he disposcd to 

view the English with a preferential eye; while his wife and sister-in-law are captivated by 

Hesketh's fonn, "Mr. Milburn, never so susceptible to delicate distinctions, looked upon the 

young Englishman with benevolent neuuality" (167). Moreover, the Milburn family's 

resistance to "slipping into wider and more promiscuous circles with the widening strûam" of 

Elgin's society "was not thought to reside with km" (38). Like his wife, however, Mr. 

Milbum is given to "unbending ideas," although his are expressed in the political rather than 

in the social realm. The narrator expounds at length on Mi. Milbum's ultra-conservative 

nature, remarking that it defined him in every way: 

That is what he was-a m m  of averages, balances, the safe level, no more 

disposed to an extravagant opinion than to Wear  one side whisker longer than 

the other. You would take him any day ... for the correct medium: by his 

careful walk with the spnng in it, his shrewd glance with the caution in it, his 

look of k i n g  prepared to account for himself, categoricaliy, from head to 

foot. ... There we have the tum of his mind, convertible into the language of 

book-keeping, a bdance stmck.. . . His ideal was life in a practical, go-ahead, 

self-governing colony, far enough from England actually to be disabused of her 

inherited anachronisms and make your own tarïff, near enough politically to 

keep your securities up by virtue of her protection. (41) 

Lome's dauntless and fervent expression of his dream for the future of the Cariadian nation is 

contrastai throughout 17ie Imperiaüst with Mr. Miibum's smug and dispassionate assesment 
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of the issues at hand. Tausky observes that the "radical difference in outlook between Lorne 

and Milbuni is explored in a nurnber of complementary ways. They belong to different 

parties, and disagree totdly about imperïalism. Lome disregards economic concems, whereas 

for Milburn they are the only basis for political decision"; it is, he concludes, "the 

ascendency of the Milbum mentality in Elgin which is ultimately responsible for Lome's 

downfall" (Empire 153). It proves impossible for Lorne to sway a man who has "not a 

political view in the world that was caiculated to affect his attitude toward a prac t id  matter" 

(86), and whose "approach is uti1itaria.n without vision" (Peterman, "Humour" 60). Mr. 

Milburn's eyes are so resolutely futed on the bottom line that he even maintains his bean- 

counting perspective when appraising his f d l y :  "Her father declared that Dora took in a 

great deal more than she ever gave out-an accomplishment in Mr. Milbum's eyes, on the 

soundest basis" (43). In contrast to Mr. Murchison, the father of a half dozen spirited and 

dynamic children, Mr. Milburn is only the "Father of the Elgin Boilert' (42) and of Dora, 

"two products," Ailen quips, "that have in cornmon a certain hard, commercial quality" 

(376) .96 

Duncan vilifies Mr. Milburn's political position by characterizing his conservative 

views as self-serving and hypocritical. Lome takes good-humoured delight, for instance, in 

Mr. Williams' tale of catching the hard-nosed Tory in a blatant contradiction. When Mr. 

Milburn declares that the governent " 'has no business.. .to apply taxes in the interest of any 

Company. It oughai't to know how to spelI " subsidy" ' ," Mr. Williams replies: " 'Well, now, 

Mr. Milbum ...y ou've changed your mind. Thought that was a thing you Consematives never 

did . . . Twenty-five years ago. . . when you were considenng whedier you' d start the Milburn 
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Boiler Works here or in Hamilton, Hamilton offered you a free site, and Elgin offered you a 

fiee site and a dam for your water power. You took the biggest subsidy an' came here'" (83- 

84). Amused at the thought that such an exchange wili prevent Mr. Milbum from disparaging 

subsidies in the hture, Lorne and Mr. Williams agree that "'Milbum hasn't got much of a 

political conscience, but he's got a sense of what's silly'" (84). Readers may share in Lame's 

laughter at Mr. Milburn's comeuppance for his vacillating views; however, they will soon be 

asked to share in his pain when Lome is hurt by such behaviour in others. First, his friend 

Hesketh breaks his commitment to help with Lorne's election bid, switching sides half way 

through the campaigri. Then Farquharson and Bingham, the Liberal P w  organizers, reveal 

their iack of faith in Lorne by buying the local Natives' votes; when an ensuing investigation 

prompts a re-election, they ask Lome to step down so that they can nominate the moderate 

Carter in his place." Finally, to add insult to injury, Dora breaks her secret engagement to 

Lome in favour of Hesketh' s attentions. Lorne is defeated in both the public and private 

spheres, cnished by others, me, but also by his own inabiliq to anticipate the unscmpulous 

motives of those others. 

Whether they agree with his politics or not, readers are bound to identify with Lorne 

because he is-almost to a fault-decent, honest, and genuine. In fact, Terrence Craig begins 

his article, " Imperiali sm and Moraiity in The Imperiaüst, " with the declaration that " Lurne 

Murchison is one of die most positive characters in Canadian literature. Lome is go& 

(417). In this respect, the conûast between Lome and the tomspeople he hopes «, represent 

is quite clear. So tao is Duncan's political bias; Lorne's goodness is grounded in his idealism 

which, in tum, finds its focus in the dream of imperid unity. It is a simpIe syIlogism: Lome 
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favours irnperialism; Lome is g d ;  therefore, imperidism is good. Readers witness the 

inception and growth of Lom's passion for the project, from the tirnomus reverence for the 

mother country he reveals upon being invited to join the Cnllckshank delegation ("'But it's 

the Empire!' said Lome, with a sort of shy fire" [81]) to his assured confidence in the 

promise of his native land (" 'In the scrolls of the future it is already wntten that the centre of 

the Empire must sbift-and where, if not to Canada"' [225]).98 Lorne's "divergent 

loyalties," as Tausky describes them, to Canada and to England are reconciled in an 

imperialistic vision that sees canada claiming its birdiright by bacoming the centre of the 

revitalized Empire (Empire 165). It is central to Duncan's satine purpose that Lorne becomes 

convinced of this course of action ody  after his stay in England. Indeed, Dooley suggests, 

Duncan has some fun at the expense of her British readers by juxtaposing h m ' s  thnll at the 

very thought of a trip to London with his dismay at the sight of its grim redities: 

Some English readers of Duncan's novel must have derived ,rat satisfaction 

from her depiction of a character who was ço clearly prepared to view the 

Mother Country as the paragon of excellence; but such readers m u a  have ben 

badly prepared for the ironic defeat of Lorne's expectations. Bus drivers who 

talk with thick London accents and invariably ask him if he isn't 

Arnerican.. .the crowds of poverty-çtncken peopie, and the seeming 

indifference to their existence--to the Young Canadian such experierces are 

shocking and disillusioning. (29) 

Suddenly enlightened, Lorne sees an ideal oppomuiity for Cana& to lead a reinvigorated 

Empire into the twentieth century. 
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Ironically, Lame's eye-opening experiences in London are matched by a 

corresponding Mure in his vision of Elgin. First, "Lome is guilty of seeing things in black- 

and-white tems when he describes the two alternatives as Imperia1 federation and annexation 

by the United States" (Dooley 31). In one of his election speeches, Lome clearly States that 

Canada mua decide between these two potential futures: 

"But the &temative before Canada is not a mere choice of markets; we are 

confronted with a much graver issue. In this rnatter of dealing with our 

neighbour our very existence is involved. If we would preserve ourselves as a 

nation, it has becorne Our business, not only to reject American ovemires in 

favour of the overtures of our own great England, but to keenly watch and 

actively resist American infiuence, as it already threatens us through the 

common channels of Iife and energy. We often say that we have no fear of 

invasion fiom the south, but the amies of the south have already crossed the 

border. Amencan enterprise, Arnerican capital.. . . " (228) 

Duncan subtly undercuts this mindset throughout the novel. For instance, she represents the 

strict division of the issue into opposing camps as an immature, futile and possibly destructive 

exercise: "Prospective lifelong friendships, male and female, in every form of 'the 

CoIlegiate,' had been put to this touchstone, sometimes with shattering efkct. If you would 

not serve with Wallingham the greamess of Britain you were held to favour going over to the 

United States; there was no middle course. It became a personal matter in the ward çchools, 

and smail boys pursued srnall boys with hatehl cries of ' Annexationist!'" (143). 

Furthermore, Duncan points out the extent to which American goods and services can 
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pervade the middle-class Canadian home without altering its politics; she describes the 

Murchison fmi ly  and their guests questioning Lame about his trip: 

"1 suppose you had a lovely tirne, Mr. Murchison?" said Mrs. Williams, gently 

tilting to and €ro in a rocking chair, with her pretty feet in their American 

shoes well in evidence. It is a fact, or perhaps a parable, that should be 

interesting to political economists, the adaptabilis, of Canadian feet to 

American shoes; but fortunately it is not our present business. Though I must 

add that the 'rocker' was also American, and the hammock in which Stella 

reposed came from New York, and upon John Murchison's knee, with the 

local journal, lay a pink evening paper published in Buffalo. (120) 

It is clear in this context that the mere acquisition of American merchandise and interest in 

Amerioui &airs will not convert otherwise pafriotic Canadians into annexationis ts . 

Iust as Duncan argues that the willingness to trade with Americanç does not signify an 

antidritish stance, so too does she indicate that an anti-Amencan position is by no means a 

vote for Imperia1 Federation. In fact, despite setting up Lorne and Mr. Milbum as opposing 

forces in the irnperialist debate, Duncan blurs the contrast by pointing out the fundamental 

similarities in their respective visions-especially in regards to their position on the Arnerican 

Republic. Ln his article, "A Portrait of the Idedist as Politician: The Individual and Society in 

23e Impehzlist, "Francis Zichy surnmarizes the dificuky Lame faces in justimng his brand 

of nationalisrn over Mr. Milbürn's: 

Lorne's purpose and Milburn's are quite different, yet they sometimes appear 

to speak the same language, for Milbum too can say that Canada and the 
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British tradition are good enough for him, " that he preferred a fair living under 

his own flag to a fortune under the Stars and Stripes" (41). Milburn is 

particularly angered by Lorne's campaigning for a new Canada because it 

radical1 y challenges the manufacturer' s moderaie and sel f-serving paaiotisrn. 

Yet there is no doubt that Milbum's views are also an outgrowth of Canadian 

history and experience, also a manifestation of Canada's tradition of loyalty 

and restraint. This may make it unusually difficult for h r n e  to combat 

Milburn's position, since both men cal1 on the same heritage, but to such 

different ends. (398) 

Perhaps in his attempt to distinguish himself fiom it, Lome overreacts to the moderate, self- 

serving, and rnercenary nationdism expounded by Mr. Milburn and his ilk; his irnprovident 

promotion of a self-sacrificing pauiotism entirel y divorced €rom the nation' s financial 

interests reveals the extent to which he has tumed a blind eye to the concems of his 

electorate. 

The constituency is initially aansfured by Lorne's compelling arguments: 

He summoned ideas from the obscurity of men's minds, and rnarshalled diem 

in the light, so that many recognized what they had been trying to think. He 

wrote with homeliness as well as force, wishing much more to make the issue 

recognizable than to create fine phrases, with the remit that one or two of his 

sentences passed into the language of the discussion, which, as any of its 

standard-bearers would have told you, had little use for rhetoric. (144) 

And yet, as irnpressed as his audience is with Lorne' s facility with language, they regard him 
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who weaves fascinating but ultimately fanciful tales: "When he had brought it 

forward at the late fa11 fairs and in the lonely country schoolhouses, his talk 

had k e n  ço trenchant, so vivid and pictorial, that the gathered fmers  listened with open 

mouths, like children, pathetically used with life, to a grown-up fairy tale. As Horace 

Williams said, if a dead horse could be made to go this one would have brought Murchison 

romping in" (221). Like Williams, the narrator, and possibly even Dunqn's readers, Lorne's 

audience sees that he is chmpioning a lost cause, beating a dead horse. Thus, however 

skilled a talker he may be, his defeat is a foregone conclusion. 

The results of Lame's f i l ing vision are particularly unfortunate considering that 

Duncan presents him at the outset of the novel as possessing a keen awareness of Elgin's 

prionties. In his survey of the market place from the door of his new law office, Lome 

clearly recognizes both the reality and the potentid of the town, and by extension of the 

Dominion-" twisted and unlovely, but holding the promise of dl" (65). First, his sharp eye 

discerm the anxiousness at the centre of the commotion: "It was a scene of activity but not of 

excitement, or in any sense of joy. The matter was of tw hard an importance; it made tw 

much difference on both sides whether potatoes were twelve or fifteen cents a peck" (64). As 

he watches these transactions, he is also smck by the romantic possibilities in the scene: "A 

tendemess seized him for the f m e r s  of Fox County, a throb of enthusiasm for the idea they 

represented, which had become for him suddenly moving and pictorial" (65). As Peterman 

points out, Lorne's discrirninating perception of this panorama momentarily "blends 

imagination with fact, subjectivity with objectivity, an aesthetic sense with the reality of plain 

struggle and small margin. For the moment he sees things in balancew ("Humour" 61). 
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Lorne's passion for the imperid idea ,gaduaily obscures this clear and balanced view of his 

town; the closer he gets to election night, the more imbalanced his vision becomes until his 

dream of the Dominion's potential completely eclipses his view of the pragmatic, everyday 

reality of life in Elgin." 

Lome reaches a fever pitch in his final election rally speech which takes place, 

symbolically, at the town opera-house-a venue as far rernoved from the sheer practicalities of 

Elgin's market place as c m  possibly be imagined. The opera-house çcene, which is at once 

both the triumph and min of Lome' s bnef political career, reveals Duncan's maçtery of 

multiple perspectives. Lorne's speech is an cloquent, iucid, and powemil expression of his 

idealistic vision of Canada's future in the British Empire. Through it, she clearly outlines the 

principal concepts of the Imperialist rnovement and dramaticaliy portrays its profound 

emotional appeal. The audience seemingly follows Lome to the high reaches of his argument; 

in fact, in its enthusiastic response he finds his cue to proceed: "They cheered him promptly, 

and a gathered intensity came into his face at the note of praise" (229). However, even as the 

long speech builds towards its climax, die narrator routinely interrupts to qualify the 

audience's apparently favourable reaction to it From the moment Lome begins, in fact, 

readers are made aware that his decision to "put the notes of his original speech away in his 

office deskW (224) was a bad one. The narrator pulls back from the scene and looks at it from 

a future perspective, as though she has since interviewed those in attendance: 

Who knows at what suggestion, or even precisely at what moment, the fabric 

of his sincere intention fell away? Bingham does not; Mr. Farquharsun has the 

vaguest idea; Dr. Drummond declares that he expected it from the beginning, 
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but is totally unable to say why. 1 can get nothing more out of them, though 

they were al1 there, though they dl saw him, indeed a drarnatic figure, 

standing for the youth and energy of the old blood, and heard hirn, as he 

slipped away into his great preoccupation, as he made what Bingham cailed his 

"bad break. " (224) 

And yet, even as they recognize that Lorne has, to borrow Williams' term, "'monkeyed it al1 

away ' " (23 1) , his supporters are nonetheless irnpressed b y Lame' s vigour and find themselves 

caught up in the excitement of the moment: "John Murchison smiled with pleasure, but shook 

his head. Bingham, doubled up and clapping like a repeating rifle, groaned aloud under cover 

of it to Horace Williams: 'Oh, the darned kid! "' (225). In addition to noting these particular 

responses, the narrator also appraises the quality of the general applause that urges Lorne on 

to dizzying heights. She knows that while the audience seems to sanction Lorne's words, it is 

their delivery-and not their irnport-that they celebrate: "There was a half-comprehending 

burst of applause, Dr. Dmmmond's was the first clap. It was a cunous change from the 

simple colloquial manner in which the young Murchison had begun and to which the audience 

were accustomed; and on this account probably they stamped the harder. They applauded 

Lorne himself; something from him infected them; they applauded being made to feel like 

that. They would clap first and consider aftenvards" (225). Elgin keeps separate its aesthetic 

and political sensibilities. 

Likely mistaking the audience's appreciation of his rhetorical intensity for agreement 

with his ideas, Lorne goes too far.lM The narrator notes that he "was hopelessly adrift from 

the subject he had proposed to himself, launched for better or for worse upon the theme that 
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was subliminal in him and had flowed up, on which he was launched, and almost nidderless, 

without construction and without control" (227). His "fatal error in tactics," as Tausky notes 

"is his refusai to find any economic argument for imperialism that would m&e it attractive 

h m  the standpoint of individual and national self interest. He positively flaunts this 

disregard for economic considerations" (Empire 1567). Lome ' s backers attempt damage 

controi in the ensuing speeches: 

The Hon. Mr. Tellier's speech-the Minister was always kept to the las-was a 

defence of the recent dramatic development of the Government's railway 

policy, and a reminder of  the generous treatment Elgin was receiving in the 

Estimates for the following year--thirty thousand dollars for a new Drill Hall, 

and fifteen thousand for improvements to the post-office. It was a telling 

speech, with the chi& of hard cash in every sentence, a kind of audit by a 

chartered accountant of the Liberal books of South Fox, showing g d  r m n  

why the Liberal candidate should be retumed on Thursday, if only to keep the 

balance nght. (230-23 1) 

It is, however, Lorne's impassioned speech that is printed in full the next moniing in both of 

Elgin's papers, his imaginative vision that is presented to these practical voters in the cold 

light of day . Despite the promise of Tuesday evening' s thunderous applause, Thursday night 

finds Lome with a narrow and contested victory. Because there are so many factors to 

consider, it is dificult for readers to place the blame for Lorne's failure squarely on anyone's 

shoulders. They must acknowledge that Lome himself is at least partly culpable for foolishly 

miscalculating his constituency by asking it to put aside its irnmediate concems and share in 
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feats of imagination thar were simply beyond it. At the same time, "the Milburn factor" 

cannot be so simply excused; Elgin must be censured for allowing its shailow, mercenary 

interests and narrow-minded consemative instincts to Limit its support for such an 

extraordinary man. 

Once again, Duncan complicates the issue further by revealing that the battle lines are 

not clearly drawn between " Murchison" and " Milbuni, " between imagination and 

pragmatism, between Liberal and Conservative. Note, for instance, that Lome is ultimately 

defeated by his supporters, not by his detractors: "By allolting Lome's coup de grme to his 

own friends and political advisers, Duncan shows her shrewd understanding of the tendency 

in small towns to run away fiom what is perceived as unrealistic of fanciful" (Tausky, 

" Writing" , 340). Surely readers notice that, long before the vote, hrne did not have the 

strong backing of his own family. In fact, the elder Murchisons-the two people h m  whom 

Lorne rnight reasonably expect undivided attention and enthusiastic endorsement--exhibit 

surprisingly M e  serious interest in or support for his campaign. While they are not 

indifferent to the outcorne, they are by no means captivated by their son's vision of imperial 

unity. Mrs. Murchison's lack of interest in Lome's transforming experiences in London is 

humorously treated. In her exasperation with Lome for focusing on politics in his letters 

home, she betrays her own pragmatic concerns: 

"He seems tremendously taken up with Wallingham. It was d l  

Wallingham,lol from one end to the other.. . .Youfd think he had nothing else 

to write about. There was that reception at Lord What-you-maycall-him's, the 

Canadian Cornrnissioner's, when the Prince and Pnncess of Wales came, and 
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brought their family. f fd like to have heard something more about that than 

just that he was there. He might have noticed what the children had on. Now 

that Abbey's family is coming about her I seem to have my hands as full of 

children's clothes as ever I had." (92) 

Later, when reading Lame's series of articles in the newspaper detailing the imperïalist 

scheme, Mrs. Murchison reveals the superficiality of her support by offering: " '1 don't 

pretend to understand it.. .but anybody can see that he knows wbat he's talking about' " (144). 

Mr. Murchison is more judgmental; he reads the articles "with a critical eye and a pursed-out 

lip," perceptively noting that his son takes for granted " '[olther folks being Iike himself " 

(144). In fact? Mr. Murchison pinpoints the flaw not o d y  in Lome's character but also in his 

conception of the Empire. He states his opposition to the loss of Canadian sovereignty that 

Lome's proposal of " 'common taxation for defence'" (121) implies, by responding, 

" ' [clornrnon interest, yes.. .cornmon taxation, no, for defence of any other purpose. The 

colonies will never send money to be squandered by the London War Office. We'll defend 

ourselves as mon as we can manage it, and buy Our own guns and our own cruisers. We're 

better business people than they are, and we h o w  it'" (122). 

Lame's parents' varying responses to his campaign raise the question: if these two 

intelligent, imaginative, Liberal (and partial) people show only minimal interest in, 

understanding of, or agreement with Lome's imperid vision, how could he have expected the 

general electorate to do so?'" As Dooley remarks, me I'erioüst concludes in a sardonic 

object lesson, pointing out "the lack of political wisdom and political morality in the typical 

small Canadian t o m .  For Elgin has chosen the worse instead of the better, and sacrificed the 
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promise of its future tc temporary political tranquillity" (35). Lorne's own hture is briefly 

jeopardized as he suffers a mental and physicai collapse in the face of political and romantic 

trea~hery.'~ He is rescued, in a sense, by Henry Cruickshank who prevents Lorne from 

fleeing to Milwaukee by offering him a pmership in his Toronto law firm. Tausky argues 

that such a conclusion lîas a symbolic function, that the alliance between Cniickshank and 

Lorne represents the imperid idea; Cniickshank "is to be revitdized by Lorne's infi uence, 

just as an imperid partnership with younger nations would revitalize England. His terms to 

Lorne are generous, jus as England must offer generous terrns to secure Canadat s totai 

allegiance. nie offer is accepted 'not without emotion,' and as Lorne says in his own speech, 

the decision for closer ties with England is an emotional, not a rational decision" (Empire 

159). Duncan leaves her readers with the vague promise that Lorne will rise above this early 

defeat: "We know that his ideal was strong enough to reassert itself.. .and the thing that could 

rise in him at that black moment may be trusted, perhaps, to reclaim his fortitude and 

reconsecrate his energy when these things corne again into the full current of his lifew (264). 

Advena Murchison's story  mirrors her brother' s in many ways; if Lorne lems "the 

danger that passion poses to idealism, " Advena l ems  the opposite (Slonim 19)? Through 

the portrayal of Advena's turbulent relationship with the Reverend Hugh Finlay, Duncan not 

only provides her readers with an entertaining love story to balance the political analysis that 

infuses Lorne's plot, but she provides herself with another group of satilical targets that 

cornpiement those that appear in the principal p l d M  Frank Davey suggests the extent to 

which these Murchison siblings are cut from the same cloth: 

Both have become educated beyond the noms of Elgin, Advena as a teacher, 
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Lame as a Iawyer. Both have become attracted to idealisms that appear to 

onginate in Britain, Advena to the Scottish Hugh Finlay's Romantic vision of 

intellectual joys and passions that can render the material world irrelevant, and 

Lorne to a vision of British poli t id equity that waits to be achieved in an 

evolving British Empire. Part of the reason for this attraction is that both have 

outgrown the potential of their home cultural fields-Advena a culture that 

praises only a domestically skilled woman, Lorne one that values political 

chicanery far above politicai principle. (" Narrative" 430) 

Iust as Duncan invites readers to compare Lorne' s character to that of Octavius Milburn in 

whom she satirizes Elgin's small-rninded conservatism, so too does she set up Advena as a 

"redistic foi1 to Dora Milburn, in whom Duncan parodies the appearance and manners of the 

conventional fictional heroine" (Allen 378) .'O6 Tausky extends the cornparison between the 

families further by noting that Lome and Advena are motivated by conceni for others, 

whereas Octavius Milburn and his daughter think only of their own self-interest" (DLB 102). 

Even though it is clear that Duncan's sympathies lie with Lome and Advena, she notes that 

their unique characters make their lives in Elgin d i f f i ~ u l t ; ~ ~  however, as is the case with 

Lome, Advena's own tendency towards extremes renders her partly to blame for her 

suffering. 

Duncan's praise of Advena' s imagination, compassion and intelligence is tempered by 

the satiric treatment of her foibles. Despite her potential to do othenvise, Advena is d l  too 

willing to mode1 her behaviour on popular romance novels. As Hammill observes: "Advena's 

thought patterns are influencecl to a rather unhealthy degree by ideals derived from English 
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Iiteranire. She maps out and interprets her life according to the conventions of a certain type 

of novel, and as she fdls in love wilh Hugh Finlay she begins to project these conventions 

onto him as well" (159).108 When he reveals to her that he is honour-bound to marry Miss 

Cameron, Advena resolves to suffer in silence and her inarticulateness proves to be as self- 

defeating as Lorne's corresponding loquaciousness. Their situations are paralleled in other 

ways as well; by deciding to sacrifice their happiness to uphold old-world traditions, the two 

lovers adopt "heroic roles that are just as naïve as Lorne' s case of puppy love" (Tausky, 

Canudian 81). Advena is not prepared for the consequences of her idealistic attempt to stifle 

her feelings and she-like her brother-cornes close to suffering a nervous breakdown (as 

evidenced by her tendency toward hysterical laughter) when she finds her hopes shattered: 

"The 'ideal' of self-sacrifice is one that human frailty can only aspire to; like Lorne's 

imperialist vision, Advenars self-sacrificing role founders on the reality of the new world" 

(Dean, "'You may imagine'" 192). Unwilling to see his close friends suffer needleuly, Dr. 

Drumrnond takes matters into his own hands and provides a simple, practical solution: he will 

release Finlay h m  his obligation by rnarrying Miss Carneron himself. By the novel's end, 

Advena and Hugh are making plans to take up missionary work together in Alberta. 

In the closing pages of The Imperialist, the nanator allows Mn. Murchison a final 

remark on the contrashg fortunes of her eldest children. She is curt about Lorne's 

usurpation: "The second election passed only half noticed by the Murchison family; Carter 

very nearly reesrablished the Liberal majority. . .and Mrs. Murchison said they were welcome 

to Cartert' (265). She bas rather more to say about the unusual circumstances surroundhg 

Advena' s engagement: 
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As to Advena' s simple statement that Miss Cameron had made a second choice 

of the Doctor, changing her mind, as far as Mrs. Murchison could see, without 

rhyrne or reason, that Mrs. Murchison took leave to find a very poor 

explanation. Advena's own behaviour toward the rejection is one of the things 

which her mother declares, probably mly, thar she wilt never understand. To 

pick up a man in die actual fling of king thrown over, will never, in Mrs. 

Murchison's eyes, constitute a decorous proceeding. I suppose she thinks the 

creature might have been made to wait until at least he had found his feet. She 

professes to cherish no antagonism to ber future son-in-Iaw on this account, 

although, as she says, it's a queer way to corne into a farnily.. . .(265) 

While it may seem an ironic contradiction that the same pragmatic temperament that nipped 

Lorne's dreams in the bud now atlows Advena's to blossom, Davey notes that both of these 

idedistic young people are saved by "apparently rare exceptions to the cultural noms: the 

practicaf und honourable Dr. Drummond, who finds, by unconventional means, a way for 

Advena and Finlay to continue together, and an exception even 'mer, a fastidious politician,' 

the sirnilady honourable Henry Cruickshank" ("Narrative" 432). That there are such rare 

exceptions in Canada as Dr. Drummond, Mr. Cruickshank, and Lorne and Advena 

Murchison themselves, is indicative of Duncan's hope for the future of the young country. 

Lame and Advena rnay have been rejected by the worst of their society, but they are 

reclaimed by the best of it, a pcomising sign. As R.D. MacDonald argues: "Duncan answers 

what she is up against: in the Murchisons and in Dr. Drummond she presents a vital spirit, 

an emes t  and imaginative force for the good, which may yet bear fruit. And in her own free 
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imaginative play, her undoctrinaire and sympadietic play of intelligence, she makes her 

writing itself a complex and complete embodiment of that lively spirit" ("Re-Reading" 429). 

Tausky remarks that Sara Jeannette Duncan's fiction can be seen to fom an important part of 

several lines of development in Canadian prose. For instance, her penemting amiysis of the 

psychology of exile throughout her work places her at the historicai centre of a longstanding 

Canadian 1iterar-y tradition stretching frorn Frances Brooke and Susanna Moodie to Mordecai 

Richler and Mavis Gallant (Canadan 31). Furthemore, her principal theme-the stniggle of 

a smart, passionate, young protagonist to survive the suffmting conditions of his or her 

smail home-town-initiated a prominent tradition of Canadian writing to include the work of 

Lucy Maud Montgomery, Robertson Davies, Margaret Laurence, and Mice Munro. The 

Imperialist in particular was, Robert Thacker argues, "one of the first real achievernents" in 

the portrayal of small-town Canadian life; as such, it anticipates Leacock's more popular 

Sunshine Sketches in a number of ways, but especially in its inclusion of a detached narrator 

who is nonetheless emphatically a product of the town he or she criticizes (17). While very 

few of Duncan's reviewers appreciated her effort in this regard (most suggested, like a 

reviewer for The Oaflook, that the redistic portrayal of Elgin and its inhabitants "makes very 

duil reading" [4 June 1904; qtd. in Tausky, Canadian Critical Edition, 3 lSJ), '3. G.,  " writing 

in S&mhy Night, argued that Canadians should see themseives in this novel: 

The English criac or the United States reviewer rnay say what h e  likes about 

the book, but we loiow, More we have finished the first chapter, that it is the 

very life of o u  people. It is not "about" or "conceniing" us, but here is a .  
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Ontario tom,  with its every-day trials and triumphs, its local ambitions, and 

its national significance. Elgin. ..is said to be Brantford, but it might be 

Guelph, or Stratford or Goderich. We al1 know the Murchisons. (4 June 1904; 

qtd. in Tausky, Canadian Critical Edition, 3 17) 

When me Impe~alisst was reissued by McClelland and Stewart in 1961, Canadian critics 

followed J.G. 's lead, though the first rernarks were somewhat qualified; for instance, George 

Woodcock called me Imperiaüst "one of the few mature and sophisticated noveis to be 

written by a Canadian before the Great War" ("Masks" 210). and Gordon Roper suggested 

that "Canadian fiction had before her no woman wrîter of such Iiterary ski11 and rangew 

("Writers of Fiction, 1880-1920" 317). More recently, critics have contested that Duncan 

stands among Canada's finest fiction writers and that her work is relevant, not just as a study 

of pre-war Canada, but also as a study of conternporary Canada: Moss argues that she 

"displays, in fact, one of the most acute political minds that Canadian literature has yet 

ailowed to flourish in its midstn (Pattern 53), while Dooley notes that "[olne of the major 

merits of The Imper.iala'st is that it bnngs.. . enduring Canadian problems into sharp, clear 

focus" (3 1). Joseph and Johanna Jones agree, nodding both to Historicists and New Critics in 

their assessrnent of the novel's abiding interest to Canadian readers: 

The "imperialism" borne] stood for Iooks, almost a century later than the 

supposed time of action, much like the loosely federated cooperation of today's 

Commonwealth, with Canada a full partner-argued for, then, as a check to the 

threat of only too genuine economic imperialism fiom the United States. The 

issues raised are by no means dead ones yet; students of govenunent, in 
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addition to readers who simply enjoy good writing, wouid find much in llre 

Imperialist to interest them. (41) 

The 1996 publication of a critical edition of the novel by Tecumseh Press, with its 

accompanying seleetion of insightful new scholarship on Duncan's work, indicates that, 

nearly a century after the initiai publication of The Imperialist, Sara Jeannette Duncan's 

readers have learned fully to appreciate the definitive, and definitively Canadian, equipoise of 

her gentle satire and its exacting standards of excellence. 



Endnotes: Csnfederation Pend 

1. David Bell and Lome Tepperman explain that political culture "consists of the ideas, 
assumptions, values, and beliefs that condition political action. It affects the ways we use 
politics: the kinds of social problems we address and the solutions we attempt. For political 
culture serves as a filter or lens throiigh which political actors view the world: it influences what 
they perceive as social problems and how to react to them" (246). 

2. In fact, in Newfoundland, a brief experiment in parties resulted in such bitter Catholic- 
Protestant conflicts in the 1840s haî the Assembly was, by cornmon consent, abolished for six 
years: "When it was revived, the old divisions remaincd, but Catholics prociaimed themselves 
Liberals and Reformea while the Protestant communities dong the noah coast would cal1 
themselves Conservatives" @ . Morton 59). 

3. The theory of responsible government appears to place enormous power in the hands of MPs; 
however, it did not produce hesitant governments feamif of their legislatures because of "party 
disciplineM--another tradition of British parliarnentary govenunent, according to which the lMPs 
of a party generally vote as a unified block in the legislahire. Stephen Brooks reports that of the 
thirty-five govements elected between 1867 and 1993, only five fell because of a defeat in the 
legisiature-and in al1 five cases these were minority governrnents which depended on the support 
of another party's MPs (99-100). 

4. The colony worked on many fronts to protect the values of Loyalism from Ameficanization. 
In addition to limiting Amencan immigration to "a mere handful" in the post-War years, the 
Assembly also "tried time and again to get rid of American teachers and Amencan textbooks. 
Religious groups (especially Methodias) suspected of keeping t w  closely comected with their 
American counterparts were strongly urged, even forced on occasion, to align themselves with 
British groups insteadw (Bell and Tepperman 8 1). 

5. This was, in a sense, a re-joining of the province aiready split in two by the British 
government. George Stewart explains: " Following the conques and acquisition of Canada during 
the Seven Years' War (1756-63), the Bntish ran the newly acquired French colony of Quebec 
as a crown colony with a British governor and, following the Quebec Act of 1774, an appointed 
council. In 1791, the British reorganized this old colony by splitting it into two separate colonies 
-Upper Canada (west of the Ottawa River) and Luwer Canada (the French-Canadian heartland). 
This division was made necessary by the influx of thousands of Loyatists who, once they arrived 
in Bntish temtory, displayed deep misgivings about living under the constitutional and legal 
arrangements of the 1774 Act. Under the 1791 Canada Act, each colony was provided with a 
governor, appointed executive and legislative councils, and elected assemblies" (6). 



6. Brooks explains that the concept of political parties "emerged about the same tirne that the 
franchise was extended to males in the lower strata of iiberal society (first to the middle classes 
and gradually to the non-properried, wage-earning class) : between 1800 and 1830 in the United 
States and between 1832 and 1868 in Great Britain.. . .Parties, with a semi-permanent organization 
outside of the legislature, graddly developed to enable political entrepreneurs to mobilize this 
mass electoraten (18618'7). The development of the party system in Canada was equally as 
gradual and its ongins are not found exclusively in Upper Canada but in the cditions between 
Upper and Lower Canada throughout the 1840s and '50s. John A. Macdonald and George- 
Etienne Cartier's goveming coalition of Conservatives encompassed seved distinct groups: 
moderate Reformers from Canada West, moderate Conservatives (the bleus) from Canada East, 
the commercial and industrial interests of English-speakUig Quebec, and the remnants of the 
Family Compact and the Chateâu Clique. The opposition coalition comprised of the Clear Grits 
of Canada West and the rouges of Canada East who were hostile to Macdonald's commercial and 
banking interests and who advocated free trade with Americans and continued to admire the 
republican and individualist ideas of the United States. The Conservatives evennially took shape 
around the unimng vision of Macdonald's nation-building program (enshrined as NP-the 
National Policy of 1878-9) while the Liberal Party was fraught with divisive ethnic and religious 
tensions until Wilfred Laurier assumed leadership in 1887" (1 87). 

7. Many influentid politicians also signed the manifesta, including Louis-Joseph Papineau and 
future Prime Minister, John Abbott, 

8. The year 1860 was also marked by an official visit to al1 the provinces of the Prince of Wales 
and the Duke of Newcastle, the secretary of state for the colonies: "Apart from the greater 
insight into provincial conditions and points of view thereby acquired by the colonial secretary, 
the visit did much to promote imperid loyalty in the provinces, as well as to provide an 
oppominity for its expression" (W. M. Whitelaw 152). 

9. " Manifest Destiny" is a phrase applied to American temtoriai expansion throughout the 1800s, 
irnplying that both fate and divine will sanctioned the growdi of the country. Coined in 1845 by 
John L. OrSullivan (editor of the United Staes Magazine and Demcmiîc ReMew), it was 
originally meant to justiQ the U.S. annexation of Texas (1845) and was used aftenvard regarding 
annexations of Mexico, Oregon, the Caribbean, Hawaii, Alaska, and Guam. 

10. The notion of a national union of some sort was, of course, hardly a new idea. Desmond 
Morton rehearses some of the instances in Canada's past when the possibility of such a union was 
raised: "A British staff officer had suggested it as early as 1783. William Smith, the Loyalist 
Chief Justice of Quebec, had devised a scheme for a central legislature in 1785. Among the ideas 
that had cascaded through William Lyon Mackenzie's mind was a colonial union. Lord Durham 
had prornoted the notion when he summoned lieutenant-govemrs and their councils to meet him 
in 1838. James W. Johnson, Howe's opponent in Nova Scotia, had been so impressed with 
Durham's idea that he had pushed the proposition during the 1850s. So had British governors 
like Lord Elgin and his able successor, Sir Edward Head. It was hardly astonishing. The colonies 
were all British--Canada East no less than the others--and they al1 lived in the shadow of the 
largest, if not necessarîly the happiea, federal union in the world" (72). 



11. Confederation could not, of course, suddenly enable the new nation to withstand Arnerican 
aggression, but it rnay weil "avert encroachment by appealing for respect as a new North 
Arnerican nation, one not hostile to the American system, though not wholly part of it" (W.L. 
Morton, Con&xîs 190). W.L. Morton explains that, for its part, the United States would later 
accept the new Dominion "beause it was war-weary and involved in reconsmiction, because it 
had the trans-Mississippi West to develop unirnpeded, because it had the profits of the new 
industrial order to absorb, and because it did not expect the ramshackle structure to endure .... 
Firiaily, the United States held the strategic conuols on the Pacifie--Alaska and San Juan--and 
on the Atlantic rnight hope to obtain Newfoundland. Canada was no threat to the integnty of the 
Union, or to American supremacy in North America" (202-203). 

12. Brooks describes a federai system of govemment as one in which "the constitutionai authority 
to make laws and to tax is divided between a national govenunent and some number of regional 
govenunents. Neither the national governent acting aione nor the regional governments acting 
together have the authority to alter the powers of the other level of government. They are CO- 

ordimte ai! independent in their separate constitutional spheres" (1 19). 

13. The federal govemment in Ottawa waç given complete authority over trade and commerce, 
shipping, fisheries, interprovincial transportaiion, currency and banking, and the postal service; 
federal and provincial govenunents shared the responsibility for immigration and agriculnire 
(though Ottawa would prevail in any dispute); and the federal govemment assumed the duty to 
build an intercolonial railway linking Montreai to Halifax: " When we consider that promoting 
economic growth and military defence (dm a fedeml responsibility) were the two chief functions 
of the nineteenthcentury state, there is little doubt that Ottawa was assigned the major legislative 
powers of that eran (Brooks 124-125). 

14. Martin argues that what determined the preference of French Canadians was that "in 1864- 
67, a negotiated scheme for local autonomy within British North American Confederation was 
actually on offer, whereas autonomy within a federation of the orro Canadas was not" (Hisory 
19). French Canadians accepted Confederation largely because the provincial governments were 
given jurisdiction over their education systems, and so the local French rnajority could safeguard 
its language, religion and culture. 

15. Britain supported Confederation primarily because they hoped to find an honourable way to 
divest themselves of the responsibility for the defence of the colonies. W.M. Whitelaw remarks: 
"It is hardly too much to say that before the Civil War was over the provinces had become more 
insistent on the retention of the British comection than was the mother country herself" (152). 
The war worried British suzitegists who watched with alarm as the huge military potentiai of the 
United States was rnobilized for action: a report in 1864 confirmed that "without efforts no 
British govemment could afford, the Canadas were indefensible. This was a secret no colonist 
could be altowed to know, but it lent harsh urgency to the British determination that something 
be done about the North Amencan coloniest' (D-Morton 50-51). Colonid union seemed to be 
the answer. (StiI1, when it bec=ame clear that Nova Scotia and New Brunswick were reticent to 
tie themselves to a defenceless interior, a pro-Codederate British govemor made "a vague but 
seemingIy valuable piedge that if they would take their own defence seriously, 'the Imperid 



Govermnent fully acknowledged the reciprocal obligation of defending every portion of the 
Empire with dl the resolirces at its command'" p.Morton 771). Whitelaw also points out that 
Britain had been shifting its emphasis from colonial to foreign considerations for at least a decade 
prior to Confederation. The outbreak of the Crimean War in 1854 marked the beginning of 
Brimin's involvement in a series of military operations in Cnmea, India and China. While Britain 
provided rnilitary assistance to British North America during the Amencan Civil War, they were 
forced to postpone imperial aid towards such projects as the building of an intercolonial railway. 
Their pervasive domestic economic, military, and political tensions obviously greatiy effected 
their colonial policy (102-103). 

16. Canadian self-governent was "almost" achieved because several powers were originally 
withheld h m  Canadian governments and therefore frorn the voters who elected them. These 
included: the power to enter into foreign treatïes (the Statute of Westminster transferred this 
power to Canada in 1931); the power to interpret the constitution (until 1949, when the Suprerne 
Court of Canada became the final appellate court for the country, the Iudicial Cornmittee of the 
Privy Couacil-comprised of members of the British House of Lords--was the highest court); and 
the power to amend the constitution (this remained unchanged until the repatriation of the 
constitution in 1982) (Brooks 80). 

17. Stephen Brooks defines "politicai commu~ty" as a "shared sense of belonging to a country 
whose national integrity is worth preservuig. This is somethiog less than nationalism, which 
defines a cornrnunity by its language, ethnic origins, traditions, or unique history. And it is not 
quite the sarne as patriotism, which one associaies with a more fervent and demonstrative love 
of country and its syrnbols than is usually considered seemly in Canada.. . .national identity is 
essentially political-a sense of common citizenship in a country whose members have more in 
common with one another than with the citizens of neighbouring States and who believe that there 
are good rasons for continuing to live together as a single politid nation" (44). 

18. Bell and Tepperman indicate that more people left Canada than entered it between 1861 and 
1901 and oniy a high birth rate prevented the population h m  declining in those years. Most of 
Canada's emigrants headed for the United States: as late as 1910, when the entire world 
contained fewer than seven million native-born Canadians, dmost a fifth (1.2 million) were 
living in the U.S. (159). 

19. The most important and well-hown leaders of the commercial union movement were Emstus 
Wiman, Goldwin Smith and Wharton Barker: "Togeîher they became a formidable force in 
putting the question of commercial union on the public agenda and, via their influentid contacts 
in politics and the press bot.  in Canada and the United States, they succeeded in creating 
suffkient pressure to polarize party politics around the issue in the general election of 1891" 
(Burgess 67). It is interesting to note that GoIdwin Smith, who anticipated Canadian annexation 
to the United States, denied that Canada had a cultural identity. In a Letter to the Editor of nte 
Week in 1894, he responds to the query "What is the matter with Canadian literature?" by 
remarking: "Without any disparagement of our native genius, we must answer îhat no such thing 
as a Iiterature Canadian in the local sense exists or is ever likely to exist. 'Canada' is a political 
expression. There is no literary unity, there is not even u ~ t y  of language among the several seats 



of population, çome of them divided up by great spaces from the rest of which the Dominion is 
made up. A writer in Ontario has hardly any field outside his own Province" (qtd. in Daymond 
et al, Towards 124). 

20. The Imperia1 Federation League in Canada was officially inaugurated in Montreal on May 
9, 1885. Burgess explains that, independent of political activity in Canada, the emergence of the 
League in Canada "can be viewed merely as part of the wider movement in support of imperid 
federation in Britain and throughout the white self-governing empire. Branches of the League 
were also formed in the Australian and South African colonies and in New Zeaiand, Gibraltar, 
Barbados and British Guiana between 1885 and f 888" (62). 

21. Canada First had its origins in the idedistic discussions between five young men in Ottawa 
in 1868: Col. George Taylor Dennison, William Foster, Charles Mair, Henry James Morgan 
(whose BibIiotheca Canademis; or, A manual of Canadiun l i terme (1867) was the first major 
bio-bibliographicai stud y of Canadian Iiterature) , and Robert Haliburton (Thomas Chandler' s 
son). Their aim "was to advance the growth o f  a national sentiment--to make Canada a reality 
in the hearts of her people as well as on the statute books" (Matthews 81). While they 
strenuously objected to arguments for commercial union with the United States, they did support 
such a union with Britain-insisting that only within the Empire could Canada maintain her voice 
in foreign aff&irs. 

22. Imperialistic thought was not anchored by a blind admiration for Bntain and the simple 
unwillingness to sever colonial ties. On the wnaary, Berger insists, one of the moa arresting 
features of Canadian imperialism was how seidom praise was lavished upon the mother country: 
"from Canada First dom to the World War the customary attitude of Canadian impenalists to 
England was a curious mixture of affection and anxiety, resentment and solicitude. Charges that 
Canadian interests had been sacrificed by British diplomacy, quick and indignant responses to 
manifestations of superciliousness, and apprehensive warnings that the insularity and narrowness 
of Englishmen were jeopardizing the Empire, ran al1 through imperialist thought" (260). 

23. To illustrate the propaganda elernent in the Loyalist histories of the pend,  Robert S. Allen 
points to a few works of a few Maritime scholars: "In his vitriolic 'History of the Loyalists' 
(1893) [James] Hannay drew a hagiographie-daemonaic distinction between Loyalists and rebels. 
The Loyalists represented the forces of uuth and light, whereas the rebels and republicanism 
were identified with lawlessness and vulgar materialism. Similarly, W.O.] Raymond, The 
United Empire Loyaüsts (1893), dealt extensively with the persecutions and sufferings of the 
Loyalists at the hands of evil Americansw (59). 

24. Ramon Hathorn explains that Fréchette's " bittemess at the proposed Confederation of 1867 
is apparent in his poem 'La Voix d'un Exilé' (1866), published during his voluntary political 
exile in Chicago. Praising the rebellious Patriotes of 1837, Fréchette satirizes the 'sordid band' 
of Cartier and Macdonald as they cynically get dnuik on truffles and champagne now that they 
have succeeded in imposi ng Confederation on his French-speaking compatriots " (56 1). 



25. Marchand became the leader of the Quebec Liberai party in 1892 and the premier in 1897 
(serving until his death in 1900). Perhaps better known for his five plays, he also wrote essays 
on political and social topics as well as occasional poerns-including the satirical "Les Travers 
du Siécle" and ''Nos Ridicules" (Doucette 726). 

26. Michad Peteman remarks that McCarroll' s iiterary fame "reached its zenith in the early 
1880s with the weekly publication of letters to Thomas D'Arcy McGee from 'Terry Fimegan'; 
these appeared in several Toronto satiric magazines, notably me GnunOIer. Writing in a spirited 
Irish vemacular, Finnegan identified himseif as McGee's 'lovin cousin'; his letters paid pacticular 
attention to Canadian socio-political conditions and the vulnerable situation of the Irish in the 
Canadas. McCarroll ' s Finneganesque attacks on the activi ties of then-premier John Sandfield 
Macdonald in the summer of 1863 cost him his Customs position. The 'first series' of the 
Fimegan letters were published as a book in Toronto in 1864" ("McCmoll" 688). See dso 
Peterman's James McGzrruZZ, alias Terry Finnegan; Navspapers, Controversy and Litermure in 
Victurian Canada. 

27. Lorraine McMullen describes the significance of Grip, a comic and satirical weekly (which 
usually supported Whig or reformia views) published in Toronto between May 1873 and 
December 1894: "With its humorous and sa t i r id  cartoons and writings on politics-local, 
provincial, and national-and on religion, literature, and society, Grip became Canada's Punch" 
("Grip" 496). Editor I. W. Bengough boasted that by 1883 weekly circulation was between 7,000 
and 10,000 and that the paper was " 'perused by fully 50,000 readers every week' " (qtd. in 
F.Sutherland 74). Fraser Sutherland lists several other comic journals of the period in his me 
Momhly Epie A Hisiory of Canadian Mag~pkes,  I789-1989, including Punch in C'bnada, 
Diogenes, Grfnehuekle, me Gnabler, and Moon (16). See Carmen Cummings' recent Sketches 
From a Yomg Chunby: me Images of Grp Magazine (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1997). 

28. See Richard Plant's "Chronology: Theatre in Ontario to 1914" for a full listing, often 
accompanied with a brief description, of al1 of the plays written audlor perforrned in Ontario in 
the nineteenth and early twentieth century. 

29. Robert Barr was a social critic who sacirized Canadian and Amencan public affairs. John 
Parr argues that Barr "deserves to be remembered ... for his comic inventiveness, a primary 
contribution to the Canadian humor tradition, carries on in the essays and sketches of Stephen 
Leacock and, more recently, the novels of Robertson Davies, W.O. Mitchell, and Mordecai 
Richlerw (18). Grant Allen sometimes used fiction to prornote his views on science and its 
meaning for society, as in satincal dystopias Philstia (1884) and The British Barbariam (1895). 
These works, together with such stories as those in Allen's n2e Face and the Mark (1894) and 
Barr's Stzange Stones (18841, are in the tradition of De Mille's work which often cornbined 
fantastic literature with a concern for social change. 

30. James De Mille added the final 'e' seemingly from personal preference upon entering Brown 
University. I will use this rnodified spelIing for dl references to him, unless quoting from writers 
who use the original spelling. 



31. M.G. Parks notes that although Nathan De Mill's reasons for his break with the family 
religious affiliation are not on record, his "militant crusade againa the demon rum" may help 
to explain his preference for the Baptisî church: "Long before 1842 he may have found the 
Anglican position on temperance a weak and uitimately immoral compromise" ("Saange" 67). 

32. Although most of his contributions were anonymous or pseudonymous, Patricia Monk 
provides a listing of the items which she is "sure, beyond d l  reasonable doubt, were written by 
De Mille." See Appendix A (257-260) in Gilded Beaver. Upon his brother's death, De Mille 
became the unofficial editor of 17ze Christian Watchmn. 

33. Archibald MacMechan concurs that me Dodge Club was CiVLitten "before going to Acadia" 
("James De MilIe: The Man and the Writer" 413). 

34. De Mille's last acadernic activity was to m e 1  to Saint John, in Ianuary 1880, to lecture on 
satire at the Mechanies Institute. On his return, he was taken il1 with a cold u t  quickly 
progressed to a fatal bout of pneurnonia. 

35. Monk points out that the exact date is unknown but that it was between 1869 (when the 
family was still attending the Granville Street Baptist Church) and 1871, since the 1871 census 
describes the De Mille family members as belonging to the Church of Eagland (Gilded 133). 

M.G. Parks, reviewing De Mille's subsequent address to the Church of England Instinite, 
The Early English Church, srnarizes his attitude toward his newly rediscovered faith: "his 
conception of a distinct British church adhering to primitive Chnstianity and resisting as best it 
could the dominance of highly organized Roman authoritarianisrn indicates that he saw his church 
as an indigenous schism fkom Catholicism dating from the Refomtion of the sixteenth cenniry. 
Ln other words, De Mille agrees on this point with that earlier staunch Anglican, T.C. 
Haliburton, who had seen the Reformation in England as reactionary rather than revolutionary, 
the English church as regaining the purity of doctrine which had long been sullied by Roman 
domination, and the Anglicanism which emerged from the purging away of long-established 
Roman heresy and corruption as the best and truest form of Christianity. What is more to the 
point, De Mille had by 1865 aligned hunsrlf with the theological and ethical climate of the 
Anglican via media, with the tradition of Hooker, and had fomally repudiated the more 
uncompromising temper of sectarianism. It is noteworthy that, when he settied in Halifax and 
became an Anglican, he chose High-Church St. Luke;s rather than Low-Church St. Paul's as his 
place of worship" ("Strange" 70-71). 

36. De Mille's brother, renowned Baptist minister Elisha Budd, died a year before his father, 
in 1863. As devoted as De Mille was to Nathan, he was extrernely close to Budd and held him 
in high esteem. If f m i l y  loyalty was the principal reason De Mille stayed in the Baptist chuch, 
then it was likely as much out of regard for his brother as for his father. Furthemore, De Mille 
was on the faculty of a Baptist institution until 1865 and rnamied to the daughter of a Pryor. 

37. Monk points out that some individuals in the community suspected that "there was some 
element of social climbing involved in the change [of religious (Gilded 133); 
however, she dismisses this argument, noting that the Reverend I.E. Bill, "with whom De Mille 



had had some ciifferences in the days of the Christian Watchman, gives no hint in his memorial 
notice of De Mille's death in 1880 of any ulterior motive on De Mille's part, commenting simply 
that 'Owing to unpleasant circumstances, he cast his lot in late years with the Episcopaiians'" 
(GiMed 133). Furthemore, De Mille appears to have taken his conversion quite seriously, 
becoming an active member in the Church of England Institute. 

38. Monk concurs that De Mille's min personas as "classical scholar" and "hack writer" 
produced a "somewhat disturbing" dichotomy: "as disturbing now, in fact, as it was to his 
colleagues, who barely knew what to make of him, although his students al1 remembered him 
with affection. De Mille does not reveal hirnself easiiy to the enquiring readern (DLB 92). 

39. Before Patncia Monk's comprehensive biography of De Mille, the best source available to 
critics was Douglas MacLeodls unpublished M.A. thesis "A Critical Biography of James De 
Mille" (Dalhousie, 1968). MacLeod's research supports Burpee's (De Mille's nephew's) 
assertion; he points to an article on De Mille in the Brown Almni Montth& which explains that 
the revision of Helena's Househoid "'was so disagreeable that to avoid a repetition of it, De 
Mille resolved in future to give the publishers what they would take without question"' (qtd. in 
Kilim 62). 

40. Cogswell did not disparage De Mille's efforts, however "cold-blooded" he considered them 
to be. To his mind, De Mille's classical education aligned him with Thomas McCulfoch and 
Thomas Chandler Haliburton, who knew "how to constnict good sentences and proper 
pmgraphs"; in fact, Cogswell argues that De Mille brought a professional quality to "the novel 
which, before De Mille, was consistently feeble, wooden, and arnateunsh" ("Maritime" 119). 

Surveying his wnting career, Carde Gerson notes that, besides the 'Boys of the White 
Cross' series: "De Mille paid Little attention to his native land. He set two novels in Canada, The 
Lady of the Ice in Quebec and The Lily and the Cross in Acadia, and he slipped Canadian 
references into severai others--more, one senses, to expand the territory if bis fiction market (and 
perhaps to tease his Arnerican readers) than to contribute seriously to the development of a native 
literature. The B.O.W.C. novels, in contrat, despite their publication in the United States, 
depict their region with great fidelity" ("Threew 239-240). 

41. The B.O. W.C series, which details the adventures of a group of young boys around the 
Minas Basin, includes nte 'B. O. W. Cr (1869), me Boys of Grand h é  School(1870), Lost in the 
Fog (1870), Fire in the Woods (l872), Picked up Adrift (1872), and The Trearure of the Sem 
(1873). The Young Dodge Club series, which recounts the European adventures of four teen-age 
boys, includes Among the Brigands (1871), me Seven HZ3 (1873), and 3% Win& Lion; or, 
Stones of V h c e  (1877). 

42. A Strange Manusc~fpr was first published anonymously in Harperrs Weekly: A Ao~unial of 
Civiüzation, 32, nos. 1620-1638 (January 7-May 12, 1888). It appeared as a volume later that 
same year in both New York (Harper and Brothers) and in London (Chatto and Windus). It was 
not until 1910 that the first Canadian edition of the novel appeared (Macmillan). 



43. See Linda Lamont-Stewart's "Rescued by PostmodeI.nisrn: The Escaiating Value of James 
De Mille's 'A Svange Manuscript Found in a Copper Cylinder'" for a review of the history of 
critical commentary on the novel. 

44. David Ketterer, author of Canadian Science Fiction and Famusy, concurs with Crawford's 
estimation of A Strange Manuscnpt, noting that there is "a growiag consensus that this 
provocative philosophical work is not only the best nineteenth-century Canadian novel but one 
of the best Canadian noveIs periodw (8). 

45. Gerson suggests that De Mille fashioned this symposium of readers, in part, to mimic the 
literary critics and reviewers who panned his work throughout his career: "Adam More's 
manuscript is more farfetched than any of De Mille's sensation novels, and as repetitious and 
carelessly assembled as some of De Mille's serial tales. But De Mille cleverly forestalls adverse 
extemal criticism by providing the cornmentary of the characters aboard Featherstone's yachtw 
("Threew 230). For instance, note Melick's conclusion that "this writer is tawdry; he has the 
worst vices of the sensational school-he shows everywhere marks of haste, gross careiessness, 
and universal feebleness" (228). 

46. Janice Kulyk Keefer suggests that De MiIb may have drawn on his surrounding landscape 
to conceive of this sûange arctic world: "Although the Kosekin themselves cannot really be 
compared with Bluenoses, it may not be altogether fanciful to discern a likeness between the 
paradoxical regions each people inhabits. The Iush valleys and green plains of Kosekin Land are 
nnged by islands whose jagged Coast and shattered rocks recall William Cobbett's disparaging 
description of Nova Scotia's shores; the one trace of life and food these rocks offer Atam-or and 
Almah are shellfish-chief among hem lobsters. Beyond these superficial similarities, however, 
is a conceptual bond: the Ma.ritime mythos with its crazy quilt of golden words and iron ages, 
of Happy Valleys and Nova Scarcities, of communal bliss and mass emigration" (132). 

47. Kenneth Hughes proposes altemate allusions contained in the names of the frame taie 
characters, focusing on their possible religious implications: "The name Dr. Congreve would 
recall the [Richard] Congreve who left Anglicanisrn for positivism. Oxenden is close enough to 
recall [Henry Nutcombe] Oxenharn, who left the Anglican Church for Catholicism. Melick's 
German Christian narne 'Otto' and his self-proclaimed function as textuai cntic would be enough 
to recall the Higher German Criticism which helped bnng about the religious crisis" (122). 

48. Woodcock suggests, further, that Featherstone acts "as a foi1 to the argumentative extremities 
of the other three discoverers" ("Vision" 99). 

49. Gerson adds that De Mille may have had ulterior motives in his characterization of Otto 
Melick: "By attrîbuting to this obtuse fictional man of letters the kinds of comments he was used 
to receiving on his own work, De Mille took a barbed parting shot at his awareness of its 
tnviality, that he  was capable of burlesquing both his potboilers and his critics, and that his 
decision not to produce sophisticated, philosophical, redistic fiction was not due to a lack of 
ability" (Fùrer 55). Such comments echo Woodcock's suggestion that Melick voices most 
readers' opinions of the novel: "two-thirds of the way through A S m g e  Manuscript, one's 



criticism of the manner in which More's narrative is written is at feast partially disanned by De 
Mille's voicing-with a certain donnish mischievousness and through Melick's mouth-precisely 
the same criticism" ("Vision" 102). 

50. Kilim rehearses the chief characteristics of the Utopia and notes that De Mille's A S m g e  
Manascript contains many of them: "The Utopia is marked by use of the dialogue or 
symposium, in which a number of listeners hear and discuss a traveller's account of a distant 
land.. . .The anatomy, especially as Utopia, has other qualities as well. Chief among them is the 
use of a moraliy significant language, often synthetic, as a satirical device.. . . Another convention 
of the Utopian satire is a setting on an isolated, womblike island wherein the hero discovers the 
tnith about the Utopian society only after a hazardous entry.. . .Finally, the Utopia is often shown 
as existing outside the normal sequence of time.. ..Ail of these conventions can be found in a 
Strange Manuscripf' (62). 

5 1. Hughes asserts that A S m g e  Mandccicript "is a positive Utopia which satinzes an aristocratie 
class that serves no useful function-neither, on the one hand, producing matenal wealth, nor, 
on the other, adding to the share of human knowledge by assisting in the moral and intellectual 
development of man" (123). 

52. Watters describes the text as "a satincd anti-utopian commentary on contemporary life with 
a swiftiy paced narrative of travel, romance, and fantasac adventure" (Introduction vii). 

53. Parks compares A Strange Manuscript with More's Utopia and Swift's Gulliver's TraveLs, 
arguing that both "depict imaginary societies which reflect back upon the actual societies in 
which they were written; both are anti-Utopias in which the g d  elements of the imagined 
çocieties are counter-balanced by the bad and in which utopianism as an ideal is implicitly 
repudiated; both are presented by narratorcharacters, Hythladay and Gulliver, who are more or 
less naive and imperceptive of the implications of what they see and experience. Sirnilarly, De 
Mille's irnaginary society is a distorted reflection of his own, his Kosekin have evolved a society 
that is at first glance better but ultimately as bad as actual Western society, or even worse, and 
his narrator, Adam Mare, like Hythloday and Gulliver, brings an ordinary and relatively 
imperceptive minci to the task of understanding and judging his strange hosts. A Strange 
Manuscript is therefore squarely in the 'classic' line of English anti-Utopias, and its general 
conception need not be sought for in minor fantasies of the nineteenth century" ("Stmge" 64). 

54. Kulyk Keefer coins a term by arguing that "De Mille's work might best be described as an 
'unutopia' which conflates the utopia and the dystopia to sabotage the very possibility of 
envisionhg social systems radically worse or better than our own. Satinc it certainly--and 
heavyhandedly-is, but the most interesting and enduring feature of Stmnge Munmcnpt is not 
so much the ideas it throws out as the responses De Mille's fictive treatrnent of those ideas 
creates in the readern (132). 

55. Woodcock takes on the argument that A Stmnge Manuscript is a utopia: "the satirical process 
is one of rnorai reform and not of utopian social reconstruction. This brings one to the general 
question of Canadian utopias. A S m g e  Manuscript is one of the few Canadian books that have 



ever been regarded as utopian, and, as we have seen, in any strict sense the daim mua 
regredully be dismissed as invalid. It is a satire on our own world, not a proposai for an ideal 
wmmonwealth or a waming of its opposite. Our only m e  utopian wrïter.. .has been Marshall 
McLuhan, who proposed to us a new view of existence and, to go with it, a new world 
constnicted by a new technology. The reason we have had no utopias before the Global Village 
is a simple one. We were until recently in the process of making our own new world, and 
pioneers have litîle need of utopian visions since they shape afresh as they go. But they do have 
need for the moral correctiveness of satire, and in providing it A Strange Manuscript was entirely 
appropriate to its time and country" ("Vision" 1 10). 

56. L a  Bossière also assens that De Mille did not conceive of the Kosekin within a utopian 
framework: "It is certain, among other things, that the book is not a positive utopia. De Mille, 
surely, did not imagine the Kosekin way of darkness and death so that others might be tempted 
to take it up.. . .Nor is A Strange Manuscript an anti-utopia, for its author surely did not worry 
that the materialistic Western worid was in any great or immediate danger of practisiog 
asceticism after the marner of the society he set in deepest tropical Antarctica" (43-44). 

57. A related debate conceming the novel's date of composition throws sorne of these 
observations into question. Scholars initiaiiy assumed that A Strange Manuscript was one of, if 
not the last work De Mille wrote before his death in 1880 and that it was therefore consciously 
rnodelled on Lytton, Butler, and Mallock whose works created something of a vogue in English 
Iiteranire. However, in 1972 Crawford Kilim, drawing on Douglas MacLeod's thesis, argued 
convincingly for a composition date in the late 1860s, meaning that De Mille was actudly a 
frontrunner to this trend (Harper's simply cashed in on it). Furfhermore, the fact that Fred 
Cogsweii, writing for me Literary History of Canada, could argue that A Strange Murzucri'pt 
" is indebted to Rider Haggard . . . [for] the technical device of tefling a story by means of a 
chance-recovered manuscript" ("Maritime" 127) even though De Mille had been dead for seven 
years by the time that Haggard' s She (1887) was published indicates how shaky any allegations 
of influence are. 

Yet, for some criacs, this "chicken and egg" quarrel is a moot point since it is not distinct 
allusions which interest thern, but interesting comparisons-even if these comparisons are 
obviously anachronistic. For instance, Ianice Kulyk Keefer suggests that A Strange Manucript 
r a d s  like an anticipatory parody of Joseph Conrad' s H m  ofDarkness, " with its framing device 
(the group of yachtsmen leisurely Iistening to a horrific tale unfold), its description of a journey 
down a dangerous, dark river into a land of death, and its exposure of its European protagonists 
to the worst excesses civilized man can imagine and commit" (131). Joseph and Johanna Jones 
concur diat the "technique in places is Conradian (the yacht scenes especially) years before 
Joseph Conrad," adding that it is also "Hwrleyian and Orwellian decades before Aldous Huxley 
and George Orwelln (36-37). 

58. Guth remarks that the reference to Adam here "betrays on More's part at l e s t  a passing 
familiarity with the Bible, and thus necessitates a re-scrutiny of the earlier Biblical echoes in his 
manuscript" (49). 



59. Almah and Layelahfs ultimate similarity of chvaner is supported by their similar 
appeafance; both are described as beautifil dark-haired women. Here, De Mille deliberately 
defies the literary convention of sening a dark lady against a fair one for the love of the hero. 

60. In the Eastern Church, Epiphany cornmernorates the Baptism of Christ. 

61. Consider the tenth edition of Systellza Nd&?=@ (1758) by Carolus Linnaeus, the Swedish 
botanist who established the principles for naming and classimng plants and animals. He divides 
Homo sapiens into six varieties: Wild, American, European, Asiatic, African, and Monster. 
Notice the racist attitudes which underpin his surnmaries: "(c) European--white, sanguine, 
muscular; long, blond hair; blue eyes; gentle, most intelligent; a discoverer. He covers himself 
with clothing suitable to the northem clirnate. He is mled by reiigious custom. (d) Asiatic- 
yellow, melancholy, rigid; dark hair; dark eyes; austere, arrogant, greedy. He covers himself 
with loose clothing. He is mled by opinion. (ej African-black, phlegrnatic, lax; black, curly 
hair; s i l e  skin, apelike nose; swoilen lips; the boçoms of the women are distendeci; their breasts 
give miik copiously; crafty, slothful, careless. He smears hirnself with fat. He is mled by 
authority" (qtd. in Burke 267). 

62. Though thoroughly un-Christian and un-enlightened, Adam More's name is nonetheless apt 
in light of its imperialistic associations; it "invokes both the first practitioner of imperialism, the 
biblical Adam naming the anirnals in the Garden of Eden, and Thomas More, the author of 
Utopiu, the first widely disseminated alternative social vision based on a redistribution of 
property to emanate from modern Europe" (Gerson, "Contrapuntai" 230). 

63. More's manipulation of Kosekin culture to accord with his own values is especially ironic 
in light of the fact that he appreciates the disturbing nature of such a violation. A k r  an evening 
of playing the violin and singing Celtîc songs for a large Kosekin crowd, it suddenly occm to 
More that they rnight appropriate the t ue s  into their own culture: "a grisly thought came to me: 
it was that they would learn these sweet strains, and put their own words to them so as to use 
them at the awful sacrifices. After that, 1 wodd play no more" (108). 

64. Almah and Layelah may be said to represent two opposing view points on the imperialist 
mission, based solely on a casmi remark each utters. Suggesting that More stop disrupting the 
Kosekin sacred hum, Alrnah asserts: "'It is useless for you to interfere in their ways. You cannot 
change them'" (102). Later, when More asks Layelah how such tremendous monsters as the 
athalebs can be tamed, she replies "'Oh, man can tame anything"' (186). 

65. Hughes also argues that the Featherstone's yacht symbolizes "nothing less than Britain itself ': 
"To be becalmed is to be widiout control and to be at the mercy of every tide or political 
upheavai; it is to be wiîhout direction.. ..The ship is the British State and its name, 'The Falcon' 
suggests a reduced Anglican Church, just as the falcon is a srnall version of the eagle" (122). 

66. In the extensive explanatory notes to the CEECT edition of A Stzange Manmcnpt Found in 
a Copper Cylinder, Malcolm Parks identifies references to Capt. lames Clark Ross, James Bruce, 
John Cleves Symmes, Charles Wilkes, Sir Charles Lyell, Richard Owen, James Ivory, H.E. 



Smckland, and Hugh Miller (see pp. 271-303). 

67. For discussions on the novel's ending, see Guth, La Bossière, Wilson, Monk (GiIded), Parks 
("Strange") , and Woodcock ("Vision"). 

68. For recent scholarship, see Klay Dyer's "Parody and the Horizons of Fiction in Nineteeth- 
Century Canada," which devotes Chapter Three to a discussion of De Mille's The Dodge Club 
and other works. 

69. Few of these women, however, wrote satire. Dustin Griffin offers a comprehensive 
explanation: "the organization of culture has made it difficult for women to write and publish 
satire. Tentatively, one rnight assign several reasons: because women historically lacked access 
to a classical education (and thus to the conventions and traditions of satire); because women 
were long permitted little knowledge of the world outside their own domestic domain; because 
until recently women have been ûained not to develop or display aggressiveness; because hostile 
images of gossip, mg, complainer, temagant, and virago may have discouraged women from 
cultivating a public form that deals in gmmbling and raiiing. To dixover how women writers 
sought to evade or overcome such discouragements might not only expand our sense of the range 
of satire ffom Aphra Behn to Iane Austen but might also enhance Our sense of how satire 
funetions within a culture" (190). 

70. Camle Gerson s r n a r i z e s  Duncan's doorned attempts to reform the literary tastes of her 
audience: "Through characters like Lome Murchison and Vulcan Miles (me Burnt men'ng), 
Duncan (like Scoa in Waverly and Flaubert in Madame Bovary) exposed the inability of the 
romantic temperament to cope with the complexities of real social and politicai experience, and 
in her literary stnictures she frequendy rejected the novel of plot in favour of the novel of idea. 
But her efforts to push Canadian fiction in the direction that she identified as the mainstream of 
serious literary artistry were powerless against the renewed tide of romance that swept the 
English-speaking world in the last decade of the nineteenth century. The few turn-of-the-century 
Canadian writers who attempted to pursue Duncan were ignored by readers and periodicals in 
favow of the slick romances of popular authors like Gilbert Parker and Robert Barr, the latter 
crowned by The C a d i a n  Magazine as 'the Prince of Canada's storytellers'" (Purer 64-65). 

71. Marjorie Lang points out that "Duncan was among the few women in Canada who were able 
to make a living in journalism because they wrote what a large number of people wanted to rad. 
With her talent and ingenuity, Duncan stood out in the contemporary press, but she was not the 
ody woman to wnte for newspapers in Canada. The imprecision of contemporary surveys, 
combined with the anonymity and pseudonymity of newspaper wrïting , bedevils attempts to 
pinpoint exactly how maoy women writers were practising joumalists in late nineteenth-cenhiry 
Canada. The first census for which any estimates are available, 1891, recorded thirty-five women 
editors, reporters, and joumalists. A few years later, the National Council of Women of Canada 
descnbed the careers of fifty-five editors, contributors, and correspondents" (78). She cites, for 
example the fact that "Alice Lemmon Keeler wrote for and then ran her husbaud's paper in 
Brantford in the 1830s; Agnes Made Machar was writing articles under the nom de plume of 
Fidelis in the 1870s ... Kate Massiah was covenng the House of Commons for the Montreal 



72. Like her fnend and travelling cornpanion Lily Lewis, who wrote for the Montreal Star and 
nie Week signing herself Louis Lloyd, Duncan assumed a maxuline pseudonym. Both " wore 
their disguises lighdy, more as daring accessories than as veils. Theirs was not the dilemma of 
female talent forced to parade itself as male in order to get an audience. When, on a few 
occasions, Sara Jeannette Duncan had to correct tlie misapprehension of less-than-disceming 
readers, she firmiy identified herself as a woman. Correspondents to her Women's World 
department in the Glooe addressed Garth Gmfton as 'Dear Madam. ' (Nor did Louis Lloyd make 
any attempt to camouflage her femak identity in her travelling articles for The Week)" (Lang 
77) - 
73. Duncan's fiction will later reveal her conception of the ideal "New Woman" as one who uses 
imagination-not militant politics-to distinguish herself within society. Tausky notes that in each 
of Duncan' s five successful novels, one of the principal women characters-Mamie Wick in An 
Arnerican Girl in London, Mrs. Perth Macintyre in nte Simple Adventures of a Memsabib, Rhoda 
Daye in His Honour, and a Lady, Advena Murchison in me ImperfaList, and Mary Trent in 
Cousin Chderella-resists or  at least scoms conventional behaviour without venturing into 
radicalism: "Each of these characters is given a distinctive personaiity, but each, in her own way, 
is superior in imagination to her environment. In each case, the plot, the dialogue and the 
narrator' s comments d l  serve to reinforce the reader's consciousness of the qualitative distinction 
between the heroine and her uncomprehending milieu" (Empire 8 1). 

74. Misao Dean notes tint references throughout Duncan's joumalism and fiction indicate wide 
reading interests: in addition to Howells and lames, she obviously read Kipling, Arnold, 
Browning, J. S. Mill, Thomas Carlyle, Goldwin Smith, George Parkin, European novels in 
translation, and classic eighteenth-century English writers (Dmghter v). To this list of potential 
influences, Tausky adds Jane Austen (for the amused witty narrator dissecting the foibles of a 
small-scale community) and Joseph Conrad (for his attitude toward the Indian setting) (Canadian 
27-30). 

75. Gerson adds that before "Duncan made a brief, concerted effort to broaden the cultural 
horizons of her fellow Canadians dunng the mid-1880s, Susanna Moodie had proved the most 
radical rnid-cenq Canadian cornmentator when she argued that social realism was permissable 
in fiction if directed at moral ends. Approaching the same topic from a different direction, 
Thomas Chandler Haliburton used his famous character Sam Slick to advocate fictional writing 
that was 'me to naaire. ' This phrase did not refer to the detail of the social anatomist but to the 
satirist's deplopent of exaggeration and caricature to present bis analysis of and solutions to 
current economic and political problems.. . . In Haliburton' s own p ractice, instruction preceded 
amusement. While Sara Jeannette Duncan was primarily interested in fiction as an art, 
Haliburton' s motive was to exploit its popularity to advance specific causesw (Purer 52-53). 

76. Tausky points out that Duncan's first two novels, A Sotid Departare and An Amencan Girl 
in London, "were probably Duncan's most popular books. A 1903 advertisement indicates that 
they had sold sixteen thousand and eight thousand copies respectively in their American editions 



77. Gerson comments that Duncan created "the most mernorable New Women in early Canadian 
fiction--not by expounding a particular thesis but by creating literary projections of her own 
lively, adventuresome personality, her flippant dedication of her first novel to Mrs G m d y  
signalling her willingness to question convention" (hrrer 148). She qualifies Duncan's blazen 
approach, however, noting: "This defiance was always to remain cautious; it was hardly extended 
to sexual matters and in her Canadian fiction remained confined to asserthg a wornan's right to 
travel freely and pursue a career, and to maintaining ber own characteristically ironic perspective 
on social platitudes" (Purer 148- 149). 

78. Bissell notes the comection between Duncan's j oud i s rn  and her novel, The Impen'alist: 
"Her point of view as a novelist is prefigured in her journalism. In ber column in The Week she 
displayed an Arnoldian distaste for the philistinism of the solid Ontario burgher, and a genuine 
pride in a standard of manners and social behaviour that she thought promised a new and happy 
synthesis. She exulted in the fact that Canadian society was free of 'the anstocratic code of 
insula. dictation of the English, and of the sornewhat lax and liberal system that prevails mong  
our cousins of the Repubiic.' It is this combination of pride with sharp critical outlook that 
eaables her to give substance to the provincial society that she describes.. ..In her social aoalysis 
she moves easily and effectively from generaljzation to specific example, so that the book 
becomes, without losing its power of fictional representation, a revealing social commentary" 
(Introduction vi) . 

79. Gerson outlines the ways in which these two light novels play with readers' anticipation of 
a conventional ending: "Both recount the European adventures of Mamie Wick, a bright young 
lady whose ingenious spirit exposes the limitations and prejudices of her British and Amencan 
acquaintances. In her first narrative Mamie is wurted by Mr Mafferton, a proper young 
Englishman whose attentions augur a wedding-bells conclusion. As The Week's reviewer 
remarked, 'we feel we shall not be surpnsed if the usual fate which pursues pretty American 
girls overtakes our heroine. That it does not is perhaps the cleverest thing in the book'. . . .In A 
Vbyuge of ConroZdon Duncan again parodies popular literary convention. The marriage ending 
that Mamie rejects at the beginning of the book is affirmed with a vengeance at its conclusion. 
Afkr a series of coincidental encounters across continental Europe, Mamie and al1 the unattached 
characters (including Mr Mafferton) terminate their adventures with three, possibly four 
marriages.. . .Duncan, like James De Mille before her, understood that one way to corne to tems 
with the conventions of the popular novel was to treat thern ironically. Rather than seek new 
narrative modes, Duncan in these two books moulded currently popular structures to her own 
purpose, much to the delight of her readers. As The Dominion Illirmated observed in 1890, 
'Those who deny women humour muse go to Miss Duncan's pages to be cured of their heresy' " 
(Purer 62-63). 

80. m e  ïmperialist first appeared in me @een in thirteen weekfy instalments from ûctober 3 
to December 26, 1903. It was then serialized in the Toronto News, appearing daily from 
November 28, 1903, to Febmary 17, 1904. The American edition of the book @. Appleton) 
appeared in Febniary, 1904 and the British edition (Constable) followed in April, 1904. The 



Canadian edition (Copp Clark) was printed in England-it is identical, apart from the imprint, 
to the British editiom-and was likely disnibuted in Canada a few weeks after its publication in 
England. 

81. Tausky's Canadian Cntical Edition of The Imperialist reprints ten reviews of the novel 
published in 1904 in New York, London, and Toronto (312-318). 

82. Gerson notes that Duncan was initially regarded b y the Canadian critical establishment solely 
as a comic novelist: "In Pierce's Orrtline of Canadian Lirerature (1927), Logan and French's 
Higirways of Candian Lirerature (1924, 1928), and Rhodenizer's Hamibook of CQnadan 
Literatzire (1930), Duncan is not treat~d as a serious novelist but is given several pages in a 
chapter on humorists" ("Canon" 205-6, n.7). 

83. In a 1902 letter to her f d d ,  John Willison, from her home in India, Duncan admits "1 feel 
a Iittie helpless so far from my material," and asks if he might send her some documentation: 
"1 want a week' s issues of the Globe preferably numbers dealing editorially with the question of 
Impenal federmion, and I want, if they are to be had in pamphlet form. al1 Sir W. Laurier's 
speeches on the subject, or any others that may be useful.. . .If you know of anything.. .occupied 
with the practical intricacies of the question, will you send it to me, and 1 will pay up by r e m "  
(qtd. in The Imperialisr, Canadian Critical Edition, 306). 

84. While me fmperiaü~ was also published in the United States, it does not address Americaos 
in any significant way. Tausky, in his article "The Audiences of The Impenaüst," notes that 
"Duncan's letter to the American magazine publisher R.W. Gilder shows her as an author selling 
her work to a particular market, and trying, rather desperately, to find an Amencan 'angle"' 
(467). Duncan writes: "It should have a keen interest for Americans as it traces the contrasting 
political fate involved in the parting of the ways in '76, and will be full of a sense of difference. 
PLease let me know if it in any way appeals to you" (1903; qtd. in The Imperialist, Canadian 
Criticai Edition, 307). 

85. Sara Jeannette Duncan, The Impe~alirt  (1904; rpt. Ed. Thomas Tausky. Ottawa: Tecumseh- 
Canadian Critical Edition, 1996) 160. Al1 fuaùer references are to this edition and will be cited 
parentheticdy in the text. 

86. The gender of the narrative voice rernains unspecified; however, u Frank Davey argues, 
"the range of characters offered by the novel does operate to gender die m t o r  as fernale. Only 
two characters in the book speak in styles as breezy and confident and as politicaliy unengaged 
as the narrator, and both are young women: the Murchison sisters Stella and Advena. And oniy 
one woman character-Advena-shares in any way the narrator' s ability to stand outside the action 
and perceive its ironies and humiliations" ("Narrative" 424). Wayne Booth describes the efiect 
of an ironic narrator: "As m n  as an ironic voice has been used to any extent in any work of any 
End, readers inevitably begin to take interest and pleasure in that voice-in the tasks it assigns 
and the quaiities it provides; it thus becornes part of whatever is seen as the controlling context. 
I am not thinking here of the mock voices that the ironist may take up for a time-the various 
unreliable narrators that may be given a single poem or part of a novel or play to tell. Rather 



I am thinking of the reliable but ironic authors who convince us that they are pretty much the 
reai man or woiiÿui speaking to us: the Henry Fielding, the Laurence Sterne, the Jane Austen, 
the George Eliot, the Max Beerbohm, the Mark Twain, the E.M. Forster, the Henry lames. the 
Emily Dickinson, the W.H. Auden who stand behind each ironic stroke as warrantors of the 
contiming validity of what we are about" (176). 

87. Dean discusses the manner in which Duncan genedly wields irony in her fiction to highlight 
the relativity of one' s perspective: "Duncan expresses her ' (ambiguous) ' cornmitment to the 
colonial point of view in the literary fonn of her novels, adopting strategies that allow her to 
wvertly criticize the assumptions of the ideu1ogica.l centre without betraying her own or her 
reader's allegiance to them. Chief among these strategies is the ironic narrator, who explains and 
qualifies the colonial 'point of view' by directly addressing the way that it differs from that of 
the centre. The nanator of the 'international novel' compares and contrasts the British reader's 
assumptions about social and political conventions with those standards prevailing in the colonies, 
cuncluding that in the material redm at least such truths are relative to a person's point of view" 
("'Kou may imagine"' 188). 

88. Duncan includes a corresponding scene in the romance subplot: Advena attempts to welcome 
Finlay's betrothed and his aunt from Scotland, but rnakes the "mistake" of being tw familiar in 
her address. Dooley remarks: "She is friendly, warm, and open; she is greeted with dourness 
and reserve which hrns to hostility.. . .After she has gone out, the two Scottish Iadies agree that 
they can well do without her friendship. Advena herself, on the sidewalk, shakes with Iaughter, 
aod we can be sure that her creator laughs with her-she found it most amusing to write thiç 
scene contrasting New-World openness with OId-World stuffiness and snobbishness" (32-33). 

89. Zezulka expounds on Hesketh's transformation: "Aiter an initial attempt to help Lame's 
campaign by advocating the imperid tie, Hesketh quietly abandons the field and eventually 
adjusts his sights more realisticaiiy to the opportunities open to him in Canada. Furthemore, he 
undergoes a political education which divests hirn of his previous snobbery, inverts it, in fact, 
so that he assumes a stance not unlike that of Leacock's Mariposans in its assertive 
provincialisrn.. . .Hesketh succeeds, as Lorne does not, in reconciling the daims of an old, 
idealized allegiance with those of the present moment and the present place. He is able to temper 
his idealism and to assume a point of view which most Canadians, in and out of fiction, assumed 
in regard to the imperial idea" ("Passionate" 90). 

90. For various interpretations of Old Mother Beggarlegs as a symbol see Davey (424), Dean 
(Differeenf El), R. Douglas MacDonald (437), Peterson (59), Thomas (39). Zelnilka (86), and 
Zichy (400). 

91. Marian Fowler suggests that there is a biographical element tu Duncan's depiction of Mrs. 
Murchison's disapproval of her children piaying with those of the lower class; Duncan's 
"mother, too, stressed social forms, paaicularly those which etched the fine lines of class 
distinctions. The prosperous merchants and factory-owners of Brantford formed its aristoclacy 
just as surely as British peers did England's, and Jane Duncan saw to it that her children never 
played with lower-class ones, nor were they allowed to play in the streets, though they longed 



92. Fortier points out that Duncan imitated Henry James in her references to reading throughout 
her novels: "She uses the image of diversified reading in her work to suggest cosrnopolitanism 
. . . .The cramping circumstances of Elgin, Ontario in The hzperia1i.z (1904) were not able to stunt 
the imaginative development of a girl like Advena Murchison, given the access she had to her 
father's book-cabinet, stocked with English periodicals, the classics of English literature, and 
masterpieces from around the world" (198). 

93. Allen rehearses the criticai reaction to these dichotomous families: "Clara Thomas points to 
the racid element in Duncan's thought and suggests that the 'pretension, time-serving and 
prejudice of such neo-colonialists as the Englishman, Octavius Milb W... are clearly to be 
vanquished by the rïsing generation' of Scotch-Canadians represented by the young Murchisons 
(360). For Thomas Tausky the novel is more arnbiguous: 'she seems to have the Murchisons and 
Milburns in mind as two alternative directions for the evolutisn of a more advanced culture,' and 
her conclusion is highfy uncertain (Novelist of Empire 163, 171). Yet another possibility is that 
these families represent two contendhg social principles, neither of which can entirely prevail 
over the other" (381). 

94. Indeed, class consciousness is so much a part of Mrs. Milburn's character that the usudly 
astute narrator suggests that this women has a superior understanding of the social hiemchy in 
Elgin: "smaller trades made smailer pretensions; Mrs. Milbuni could tell you where to draw the 
line. They were al1 hard-working foik together, but they had their little prejudices: the dentist 
was known as 'Doc, ' but he was not considered quite on a medical level; it was doubtful whether 
you bowed to the piano-tuner, and quite a curious and unreasonable contempt was bound up in 
the word 'veterinary"' (37). 

95. Duncan continuaily analyzes the complexities of simple communication by drawing attention 
to the way something is said and the spirit in which it is heard. When, for instance, h r n e  is 
asked if he will assist in the Ormiston case, he responds negatively-" 'If 1 get a bit of gmbbing 
to do, under supervision, they'll consider I ought to be pleasedl"-but the narrator qualifies his 
cynical remarks by describing his intonation: "It was the sunniest possible tone of gmmbling; 
it enlisted your sympathy by its very acknowledgement that it had not a leg to stand on" (32). 
Similarly, when Dr. Drummond announces an upcoming fimeral, the narrator describes his voice 
and its effect on his audience: "The mirister's voice changed with the character of its affairs. 
Still vibrating with the delivery of his sermon, it was now charged with the official business of 
the interment. In its infieetions it expressed both elegy and eulogy; and in the brief pause before 
and afier 'invited' and the fa11 of 'attend' there was the last word of comment upon the mortal 
tem. A crispation of interest passed over the congregation; every chin was raised. Dr. 
Drummond's voice had a wonderfui claiming power" (26). Such explication underscores 
Duncan's implicit argument that if one is fully to understand what is said, one must appreciate 
the character of the speaker; the unspoken words that qualify both Lorne's and Dr. Drummond's 
remarks are to be found in the sunny grumbling and claiming power that temper them. It codd 
be said that the same applies to reading satire. 



96. The few references to books in the Milburn home highlight the conaast benveen the two 
families. Hammill points out that whiIe John, Lome, and Advena Murchison "manifest a taste 
for Old World myths aad legends, traditional romances and English novels.. ..Dora Milbuni, by 
contrast, rads only 'the Toronto society weekly-illustrated,' and her father, prefers his own 
biography 'in a sumpnious work entitled Cadiam sfTodayW (157). Rather than delighting in 
reading for its own sake, the Milbums display books, magazines, and newspapers as objects that 
project an appropriate image. For instance, to disguise the fact that the entire famil y had worked 
feverishly up to the last minute to prepare for their p q ,  they arrange themselves in the sitting 
room with an air of casual refrnement. Dora plays the piano, her mother cross-stiches, Miss 
Filkin reads from Selectionîfrom the Poets of the C e ~ u r y ,  and Mr. Milburn penises the Toronto 
evening paper: "Mrs. Milburn had objecteci to the evening paper in the drawing-room. 'Won't 
you look at a magazine, Octavius?' she said; but Mr. Milburn advanced the argument that it 
removed 'any appearance of stifiess, ' and prevailed" (43). 

97. Notably, Carter was not nominated in the first place because the party teaders did not trust 
that he would be capable of pitching the notion of preference trade with Britain to South Fox: 
"'The objection to Carter is that he's only half convinced; he  couldn't talk straight if he wanted 
to, and that lecture tour of his in the United States ten years ago pushing reciprocity with the 
Americans wouId make awkward Ii terature' " (1 62). 

98. Even before Lome has his rude awakening in London, Bissel1 suggests, readers may well 
suspect that Lorne's adoration of the mother country is as likely to corne to grief as his 
corresponding adoration of Dora: "there is something, we are led to believe, a linle feverish and 
uncertain about brne's patriotic admiration of the Old Country. It is perhaps of a piece with his 
romantic devotion to the exquisite but superficial Dora Milburn" (Introduction viii-ix). 

99. Notably, Lorne's romantic passion also affects his ability to read people; for instance, he is 
wrong, the narrator laughs, to read so much into Mr. Milburn's meaningless gesture of holding 
the garden gate open for him: "Alas! the significance that lovers find! Lome cead a world in the 
behaviour of Dora's father in holding the gate open. He saw political principle put aside in his 
favour, and social position forgorten in kindness to him. He saw the gravest, sincerest 
appreciation of his recent success, which he took as humbly as a dog will take a bone; he read 
a fatherly thought at which his pulses bounded in an arrogance of triumph, and his heart rose to 
ask its trust. And Octavius Milburn bad held the gate open because it was more convenient to 
hold it open than to leave it open" (86). 

1 0 .  Lorne's misjudgment is especidly clear, as Tausky points out, when readers consider the 
extent to which Lome echoes Hesketh's disastrous speech of a few weeks earlier: "Hesketh's 
election address, in its cmde appeal to Canadian self-sacrifice, parodies and ominously prefigures 
Lorne's subsequent speech which, however superior in grace and intelligence, nevertheless uses 
some of the same arguments" (Introduction 119881 xxv). 

101. Wallingham "is a very diinly disguisecl version of Joseph Chambedain. the chief advocate 
of imperialism in reality.. ..me Imperiaüsr was written at a time when the fate of Chamberlain's 
fervent crusade for ùnperialism was completely unknowable. For some years, Chamberlain had 



been the most outspoken imperialist in the Conservative cabinet. In the summer and fa11 of 
1903.. .he deliberately made his differences with his Cabinet colleagues public, seeking to make 
his policy prevail through the weight of popular opinion. He resigned from the Cabinet, and dso 
weakened it, contributhg thereby to the Liberal landslide victory of 1906, and therefore to the 
total collapse of imperialism" (Tausky, Empire 160-1 61). 

102. Zichy suggests that herein lies part of Duncan's theme: "John Murchison's heart is in the 
right place, yet he feds obtiged to maintain a cautious attitude towards Lome's attempt to argue 
the imperial muse. The event seems to justiQ his caution, yet perhaps this lack of confidence, 
even in John Murchison and others like him who are alive to the deeper appeal of impenalism, 
is one of the major obstacles to Lome's success. It is a large part of Lome Murchison's 
importance that he saives to outgrow his father's caution" ("Portrait" 394). 

103. Catherine Sheldrick Ross points out the connection between Lume's political and rornaatic 
misjudgments: "Duncan's irony emphasizes the disparity between Dora' s exterior loveliness and 
her poverty of character. Seeing the physical beauty, Lorne ascribes to Dora al1 those absent 
moral and spiritual qualities which the reader has always gladly supplied for the heroine of 
romance. Duncan's literary point here-that the oid-time heroine represents a false ideal-comes 
to the aid of the social and political themes of the novel. Ln presenting Dora, Duncan parodies 
what she considers an oumioded Ii terary convention to cri ticize the dying Colonial tradition-the 
'Filkin tradition1-that Dora represents. Lorne's misperception of Dora, moreover, parallels his 
misjudgmefit of the Imperid question, which misjudgment itself resuits from the same misplaced 
idealism" (44-45). 

104. Leon SIouim suggests that, throughout The Imperiaiiist, Duncan's ambivalent irony is aimed 
particularly at notions of idealism aod passion, "as we can see when we turn to the novel's three 
major plots. . . . (a) Lome Murchison' s infatuation with Dora Mil burn; (b) Lome ' s paralle1 
infatuation with the 'Idea' of Imperid Federation and, concornitantly, with Great Briiain; and 
(c) the romance between Hugh Finlay and Advena Murchison and Finlay's consequent infatuation 
with the idea of sacrificing Advena for the sake of principte" (15). 

105. For a discussion of the narrative parailels between Lome's and Advena's stories, see Allen 
(37âff). 

106. Ross points out that Advena "forms the greatest possible contrast to Dora, for Duncan, in 
presenting Advena according to the conventions of realism, systematically overtums most of the 
established conventions of romance. Dora is to be found sitting prettily at her piano; Advena 
aiways has her nose in a bmk. Dora accepts male adoration as her due; Advena's mother 'wouid 
have been sorry for the man if he arrived [to court Advena], but he had not arrived' " (45). 

107. In contrast to the sentimental portrayais of Iife in most fictional small t oms  at tum of the 
century-including Adeline Teskey ' s Mapleton, L. M. Montgomery' s Avonlea, R. L. Richardson' s 
Ontario 'Scotch Settlement, ' and Ralph Cornor's Glengmy-Gerson reiterates that "Life in Elgin 
is no idyll for those with 'horizons' and inteilectual ambition" (Purer 149). 



108. By expecting her life and love to unfold in stoqbook W o n ,  Advena's romance- 
constmcted mind imperils her own happiness in a way that anticipates Margaret Atwood's satiric 
fiction some seventy years hence. In Loay Oracle (1376), Atwood explores the impact of Gothic 
narratives on the female psyche in her portraya1 of Joan Foster, a woman who continually puts 
herseif emotionally and physically at risk by constnicting her iife as a Gothic text. 



CONCLUSION 
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Upon meeting Lorne Murchison for the first time, Arthur Hesketh "listened to him, with 

steady, critical attention, " and heard, in his vital, intelligent and optimistic voice, the promise 

of Canada itselE "Lome seemed in a way to sum it di up in his persun, dl the better 

oppomnity a man had out there; and he handied large matters of the future with a confidence 

and a gnp that .quickened the circulation" (Duncan, n e  Impen~zIIa 112-1 13). In response, 

Hesketh's "own blood stirred with the desire to accomplish, tu carry fuaher; and as the =ope 

of the philanthropia did not attract km, he was vaguely conscious of having b e n  boni too 

late in England. The new political appeal of the colonies, clashing suddenly upon old insular 

harmonies, brought him a seose of wider fields and chances" (112). By the novelts end, 

Hesketh has resolved not only to make Canada his home, but "to make a g d  Canadian" 

(262). Thomas McCulloch, Thomas Chandler Haliburton, James De Mille and Sara Jeannette 

Duncan were al1 seemingly motivated by the desire to stir the blood of their readers just as 

Lorne does Hesketh' s, to inspire in them "a sense of wider fields and chances" so that they 

tw will determine to become productive members of their colonies and, later, of their new 

nation. Together, me Stepsure m e r s ,  me Clocbnuker, A S m g e  Munucpipf Fuund in a 

Copper Cyünder, and The Impen'alist present and represent a vaxied picture of these " wider 

fields and chancesw--that is, of the geographical, philosophical and imaginative spaces open to 

colonistdCanadians, and of the attendant social, economic, and spiritual opportunities, fisks, 

and responsibilities to be encountered there. 

Each of these saTi~sts encourages morally decent, socialfy acceptable, and 

intellechdly sound human behaviour, and explores the extent to which such behaviour 

conaibutes tu the larger scherne-to the region, the province, the colony, the nation, the 
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Empire, andor the global community. Not surprisingly, given the rapidly changing face of 

British North Amerka and then Canada over the course of the nineteenth century, these 

writers atso examine the notion of progress in their portrayds of wider fields and chances. In 

n e  Stepsure Letters, McCulloch disparages those who believe that the city is the site of New 

World progress. He argues that colonists need look no further than the lush Nova Scoilan 

f m  lands for wider fields, and that, by opting instead to seek easy money in the depraved 

rnetropolis, they are taking imprudent chances with their phy sical, spirinial, and financial 

health. Castigating those who recklessly scramble to attain the material vappings of 

prosperity, he reminds readers (in Calvinist-Presbyterian fashion) thae hard work is doubly 

rewarded by a cornfortable living and by God's grace. Haliburton supports McCullochfs basic 

principles in his Clockmaker sketches; however, he is not as interested in God's plan as he is 

in the plans of the Nova Scotian legislature and the British Colonial Office. Indeed, 

Haliburton has a more wsmopoiitan vision of the province's wider fields and chances; he 

casts a watchful eye southward to the dubious progress of the Amencan republic and 

eastward to the beloved, but fnistratingly inactive mother lands. In an argument that would 

corne tu characterize Canada's position as a middle ground between Uncle Sam and John 

Bull, Haliburton urged his fellow Nova Scotians to recognize that their best chance for 

financiai success lay in emulating the "go-ahead" work ethic of Americans, but that their only 

chance for moral (if not military) victory over Amencan depravity lay in strengthening the 

colony ' s ideological and political ties to Great Britain. 

De Mille's novel, A Strange Manuscript Fuud  in a Copper Qünder, is a 

philosophical allegory that implicitly questions many of these principles. In his satiric attack 
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on Victorian values, Christian doctrine, and the imperialist mission-and in his portrayal of 

the inept Adam More and the blundering yachtsmen as typical Bntons-De Mille challenges 

the received opinion that the British Empire represents reassuring progress. In fact, he subtly 

argues, the Empire's civilking mission is ignorant and immoral: Canada has neither need nor 

right to lay clairn to the wider fields that lie beyond its ever-growing territory WrÏting as the 

provinces stood on the uncertain brink of nationhood, De Mille may a h ,  like Haliburton 

before him, have had one eye fixed on Amenca, the other on Great Britain. However, he 

encourages his readers to reject the binary assurnptions that underpin the rhetoric of 

imperialism; to disapprove of the monarchy, then, is not to sanction the republic. Readers 

have the chance, De Mille intimates, at this crucial point in Canada's history , to define 

"progressn on its own tems and to determine the moral direction of the young country. In 

her realistic novel, n e  Impefialist, Duncan portrays a turn-of-theentury small town that is 

well aware of its capacity to so choose. Like Haliburton, Duncan satirizes the short-sighted 

townspeople and farmers who reject the promise of imperiai unity; unlike him, she anticipates 

the defeat and trusts the country to hold its own against American influence. In fact, though 

the nation now stretches "frorn sea to shining sea," the real wider fieIds and chances, Duncan 

insists, are to be found in the hearts and rninds of imaginative and passionate Canadians who 

will pull the country up by its colonial bootstraps and lead it into the twentieth century. 

Whereas Haliburton attacks the British administration for its lethargy, and De Mille dendes it 

for its ideology, Duncan disdains its ignorance. If Britain is to have any role in the future of 

this promising nation, she implies, it will have to leam to understand and to appreciate the 

unique Canadian character that is flourishing here. 
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There is a temptation, in the initial stage of constructing any literary history, to 

arrange a series of representative texts chronologicatl y and then to impose upon them a 

narrative of evolution. In many ways, the present survey of these four satiric fictions 

seemîngly invites just this kind of exercise. One might argue, for instance, based on this 

survey , that Canadian satiric fiction becomes increasing 1 y refined as the nineteenth century 

unfolds, to keep pace, perhaps, with the growing sophistication of the reading public. The 

satiric noms inforrning these texts do change from the beginning of the century to the end; 

w hereas p hy sical strength and perserverance-or the rnere willingness to perfonn hard labour 

-are championed in 17re Stepsure Letters and n2e Chckmaker, mental strength-or the ability 

to read perceptively and to speak effectively-is upheld in A Strange Manwcript and The 

Imperiatisr. Sirnilarly, McCulloch and Haliburton offer rather easily ascertained recipes for 

success in their sketches; there is a moral maxim or piece of wisdom presented that cm be 

(and in Kaliburton's case actually is) summed up in a line or two. De Mille and Duncan, on 

the other hand, challenge their readers to interpret more cornplicated narratives in order to 

discover their satiric themes. Furthemore, the themes themselves become increasingly 

ambiguouç as the century progresses: in preaching the dogrna of personai responsibility, 

McCulloch and Haliburton rarely argue, as Duncan does, that there are compiex mitigating 

circumstances to consider when judging relative success or failure. Similarly, although 

Haliburton urges his readers to demand action from the province's policicians and 

administrators, he does not, as De Mille later does, insinuate that readers should question 

authority, rethink the status quo, and re-examine centuries' old traditions. In short, what 

seems to characterize Canadian satiric fiction through the nineteenth century is the general 
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movement away from the militant1 y satiric exposure of vice and folly toward a more gentle, 

ironic inquiry into moral, social, and politicai responsibilities. 

However, wbile it is reasonable to note that such a movement reflects change, it is 

unreasonable to argue that it signifies maniration-that Lome Murchison, for example, was 

the product of a more intelligent and sophisticated mind than Sam Slick was, or that More 

was designed for a more perceptive audience than Stepsure was. The most obvious 

explanation for the apparent evolution of satiric fiction in nineteenthcentury Canada lies in 

the authors' choice of genre; the i~ovat ion and rise in popularity of the novel form allowed 

De Mlle and Duncan to develop longer, more cornplex arguments than McCdloch and 

Haliburton could in the popular sketch format of their tirne. Carde Gerson remarks that the 

narrative complexity of Haliburton's The Old Judge indicates that he "was capable of a 

degree of subtlety and resaaint not present in the Sam Slick books and suggests that had he 

cared to do so, he might have applied his sense of literary realism to the creation of fuller 

works of fiction in line with the critical pnnciples later articulated by Sara Jeannette Duncan" 

(Purer 54). 

While dl of the works studied were collected for publication after being serialized in 

local j o u d s ,  me Stepsure Letrers and The Clochaker were not conceived as single, 

uniform volumes and therefore do not develop sustained plots. Given this dramatic differeoce 

in form, and the obvious effects it has on the complexity of content, it is more interesting to 

trace the similarities between these works thaï it is simply to review their ciifferences. Note, 

for example, that all of these miters distance thernselves from the anticipated impact of their 

~atinc attacks by creating within their works fictional authors who are ostensibly responsible 
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for them. McCulloch uses the epistolary fom, inventing prolific letter-writer Mephibosheth 

Stepsure to bear the brunt of the public's indignity; in this way, McCulloch is doubly 

removed from the people Stepsure quotes, including the hot-headed Scantocreeçh and the 

pontificating Drone. Haliburton uses a similar technique; the Squire is the alleged author of 

Dze Clockrmrker since the sketches are ostensibly transcripts, copied from his journal, of his 

conversations with Sam Slick. By placing his judgements in the mouth of a vulgar Yankee 

pedlar-a figure who could hardly be more unlike a respected Nova Scotian magistrate-and 

then by creating a character who is responsible for publishing those attacks, Haliburton also 

doubly distances hirnself from his satire. 

De Mille uses a different tactic to distance himself from his satire; he places readers in 

the position of overhearing his condemnation instead of having it aimed directly at them. In 

fact, they must first decipher his critique, which is expressed between the lines of the titular 

manuscript and iu reception on board the Falcon. De Mille's inclusion of an ostensible 

author and severai dim-wined readers doubly separates him from the satiric messages that, 

readers will discover, underpin the romance adventure tale. Unlike McCulloch, Haliburton, 

and De Mille before her, Duncan does not masquerade her fiction as someone else's letters, 

journal entries, or manuscript. In fact, she is the oniy one of the group to publish the work in 

question under her own name (the initiai anonymous authorship of the men's texts providing 

the rnost obvious distancing technique). Still, Duncan's invention of a highly intrusive 

narrator-who is practically a full-fledged character à. la Henry James-serves to place her as 

implied author at one remove from the reproachful irony that informs the story. Regardleçs, 

readers soon corne to recognize that the undedying satiric themes of the novel are to be 
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lmted in the narrator's constant inte jections to explain or quaii@ the characters' actions and 

attitudes. Interestingl y, this narrator' s voie echoes that of S tepsure, the Squire, and More in 

its authoritative, highly literate, well-bred and urbane quality. So, while these satinsts may 

have produced fictional personas to m a t e  diversions in order to guard themselves from 

public backlash, they have dm cIearIy Located some of their satiric noms in the poiite and 

cosmopolitan voices of their respective "authors." 

McCulloch, Haliburton, De Mille, and Duncan also use language in similar ways 

throughout their works. In addition to creating fictional storytellers who are comparable not 

ody in their purpose but in their style of speech, al1 four writers use the3 characters' facility 

(or lack thereof) with language as a satiric device. The characters who possess great verbal 

energy and the capacity for a quick-witted observation or reply are the likeliest mouthpieces 

for the authors' satire, whiie the inarticulate characten are sure to be objects of ridicule. For 

instance, Scantocreesh' s and Slick' s protracted outbursts in the face of their neighbours' 

baffling behaviour contrast sharply with More's dumb silence in the strangely inverted world 

of the Kosekin. Similarly, Lone's capacity to inspire his audience both with his compositions 

and his orations contrasts sharply with the correspondhg failure of Reverend Drone, whose 

very name alludes to his tedious habits of speech. Finally, al1 four authors use idiomatic 

language both to suggest the origins and class of their characters and to punctuate their 

narratives with humour; in their distinction from the voices of the alleged authors, 

Scantocreesh ' s Scottish brogue, Slick' s Yankee twang, Featherstone' s British lisp , and the 

Crow family's coarse vemacular al1 strike discordant and often comic notes in their respective 

narratives. Duncan dwells especially on these kinds of comparisons, insinuating throughout 
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her novel that even the less conspicuous qualities of speech-such as diction, cadence, and 

tone-provide as much information about people as their statements do. 

As their inclusion of various Ends of speech indicates, McCulIoch, Haliburton, De 

Mille and Duncan al1 coax their readers to perform a comparativz analysis on the characters 

that inhabit their respective fictional worlds, to seek out and separate the satine agents from 

the satiric objects. At fint glance, it appears that the principal figures in these fictions are the 

ideals against which the antitheses are readily spotted: Stepsure's and Slick's hard work and 

good sense point up the lazy and stupid Nova Scotian farmers, More stands in homfied 

contrast to the cannibalistic Kosekin, and Lorne's passionate idealisrn is quashed by Milburn's 

calculating pragmatism. It becomes evident, however, that dl of the apparent satiric agents in 

these texts exhibit vice and folly even as they judge those around them. In fact, to varying 

degrees, each man is blinded to his own fauits and blunders b y  his wrong-headed beiief either 

in his own moral superiority or in the wisdom of his behaviour: Stepsure's burgeoning pride 

finds him obliviously committing some of the same sins he admonishes in others; Slick's 

ignorant display of crude American traits warns readers against looking to him for moral 

guidance; More's obtuse reading of the Kosekin culture and the revelation of his own 

unpalatable beliefs render him an object of satiric attack rather than its agent; a ~ d  Lorne's 

pathetic failure to keep the everyday priorities of Elgin in cl= focus lads  him to make 

minous strategic errors in his political campaign. Thus, none of these writers adheres to the 

simple bi-polar pattern of laus et virupero, praise and blame, that traditional satire (read 

simplisticall y) invites. 

Despite an arguably reformist inteni, diese satirists reveai a cornmon unwillingness to 
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be excessively didactic. Imtead, they dl complicate their fictions by qualifj6ng their satiric 

visions; to some extent, dl  of their characters earn both praise and blame if in varying 

masures, just as readers undoubtedy do. In fact, by investing their characters with the very 

flaws they hope to make their readers aware of in themselves, these authors humanize their 

fictional creahons, making them more applicable to the real world. This technique allows 

readers to identiw (or, better, identiQ with) and therefore to learn from ambiguous-and 

often laughable-figures such as Stepsure, Slick, More, and Lome. This observation bnds 

credence to Northrop Frye's argument, quoted on the opening page of this study, that 

"McCulloch is the founder of a genuine Canadian humour: that is, of the humour that is 

based on a vision of society and is not merely a series of wisecracks on a single theme" 

(Introduction ix) . These wnters &are a similar vision of society, as evidenced in their mutual 

appreciation of the wider fields and chances that promise a bright future for those colonists 

and Canadians who are of sound mind and morals. While, in most respects, it is obvious that 

McCulloch, Haliburton, De Mille and Duncan lived very different lives, there are, 

nonetheless, interesting pardlels betwcen them which may help to explain their iike-minded 

vision of society and their shared determination to express it in satiric and ironic terms. 

Surveying the literature produced in nineteenth-century Canada, Fred Cogswell 

remarks that "only a very small segment of the population had the education, the interest, and 

the leisure to write. Literature was almost exclusively die propem of lawyers, 

schoolteachers, clergymen, joumalists, and their wives and daughters" (" Maritime" 1 17). The 

preceding representative sample of nineteenth-century satirists, admittedly small though 

canonical, certainly supports at least part of Cogswell's observation; in addition to being 
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prolific creative writers, McCulloch, Haliburton, De Mille, and Duncan each occupied one or 

more of these professional posts. Besides achieving remarkable success in their respective 

careers, they were al1 welleducated and well-rad, and they d l  travelled, worked, or studied 

abroad in their youth. The combination of formal schooling and life expenence likely 

provided these fledgling writers with the necessary tooIs for producing successful satire: an 

astute appreciation of the Literary conventions of the genre and an expanded awareness of the 

Larger scheme of things. While they are best remembered for their satires, these authors each 

expressed their views in other writing as well-not only in different types of fiction, but also 

in non-fictional pieces such as religious tracts, pamphlets, letters, histones, and jouroalistic 

pieces. And, although they met with varying degrees of success, they were al1 interested in 

publishing or distributing their works in the United States and Great Britain. So, while it is 

arguable that extensive teisure tirne was a Iuury enjoyed by any of them (especiaily by the 

men who were the sole support of their families), education and interest, Cogswell nghtly 

points out, were clearly signifiant factors in their ability and resolve to produce satiric 

fiction. 

Enformed and careful readers can see the detaiis af these writers' personal and 

professionai interests reflected in the scope and approach of their respective fictions; for 

example, McCulloch's roles as a Scots Presbyterian minister, a social reformer, and a 

committed educator are evident in the various voices of me Sfepsure Leîîers; Haliburton' s 

political crusades-ranging from passing a motion to build a local bridge to fighting the cal1 

for representative government-are arguably the raison d'être of The ClocMeer; De Mille's 

difficult financial situation may explain his decision ro write A Sirange Manuscript as a 
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fantasticaï romance-adventure tale; and Duncan's personal experiences in India and England 

may weIl have provided the insight, expressed in me Imperialist. that the scheme for 

imperid unity was bound to fail. While universal values are upheld in the satiric moralizing 

and rationdishg of these narratives, they are nonetheless peppered with references to 

historical and geographical particulan that fur them in their own specific spatial andor 

tempocal places. Again, despite the fact that they v q  greatly in the degree and kind of 

referentiality, the general correspondences between these texts are compelling. They dl 

ponder the uncertain future of the colonyhation in their dusions to the dominant issues of 

amexationist versus imperialistic schemes, and to related minor concerns, such as the 

distressing profusion of undesirable citizens and the alarming loss, through emigration, of 

potentially desirable ones. Sirnilarly, in their inclusion of pointed discussions about education, 

religion, law, politics, commerce, and the public press, these satires ail scrutinize the efficacy 

of the institutions that formed-and continue to fonn-the substnicture of civilized wie ty .  For 

such reasons, me Stepsure Letters, m e  Clockmuker, A Strunge Manuscript Found in a 

Copper Qünder, and m e  Iinpen'alist remain pertinent and deservedly canonical texts late in 

the twentieth-century . 

The intervening years have seen the continual production of satiric fiction that owes a 

good deal, both artisticall y and ideologicall y, to these nineteenthcentury texts. Step ben 

Leacock's work dominates the &y decades of this century. In its use of the sketch format 

and stock characters, Sunshine Sketches of a Little Town (1912) redis the work of 

McCulloch and Haiiburton. Its kindly humour, on the other hand, is reminiscent of Duncan's 

gentle irony; in Leacock, as in Duncan, "an appreciation of the local d e  precedes 
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commentary on it. In fact, without that appreciation, ironic humour becornes caustic satire 

and interpretive portraiture degenerates into caricature" (Zemlka, "Passionate" 86). Several 

critics have drawn similar specific parailels between Leacock's narrative voice and satiric 

humour and those of his literary forebears. For instance, Beverly Jkqorich suggests that the 

"literary znd literate gentlernanly comic persunas adopted by S tephen Leacock" are part of a 

tradition initiated in me Stepsure ktters by "McCulloch's paternal voice of conservative 

morality and intellecnial idealisrn" (229). Although Duncan was not, primaxily, a humorist, 

Clara Thomas contends bat  the clever attention to the details of Elgin's "well-developed 

social hierarchy" provides "the antecedents of Leacock' s humour" ("Mythologies" 45). In 

fact, Thomas adds, in "portraying their towns, Duncan and Leacock overlap enough in their 

selection of detail about persons or events so that each provides a check on the vaiidity of the 

other" ("Mythologies" 48). 

In addition to these particular correlations, Leacock's broader themes revisit those that 

preoccupied several of his predecessors. His concern that Canada was transforming, to its 

detrimem, from a rurai, agrarian society into an urban, technological one is an extension of 

McCulloch's fear of the consequenees of Pictou f m e r s  leaving the land to find their fortune 

in the city. In many ways, Leacock supports McCulloch' s-and, later, Duncan' s-contention 

that the mercenary motives and lack of vision exhibited by a growing portion of the Canadian 

population threaten the moral fabric of Canadian society at iarge. Car1 Berger notes that 

LRacock located the main misfortune of his day in the penetration of the 

business spirit into the church, the university, and politics.. . .In his most biting 

satincd work, Arcdian Adventures with the Idle Rich (l9l4), Leacock paid 
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his respects to the hustling ministers who no longer cared for religion, the 

university folk who no longer cared about leaniing and scholarship, the 

deceitful political reformers, the mindless wizards of high finance, and the 

inane social habits and mores of the rich in gened. (195) 

The belief that business values were demoralizing and corrupting, Berger explains, "ran deep 

in irnperialist thought" (195). Like Haliburton and Duncan before him, Leacock was an 

imperialist. His attack on the Amencan ideology of liberal individualism and unrestricted 

capitalism in Arcadian Adventures is another version of die warning that was a familiar 

refrain to readers of nineteenth-cenniry satine fiction: it is imperative for colonists and 

Canadians to be keenly aware of their political, econornic, and ethical positions vis-à-vis 

Arnerica and Great Britain. However, while many of the saine noms that ground Colonial 

and Confederation satiric fiction are evident in Leacock's work, he was more troubled about 

the threat posed to human dignity than to organized religion, financial prosperity, or 

burgeoning nationhood. Nevenheless, in his equally volurninous non-fiction he appealed to 

his mders to embrace a version of imperialism that is suikingly similar to that which Lome 

Murchison champions in The Imperialist. This was arguably the last tirne such sentiments 

were fonvarded eamestiy-that is, in the style and temper that suggests some hope that they 

might eff't change. 

Largely because of its involvement in World War 1, Canada came into its own in the 

first decades of the twentieth century as a distinct and potentidly powerful nation; as a result, 

both the threat of American annexation and the appeal of British imperial unity dissipated. 

Subsequent twentieth-century satiric fiction became an increasingly literary, rather than 
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poIitic., exercise. A prime example is Paul Hiebert's Sarah Binks (1947), which is a 

typically modernist ridicule of Canadian culnid natioBalism and intellecnial pretensions with 

none of the underlying poiitical critique that infoms De Mille's similar jabs at the exegetical 

profession in A Strange Mamcnpt.  In some respects, the principal fiction writers producing 

satire during the Modem and Contemporary pends in Canada-Robertson Davies, Mordecai 

Richler, Timothy Findiay, and Margaret Atwood-can be seen to continue the attack on the 

same targets that inform not only Leacock's fiction but that of his nineteenthcentuq 

precursors: ignorance and la& of imagination, the resulting dearth of Canadian cultural 

development, and the failure to uphold moml codes of behaviour in the face of nsing 

cornrnercialism. In their tone and plots, however, works such as the Salteron Tnlogy (1951- 

8), The Incomparable Atuk (1963) and Cocksure (1968), Not Wanted on the Voyage (l984), 

Lady Oracle (1976) and The Hand-d's Tale (1985) mark a discernible shift in the Canadian 

satinc temperament: there is a perceptible lack of expectation apparent in these narratives that 

ridicule will convince where reason has failed. For instance, Richler impugns vice and folly 

and yet concedes that it is nearly impossible to avoid, perhaps anticipating post-modem 

literature' s proclivity for positing irony-if not absurdity-in d l  levels of existence. But even 

this deep undercutting of the very notion that one can define and defend a code of values by 

which to live in the modem world finds its origins in the nineteenth-century propensity to 

satirize the satinst. 

Like their nineteenth- and early mentieth-century counterparts, modem and 

contemporary Canadian writers have often displayed an uneasy balance between a profound 

emotional allegiance to their native land and a keen awareness of the critical perspectives 
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afforded by intemational models and standards-the very duality that underlies our most 

successful satire. In the Introduction to The Canadian Novel: Beginnings, John Moss argues 

that the distinct point of view developed in early Canadian fiction resonates in our best 

contemporary wnters: "Haliburton, Moodie, Duncan, and Leacock all address a specific 

readership, not necessarily Canadian, from a fixed perspective which is at continual variance 

with their works' narrative point of view. The effect might be described as didactic 

ambiguity, a very Canadian trait found in such pre-minent novelists.. .as Kroetsch, Wiebe, 

Cohen, Atwood, and Laurence in The Diviners" (12). And, he adds, there are other ways in 

which nketeenth- and earl y twentieth~ntury Canadian satiric and i ronic writing anticipates 

the trends of some of our best rnid-to-late twentieth-century fiction. For instance, the comic 

vision of our early writers has becorne a national Literary characteristic: "Duncan &tes with 

vivacious wit. Leacock is, of course, one of the great humorists of literature. Haliburton does 

not transcend time so well, but in small doses his humour is still amusing, astute, and 

diverting.. . . Humour, satire, wit, effervescent vitality , these are the strengths of the Canadian 

tradition, which continue today in writers as diverse as Robert Kroetsch and Margaret 

Atwood" (Beginnings 10). While it is, of course, difficult to argue that nineteenth-century 

Canadian satiric fiction directly infiuenced and continues to influence the satiric, ironic, and 

comic fiction subsequentiy written in Canada, such observations bring to mind Northrop 

Frye's oft-quoted assertion from the Conclusion to the Literary Hisîory of Canada: "1 keep 

coming back to the feeling that there does seem to be such a thing as an imaginative 

continuum, and that writers are conditioned in their attitudes by their predecessors, or by the 

cultural climate of their predecessors, whether there is a conscious influence or not. Again, 
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nothing can give a writer's experience and sensitivity any fom except the study of litelature 

itself' (361). 

The snidy of Nneteenth-century Canadian literature is the study of the birth of a 

nation-politically, socially, and culturally. This is especially true of the study of nineteenth- 

century Canadian satire because, as Dustin Griffin points out, "satire and history are often 

thought to be near allied" (1 15). Even if, as P.K. Ellcin argues, the justification for satire Lies 

in its art (San're 8), a good ded of its appeal lies in its connections to reality. In order to 

appreciate to the hiIlest possible extent how these satinc fictions work, readers must not only 

perfonn close critical analyses, but must also attempt to situate the texts in relation to the 

historical, geographic., and biographical particulars of their production. B y doing so, such 

engaged readers will remgnize that McCulloch, Haliburton, De Mille, and Duncan responded 

passionately and intelligently to the fundamental concerns of their times. While the smaller 

issues Vary from the beginning of the century to the end, d l  of these writers address one 

basic dilemma: the difficult necessity of establishing and p r e s e ~ n g  a moral code that will 

balance the best elements of an Old World heritage and a New World neighbour. By tackling 

this quandary, these satires give voice to the "moral imperative" which has, as A.B. 

McKillop argues in A Discipüned helligence, infomed Anglo-Canadian thought for 

centuries: 

despite its inevitable twists and tums, its different intellechni shapes and 

emotional shadings, the basic lesson has nevertheless remained constant from 

generation to generation, and it has also been given sustained voice. The 

Angle-Canadian intellectual elite, whether living in a Gd-centred British 
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province or in a state-centred North Amencan nation, has consistently urged 

that it is necessary to reach a modus Mvendi between intellecnial inquiry and 

conventional wisdom, between individual autonomy and the social good, 

between the myth of freedom and the myth of concem. (231) 

Satire provides an ideal form for reconciling belief and inquiry, tradition and innovation, 

concern and freedorn. In their satiric fictions, McCulIoch, Haliburton, De Mille and Duncan 

altemately employ a rhetoric of provocation and a rhetoric of persuasion, Ieading their 

readers to ponder specific questions and arguing, sometimes, on behalf of certain answers. 

While McKillop uses the term "moral irnperative," it is clear from his own definition that 

satiric rationalism plays a large role in detennining how best to bridge the large ideoiogical 

gap between monarchical-parliamenw and republican forms of govemment. Ultimately, 

these satirists balance or conflate moral satire and satinc rationalism, arguing in various ways 

that the use of one's God-given intelligence is a moral act. That argument persists, having 

become an integrai part of the tradition of Canadian satinc fiction. 

The presence of multifaceted and interrelated noms grounding these texts is j u s  one 

way in which Thomas McCullochls lne Stepsure Letiers, Thomas Chandler Haliburton's The 

Clochaker, James De Milie's A Srrange Matzmcnpt Foud in a Copper Slinder, and Sara 

Jeannette Duncan's The Impetialist reflect the elements of satire discussed in the Introduction 

to this study. Together, these works demonstrate the remarkable versatility of the sztiric mode 

to varying forxns, voices, and plots: they cover the comic spectmm between Horatian miles 

and Juvenalian savagery; they balance "laughter with knives" by blending humour and 

criticism in such a way as to render the resulting laughter responsible; and they raise age-old 
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questions about the reforrnia intent and effect of the work itself, prompting readen to 

wonder, as William Cowper once did: " 'What vice has it subdued? Whose heart reciaim'd / 

By rigour, or who Iaugh ' d into reform?' " (The Task 2. 66-67, qtd. in Griffin 38). At least in 

one respect, reader response to these satine fictions c m  be accumtely assessed: they were dl 

instant or eventual successes, eaniing ap preciative international audiences that continue to 

grow since the works remain in pnnt and stand among the country's foremost canonical texts. 

Nearly 180 years ago, Mephibosheth Stepsure proclainecl his resolve to continue 

subjecting his feilow townspeople to the castigation he felt they richly deserved: "as I am the 

only writer who has attempted to make our people see and be asharned of themselves, my 

credit is pledged to stick to uie point till a better appear" (Letter 21, 226). Since then, many 

of the rnoa critically and popularly acclaimed Canadian writers have taken a page out of 

Stepsure's letters and produced mernorable satire. In doing so, they have contributed to the 

national imaginative continuum: as W.J. Keith notes, the fact that McCulloch "anticipates 

Leacock in having a 'Rev. Mr. Drone' as his local minister may perhaps be attributed to 

coincidence, but it could represent an early example of the continuities of cultural tradition" 

(16-17). If the birth of the tradition of Canadian satiric fiction in early nineteenth-century 

Nova Scotia was the happy result of dire circumstances finding expression in a popular 

Augustan art form, now, nearly two hundred years later, Canadian satirists further and 

expand the satiric tradition in their continuing explorations of the promise of wider fields and 

chances inherent in a much-changed but still uncertain nation. 
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